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摘要 

 

    觀察台灣華語中英語借字的輔音調整，得以窺見一系列由感知顯著性之差異

所誘發的借字調整傾向。此感知顯著性或許屬於該輔音本身之內在聲學特質，抑

或源自於由該輔音所在之環境所提供之外部感知訊號。儘管存在著調整傾向，借

入語言調整者針對調整策略之決定，例如元音加插或輔音刪除，卻幾乎沒有絕對

之調整形態。這些調整能夠修正不合法的借出語言結構，使之遵守借入語言相對

較為嚴格之音韻規範。本論文正視此借字調整所浮現之詞彙變異性，以結構性制

約及訊號制約所構成的單一機率感知語法（stochastic perception grammar, SPG）

將其形式化，而非視之為核心形式分析中之異常。此機制以機率優選理論

（stochastic OT, Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma and Hayes 2001）之制約覆蓋範圍及

重疊等重要觀念為基礎，重新定義制約之互動：藉由各種變異值在二元變異及多

元變異中發生機率之分配，設計出可計算制約排序值的數學運算方式。此單一化

之 SPG不僅臻於理論簡易性之目標，並具備優越性，可將借字音韻中由感知所

驅使之調整形態，做出明確之量化預測。 

 

關鍵詞：借字調整、感知、詞彙變異、機率感知語法、訊號制約 
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Abstract 

 

    Consonant adaptation in Taiwan Mandarin (TM) loanwords from English reveals 

a series of tendencies that are majorly induced by degrees of perceptual salience 

pertaining either to the innate acoustic properties of the target consonant per se, or to 

external perceptual cues provided by the context where the consonant resides. Despite 

these inclinations, there is hardly any absoluteness in the L1 adapter’s determination 

of strategy, such as vowel insertion or consonant deletion, that works to repair the 

forbidden L2 structure to fit it into the relatively severe restrictions of the native 

phonotactics. Rather than treating it as exceptional to the core of formal analyses, this 

dissertation takes the lexical variation emerging from loanword adaptation seriously 

and couches it within a single stochastic perception grammar (SPG), of which the 

main ingredients are structural and cue constraints. This mechanism redefines 

constraint interaction through the key notions of constraint coverage and overlapping, 

designed in stochastic OT (Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma and Hayes 2001), by 

providing mathematical operations that aim at figuring out the ranking values of 

constraints based on the percentage distribution of the variants’ occurrences in both 

binary and multiple variations. The unified SPG not simply achieves theoretical 

simplicity but excels in making specific quantitative prediction of the perceptually 

inspired adaptation patterns in loanword phonology.  

 

Keywords: loanword adaptation, perception, lexical variation, SPG, cue constraint 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Loanword adaptation 

Speakers borrow words from other languages to fill in the lexical gaps in their 

own vocabulary. The newly coined words in the native inventory are given the name 

loanwords. As language contact confronts speakers with types of structures that are 

phonetically illicit to the native phonology, particularly when the two languages in 

contact are systematically divergent, chances are that the target word has to undergo 

adaptation processes such that the filtered form conforms to the native phonology. 

Issues of loanword adaptation, i.e. how the nativization of loanwords occurs, have 

long gained intensive attention among linguists for the past few decades. In prior 

literature on phonology, starting from Hyman (1970), it is generally held that in 

generative grammar the input that undergoes adaptation processes is constituted by 

the surface form of the source language (L2), and that the output is the product 

computed by the phonological grammar of the recipient language (L1). Ever since the 

invention of Optimality Theory (henceforth OT, Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004), 

loanword adaptation has regained interests in linguistic investigation due to its key 

notions of violable constraints that ideally model the oftentimes conflicting forces of 

maximizing the phonetic resemblance but meanwhile conforming to the native sound 

system (Yip 1993, 2002, 2006; Paradis 1995, 1996; Kenstowicz 2003ab; Shinohara 

2004ab; Labrune 2002; Kang 2003; Shih 2004; Miao 2005; Lü 2006, 2013; Lin 2007a, 

2008ab; Dong 2012; among many others). A consensus that is reached in the literature 

is that investigation on loanwords provides a direct window through which linguists 

may get a glimpse of how acoustic cues are categorized with respect to the distinctive 
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features of L1 as well as study the synchronic phonology of L1 by observing their 

adaptation processes in action. In this respect, the emergent patterns from loanword 

adaptation enable us to probe into aspects of grammatical knowledge in ways that 

native language data fail to. For Taiwan Mandarin (dubbed TM henceforth) speakers, 

for example, dealing with loanwords from English shows aspects of TM phonological 

grammar that may have remained covert in the absence of such novel input, e.g. 

syllables with an obstruent coda. A large body of literature has focused its attention on 

loanword adaptation that reflects the influence of nearly all phonological facets of L1, 

such as segmental, suprasegmental, phonotactic, and morphophonological restrictions 

of the native language. However, unlike the borrowing relationship between two 

alphabetical languages, which reflects purely phonological aspects of the language 

involved, TM adapters may often consider the character meaning that best matches 

the semantic function of the source word.  

    Literature on loanword adaptation has distinguished two types of loanwords. The 

first and more common source of investigation is integrated loanwords (Peperkamp 

2002). Integrated loanwords are loanwords that have entered the L1 lexicon, and are 

widely used by L1 speakers without reference to the phonetic form of the source word. 

Loanwords of this sort underwent phonological computation during the time the 

source word was first introduced by the original L1 adapter. There is hardly any aural 

and psychological events involved when subsequent L1 speakers use them. The 

second type of loanwords, used mostly in empirical researches, is on-line adaptations, 

i.e. foreign words that are borrowed “here-and-now” (Peperkamp 2005). In most cases, 

the L2 stimuli are either non-words or words that have not been introduced to L1. 

They are presented aurally or/and in written forms to the L1 informants who are either 

monolinguals or bilinguals, depending on the purpose of the experiments, and the 

informants are asked to convert the L2 sounds to the closest L1 ones. (e.g. Shinohara 
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1997, 2000; Kenstowicz and Sohn 2001) This dissertation features a sizable loanword 

collection of the first type, considering that observation of general tendencies should 

be obtained from a comprehensive database, rather than the experimental result of a 

few individuals’ preferences1.  

 

1.2 Categorization of TM adaptations of English loanwords 

Chinese words of English (American English in particular) origin started to be 

rapidly created in early twentieth century owing to the intensive contacts between the 

Chinese society and the Western culture. After the Nationalist government’s retreat 

from mainland China to Taiwan in 1949, loanwords began to develop separately on 

the two sides across the Taiwan Strait. The data in previous representative studies on 

Mandarin loanword adaptations from English are mainly collected from Mandarin 

Chinese used in mainland China (MC for short, Miao 2005; Lin 2007a, 2008ab; Hsieh, 

Kenstowicz, and Liu 2009; Dong 2012). Loanwords of this version reveal a patterned 

difference from TM with respect to the adaptation of illicit consonants, though the 

distinction in vowel adaptation is less obvious (see Lin 2007a, 2008ab for an 

across-the-board investigation on vowel adaptation). Presumably, English loanwords 

in TM provide a more suitable source to explore effects of perceptual salience on 

consonantal modification. The reason is that English consonants that are illicit in 

Mandarin, such as obstruent codas, are consistently preserved via an epenthetic vowel 

in MC, and we thus assume that English orthography is highly influential in the 

interpretation of consonants. However, it is found in this dissertation that English 

illicit consonants are variously repaired by TM adapters mainly on the basis of 

perceptual salience that these consonants pertain to, providing crucial clues about the 

                                                      
1
  However, an on-line adaptation test serves as an appropriate approach to verifying the predictability 

of an established grammar.  
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L1 adapter’s inner mechanism in the word-borrowing process. 

    Since each character in MC is a morpheme and carries a certain meaning (with 

extremely few exceptions), a foreign word can be borrowed through divergent ways 

by the MC speaker. A TM loanword adaptation from English, likewise, can be 

completely phonological, purely semantic, or a fusion of the two, as we elaborate 

below.  

The first category is phonological loanwords. Transformation of this category 

relies fully on phonetic similarity and TM phonology, and the English input usually 

undergoes a variety of phonological processes before it is mapped to its TM output 

form. There seems to be little, if any, semantic connection between the loan source 

and the mapped characters. Phonological loanwords constitute the vast majority of our 

loanword corpus, and serve as the main source of investigation of this dissertation. A 

few recently coined loanwords of this kind are given below.  

 

(1) Examples of phonological loanwords 

 English input  TM output Literal meaning 

a. [.lu.z�.] loser → [.lu.��.]2 魯蛇 ‘ rash snake’ 

b. [.mo�.t��l.] motel → [.mwo.t�je.] 摩鐵 ‘ rub iron’ 

c. [.	m.l�t.] omelet → [.ou.mu.li.] 歐姆力 ‘Europe nanny power’ 

d. [.k�w��.] queer → [.k�u.�.] 酷兒 ‘brutal child’ 

 

In (1a), for example, the first syllable of the English input remains phonetically 

intact in the TM output. For the second syllable, however, the alveolar voiced fricative 

[z] in onset is accidentally mapped to the retroflex fricative [�], though its voiceless 

counterpart [s] seems to be a better choice. The English schwa vowel is interpreted to 

the closest mid back [�] in TM. Finally the coda is simply deleted since [�], though a 

                                                      
2  English stresses and Mandarin tones are beyond the research scope of this dissertation, hence 

ignored in the phonetic transcriptions throughout the dissertation to save space and meanwhile avoid 
distraction. 
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licit consonant, does not appear in syllable-final position in TM, except for the 

exclusive [.�.] syllable (see Chapter 3 for details). 

The second common category is semantic loanwords. Semantic loanwords are 

formed through metaphrasing, i.e. a word-by-word translation. There is hardly any 

phonetic similarity between the loan source and the mapped characters. Any possible 

resemblance should be purely coincident. Loanwords of this category are excluded 

from our loanword corpus since their formation relies purely on word meaning and is 

free from any phonological processes, as illustrated below. 

 

(2) Examples of semantic loanwords 

 English input  TM output Literal meaning 

a. [.blu.p���nt.] blue print → [.lan.t�u.] 藍圖 ‘blue picture’ 

b. [.fe�s.b�k.] Facebook → [.ljen.�u.] 臉書 ‘ face book’ 

c. [.h�.n�.mun.] honey moon → [.mi.�e.] 蜜月 ‘honey moon’ 

d. [.h �s.p�a�.�.] horse power → [.ma.li.] 馬力 ‘horse power’ 

 

In the mapping of (2b), for example, English “face” is pronounced as “[.ljen.], 

臉” in TM, and “book” as “[.�u.], 書”, the combination of which thus constitutes the 

TM transliteration of the popular social networking service3.  

In addition to phonological and semantic loanwords, there are quite a few 

loanwords that mingle one category with the other. One of them is hybrid loanwords, 

serving as the third category. A hybrid loanword is a mixture of the first and the 

second categories, which is formed via both phonological processes and semantic 

translation. This is exemplified in (3), where semantic correspondents are underlined. 

 

                                                      
3  Interesting enough, another less common interpretation of this for amusing purposes is 

“[. fei.s!.pu.k��.], 非死不可”, a TM phrasal verb meaning “(someone) must die” which bears 
phonetic similarity but semantically irrelevant to the source word. As we will see, this interpretation 
should pertain to “lexical loanwords” in our terminology.  
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(3) Examples of hybrid loanwords 

 English input  TM output Literal meaning 

a. [.k�e�m.b��d#.] Cambridge→ [.t$jen.t$�j	u.] 劍橋 ‘sword bridge’ 

b. [.m�lk.%e�k.] milk shake → [.nai.$i.] 奶昔 ‘milk past’ 

c. [.nju.d#�.z�.] New Jersey → [.$in.ts�.$i.] 新澤西 ‘new pool west’ 

d. [.st	�.b�ks.] Starbucks → [.$i�.pa.k��.] 星巴克 ‘star expect conquer’ 

 

In (3c), only the first syllable (and word) “[.nju.], New” of the American state 

name is semantically translated to TM “[.$in.], 新”, whereas the second and the third 

“ [.d#�.z�.], Jersey” are phonologically adapted to “[.ts�.$i.], 澤西”4. 

    The fourth category is in essence phonologically interpreted, but the combined 

meaning of TM characters happens to be conceptually correlated with the source word. 

Initiation of this category depends on the adapter’s originality in word creation. With 

the semantic correlation, loanwords of this category are mostly extensively used and 

everlasting. This group of loanwords is reduplicate loanwords, as shown in (4).  

 

(4) Examples of reduplicate loanwords 

 English input  TM output Literal meaning 

a. [.k�æ.d�.] caddy → [.kan.ti.] 桿弟 ‘club brother’ 

b. [.hæ.k��.] hacker → [.xai.k��.] 駭客 ‘ frightening guest’ 

c. [.m�'.] myth → [.mi.s!.] 迷思 ‘ fascinated thought’ 

d. [.s .n.] sauna → [.san.wn.nwan.] 三溫暖 ‘three warmth’ 

 

    In (4d), the TM adaptation 三溫暖 (literally ‘three warmth’) from English 

sauna makes reference to the different dry and wet sessions of taking a sauna bath5.  

    The fifth category is again based on phonological interpretation, but what makes 

these loanwords a separate category is the combination of the TM characters in the 

                                                      
4  An alternative adaptation of it is the phonological “[.njou.ts�.$i.] 紐澤西”, where English “New” is 

mapped to TM紐 ([.njou.]), phonologically.  
5  An alternative is the phonological “[.s	�.na.] 桑拿”(literally ‘mulberry take’), with no semantic 

connection with the source word. 
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output is an existent meaningful word in the native lexicon, but the meaning is 

irrelevant to the source word. Loanwords of this category are often created with 

humorous intentions, and are designated lexical loanwords. Examples are shown 

below, and the word meanings as a whole are provided in parentheses in the column 

of literal meaning.  

 

(5) Examples of lexical loanwords 

 English input  TM output Literal meaning 

a. [.bl	(.] blog → [.pu.lwo.k�.] 部落格 ‘section fall grid’  

(tribe partition) 

b. [.hom.p�e�d#.] home page → [.xo�.pei.t$i.] 烘焙機 ‘dry roast machine’  

(baking machine) 

c. [.m	.dl.] model → [.ma.tou.] 麻豆6 ‘numb bean’ 

(place name) 

d. [.t�o�.fl.] TOEFL → [.t�wo.fu.] 托福 ‘hold happiness’ 

(with one’s blessing) 

 

In (5d), English abbreviation TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) is 

transliterated as “[.t�wo.fu.], 托福”, originally used as a verbal phrase of politeness 

in TM.  

    A certain number of nominal loanwords are based on phonological mapping, but 

these words are attached with another word (usually a character) that indicates the 

property of the noun and cannot appear solitarily. These cases pertain to qualitative 

loanwords, constituting the sixth category. See (6) for examples of this category, in 

which the attached word indicating the property of the noun and the correspondent 

gloss meaning are underlined.  

 

 

                                                      
6  This is the version used mainly by the younger generation in Taiwan. An older and more common 

free variation is the phonological “[.mwo.t��.�.] 模特兒”. 
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(6) Examples of qualitative loanwords 

 English input  TM output Literal meaning 

a. [.t%a�.d�.] chowder → [.t$�j	u.ta.t�a�.] 巧達湯 ‘skillful reach soup’ 

b. [.s�.v�.] server → [.s!.fu.t$�i.] 伺服器 ‘serve obey machine’ 

c. [.s��.k��.] sinker → [.�n.k�a.t$�jou.] 伸卡球 ‘stretch card ball’ 

d. [.�æ.l�.] rally → [.la.li.sai.] 拉力賽 ‘pull power race’ 

 

    `In (6c), the pitch type of baseball sinker is translated to “[.�n.k�a.], 伸卡” plus 

the character [.t$�jou.] (球, ‘ball’) to refer to the property of the term7.  

    Still other nominal loanwords are the names of imported products or brands. This 

group of loanwords is still phonologically based, yet characters for these transliterated 

forms are mostly the ones that either carry positive meanings or have connection with 

the products which the foreign companies are selling. Examples of these commercial 

loanwords are given below.  

 

(7) Examples of commercial loanwords 

 English input  TM output Literal meaning 

a. [.f�n.lif.] Fernleaf → [.fo�.li.fu.] 豐力富 ‘abundant power rich’ 

b. [.l�.(o�.] Lego → [.l�.k	u.] 樂高 ‘happiness high’ 

c. [.p�æm.p��s.] Pampers → [.p	�.p	u.�!.] 幫寶適 ‘help baby comfortable’ 

d. [.sku.t��.] Scooter → [.su.k��.ta.] 速可達 ‘speed can reach’ 

 

In (7b), the brand name Lego, mainly producing construction toys for children, is 

translated as “[.l�.k	u.] 樂高” in TM, the word-by-word translation of which is 

‘happiness high’ to make reference to the great pleasure that the toys may bring. 

    Except for the semantic loanwords (the second category) and the characters that 

are attached to the qualitative loanwords (the sixth category) to state the property, all 

the collected loanwords are included in the corpus and counted in the relevant 

                                                      
7 An alternate name is the semantic “[.t$�n.t$�jou.] 沈球”, of which the literal meaning is ‘sink ball’. 
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adaptation patterns. It may be questioned that the selection of certain TM characters in 

these categories involves semantic factors and thus do not serve as valid tokens. 

Nonetheless, they are still counted in generalizing the patterns in this research since 

they still bear a phonetic similarity to the English source words to a certain degree, 

indicating that the phonetically similar parts have undergone certain phonological 

processes. Furthermore, the academic value of loanwords with semantic correlation 

still remains particularly for analyses that lay the focus on the retention/deletion of 

consonants only, without making reference to the featural change of the target 

segments.  

 

1.3 The focal points and a bipartite processing model  

    Authors advocating the need for an independent loanword grammar from the 

native phonology have done analyses of loanword adaptation patterns by postulating 

fairly intricate rankings, oftentimes accompanied by loanword-specific constraints, 

within the production grammar which can neither be derived from the native language 

nor be motivated by the foreign language. One question that naturally arises, however, 

is that if these rankings for loanword adaptation are something that cannot be learned 

due to the lack of L1 stimuli that are structurally similar to L2, it becomes a puzzle 

why the adaptation patterns from the collected data have been systematic and shown 

consistency across L1 speakers, particularly in determining the retention/deletion of a 

consonant. On the other hand, it will be discussed in more detail in the upcoming 

chapter that any biased stance towards a perception/production account may find it 

deficient in dealing with loanwords from L2 into L1. In response to the problems, it 

might well be argued that the retention/deletion patterns of L2 consonants in L1 that 

appear to involve unlearnable rankings are mostly, if not all, an effect of perception 

grammar. That is, the retention/deletion and segmental change of an L2 consonant in 
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the L1 adaptation output are determined as early as in the level of perception, rather 

than a result solely from production grammar.  

    The proposal of a perception-production model dates back to Silverman (1992), 

and the plausibility of the proposed analyses are reinforced by subsequent papers with 

the advent of OT. A representative work along this line is Kenstowicz (2003b), where 

he sketches two distinct rankings for perception and production with the same 

constraint set, successfully explaining Gbéto’s (1999) study of loanwords from French, 

Portuguese, and English to Fon without the need to propose loanword-specific 

constraints (e.g. Davidson and Noyer 1997, Yip 2006). In his argument, Dep-V 

outranks Max-C in the perception mapping, and thereby the French input [.post.] 

(poste) is interpreted as /.pos./, which serves as the input of the production mapping. 

The input /.pos./ is then subject to the production grammar with the reversed 

dominance Max-C >> Dep-V, and the output [.po.su.] is derived under this ranking.  

Nonetheless, despite the seemingly persuasive resolution without redundantly 

positing any loanword-specific constraint, one may still question this treatment by 

raising the questions below. First, the markedness constraint *stop/obstruent_# may 

successfully rule out the candidate with an sC cluster, [.post.], but it fails to eliminate 

the other alternative, [.pot.], as the perceptual output, which is not considered to be a 

potential winner in his tableau of perception mapping. Second, if it is true that 

phonotactics functions in both perception and production, as first put forth by 

Silverman (1992) and lent support to by a handful of others in this vein, there seems 

to be no reason why the perceptual output is solely governed by *stop/obstruent_# in 

Fon, a language that allows only open syllables, not by *obstruent/_#, which forbids 

any obstruent consonant in coda? That is, if *obstruent/_# is considered in his 

grammar, the only winner from the perception level would be [.po.], rather than 
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[.pos.]. Last but not least, a simple inquiry from a functional point of view is what 

motivates the distinct rankings between Dep-V and Max-C in perception and 

production. Specifically, in the perceptual phase, what is the point in saying that one’s 

unwillingness to insert a vowel outweighs his willingness to preserve a consonant, if 

auditory perception involves sensory information of which the retention/deletion 

cannot be determined by logical reasoning?  

Unlike papers that fiddle with faithfulness constraints in both levels of perception 

and production, this dissertation employs Boersma and others’ cue constraints (CUE, 

Boersma 1997, 1998, 2000, 2006, 2007ab, 2008; Escudero 2005; Boersma and 

Hamann 2009) to interact with structural constraints (STRUCT), i.e. constraints 

regulating L1 phonotactics. Cue constraints are a constraint type that should be 

defined independently from markedness and faithfulness constraints, and act as the 

main ingredients in the perception grammar. The cue constraints formulate the 

listener’s knowledge of perceptual cues, i.e. the relation between the auditory forms 

and their correspondent surface form in phonology, on the basis of either the auditory 

information provided by the external context, or the internal acoustic cues of the 

involved segment. As perception, least controversially, involves the interface between 

phonetics and phonology, i.e. a process with direct competition between perceptual 

cues (cue constraints) and language-specific phonology (L1 structural constraints), 

this dissertation intends to build an OT-architecture for perception that is devoid of 

faithfulness constraints. For example, conventional OT ranks Max-C over Dep-V to 

ensure retention of a consonant through an epenthetic vowel, whereas the same effect 

may be generalized by ranking *[C]/ / over *[ ]/+vocalic/8 in the present dissertation, 

saying that the degree one perceives the existence of a consonant induces his 

                                                      
8  The cue constraint that functions the same in Boersma’s related works is *[ ]/–cons/. We revise it so 

as to exclude glides, a semivowel that also has the feature value [–cons]. 
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hallucination of a non-existent vowel. With cue constraints applied to a 

language-specific perception grammar, it gives more direct explanations for the 

perceptual processing of the raw auditory information and events.  

Another idea at the core of this dissertation is the modeling of a perceptual 

constraint grammar that well accounts for the phenomenon of lexical variation 

(Zuraw 2010), as observed in our loanword corpus. Given perception is the mapping 

from raw sensory data to more abstract mental representations (Boersma 2007), it 

should be variable by nature, since a variety of factors may influence the perceptual 

interpretation of a given input, such as background noise and individual differences in 

perception and production. Rather than free variation, a more widespread variation in 

loanword adaptation is lexical variation. Lexical variation in loanwords refers to the 

situation where an element, e.g. a segment, in an L2 input may undergo a certain 

phonological process (e.g. deletion) to conform to the L1 phonotactics, while the 

identical element in another L2 input in the same or similar phonetic context may 

undergo a different phonological process (e.g. vowel insertion). For example, the [�] 

in English Norman ([.no�.mn.]) is deleted as 諾曼 ([.nwo.man.]9) in TM, while that 

in Hormone ([.ho�.mon.]), with a similar context, is retained via schwa insertion in 

TM as 荷爾蒙 ([.x�.��.mo�.]). In free variation, on the other hand, a single foreign 

word has two or more adapted forms in the recipient language. For example, the L2 

name Truman ([.t��u.mn.]) is adapted to 杜魯門 ([.tu.lu.mn.]) to refer to an 

American president, but meanwhile it is interpreted as 楚門 ([.t��u.mn.]) in the TM 

transliteration of the Hollywood film Truman Show. In this dissertation, we are 

concerned particularly about the lexical variation patterns in the retention/deletion and 

segmental change in voicing and aspiration of English consonants in their TM 

                                                      
9  English stresses and Mandarin tones are beyond the research scope of this dissertation, hence 

ignored in the phonetic transcriptions throughout the dissertation to save space and meanwhile avoid 
distraction.  
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nativized form, since, as will be discussed in more detail later, the alternation in other 

features and tones in a large number of adaptation forms are not purely phonological 

but results greatly from semantic consideration of the TM characters.  

Either deemed to be a minor issue or simply left aside in prior literature on 

loanword adaptation, lexical variation in effect reflects the nature of uncertainty in 

perceptual interpretation due to background noise and/or individual differences in 

speech perception and production. In this current research, therefore, it is argued that 

the mentioned adaptation patterns of English consonants in TM adaptation are 

something that is determined early in perception due to the lack of absoluteness in this 

level. As the observed lexical variations in the adaptation patterns reveal a strong 

correlation with the perceptual salience of the target consonant, we are in need of an 

appropriate framework to model the inevitable variation patterns that take place in the 

perceptual stage. Among the constraint-based theories that are developed to formulate 

language variations, Boersma’s (1997, 1998) and Boersma and Hayes’ (2001) 

stochastic evaluation is privileged in two facets. First, it averts multiple grammars and 

holds a single ranking parsimoniously by seeing constraints as values on a linear scale 

of strictness. Whether and to what extent variation may occur rely on the closeness of 

two constraints, the dominance between which is crucial in determining the output 

form. Under this hypothesis, positing multiple grammars to account for variations is 

rendered unnecessary. Second, in combination with cue constraints in perception, the 

“quantification” of constraints well indicates the “weight” of cue constraints that 

functionally reflect perceptual salience. Moreover, the measure of the overlapping 

area induced by the closeness of two constraints succeeds in embodying the 

probabilistic distribution of two variable forms, e.g. how likely an L2 consonant is 

retained or deleted in its L1 realization. The application of stochastic evaluation to the 

OT grammar in perception is termed stochastic perception grammar (SPG) 
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throughout this dissertation. 

What seems to be a minor concern in this dissertation is the content of the 

production grammar. In a sequential perception-production model, the output (surface 

form) of perception grammar becomes the underlying representation (UR) that is 

stored in the adapter’s short-term memory, which in turn serves as the input to the 

production grammar. The UR is the winner from the evaluation of the perception 

grammar. Based on the elaboration just given on the perception level, the “survival” 

or “sacrifice” of an L2 consonant has been settled in the UR. Compared with the 

perception grammar, the constituents of the L1 production grammar are considered to 

be more complex. Presumably, at least three types of constraints/factors in addition to 

the native structural constraints should be in play. Like other languages studied in 

literature, first, faithfulness constraints require that the output form be identical to the 

input (UR). Secondly, a series of articulatory constraints that make reference to the 

speaker’s preferences in both manner and place of articulation exerts a certain 

influence on the evaluation process.  

Finally, different from other alphabetic languages, what remains to be done in 

production is the selection of TM characters in the surface form. Chinese is a 

logographic system and nearly each character (a syllable) acts as a minimal unit in 

meaning (a morpheme). The selection of TM characters to realize a UR of English 

origin thus depends largely on the category in semantics where it belongs. Let us 

provide a couple of examples for this. The English given name Spike ([.spa�k.]) is 

adapted as 史派克 ([.��.p�ai.k��.]) in TM, where the first character 史 ([.�!.]) is also 

a renowned family name in China. In the sequential convention of an English full 

name, the given name goes first, and then the family name, while the opposite is true 

in TM. Not surprisingly, in TM adaptations of English person’s names, the first 

character is usually a TM family name so as to correspond to the English source 
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semantically. By analogy, when the English source is not a person’s name, the [s] in a 

similar context is mostly mapped to TM 斯 ([.s!.]), which is phonetically closer to its 

English origin but semantically less relevant, if any, to people’s names10. For example, 

the English word Sparta ([.sp	�.t�.]), a city-state in ancient Greece, is adapted to TM 

斯巴達 ([.s�.pa.ta]). In another example, the English word hacker ([.hæ.k��.]) is 

adapted to 駭客 ([.xai.k��.], ‘frightening guest’) in TM to reserve as much as 

possible the word meaning of the source. However, the name of a character in the 

Harry Potter series Hagrid ([.hæ.(��d.]) is transliterated into 海格  ([.xai.k�.], 

literally ‘ocean style’), where the chosen characters are irrelevant to the source word 

in meaning.  

    In light of the foregoing discussion, we sketch a bipartite model where an 

English source word is processed into TM, as shown in (8). Conceptually, this model 

bears a fundamental resemblance to the widely recognized two-phase mechanism that 

traces back to Silverman (1992). What majorly makes the bipartite model distinct 

from those in relevant studies, however, is the constraints that make up the perception 

and production grammars.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
10

 TM 斯 ([.s!.]) is a Chinese surname, but extremely rare.  
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(8) A bipartite processing model for English loanwords in TM adaptation 

 

         Perception                                    Production 

/underlying representation/                       /underlying representation/ 

 

 

 

 

perception grammar (SPG)                       production grammar 

 

 

[auditory form]                                [articulatory form] 

 

 

 L2 lexicon                                     L1 lexicon 

 

To elaborate on the operation of this model, let us give an illustration of how a 

TM adapter interprets the English person’s name Spencer. The first adapter hears the 

English auditory form [.sp�n.s�.]. And this raw sensory data serves as the input to the 

perception grammar. Through the stochastic evaluation of the cue constraints and 

TM-specific structural constraints in a particular ranking (SPG), the output is very 

likely to be /.s!.pin.s�./11, which is stored temporarily as the abstract mental 

representation in the short-term memory, namely the underlying representation (UR). 

The UR subsequently acts as the input to the production grammar and undergoes the 

evaluation of faithfulness and articulatory constraints, under the government of TM 

structural constraints. They function to preserve as much as possible the input 

information in the output and meanwhile ensure the phonological legality of it. What 

                                                      
11   We are unable to determine on the precise phonetic transcription of the UR, since the alternations in 

feature rely greatly on the listening individuals. For example, the second syllable in the output can 
be /.pin./, /.pan./, /.pjen./, etc. However, it is held in this dissertation that the retention/deletion of a 

segment from the auditory input, such as retention of the first onset [s] and deletion of the 

postvocalic [�], is comparatively more fixed in the UR and consistent across all L1 adapters, due to 
the universal perceptual cues to the noise, pitch, silence, transition and duration of the segments and 
the single phonological system the L1 adapters share.  

 

STRUCT 

CUE 

STRUCT 

FAITH  

articulatory constraints 

semantic preferences 
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plays a major role here is the consideration of semantic factors—as mentioned above, 

English Spencer is a person’s name, and the adapter chooses the character 史 ([.�!.]) 

as the initial character in place of 斯 or 思 (both are pronounced as [.s!.]), despite 

the less phonetic closeness of the former. The articulated form is thus 史賓塞 

([.�!.pin.s�.]). Over time, when it is extensively recognized by the TM-speaking 

community after it is frequently used in print media or addressed in public, it enters 

the TM vocabulary. TM speakers thereafter use the nativized form from their mental 

lexicon, and no adaptation for this word happens ever after. 

Of particular interest here is the construction of SPG that governs TM perception 

of English consonants, which is assumed to be the phase that crucially determines the 

retention/deletion and segmental change of an L2 segment. What this dissertation 

features, in comparison with other computer-based works in stochastic-OT, however, 

is that we figure out the mathematical axioms with which we are able to work out the 

precise ranking values of the constraints yielding binary variation (two variants), in 

accordance with the generalized patterned distribution. Within this a theoretical 

breakthrough is that we take a further step and explicate the mathematical operations 

that logically fit multiple variation (more than three variants) into the fashion of OT. It 

turns out to be the case that stochastic OT is no more confined to binary variation, but 

applicable to phonological processes that involve multiple variable outputs. 

 

1.4 Goals and organization of the dissertation  

This dissertation aims to redefine the constraint-based TM loanword phonology 

from a brand new angle by investigating TM loanwords from English. The focus of 

this research is laid on the patterned adaptation of consonantal repairs, including 

syllabification, deletion, and segmental change. We attempt to provide a solid ground 

for the observed patterns from a wide range of evidence and support from acoustic 
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facts, established experimental results, and widely recognized universal principles. 

Differing from previous representative studies on Mandarin loanword adaptations 

from English (Miao 2005, Lin 2007a, 2008ab, Dong 2012), this dissertation features a 

sizable corpus of English loanwords in the Mandarin spoken in Taiwan, which is 

believed to have developed an independent loanword system after decades of 

separation from mainland China. Essentially, this dissertation holds a 

perception-production view on loanword adaptation, as sketched in (8), where 

perception and production, each comprising different types of constraints, play equal 

roles in word-loaning processes.  

The traditional markedness-faithfulness interaction in classic OT as the 

mechanism for evaluation is discarded in the perceptual level. Instead, we formulate a 

series of cue constraints (Boersma 1997, 1998, 2000, 2006, 2007ab, 2008; Escudero 

2005; Boersma and Hamann 2009), which interact with structural constraints 

(STRUCT) in perception. Viewing cue constraints as the main ingredients in the 

perceptual grammar may better functionally makes reference to the down-to-earth 

aural events that occur during each evaluation time. 

    In addition, the inevitable lexical variations that are widely attested in loanword 

adaptation but either deemed as minor exceptions or simply ignored in literature, are 

taken seriously in this dissertation by adopting the theoretical machinery of stochastic 

OT (Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma and Hayes 2001), as this OT version is believed 

to better capture the insights that perception is in its nature full of uncertainty and 

hence only tendencies rather than absoluteness can be generalized. Employment of the 

abovementioned cue constraints and stochastic evaluation thus constitute the 

fundamentals of SPG in this dissertation. Simply put, this research intends to 

construct a function-oriented loanword grammar that is superior on both explanatory 

and descriptive grounds—it features comprehensive explanations for the patterned 
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consonantal adaptation from the angle of percceptual salience, along with a succinct 

grammar that suitably formalizes the lexical variation in loanword adaptation.  

The dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 1, we first address the central 

issues that this dissertation is concerned with, followed by statements of the 

fundamental perspectives from which we deal with the generalized adaptation patterns, 

including a stochastic-OT approach to modeling variation, cue constraints as 

embedded in the framework of stochastic OT, and a perception-production stance on 

loanword adaptation.  

Chapter 2 is a thorough literature review on loanword phonology and the 

theoretical background, where we first review a series of representative works on 

loanword phonology that take different views toward the word-borrowing process. 

Subsequently, we give a brief introduction to cue constraints, which functions to 

provide auditory information in the perception grammar and should be defined as an 

independent constraint type. The basic ideas of OT are given afterwards, followed by 

a review on stochastic OT, a revised version of OT that better captures the variability 

in loanword adaptation.  

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the phonotactics of the two languages in contact, 

providing the background knowledge needed in understanding how the loanword 

adapter’s compromise is reached by neutralizing the conflicting sounds or structures. 

Introduction of the consonants includes the sound inventories and detailed 

comparisons in terms of voicing, aspiration, and place and manner of articulation. 

Subsequently vowels are overviewed with an introduction to the monophthongs and 

diphthongs, followed by a sequence of comparisons in the order of high, mid, low 

vowels. This chapter ends with a comparative description on the syllable structures of 

the two languages in question. 

Next in Chapter 4, we start with an introduction of the loanword corpus from 
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which a bundle of adaptation patterns are generalized. The main body of this chapter 

is the presentation of the across-the-board L1 adaptation patterns of L2 consonants. 

The phonologically patterned adjustments are arranged in the order of onset and coda, 

and the discussion within each category proceeds in the order of simplex margins and 

then complex margins. It will be shown that lexical variation is everywhere and 

nothing is for certain in the process of perception.  

On the basis of the patterns that are generalized in Chapter 4, in Chapter 5 we 

attribute the revealed adaptation tendencies to a variety of effects that originate in 

perceptual salience, so as to provide a more functional account for the emergent 

patterns. The auditory cues that lead to the “gradience” of perceptual salience derive 

from either a widely approved universal scale (e.g. the sonority scale and the 

place-markedness hierarchy) or the acoustic qualities of the target segment (the high 

friction noise of fricatives and the F2 of liquids) per se. There also exist perceptual 

cues that are external to the target segments, such as effects of syllable positions and 

the similarity/dissimilarity of the neighboring sound. Essentially, this chapter along 

with the previous sets the stage for the analytical chapter that follows.  

To model the patterned alternations of L2 consonant adaptations, as presented in 

Chapter 4, and meanwhile respond to the perceptual correlates that are discussed in 

Chapter 5, Chapter 6 gives a series of formal analyses in an attempt to integrate the 

perceptually-inspired processes into a single constraint-based phonology. To achieve 

this, first, by recruiting the fundamentals of stochastic evaluation, a piece of 

theoretical machinery that is superior on both descriptive and explanatory grounds is 

designed. The calculation excels in logically determining the ranking values of the 

involved constraints that are responsible for the widely attested lexical variation in 

loanword adaptation. Moreover, from a functional viewpoint, the perceptually based 

aural events are mapped onto a series of cue constraints, a constraint type that should 
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be defined independently from markedness and faithfulness constraints. Through the 

proper arrangements of their ranking values, viz. their relative positions on the 

continuous scale of strictness, as well as those of the TM-specific structural 

constraints, different degrees of overlapping are inevitably triggered, providing solid 

conceptual grounds for the lexical variations that are widely observable in loanword 

adaptation. The calculated ranking values as a whole constitute a solitary SPG that is 

both theoretically parsimonious and predictive, devoid of the otherwise multiple 

grammars that are paradoxical by nature and thus fundamentally at odds. 

Finally Chapter 7 brings our research to a conclusion, which summarizes the 

main findings and addresses the contribution of this dissertation. In particular, a 

couple of questions that may pose a potential threat to the tenability of SPG are raised 

and answered. An issue that awaits further investigation will be put forth as the 

residual problem.  
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Chapter 2 

Loanword Phonology and Theoretical Background   

 

2.1 Introduction  

In the area of linguistic investigation, loanword adaptation, i.e. how the 

nativization of loanwords occurs, has long gained intensive attention among 

phonologists and sociolinguists for the past few decades. Within the scope of 

phonology, starting from Hyman (1970), it is generally held that in generative 

grammar the input that undergoes adaptation processes is constituted by the surface 

form of L2, and that the output is the product computed by the phonological grammar 

of L1. A consensus that is reached in literature is that loanword data provide a direct 

window through which linguists may get a glimpse of how acoustic cues are 

categorized with respect to the distinctive features of L1, and study the synchronic 

phonology of L1 by observing their adaptation processes in action. Oftentimes, the 

emergent patterns from loanword adaptation enable us to probe into aspects of 

grammatical knowledge in ways that native language data fail to. In TM, for example, 

dealing with loanwords from English shows aspects of TM grammar that may have 

remained hidden in the absence of such novel input, e.g. syllables with an obstruent 

coda. 

    However, with the theoretical development of loanword adaptation, 

discrepancies among different stances on a handful of relevant issues have 

simultaneously arisen. A mainstream issue that has led to intense debates among 

authors of loanword studies is the source of the adaptation tendencies, if there are any. 

Specifically, on condition that most of the emergent patterns are absent in the native 

phonology, particularly when the languages involved are two systematically different 
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ones, such and English and TM, where do the adaptation patterns come from? 

Proposals on this are generally divided into three divergent views. In the first, 

reckoned as the production-based account, a bilingual adapter stores the L2 phonetic 

form directly as the underlying form and adaptation is done in production with L1 

phonology. The second, in contrast, is perception-based account. In this account, a 

foreign input is adapted early in the perception process of a monolingual adapter, and 

the adapted form is determined greatly by the auditory judgment of similarity between 

sounds. The last proposal is the perception-production view, in which both perception 

and production are involved in loanword adaptation, while each is governed by an 

independent phonological grammar.  

    What comes along with the primary controversy is a series of issues that are 

related to the above approaches. For example, the abovementioned “learnability 

puzzle” plausibly leads to another: should we treat native words and loanword on a 

par, saying that there is no “loanword phonology”, and all foreign inputs are 

exclusively bound by one single native grammar, or assume that they are subject to 

two distinct grammatical mechanisms, and foreign inputs should pertain to “loanword 

phonology” of which the main ingredients are loanword-specific rules and constraints, 

in addition to the rooted native structural constraints? Another critical debate concerns 

the authentic form of the representations that the adaptation makes reference to: are 

they abstract phonological representations, fine-grained phonetic representations, or 

mixtures of the two? Still another question is, from a typological point of view, 

whether there exist any universal principles in loanword adaptation regardless of the 

languages involved, as those explored in L1 acquisition.  

    A solid construction of grammars relies heavily on a firm theoretical framework. 

Due to the fundamental notions of violable constraints that suitably model the 

oftentimes conflicting forces of preservation of L2 input information and obedience to 
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the sound system of L1, Optimality Theory (OT, Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004) 

has served as a dominant framework in formal phonological studies on loanword 

adaptation (Yip 1993, 2002, 2006, Paradis 1995, 1996, Kenstowicz 2003ab, Shinohara 

2004ab, Labrune 2002, Kang 2003, Shih 2004, Miao 2005, Lu 2006, Lin 2007a, 

2008ab, among many others). In OT, markedness and faithfulness constraints are 

inherently conflicting, which makes direct reference to the dilemma that the adapter 

may be faced with when borrowing a foreign word—compliance with the L1 sound 

regulations can only be done at the expense of phonetic deviation from the L2 input. 

What factors may cast their influence on the retention/deletion patterns of a certain 

feature, segment, or in some cases, prosodic property, serves as one of the primary 

concerns of this dissertation. These factors should either be translated into constraint 

interactions or, from a more functional point of view, be straightforwardly interpreted 

as constraints themselves to account for phonological processes. In this dissertation, 

however, we side more with the latter approach for its greater explanatory power in 

accounting for quite a few phenomena that have more to do with the adapter’s 

judgment of phonetic salience and similarity. 

    The interaction between markedness and faithfulness may soon be considered 

untenable, or at least inadequate, as more loanword investigations are done. As we 

will see, assuming that the adapter is monolingual, adaptation is conditioned largely 

by perceptual cues of sounds, e.g. intensity, pitch, duration, etc. That is, under the 

government of L1 phonology, whether and how a sound is perceived is determined by 

its auditory cues, i.e. information stemming from either the external context or the 

internal acoustic properties of its very own. Given formalization of grammars is to 

interpret the speaker’s innate cognitive mechanism, we are led to replace faithfulness 

constraints with cue constraints (CUE), which should be defined independently from 

markedness and faithfulness constraints and play a role with structural constraints 
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(STRUCT) in the phase of perception. This perception grammar genuinely reflects the 

aural events that take place in real world and, meanwhile, better corresponds to the 

“instability” during perceptual processing of sounds.  

    Languages are naturally variable, both diachronically and synchronically. In our 

investigation of TM loanwords from English, unexceptionally, variation is observable 

in both free variations of a single word and lexical variations across loanwords with 

similar input structures. A key notion of conventional OT is that while constraints are 

violable, constraint rankings are nevertheless fixed. Previous loanword studies in this 

vein either leave variations unanswered or view them as exceptional to the pattern that 

is under investigation, as confined by the core idea of fixed ranking. In our corpus, 

however, the proportion of the “irrelevant” variations is too significant to be deemed 

peripheral, most of which are attributable to the unstable status of perceptual 

processes. The need is thus felt for a feasible constraint-based framework that 

properly locates constraints and defines the variation in a plausible manner. 

Responding to this demand, this dissertation recruits the central ideas of stochastic OT 

(Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma and Hayes 2001). In this revised version of OT, 

universal constraints are viewed as ranges of value along a linear scale, and variation 

in input-output mapping is meant to happen insofar as the ranking values of two 

contradictory constraints are close enough to incur an overlapping area. The 

dominance between the two constraints is not defined and may alternate in this area. 

Variation is bound to happen on condition that the two constraints militate against one 

another. Under this rationale, unnecessary constraint re-ranking becomes redundant 

and theoretical simplicity can be achieved. Meanwhile, probability of a certain 

adaptation strategy is well predicted based on the relative positions of the constraints 

at work.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 elaborates on 
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the diverse proposals of word-loaning processes. Section 2.3 is an introduction to cue 

constraints, a constraint type that should be defined independently from the traditional 

faithfulness and markedness constraints. Section 2.4 provides an introduction to the 

basic concepts of OT, and is followed by an overview of the later OT versions 

proposed to embed language variations in the constraint-based framework, inclusive 

of stochastic evaluation. Next, Section 2.6 deals with two general issues that are under 

heated debate in recent works on loanword adaptation. Finally, Section 2.7 concludes 

this chapter. 

 

2.2 Diverse views on word-loaning processes 

    Word borrowing is depicted under two different scenarios in Calabrese (2009). In 

one scenario, a bilingual speaker of L1 and L2 fills a gap in L1 lexicon by taking a 

word from L2. The speaker stores the phonetic form of an L2 word as the underlying 

representation in the mental dictionary of L2, and subsequently, the production 

grammar generates its surface representation when speaking L1. If the surface 

representation is generated from L2 grammar, the word is pronounced with L2 

phonotactics. Conversely, if the surface representation is generated by using L1 

grammar, the word undergoes transformation and nativized as part of the L1 lexical 

inventory. In this scenario, perception of an L2 input is nearly perfect for the bilingual 

speaker. What is left for him or her to do is to transliterate it into an L1 output with 

the L1 production grammar and add it to the existent L1 lexicon. In the 

English-to-TM process, for example, the transliteration may involve articulatory 

constraints and semantic consideration of suitable Chinese characters. 

    In the other scenario, the speaker does not know L2 well, or is simply 

monolingual. He or she fills the gap in L1 lexicon by learning the word from an L2 

speaker. Once the word is uttered by the L1 speaker, it becomes a loanword and is 
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coined in the L1 lexicon. However, most, if not all, of the surface representations have 

undergone adjustments, as the L1 speaker cannot speak the L2 word well. There are 

two logically possible “loci” where the adaptation takes place. The first is that the 

acoustic signal that is novel to the speaker is faithfully mapped into the abstract 

featural representation. This featural representation is then subject to the modification 

that is performed by the production grammar. The second is that adjustment is 

implemented as early as in perception under the government of L1 phonology and 

phonetic cues of the L2 input.  

The second scenario seems to be pervasively approved across authors along this 

line. Considering English is not as widely spoken in Taiwan as it is in other Chinese 

communities such as Hong Kong and Singapore, this dissertation adopts this scenario 

too. Previous studies on loanword phonology have centered on debates between the 

two potential “loci” where adaptation of a given input string takes place for the native 

speaker. In the forthcoming subsection, representative postulations on each side will 

be elaborated respectively. 

 

2.2.1 The production-based account  

Authors (Calabrese 1988, 1995; Connelly 1994; Davidson and Noyer 1997; Ito 

and Mester 1995; Paradis 1996; Paradis and LaCharité 1997; Paradis and Prunet 2000; 

Jacobs and Gussenhoven 2000; LaCharité and Paradis 2005; Paradis and Tremblay 

2009) holding this view assume that word borrowing occurs in the first scenario. The 

role of perception in the storage process is either absent (Paradis and LaCharité 1997) 

or restricted to a limited number of extragrammatical adaptations to the segmental or 

tonal inventories of L1 (Silverman 1992, Yip 1993). They assume that the adapter is 

proficiently bilingual and thus the underlying representation contains the non-native 

segments. Adaptations of these non-native segments are performed in production so as 
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to avoid producing marked or ill-formed segments or strings of segments.  

In the proposal of TCRS (Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies, Paradis 

1996; Paradis and LaCharité 1997), it is the expense of a repair strategy that 

determines the retention or deletion of a segment in loanword adaptation. The more 

costly it is, the less likely it is adopted. A segmental adjustment cannot go beyond the 

“threshold” of modification. Under the universal Preservation Principle (Paradis and 

LaCharité 1997, LaCharité and Paradis 2005) in loanword adaptation, once the cost of 

preservation of a segment exceeds the limits of the threshold principle, deletion of it 

occurs. All the repairs take place in the phase of production. For example, in the case 

where the L2 French word [.av.ka.] (avocat) is adapted into L1 Fula [.aw.ka.], it takes 

only one step to change the illicit segment [v] into [w] by inserting the feature 

[+sonorant]. However, in another case, French [.vwa.ja.] is adapted into Fula 

[.a.wa.jas.], in preference to *[.wu.wa.jas.], since preservation of the latter involves a 

three-step repair: sequentially, insertion of a nucleus node, filling of a vowel in the 

inserted nucleus position, and finally changing ill-formed [v] into native [w].  

TCRS may soon run into the problem of explanatory inadequacy as more 

cross-linguistic loanword data are being investigated. According to TCRS, vowel 

insertion is always more laborious than consonant deletion, which follows that 

deletion of a consonant should always outnumber vowel insertion cross-linguistically. 

However, it is at least not true in our investigation of English loanwords in TM, where, 

all else being equal, consonants are retained and syllabified through an epenthetic 

vowel in more cases, except for a liquid coda following a [+back] vowel. Other 

similar oppositional stances include Brasington (1997), where it is observed that in 

Marshallese adaptations from English, resolution to a consonant cluster relies on 

syllable position and cluster type. For example, vowel insertion is found in more cases 

when the cluster lies in onset, while consonant deletion is more likely to happen in 
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coda position. Likewise, Ulrich (1997) tests the TCRS model with Lama adaptations 

from French and English and concludes that vowel insertion serves as the major 

strategy even though it involves more “steps” to repair.  

Perhaps the most representative trait of a production-based analysis is that the 

input to adaptation is a morphophonemic representation of the L2 word that abstracts 

away from the detailed phonetic realization. For example, in LaCharité and Paradis 

(2005), it is demonstrated that in French loanwords from English, the English lax high 

vowels [�] and [�] are mapped to French [i] and [u], despite the fact that French mid 

vowels [e] and [o] are acoustically more similar matches (closer formant frequencies). 

This is because loanwords under this rationale are adapted in terms of distinctive 

features, and then the configuration [+high, –ATR] of English [�] and [�] can be 

repaired into the configuration [+high, +ATR] of French high vowels [i] and [u]. In 

this view, perception is therefore extragrammatical and plays a passive role. Another 

explicit example in their study is the mapping of stop voicing from English to Spanish. 

The VOT of stops in the two languages are given below. 

 

(9) VOT correlates of stops in Spanish versus English (LaCharité and Paradis 2005) 

 Phonetic Implementation 

Phonological value Spanish  English  

Voiced /b, d, (/ –VOT (-40-0 msecs.) +VOT (0-30 msecs.) 

Voiceless /p, t, k/ +VOT (0-30 msecs.) +VOT (> 50 msecs.) 

 

    As can be seen, if perception of the phonetic form is solely responsible to 

adaptation, a perfect mapping would be for English voiced stops to be interpreted as 

Spanish voiceless stops, as both are produced with VOT ranging between zero and 

thirty milliseconds. The truth is, however, that English voiced stops remain as voiced 

in Spanish. This suggests that loanword adaptation is based on the L2, rather than L1, 
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referenced perception of L2 phoneme category, and phonetic approximation plays a 

limited role. 

Production-based accounts within the OT framework propose rankings of 

faithfulness constraints to ensure the storage of true detailed acoustic information. For 

example, Kang (2003) attributes the Korean surface form [.tsi.p�!.] from English jeep 

to the ranking “Max[release] >> Dep-V, ensuring retention of the release feature. A 

major problem that arises from both LaCharité and Paradis (2005) and Kang (2003) is 

that, generally, it is recognized that underlying forms should be as economical as 

possible without too much realization of phonetic details, such as height, [±ATR], and 

release. What constitutes a secondary problem, moreover, is that although Kang (2003) 

explicitly states that vowel insertion occurs in perception, her proposed underlying 

forms contain no inserted vowel. This is contradictory to the statements that lexical 

representations have been filtered by the perception process, as put forth by 

psychological models of speech perception (cited in Calabrese (2009)).  

Still within OT, Itô and Mester (1995) posit the core-periphery structure in 

Japanese lexicon, which is organized into separate core-periphery strata, i.e. native 

vocabulary, established loans, foreign vocabulary, and unassimilated foreign 

vocabulary. Each stratum is equipped with its own constraint-based phonology, which 

follows that a foreign sound may be “tolerated” in a more peripheral partition while 

blocked in a partition that is closer to the core. Similarly, in the investigation of Huave 

(a language isolate spoken in southeastern Oaxaca Sate, Mexico) adaptations from 

Spanish, Davidson and Noyer (1997) propose a loanword-specific constraint Match, 

requiring that stress between input and output should match, to interact with other 

faithfulness constraints. Moreover, Jacobs and Gussenhoven (2000) even dispense 

with Silverman (1992) and Yip’s (1993) Perceptual Level and make the claim that the 

input to the L1 phonological grammar is a universal defined and fully specified 
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phonological representation. All the abovementioned authors contend that loanword 

adaptation is done by language-specific OT production grammars. If this is the case, 

the fundamental problem remains—how does the L1 speaker learn the loanword 

production grammar that is specific to a particular language, provided that such 

foreign input strings are impoverished in L1?  

    To summarize, authors along this line maintain that phonologically-informed 

adaptations can only be made in production, and that perception is nothing but a 

passive process. One premise that they share in common is that the adapter is a 

proficient bilingual, and correct perception of the L2 morphophonemic representation 

becomes possible. A possibility that should not be excluded in our investigation, 

however, is that adaptation of a certain number of loanwords may be done by a 

monolingual or a bilingual with lower L2 proficiency. 

 

2.2.2 The perception-based account 

Authors (Silverman 1992; Yip 1993, 2002, 2006; Peperkamp and Dupoux 2002, 

2003; Kenstowicz 2001, 2003ab; Steriade 2001; Kang 2003; Broselow 2004, 2009; 

Peperkamp 2005; Peperkamp, Vendelin and Nakamura 2008; Boeorsma and Hamann 

2009; Calabrese 2009; Kim 2009) in this account generally adopt the second scenario, 

but assume that phonological modification occurs early in perception. These recent 

models of loanword phonology acknowledge the importance of perception in viewing 

aural similarity/approximation as the basis of handling loanword adaptations. In their 

models, the input to the adaptation is the surface acoustic representation of L2 and the 

similarity judgment of the adapter determines the shape of the adaptation form during 

perception.  

As reviewed by Peperkamp and Dupoux (2003), psycholinguists show that all 

aspects of novel phonological structures and elements, including segments, 
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suprasegments and syllable phonotactics, are systematically twisted by the L1 speaker, 

either a monolingual or bilingual, during speech perception. Indeed, a handful of 

experimental data point to this striking result. For instance, French listeners have 

severe difficulty perceiving stress assignments (Dupoux et al. 1997) and it follows 

that in loanwords, stress is consistently assigned to the word-final syllable, regardless 

of the stress contrast in L2. Similarly, Korean listeners have trouble discriminating 

between English consonant liquids [r] and [l] in stimuli with the CV structure (Ingram 

and See-Gyoon 1998), and this result is further testified in a later observation that 

English word-initial [l] is adapted as [r] (Kenstowicz and Sohn 2001). Perhaps the 

most striking experiment result which supports the fundamental role of speech 

perception in loanword adaptation is the off-line phoneme detection task conducted by 

Dupoux et al. (1999) on the perception of illusory vowels by Japanese and French 

speakers. They invented a series of six nonce words that are naturally pronounced (e.g. 

[.a.bu.no.], [.a.ku.mo.], [.e.bu.zo.], etc.), in which they gradually reduced the duration 

of the vowel [u] to zero milliseconds. The result is that Japanese speakers, unlike 

French speakers, overwhelmingly judged that the vowel was there at all levels of the 

length of [u]. This was the case 70% of the time even when the vowel is completely 

removed. The French participants, conversely, judged that the vowel was absent when 

there was no vowel around 90% of the time. These results have urged authors to 

conclude that illusory vowels can be introduced during perception by virtue of the 

influence of L1 phonotactic restrictions. Moreover, as cited in Calabrese (2009), a 

number of researches have shown that children older than 5 or 6 and adults are 

“behaviorally deafened” to foreign contrasts. For example, some Spanish dominant 

Spanish-Catalan bilinguals who did not learn Catalan before 5-6 years of age cannot 

distinguish Catalan contrasts that are not shared with Spanish (Pallier, Bosch, and 

Sebastián-Gallés 1997).  
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Peperkamp, Vendelin and Nakamura (2008) observe an asymmetry in Japanese 

adaptations of word-final [n] in English and French loanword sources, as given below. 

 

(10) a. Loanwords from English (Peperkamp, Vendelin and Nakamura 2008, revised) 

pen → pen 

walkman → wōkuman 

monsoon → monsūn 

    b. Loanwords from French 

Cannes  [.kan.] → kannu 

parisienne  [.pa.*i.zj�n.] ‘Parisian – FEM’ → parijennu 

terrine [.t�.*in.] ‘pâté, terrine’ → terīnu 

 

    The syllable structure of Japanese is rather simple. Consonant clusters are strictly 

banned in syllable margins, and the few possible codas in this language include a 

moraic nasal consonant and the first half of a geminate. As shown in (10), loanwords 

from English and French are not treated alike by Japanese adapters: while a 

word-final nasal is adapted as a moraic nasal consonant in loanwords from English, it 

is adapted with a following epenthetic vowel in loanwords from French. Their 

experimental results show that the asymmetry is due to the different phonetic 

realizations of word-final nasals in these two source languages, which in turn leads to 

different perceptions of them by Japanese adapters. Specifically, a word-final [n] in 

French typically has a strong vocalic release, while one in English does not. This is 

the trait in French that is responsible for the assimilation to the word-final [n] with the 

epenthetic vowel [+] during phonetic decoding by Japanese adapters. The authors 

provide two other potential accounts for this phenomenon, i.e. orthographic and 

phonological, while they are both overruled by the reasoning that follows.  

    In English, word-final [n] corresponds to the last letter in its written form most 

often, but it is always followed by the grapheme e in French, which may seem at first 
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glance to be a perfect explanation for why loanwords from English are adapted with a 

final moraic nasal and those from French with an epenthetic vowel. However, 

assuming that orthography determines the adaptation, an even more suitable choice 

for the epenthetic vowel is [e] since it is exactly the grapheme of e in the written form, 

rather than [+]. In terms of this opposition proponents of this view may defend the 

orthographic effect by saying that a word-final [n] in French is often realized as the 

vowel schwa, which is phonetically close to [+]. Japanese bilinguals are aware of this 

correspondence between e and [] and thus insert the most similar [+] for the latter. 

Authors against this view, however, reject this explanation since the vowel [+] in fact 

does not correspond to any French vowel in the spelling. In a majority of examples, it 

can follow a coda consonant or appear within a consonant cluster to break a “CC” 

sequence. In that case, it makes little sense to attribute a single mapping between e 

and [+] to their correspondence while the latter is overwhelmingly used as an 

epenthetic vowel in a diversity of other contexts. 

    An alternative viewpoint is to attribute the observed asymmetry to a result of 

phonological mapping. As previously discussed, the adaptation of an L2 input is based 

on a more abstract representation by a highly proficient bilingual who has access to 

the underlying form of the target source word. A handful of persuasive reasons against 

this view on the word-final [n] asymmetry are given. A straightforward one is 

reviewed as follows. Previous studies indeed show that words ending in a consonant 

in French originate from underlying representations where this consonant precedes a 

schwa, whereas it is not the case in English. Differences in underlying forms of 

word-final [n] may again serve as a tenable account for this asymmetry. However, the 

authors reject this hypothesis by providing more counterexamples that are not adapted 

this way. For example, French words grand [.g*a,.] and petit [.p.ti.] both contain a 
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world-final [t] underlyingly. The “liaison” consonant should surface before vowel 

initial words only, as in grand arbre [.g*a,.ta*.b*.] and petit arbre [.pti.ta*.b*.] 

respectively (‘big/small tree’). Provided that it is correct that Japanese adaptations of 

foreign words are based on the underlying form in preference to the surface form, then 

we would expect the underlying consonant to be present even before a 

consonant-initial word. This is contrary to the fact, as examples of guranpuri from 

grand prix and puchipuru from petit borgeois are found.  

    In cases of suprasegmental adaptation, Broselow (2009) gives a 

perception-oriented analysis, couched within the OT model, of the stress mapping 

from Spanish to Huave to respond to the learnability problem of the ranking 

MatchStress >> TrochaicFeet and Align-R >> Free-V, as proposed earlier in 

Davidson and Noyer (1997), where the segmental faithfulness constraint Max is 

arranged in different positions in the ranking hierarchy with respect to the “stratum” 

of the borrowed word, namely the most nativized, less nativized, and least nativized. 

The otherwise ‘unlearnable’ constraint rankings for Huave stress adaptations from 

Spanish in different strata of loanwords are claimed to be a reflection of the native 

perception grammar, as elaborated below.  

    Huave has no vowel length contrast, and hence syllable weight relies completely 

on the presence/absence of a coda consonant. In the native vocabulary of Huave, the 

final syllable is stressed if it is closed whereas the penultimate is stressed when it is 

light. Since all stems of the major lexical categories and all suffixes end in a 

consonant, the predominant stress pattern in Huave is one that falls on the final 

syllable. For loanword adaptations in Davidson and Noyer’s (1997) demarcation of 

Stratum 1 (most nativized), Max ranks lowest, because in order to maintain the native 

final-stress pattern, segment deletion of the source is inevitable when stress of the 

source does not fall on the final, as illustrated in (11).  
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(11) Davidson and Noyer’s (1997) production grammar, Stratum 1 (revised) 

/.i-.(a.do./ ‘liver’  MatchStress TrochaicFeet, 

Align-R 

Free-V Max 

a. ☞[.i-k.]    *** 

b. [(.i-.ka.).do.]  *W  L 

c. [(.i.-ka.)]   *W L 

 

    Broselow claims that the demarcative function of stress in Huave should provide 

little or no knowledge of Spanish for the L1 adapters to assume that stressed syllables 

are final. Rather than attribute the preservation of source stress over that of segments 

to the ranking of MatchStress over Max in the production grammar, she postulates a 

high-ranked constraint pertaining to perception grammar in (12). 

 

(12) Perception Grammar Constraint: 

AssumeLexWordEdge-V’C#: in mapping the acoustic signal to phonological 

representations, assume a word edge following each consonant preceded by a 

stressed vowel. 

    

    It is assumed in her analysis that cases like [.i-k.] do not emerge as a result of 

segment deletion in the production grammar; instead, they result from a “misanalysis” 

of the lexical representation. That is, the first Huave adapter that heard Spanish words 

[.i-.(a.do.] would assume a boundary after the consonant following a stressed vowel 

(/.i-(./#ado), which then serve as the input to the production grammar, as sequentially 

illustrated in (13-14). 
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(13) Input to perception grammar: ‘liver’ (Broselow 2009, revised) 

[.i-.(a.do.]  AssumeLexWordEdge-

V’C# 

Other Word Edge 

Constraints 

a. ☞/.i-(./# (or /.i-k./#)  * 

b. /.i-.(a.do./# *W * 

 

(14) Input to production grammar (Broselow 2009, revised) 

/.i-(./ TrochaicFeet, 

Align-R 

Free-V Max 

a. ☞ [.i-k.]     

b.[.i-.]  *W *W 

 

    The implausibility of seeing stress preservation in Huave as a result of the 

production grammar is resolved by attributing it to erroneous segmentation in the 

perceptual phase, an effect of the constraint AssumeLexWordEdge-V’C#. According 

to Broselow, the degree of misparsing of an L2 sound string by the L1 adapter will be 

reduced (entering the next stratum) and a wider range of word shapes will be allowed 

as more frequent contact with L2 happens. 

    In summary, proponents of the perceptual stance typically hold that the L1 

adapter has no access to the phonological representation of L2 and that adaptation is 

mostly the result of the adapter’s misperception of the L2 word. It is noted that most 

authors holding the perceptual stance do not overrule the existence of the production 

level, which therefore follows that the perception-based account is not mutually 

exclusive with the perception-production account, as will be discussed in the 

following section. On the whole, authors arguing for the perceptual account do not 

reach a consensus on the language background of the adapter, though more work in 

this vein leans towards the view that the adapter knows little about L2 or is simply 

monolingual.  
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2.2.3 The perception-production account 

Proponents of this account address that perception and production play equal 

roles in loanword adaptation. Phonetic details and L1 phonology altogether shape the 

output form of perception, i.e. the underlying representation, which in turn serves as 

the input to the production grammar.  

Starting from Silverman (1992), where he investigates English loanwords in 

Cantonese, this model suggests that loanword adaptation involves perception and 

production, which are governed by two different grammars. A crucial point is that the 

loanword input does not enter L1 with the phonological representation of L2, but 

instead the L1 speaker hears a sequence of non-linguistic signals. His multi-scansion 

model consists of two separate, ordered levels, namely Perceptual Level (Scansion 

One) and Operative Level (Scansion Two). In the Perceptual Level, constrained by the 

native segment and prosodic inventory, the adapter perceives the input as a string of 

non-linguistic signals, which is parsed into segment-sized chunks. For example, a 

Cantonese speaker cannot tell apart English voiced and unaspiratd voiceless 

obstruents for the lack of such a contrast in Cantonese and hence perceive both as 

voiceless, as the native phonological system does not provide access to the contrast. 

For another example, [s] is the only coronal fricative in Cantonese, and the adapter 

thus have trouble distinguishing English [s, %, z]. The resolution to this is to replace [%, 

z] with the acoustically closest [s], as shown below. 

 

(15) English [s, %, z] as mapped to Cantonese [s] (Silverman 1992) 

Input  Perceptual Level 

soda → /.s .ta./ 

show → /.sou./ 

size → /.say.si./ 
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    In this phase, meanwhile, phonetic salience plays a crucial role, and less salient 

segments are less likely to be perceived. For instance, a stop adjacent to a fricative is 

considered perceptually weaker and tends to be ignored, as in “shaft → [.s/f.]”. 

Similar effects are also observable in our loanword data, as we will see in later 

chapters. 

In the Operative Level, on the other hand, various phonological operations are 

triggered by the L1’s phonotactic constraints and the ‘raw’ material (the output of 

Scansion One) is adjusted to fit the native syllable structures. For example, in “[.f�lm.] 

film → [.fey.l/m.]”, since Cantonese has fricatives in the phoneme inventory and the 

[f] occurs in the onset, it is completely preserved in the surface form. When [f] fills 

the coda position, however, it may undergo feature change in this level, as in “[.l�ft.] 

lift → [.lip.]”, as Cantonese bans a [+continuant] consonant from being the coda, 

except for the glides [j, w]. 

Following Silverman (1992), Yip (1993) agrees that the perception of the L1 

speaker is governed by the native phonotactics, but unlike Silverman, she adopts a 

constraint-based framework, an early version of OT, to account for the phonological 

processes in the Operative Level. The asymmetry of deletion and preservation of 

certain consonants in loanword adaptation is attributed to their degrees of acoustic 

salience. For example, [s] is saliently perceived from surrounding stops or vowels for 

its high-intensity noise and thus it tends to be preserved in the loaning process. This 

argument can well account for the three-way distinction that in her data, [s] is never 

lost because it is salient, liquids are sometimes lost because they are not very salient, 

and pre-consonantal stops are always lost because they are not detected at all.  

Along similar lines, Kenstowicz (2003b) reviews Gbéto’s (1999) study of French, 

Portuguese, and English loanwords in Fon and singles out a few noteworthy problems 

which can be better accounted for by means of perception cues. Compared with Yip 
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(1993), in which only the Operative Level is analyzed within OT framework, he 

sketches two different rankings with the same constraint set for both “Perception 

Mapping” and “Production Mapping”. For example, in dealing with sC cluster, he 

proposes “Dep-V, *stop/obstruent_# >> Max-C” for perception and “Max-C, 

*stop/obstruent_# >> Dep-V” for production. This approach well accounts for the Fon 

adaptation of word-final obstruent-stop clusters from French, as sketched in (16).  

 

(16) A bipartite OT-based model (Kenstowicz 2003b, revised) 

a. Perception Mapping 

[.post.] Dep-V *stop/obstruent_# Max-C 

a. ☞/.pos./   * 

b. /.post./  *W L 

c. /.pos.tu./ *W  L 

d. /.po.sut./ *W  L 

e. /.po.su.tu./ * *W  L 

 

b. Production Mapping 

/.pos./ Max-C  *stop/obstruent_# Dep-V 

a. ☞[.po.su.]   * 

b. [.pos.]  *W L 

c. [.po.] *W  L 

 

In Perception Mapping, the acoustic input [.post.] is interpreted as the underlying 

form /pos/ due to the dominance of Dep-V over Max-C. The dominance is however 

reversed in Production Mapping and the output [.po.su.] results.  

A more recent work that holds the perception-production view on word-loaning 

processes is Boersma and Hamann (2009), which shows that loanword adaptation can 

be understood entirely in terms of the native perception and production mechanisms, 

and like the previous studies along this line, each is handled by the interactions of OT 

constraints. Unlike those authors, however, their rationale is based on a finer-grained 
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bidirectional model that distinguishes three levels of representation, namely the 

underlying form, the phonological surface form, and the auditory-phonetic form. The 

model is shown in (17).  

 

(17) A single model for L1 processing and loanword adaptation (Boersma 1998, 2000, 

2007ab; Boersma and Hamann 2009) 

 

  COMPREHENSION  PRODUCTION  

           |underlying form|                |underlying form| 

 

                      

 

             /surface form/                  /surface form/ 

 

 

 

            [phonetic form]                  [phonetic form] 

 

    As shown in this model, which suffices for both L1 processing and loanword 

adaptation, each of the four processes, i.e. perception, word recognition, phonological 

production, and phonetic implementation, is described in terms of an interaction 

between two of the three types of constraints: FAITH(FULNESS), STRUCT(URAL), and 

CUE. What is crucial within this mechanism is that structural constraints play a role in 

both production and comprehension.  

    A fact that is often commented in Korean is that the process of vowel insertion is 

more commonly observed in loanword adaptation than in the native phonology, in 

which typical phonological alternations include neutralization, assimilation, and 

deletion. From the OT perspective, then, the faithfulness constraint Dep-V should 

rank high in L1 phonology. In contrast, a predominant process found in Korean 

adaptations of English loanwords is vowel insertion. In the literature, it is either 

recognition 

perception 

phonological 

production 

phonetic 

implementation 

FAITH  

STRUCT 

CUE 

FAITH  

STRUCT 

CUE 
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treated as a production process with a different ranking in loanword phonology, or 

attributed to the result of alternation in loanword perception. Both have to invoke 

loanword-specific rankings or constraints. Boersma and Hamann assert that it is not 

necessary and analyze both native and loanword data with rankings and constraints 

that are the same for speakers and listeners. In what follows, a couple of tableaux are 

extracted from the paper to illustrate their primary postulation. The focus, however, 

will be laid on the processes that gain more widespread recognition in literature: 

perception (bottom left) and phonological production (upper right). 

 

(18) Perception grammar for both native words and loanwords in Korean (Boersma 

and Hamman 2009, revised)  

(a) Korean perception of the native word [.m�1k2_.] 

[.m�1k2_.] * [burst] 

/C(.)/ 

*[ �] 

/–asp/ 

*[ no noise] 

/+asp/ 

*[ 3] 

/+tense/ 

*[ no voice] 

/(V)-tense(V)/ 

*[ ]  

/!/ 

a. ☞/.mæk./       

b. /.mæk�./   *W    

c. /.mæ.k!./     *W *W 

d. /.mæ.k�!./   *W   *W 

e. /.mæ.k’!./      *W 

 

(b) Korean perception of the English word deck 

[._d�56k2._kh.] *[ burst] 

/C(.)/ 

*[ �] 

/–asp/ 

*[ no noise] 

/+asp/ 

*[ 3] 

/+tense/ 

*[ no voice] 

/(V)-tense(V)/ 

*[ ]  

/!/ 

a. ☞/.t�.k�!./      * 

b. /.t�k./ *W *W    L 

c. /.t�.k�./ *W     L 

d. /.t�.k!./  *W   *W * 

e. /.t�.k’!./  *W    * 

 

    As can be seen, the main ingredients that constitute Korean perception grammar 

are cue constraints. While the same constraint ranking leads to vowel insertion in the 
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loanword in (18b), it does not result in the same consequence for the native word in 

(18a). The crucial reason for this is that the L1 final plosive in the auditory input to 

the perception grammar is unreleased (in the narrow auditory transcriptions, “k2” 

stands for the formant transition from a vowel to into the velar stop, and the 

underscore “_” stands for the silence that occurs in plosives), whereas the final 

plosive in the loanword input is released (“k” stands for the velar plosive release burst 

and “�” stands for the moderately strong aspiration noise). It is this auditory 

distinction in input that gives rise to the different consequences in output. Specifically, 

in (18b), the high-ranking cue constraint *[burst]/C(.)/, saying that “an auditory 

release burst should not be perceived as a phonological consonant in coda,” favors the 

winner over Candidates (b) and (c), both of which interpret the syllable-final released 

plosive as the coda. In (18a), however, the same cue constraint *[burst]/C(.)/ is 

vacuously satisfied by all candidates since the plosive coda in the input is unreleased. 

Candidate (a) is then preferred by all constraints and wins, while the most competitive 

Candidate (e) fails to win since it is disfavored by the bottomed *[ ]/!/ for an inserted 

vowel.  

 

(19) Production grammar for both native words and loanwords in Korean (Boersma 

and Hamman 2009, revised)  

(a) Korean production of the native word |.p	t�.| 

|.p	t�.| * /+asp./ Dep-V Max-C Ident(asp) */C./ 

a. ☞/.p	t./    * * 

b. /.p	t�./ *W   L * 

c. /.p	.t�!/  *W  L L 

d. /.p	./   *W L L 
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    (b) Korean phonological production of the English loanword |.t�.k�!.| 

|.t�.k�!.| * /+asp./ Dep-V Max-C Ident(asp) */C./ 

a. ☞/.t�.k�!./      

b. /.t�.k!./    *W  

c. /.t�k�./ *W    *W 

d. /.t�k./    *W *W 

 

    Likewise, both native words and loanwords are processed by a single production 

grammar. In (19a), for the input |.p	t�.|, the best candidate is the phonetically second 

closest /.p	t./ under the evaluation of faithfulness constraints, as the most faithful 

Candidate (b) is not preferred by the undominated structural */+aspirated./ In (19b), 

the most faithful Candidate (a) is favored by all constraints over the harmonically 

bounded competitors.  

    Still on the perception-production basis, Peperkamp and Dupoux (2002) draw a 

very similar model of loanword adaptation to Boersma and Hamann’s, but earlier than 

theirs. On the two sides of perception and production, they distinguish 

phonetic/phonological decoding and phonetic/phonological encoding, respectively, 

performing inverse functions, as shown below. 
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(20) Peperkamp and Dupoux’s (2002) loanword adaptation model 

 

                Perception              Production 

              underlying form          underlying form 

 

        

    

 

               surface form             surface form 

 

 

 

 

              acoustic signal            acoustic signal 

 

    As indicated in this diagram, there are two loci for loanword adaptation: phonetic 

assimilation takes place in phonetic decoding and phonological regularization in 

phonological encoding. Boersma and Hamann’s (2009) examples well illustrate their 

own model as well as this version. This is shown below.  

 

(21) Korean adaptation of the English words deck and tag (Boersma and Hamman 

2009) 

    tag:  [._tha-67.(2 3 (.] → /.t�æ.k!./ → |.t�æ.k!.| →/.t�æ.k!./ → [._th7�-17(2 3(!.] 

    deck:  [._d�56k2._kh.] → /.t�.k�!./ → |.t�.k�!.| → /.t�.k�!./ →[._d8e91k2._ kh!.] 

 

    The bipartite processing model that is sketched for this research is shown in (8), 

reduplicated in (22) for convenience, is in essence parallel to the above two authors’ 

loanword adaptation models in (17) and (20).  

 

 

 

 

phonological 

decoding 

phonetic 

decoding 

phonetic 

assimilation 

phonological 

encoding 

phonetic 

encoding 

phonological 
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(22) A bipartite processing model for English loanwords in TM adaptation (also (8)) 

                         

         Perception                                    Production 

/underlying representation/                       /underlying representation/ 

 

 

 

 

perception grammar (SPG)                       production grammar 

 

 

[auditory form]                                [articulatory form] 

 

 

 L2 lexicon                                     L1 lexicon 

 

The difference lies in two aspects. Firstly, more attention in this dissertation is 

paid to modeling Boersma’s processing of perception and phonological production, 

which are equivalent to Peperkamp and Dupoux’s (2002) phonetic decoding and 

phonological encoding, i.e. the two loci for loanword adaptation governed by the 

perception grammar and production grammar, respectively, in our model. We do not 

go deep into, in Boersma’s terms, the “lexical storage” (e.g. “/.t�æ.k!./ → |.t�æ.k!.|”) 

and “phonetic implementation” (e.g. “/.t�æ.k!./ → [._th7�-17.(2 3(!.]”) processes, as this 

dissertation lays the most focus on sketching a formal analysis for the phase of 

perception (in Boersma’s model)/phonetic decoding (in Peperkamp and Dupoux’s 

model). Secondly, while the processing of phonological encoding in (17) does not 

incur major segmental changes (e.g. “|.t�æ.k!.| →/.t�æ.k!./”), the L1 production 

grammar in our model is very likely to make a difference since, as shown in (22), the 

L1 adapter’s semantic preferences exert a great influence on his or her choice of L1 

characters.  

    While most studies arguing for the perception-production account are modeled in 

 

STRUCT 

CUE 

STRUCT 

FAITH  

articulatory constraints 

semantic preferences 
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OT, Kim (2008, 2009) adopts a non-OT approach to Korean adaptation of English 

affricates and fricatives, as shown below. 

 

(23) A feature-driven model of loanword adaptation (Kim 2008, 2009) 

 

                    L2 acoustic output (= L1 input) 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

 

 

 

 

L1 output 

                     (surface representations) 

 

    In her “feature-driven” model, the loanword adaptation is divided into three 

major levels, where she assumes that acoustic parameters and cues are extracted in the 

first phase of L1 perception (23a) and meanwhile mapped into L1 distinctive features 

and syllable structure. In the mental lexicon, the filtered L2 information is represented 

as a sequence of distinctive feature bundles and lexicalized in the long-term memory. 

Finally the underlying representation is subject to L1 phonology and then surfaces as 

the L1 output. Kim gives an example for the phase of L1 perception in (23a), as 

a. L1 Perception 

  i. extraction of acoustic parameters and cues 

 

  ii. L1 Grammar  

    (mapping into features and syllable structure) 

b. L1 Lexical representations 

  (mental lexicon) 

c. L1 Phonology 
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briefly elaborated below.  

    English palato-alveolar [%] is interpreted as a sequence of [s] and [j] before a 

non-front vowel, as in “show → [.sjo.]”, otherwise as a sequence of [s] and [w] before 

a front vowel, as in “Shell → [.sw�l.]”. In the initial phase of L1 perception, she 

assumes that two acoustic aspects are extracted. The first is the high acoustic intensity 

of the onset [%], which is then parsed for cues to the features [+continuant, +strident] 

within L1 grammar in the second phase. The second is the frequency energy around 

2000-3500 Hz and locus, which are parsed for cues to the features [+anterior, coronal] 

and one of the glides /j/ and /w/ by L1 grammar in the second phase too. Both of the 

extractions are based on the L1 distinctive feature and syllable structure. A noteworthy 

explanation for the [sj]~[sw] patterns is that the sequence of [j] plus a front vowel 

violates Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP), and hence [w] replaces [j] when 

preceding a front vowel and [j] remains elsewhere.  

    In summary, it is generally held in the perception-production account that 

perception and production are equally influential in the transformation of an L2 input 

into the L1 output form. This account features a viewpoint that differentiates it from 

the others: perception is phonological, too. Given the evidence and arguments 

provided in both the production-based and perception-based accounts, as well as the 

systematic differences between the two languages under investigation, we are led to 

recruit a perception-production stance on the central issues in this dissertation, as a 

pure production-based or a perception-based account is more or less rendered biased 

with respect to the language background of the adapters. The perception-production 

account seems to be the perspective from which we are able to see the whole truth, 

preventing us from being a blind man touching the elephant.  
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2.3 Cue constraints 

    Except for Silverman (1992) and Kim (2009), the abovementioned authors have 

attempted to model both perception and production within OT. A common 

characteristic of these studies is that the ingredients that constitute both perception 

and production grammars include the same or similar faithfulness constraints (counter 

to Boersma and Hamman 2009). A problem from the functional points of view is how 

the interaction among faithfulness constraints can explain the real perceptual activities; 

that is, how can we determine whether or not to be “faithful” to the phonetic input 

suppose ease of perception is not something that can be controlled through rationing? 

To respond to this theoretical flaw, Boersma (1997, 1998, 2000, 2006, 2007ab, 2008) 

and Boersma and Hamman (2009) propose a handful of constraints that should be 

defined independently from markedness and faithfulness, i.e. the cue constraints 

(CUE). Like faithfulness constraints, which link underlying representations to 

phonological surface forms, cue constraints assess the processes between 

auditory-phonetic forms (continuously-valued representation) and phonological 

surface forms (discrete representations), which results directly from the language 

user’s knowledge of perceptual cues. By translating the involved auditory information 

into cue constraints in preference to simply fiddling with faithfulness constraints, such 

as Max-V and Dep-C for vowel insertion and consonant deletion, Boersma’s proposal 

of CUE provides more straightforward explanations and genuinely reflects the 

perceptual processing of the raw auditory information and events. In what follows, we 

give an introduction to CUE with an example provided in Boersma and Hamman 

(2009) in the discussion that follows.  

    In Korean, plosives have three manners of articulation: lax ([t]), aspirated ([t�]), 

and tense ([t -]) (Ahn, 1998). English sounds [._tho-.] and [._do5.] (in a narrow phonetic 

transcription, “_” refers to the silence occurring in plosives, and “′” and “¯ ” stand for 
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the high and mid-high F0 associated with English voiceless and voiced plosives in 

stressed syllables) are typically interpreted by Korean adapters as [.t�o.] and [.to.], 

respectively, as Korean has no voiced obstruents. It is attributable to a perception 

grammar consisting of four cue constraints, as defined in (24). 

 

(24) Cue constraints for Korean perception of English initial [t] and [d] (Boersma and 

Hamman 2009) 

    a. *[�]/–asp/: Moderately strong aspiration noise in the auditory form should not 

be perceived as the phonological feature value [–asp] in the surface form. 

    b. *[no noise]/+asp/: Auditory absence of noisiness should not be perceived as 

the feature value [+asp] in the surface form. 

    c. *[¯ ]/+tense/: An auditory normal F0 should not be perceived as the feature 

value /+tense/. 

    d. *[ -:]/–tense/: An auditory raised F0 should not be perceived as the feature value 

/–tense/. 

 

    Stated in more general terms, constraint (24a) forbids aspiration noise to be 

interpreted as the feature [–aspirated]. Constraint (24b), the counterpart of (24a), says 

that if the auditory input has no noisiness, it should not be mapped to a segment with 

the feature [+aspirated]. As voiced plosives relate more to lenis burst in pronunciation, 

Constraint (24c) requires that the mid-high fundamental frequency, which is 

associated with a voiced plosive in a stressed syllable, should not be interpreted as the 

feature [+tense]. On the contrary, considering prevocalic voiceless plosive is typically 

pronounced with fortis release burst, constraint (24d) prohibits the high fundamental 

frequency, which is associated with voiceless plosives in stressed syllables, from 

mapping to a segment with the feature [–tense]. The constraint interaction is shown in 

(25-26).  
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(25) Korean perception of the English initial [d], i.e. the sound [._do5.] (Boersma and 

Hamman 2009, revised) 

[._do5.] *[ �] 

/–asp/ 

*[ no noise] 

/+asp/ 

*[¯ ] 

/+tense/ 

*[ -:] 

/–tense/ 

a. ☞/.to./     

b. /.t�o./  *W *W  

c. /.t’o./   *W  

 

(26) Korean perception of the English initial [t], i.e. the sound [._tho-.] (Boersma and 

Hamman 2009, revised) 

[._tho-.] *[ �] 

/–asp/ 

*[ no noise] 

/+asp/ 

*[¯ ] 

/+tense/ 

*[ -:] 

/–tense/ 

a. ☞/.t�o./     

b. /.to./ *W   *W 

c. /.t’o./ *W    

 

    In (25), Candidate (b) is disfavored by both *[no noise]/+asp/ and *[¯ ]/+tense/, 

and Candidate (c) is disfavored by *[¯ ]/+tense/, while Candidate (a) wins by being 

favored by all constraints. In (26), the losing Candidate (b) is preferred by neither 

*[ �]/–asp/ nor *[ -:]/–tense/, and Candidate (c) is disfavored by *[�]/–asp/ only, which is 

however enough for it to fail, since the winning candidate (a) is preferred by all 

constraints.  

As has been discussed in the previous section, cue constraints play a role with 

structural constraints (STRUCT) in both comprehension and production in their 

bidirectional model with three-level representations (phonetic form, surface form, and 

underlying form) that may properly account for both first-language and word-loaning 

phonologies in their examples of Korean adaptations of English loanwords (Boersma 

and Hamann 2009). In a formal analysis that mainly deals with constraint interactions 

in the level of perception, it is believed that cue constraints are qualified as the 

ingredients that better capture the insight of the aural events happening in the real 
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world. 

Thus far, it has been shown that a perception-production view better accounts for 

cross-linguistic loanword adaptation phenomena, which may otherwise be rendered 

biased if they are considered within the scope of a single production or perception 

process. Moreover, from a functional point of view, cue constraints, employed in 

building the perception grammar, suitably reflect the down-to-earth aural events. 

What is needed now is an appropriate theoretic framework where the mentioned ideas 

may be properly couched.  

 

2.4 Optimality Theory 

    Due to the key notions of violable constraints that properly model the oftentimes 

conflicting forces of preservation of input information and obedience to the sound 

system of the output language, Optimality Theory (OT, Prince and Smolensky 

1993/2004, McCarthy and Prince 1995, Kager 1999) has served as a mainstream 

framework to model phonological processes in loanword adaptation (Yip 1993, 2002, 

2006; Paradis 1995, 1996; Shinohara 2000, 2004a; Labrune 2002; Kenstowicz 2003ab; 

Kang 2003; Broselow 2004, 2009; Shih 2004; Miao 2005; Lu 2006; Lü 2013; Lin 

2007a, 2008ab; among many others). This section elaborates on the basic assertions 

and the broad architecture of OT. 

 

2.4.1 Universality and Markedness 

    A broad picture that emerges from a large body of linguistic research over the 

past decades is the pursuit of Universal Grammar (UG), i.e. a limited set of universal 

properties that individual languages base their structures on. Owing to the growing 

effort to narrow down possible cross-linguistic phonological processes and 

adjustments, the early rule-based Generative Grammar (Chomsky and Halle 1968) 
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was soon found untenable in that the logically “limitless” language-specific rewrite 

rules fail to correspond to the exploration of human’s core properties of grammars. In 

response, a different constraint-based approach that still inherits the central positions 

of the conventional derivational theory, has been taken to replace the linear-ordering 

rewrite rules. By definition, a constraint is a requirement in structure that may be 

either complied with or violated by an output form. In a constraint-based approach, 

typically, demands are imposed on the surface form, and any form that does not abide 

by the constraints is eliminated in favor of the form(s) that does. Among these theories, 

Optimality Theory has been recognized as the most successful.  

In OT, constraints are universal, which implies that UG consists of a limited set 

of constraints and all of them are part of the grammars of all natural languages. The 

phonology of each language is represented by a distinctive ranking of a fixed set of 

universal constraints. To the very extreme, the number of natural languages that exist 

and ever existed in the world should be equal to the factorial of the total number of 

possible constraints. While constraint hierarchies may differ between languages, they 

should respect a set of universal principles, namely UG. There are two possible 

criteria for UG: they are either typologically or phonetically grounded. Specifically, a 

statement of UG that a certain segment is favored over others or one that is preferred 

to others in particular contexts should be motivated by either cross-linguistic evidence 

or articulatory or perceptual supports. Examples of UG include “syllables have 

onsets”, “rounded vowels are back”, “syllables are open”, “postnasal obstruents are 

voiced”, etc. Statements like these are embodied in Generative Phonology with an 

inherently relative concept of markedness: unmarked linguistic structures are 

cross-linguistically favored over marked ones. While this is true, a marked structure is 

not necessarily ill-formed per se, but it is simply less preferred in comparison to other 

forms. In that sense, every form or structure is marked to a certain degree. The notion 
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of markedness is built into an OT grammar in the form of output constraints, which 

typically make straightforward statements about marked or unmarked language 

patterns.  

 

2.4.2 Violability 

Intrinsically, constraints are mutually in conflict, in the sense that satisfaction of 

a constriant necessitates violation of at least another. When two constraints are 

contradictory, the one that ranks higher has the priority. This central idea of constraint 

interaction entails another property of OT constraints: constraints are inherently 

violable. Given this position, language in its nature is a system of conflicting forces, 

because constraints are typically conflicting. OT does not, however, assert that every 

constraint has an equal effect in all languages, but the constraints are 

language-specifically ranked. A constraint that is undominated in a language, meaning 

that it is never violated in its phonological grammar, can be completely ineffective in 

another language. 

The flexibility of violability, however, is accompanied by a fundamental premise 

of constraint interaction: violation must be minimal. In an input-output grammar of 

OT, the optimal output is the one (or sometimes the ones) that keeps violation to a 

minimum, as violation of the rest potential outputs is more serious. Violability of 

constraints is a critical property since it distinguishes OT from other derivational 

models as well as other constraint-based theories. 

 

2.4.3 Markedness and faithfulness: tug of wars 

    A markedness constraint is a requirement that the output meet a certain criterion 

of well-formedness in phonological structure, indicating that it exclusively makes 

reference to the output. Markedness constraints can be either negative (27a) or 
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positive (27b) statements, as exemplified below. 

 

(27) Examples of markedness constraints 

a. Syllables must not have codas. 

b. Syllables must have onsets. 

 

In addition to markedness constraints, OT recognizes another type of constraint 

family: faithfulness. A faithfulness constraint requires that the output form preserve 

certain properties of the input structure. It is a force that enhances the identity between 

the output and the input, prohibiting differences between them. Examples of 

faithfulness constraints are given in (28), most of which are stated positively (but see 

Alderete 2001).  

 

(28) Examples of faithfulness constraints 

a. All segments in the input must be preserved in the output. 

b. All segments in the output must have counterparts in the input.  

 

    As the two examples show, faithfulness constraints take both input and output 

into account, which indicates that, unlike markedness constraints, they are not pure 

output constraints. Phonologies of all languages are full of examples of unfaithful 

mappings, suggesting that faithfulness constraints generally rank lower compared to 

markedness constraints.  

    Markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints are conflicting by nature. 

Whenever a faithfulness constraint favors an output for the preservation of a certain 

element, there must be a markedness constraint disfavoring it. The confronting 

positions between markedness and faithfulness constraints can also be understood in a 

broader sense: preservation of more potential lexical contrasts in a sound system can 

only be reached at the expense of an increase in phonological markedness.  
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2.4.4 The input-output mechanism of OT 

    Given the fact that no single form can satisfy all constraints, there must be a 

device in OT that works on the selection of the form that incurs the least violation. In 

an OT grammar, language forms are generated through an input-output mechanism, 

where the function GEN(ERATOR), when applied to an input, produces an indefinite 

number of candidates, all of which are possible analyses of the input. When the 

produced candidate set is submitted to the other function EVAL (UATOR), the optimal, 

also termed as the “most harmonic”, output is produced by applying a 

language-specific constraint hierarchy to the set of candidates. The OT flowchart in 

(29) shows the elimination process.  

 

(29) The OT flowchart (based on Kager 1999) 

 

                                               

           Candidate a 

          Candidate b 

Input   GEN    Candidate c 

 Candidate d                                Output 

    Candidate… 

                                        

 

    In general, an OT grammar evaluates an indefinite set of candidates, from which 

it selects the optimal output, which best matches the mutually conflicting constraint 

set. By definition, an output is “optimal” if it incurs the least violations of a set of 

ranked constraints. Essentially, all analyses proposed by GEN are submitted to EVAL  

for parallel evaluation: all the constraints pertaining to a certain type of structure 

evaluate and interact within a single hierarchy, with no intermediate level involved.  

 

C1 C2 Cn 

EVAL  

>> >>… 
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2.4.5 Demonstration of constraint activities 

    Conventionally, constraint rankings of an OT grammar are demonstrated by a 

tableau. A tableau lists two or more output candidates vertically in random order in 

the leftmost column, and constraints are arranged horizontally in a descending ranking 

from left to right on the top row, as represented below: 

 

(30) Sample of a tableau 

Ranking: C1 >> C2, C3 >> C4 

Input C1 C2 C3 C4 

a. Candidate 1 *!     

b. Candidate 2  *!    

c. Candidate 3   *!   

d. ☞Candidate 4    * 

e. …     

 

In (30), Candidate (a) violates the undominated C1 and is ruled out. A violation is 

indicated by an asterisk ‘*’, the fatal violation is indicated by an exclamation mark ‘!’, 

and the shading in the cells indicates that the violation content is no longer relevant. 

Candidate (b) and (c) are eliminated too for their violations of C2 and C3 in the second 

level. The separating dotted line stands for irrelevant ranking between C2 and C3. 

Candidate (d) is selected as the optimal output, as marked by the index finger ‘☞’, 

despite its insignificant violation of the low-ranked C4.  

In our OT analyses, however, the tableaux are given in a revised format under the 

name of the combination tableau (McCarthy 2008), which is based on Prince’s (2002) 

introduction of the comparative tableau. Unlike conventional violation tableaux, 

which focus on violations of constraints, a combination tableau is centered on 

favoring relations. To construct a combination tableau, first we draw a violation 

tableau, and then add W (the winner) and L (the loser) information to make a 
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comparative tableau. The W and L symbols are marked in the corresponding cell (next 

to the asterisk, if any) by considering the constraint to see whether it favors the 

winners over the loser (W), the other way around (L), or neither (blank). To illustrate 

this format, we modify an OT analysis of English nominal plural that is originally 

given in Gussenhoven and Jacobs (1998). The constraints in action are listed in (31), 

where (31ab) are markedness constraints and (31c) to (31e) are faithfulness 

constraints, followed by illustrations of combination tableaux.  

 

(31) Constraints for English plural formation (Gussenhoven and Jacobs 1998, revised) 

    a. *SibSib: Sequences of sibilants are prohibited within the word. 

    b. αVoice-αVoice: Sequences of obstruents within the syllable must agree for 

voicing. 

    c. Max(imaility)-IO: Deletion of segments is prohibited. (28a) 

    d. Dep(endency)-IO: Insertion of segments is prohibited. (28b) 

    e. Ident(F): A segment in the input is identical to the corresponding segment in 

the output. 

 

(32) English plural formation (Gussenhoven and Jacobs 1998, revised) 

Ranking: *SibSib, αVoice-αVoice >> Max-IO >> Dep-IO >> Ident(F) 

    (a) /.k��s-z./ → [.k��.s�z.] 

/.k��s-z./ *SibSib Max-IO Dep-IO 

a. ☞ [.k��.s�z.]   * 

b. [.k��sz.] *W  L 

c. [.k��s.]  *W L 

 

(b) /.bæk-z./ → [.bæks.] 

/.bæk-z./ αVoice-αVoice Max-IO Dep-IO Ident(F) 

a. ☞[.bæks.]    * 

b. [.bækz.] *W   L 

c. [.bæk.]  *W  L 

d. [.bæ.k�z.]   *W L 
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    In (32a), the input syllable ends in a sibilant coda. The undominated markedness 

constraint *SibSib favors the winner over Candidate (b) for the sibilant-sibilant cluster 

in coda, and hence an asterisk plus “W” are marked in the corresponding cell. 

Likewise, the faithfulness constraint Max-IO prefers the winner over Candidate (c) for 

the ignorance of the nominal plural suffix [z]. Candidate (a) serves as the winner 

despite its violation against the loser-favoring Dep-IO for the insertion of a vowel. In 

(32b), where the input ends in a stop, Candidate (b) is disfavored by the markedness 

constraint αVoice-αVoice for the voicing disagreement in the [kz] sequence. The 

faithfulness constraints Max-IO and Dep-IO favor the winner over Candidates (c) for 

deletion of the plural suffix [z] and over Candidate (d) for [�]-insertion, respectively. 

Candidate (a) is evaluated as optimal since its violation of the bottomed faithfulness 

constraint Ident(F) is minimal.  

In a combination tableau, cells with W and L in a single row indicate that the 

constraints involved are in conflict. Moreover, in every loser row there is at least a W 

to the left of every L. That is, whenever a constraint favors a loser, there must be a 

higher-ranked constraint that favors the winner over the loser. If not, this ranking 

argument is rendered invalid. The OT analyses in this dissertation are all presented in 

this fashion such that first, it is clearly seen if the constraints involved conflict over 

the choice of the winner. Second, the validity of the ranking argument can be easily 

examined through the relative positions of Ws and Ls.  

 

2.5 OT-based theories for language variation 

    It is generally held that linguistic studies have long been a search for invariance, 

which is oftentimes an effort to eliminate variation through the formulation of 

invariant rules, or constraint rankings in the wake of OT. While variation and 

heterogeneity are inherent part of all natural languages, an overwhelming majority of 
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phonological theories are devoted to the pursuit of the categorical “cores” that emerge 

from language phenomena. In many cases, the linguist sets up the linguistic facts that 

fit the goal he or she is after. The “ungrammatical” yet robust alternatives are either 

left unsolved or deemed to be marginal to the central arguments in these studies. The 

need is thus felt for integrating quantitative peripheral data into formal linguistic 

theories. This, however, poses a challenge to classic generative grammar, which is 

categorical function by design.  

   A central claim of OT is that languages vary because of their differences in 

constraint ranking, rather than the differences in constraint per se. The mechanism of 

constraint interaction seems to endow this framework with an ideal characteristic to 

account for language variation. In classic OT, however, the truth is that variable as 

constraint rankings may be, they differ because languages differ, suggesting that the 

OT grammar within a single language is fixed. In such an input-output device, each 

input is mapped onto a single output. If two output candidates are different in 

grammatical terms, then this difference must lie in constraint hierarchies, and one is 

bound to be more harmonic than the other with respect to a certain constraint ranking. 

Variation within a language thus remains unanswered under these assumptions. In 

response, a handful of OT-based theories are developed to bridge the gap, as 

elaborated in what follows. 

 

2.5.1 Cophonology 

    Cophonology is originally developed early in Orgun (1996), Antilla (1997) and 

Inkelas (1998). Following the rise of OT, this approach hypothesizes that the 

systematical variability within a language is produced by virtue of several categorical 

grammars, with each grammar generating discretely and invariably a different output 

of many variable ones. The constraint hierarchy postulated in OT lends itself well to 
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modeling variation, since OT in and of itself does not impose any principled 

limitations on what sequential orders the various constraints may adopt. While this is 

true, as Antilla (1997) puts it, it is “the poor man’s way” to deal with variation by 

simply saying that the grammar is unable to decide between the candidates, insofar as 

two constraints are mutually unranked. Rather, authors within this tradition 

successfully made quantitative predictions. The earliest endeavor to consider language 

variation seriously in a systematic way can trace back to Kiparsky (1993), where he 

formulates a general quantitative prediction: “the more grammars that derive a form 

(i.e. the more systems of ranked constraints in which it is the optimal output), the 

more frequent it is” (Kiparsky 1993).  

    Within the fashion of constraint re-ranking to analyze variable phonological 

patterns, the cophonological approach features the coexistence of distinct 

phonological systems, labeled as register, lexical class, morphological category, and 

individual morphological constructions (Inkelas and Zoll 2007). Hence the insight of 

diversity is well captured by relating morphological constructions or lexical classes to 

different phonological grammars (constraint rankings). Any morphological divergence 

is thus a natural result of multiple rankings of fully general constraints. Proponents of 

this view include Orgun (1996, 1998, 1999), Anttila (1997, 2000, 2002), Inkelas 

(1998), Orgun and Inkelas (2002), Inkelas and Zoll (2005, 2007).  

    According to their proposals, there exist a number of “grammar lattices” to 

which the cophonologies of a language are related. At the top of each grammar lattice 

is a subordinate node, containing a partial ranking of constraints which must be 

respected by all individual cophonologies in the language, termed “Master Ranking”. 

A crucial point to be noted is that by partial ranking, it suggests that within the Master 

Ranking, more than two constraints are mutually unranked, and left to the individual 

cophonologies to be further specified. A simple version of this model is graphically 
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depicted in (33). 

 

(33) A cophonological model of OT grammar 

 

             Master Ranking  

             C1 >> {C2, C3} 

 

 

Cophonology A                 Cophonology B 

C1 >> C2 >> C3                C1 >> C3 >> C2 

 

As shown, it is only the branching node, Master Ranking, that has a partially 

ordered ranking. The rankings in Cophonology A and Cophonology B are fully 

specified, yet in different orders between C2 and C3.  

    Cophonology works as an appropriate OT-based framework for morphologically 

conditioned phonological patterns since intuitively, if OT explicitly attributes 

differences between languages to different rankings of a universal constraint inventory, 

why not for different regional dialects, within-speaker variabilities, or, as this 

approach’s main concern, morphological categories and constructions? Variation does 

exist within a language, or, to be precise, among the divergent morphological 

constructions within a language, yet a key notion of cophonology states that the 

variation is not completely random, but restricted to a certain range on the hierarchy 

(i.e. the partial ranking).  

    Cophonology serves as an appropriate mechanism to account for alternations that 

are found among different morphological categories and constructions within a 

language. After all, variations of this sort can still be seen as different “systems” 

embedded within a single language, rendering constraint re-ranking more or less 

untenable. However, authors may find it infeasible to employ cophonology to model a 
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certain phonologically patterned variation “within” the same morphological 

construction or loanwords. Other versions of OT may be more effective and 

theoretically rational. In Zuraw (2010), for example, the lexical variation of nasal 

substitution in Tagalog loanwords is proven to be a direct mapping of the probabilistic 

distribution in native lexicon by using Beorsma’s (1997, 1998) Gradual Learning 

Algorithm, where the idea of stochastic evaluation is adopted. Detailed introduction to 

this approach will be given in 2.5.3.  

    The reasons that cophonology may not be workable across the board are twofold. 

First, language variations are not limited to morphologically conditioned variability. 

They are everywhere. By applying cophonology to loanword adaptation, for example, 

authors are likely to be forced to work out several criteria that logically divide the 

loanword data into different categories (cf. Itô and Mester 1995), and within each 

category, most, if not all, of the data have to conform to a specific ranking, i.e. a 

cophonology. This may be rendered implausible in practice. The input to loanword 

adaptation is nothing but a series of aural acoustic signals to the listener’s ears. 

Transformation and adaptation of the novel input is dependent on the input’s phonetic 

cues as well as the phonological grammar of the native language. Accordingly, 

positing multiple rankings for the lexical variations observed in loanword adaptation 

does not make the analysis any better than saying that such variations are induced by 

the free rankings among constraints.  

    Second, it is well attested in a large literature that systematic variations in native 

or loanword lexicon mostly reveal a probabilistic distribution. The patterned 

distribution may be conditioned by perceptual factors or the native phonology 

involved. Cophonology, along with other frameworks along this line (Nagy and 

Reynolds 1994; Antilla 1997), fail to model variations with specific frequencies, in 

that the coexistence of sub-grammars within a language makes no reference to the 
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probability for a certain grammar to be chosen. Cophonology in its very nature is 

designed to formulate the divergent patterns found in different morphological 

constructions or categories within a language. Thereby an analysis by employing 

cophonology in patterned variations within a single lexical category may carry no 

theoretical significance. An example of the variable pattern between the retention and 

deletion of English [�]-codas in TM adaptations is given in (34) to illustrate this 

point12.  

 

(34) Variable adaptation of English [�]-codas in TM 

 English TM Process Percentage 

 [.n �.mn.] Norman [.nwo.man.] 諾曼 Deletion 90.72% (176/194) 

 [.h �.mon.] hormone [.x�.��.mo�.] 賀爾蒙 Retention 9.28% (18/194) 

 

In (34), a [�]-coda is deleted 90.72% of the time, while retention through vowel 

epenthesis makes up 9.28% of the data. To account for this variability, the author has 

to propose two cophonologies under the government of the Master Ranking 

“CodaCon >> {Dep-V, Max-R(V_.)}, shown in (35), and pictured as tableaux in (36). 

 

(35) Cophonolgies for English [�]  

 

                       Master Ranking  

               CodaCon >> {Dep-V, Max-R(V_.)} 

          

 

Cophonology A                 Cophonology B 

CodaCon >> Dep-V >> Max-R(V_.)   CodaCon >> Max-R(V_.) >> Dep-V  

 

 

 

 

                                                      
12 The backness of the preceding vowel is currently not taken into consideration to avoid distraction.  
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(36) Illustrations: Norman and hormone  

a. Cophonology A: CodaCon >> Dep-V >> Max-R(V_.)  

[.n �.mn.] CodaCon Dep-V Max-R(V_) 

a. ☞[.nwo.man.]   * 

b. [.no�.man.] *W  L 

c. [.nwo.��.man.]  *W L 

 

b. CodaCon >> Max-R(V_.) >> Dep-V 

[.h �.mon.] CodaCon Max-R(V_) Dep-V 

a. ☞[.x�.��.mo�.]   * 

b. [.x��.mo�.] *W  L 

c. [.x�.mo�.]  *W L 

 

This is the best cophonologies can do: proposing different rankings without 

access to quantitative prediction. The effect of syllable position on perceptual salience 

is invisible here. Furthermore, treating the two loanwords as different categories that 

are governed by different cophonologies does not make any sense, given that both are 

nouns and bear a great structural similarity. It is frequently attested in language 

variation that several variants are possible, but only one of them is systematically 

preferred. Faced with an ill-formed structure in the input, cophonology is obviously 

unable to predict the relative probabilities of two potentially confronting resolutions, 

such as retention through vowel insertion and deletion of a segment.  

 

2.5.2 Rank-ordering of EVAL  

Coetzee (2006) claims that in preference to simply selecting the best candidate 

and ignoring the set of losers, language users have access to the full candidate set, i.e. 

the function of EVAL  in OT is enriched to impose rank-ordering on the losers as well. 

This OT version is termed “rank-ordering model of EVAL” (ROE). In essence, such 

redefinition of EVAL  as ROE is to formalize language variation.  
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Presumably, EVAL  in traditional OT discriminates the winner from the losers. 

Once a losing candidate is eliminated (i.e. incurring a fatal violation against a higher 

constraint), all the violations with respect to the lower constraints are ignored. ROE, 

however, suggests that an OT grammar is able to generate more information than it is 

generally thought to be. EVAL  should make distinction between the non-optimal 

candidates in terms of their well-formedness, just as it does between the winner and 

the losers. Coetzee (2006) provides a simple instance for this. In a hypothesized 

language, closed syllables are allowed but tautosyllabic consonant clusters are not, 

which is avoided by consonant deletion. The grammar “*Complex >> Max >> 

NoCoda” is thus responsible for the process. This is shown in (37).  

 

(37) /.prak./ → [.pak.] (Coetzee 2006, revised) 

/.prak./ *Complex Max NoCoda 

a. [.pak.]  * * 

b. [.pa.]  **!  

c. [.prak.] *!  * 

d. [.pra.] *! *  

 

Unlike classic OT, which simply says that [.pak.] wins over the rest in this 

tableau, ROE further provides us with a well-formedness scale: [.pak.] >> [.pa.] >> 

[.prak.] >> [.pra.]. Under this rationale, the otherwise “irrelevant” violation marks of 

the losers are also considered, and the likelihood that a candidate will be selected is 

determined by its position on the rank-ordering. The higher the candidate is on the 

rank-ordering, the more probable it will be selected as the output. The conceptual 

difference between classic OT and ROE is schematized in (38).  
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(38) Comparison of Classic OT and ROE (Coetzee 2006) 

 Classic OT 

 [.pak.]                    {[.prak.], [.pra.], [.pa.]} 

 Only accessible             No information about  

 candidate  relation between losers 

  

ROE  

[.pak.]     [.pa.]     [.prak.]     [.pra.] 

Decreasing well-formedness 

 

Decreasing likelihood of 

being selected as output 

 

    Another argument that ROE puts forth is that language users’ access to the 

candidate set is not limitless. Instead, the constraint set is divided into two strata, one 

above the other. The two strata are demonstrated by a putative line called “critical 

cut-off”. When for an input all candidates are disfavored by some constraint above the 

cut-off, only the best candidate serves as the single grammatical output, just like a 

conventional OT scenario. However, constraints below the cut-off do not have the 

function to rule out a candidate as ungrammatical. Variation occurs so long as there is 

more than one candidate that is disfavored by only one constraint from below the 

cut-off. The scenario is illustrated below. 

 

(39) Illustration of critical cut-off (Coetzee 2006) 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 

☞1Cand1    * 

☞2Cand2   *  

Cand3  *!   

Cand4 *!    

 

In (39), variation arises: Cand1 and Cand2 violate C3 and C4 respectively, which 
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are below the cut-off so the violations are not severe enough to eliminate Cand1 and 

Cand2 as possible outputs. As for the relative frequencies between the two outputs, 

Cand1 should be observed to be the more frequent output since the constraint it 

violates is ranked lower than the one that Cand2 violates, i.e. it is more well-formed 

than Cand2. The ROE model well explains the variation phenomena attested in the 

vowel deletion in Faialense Portuguese and the reduplication and metathesis in 

Ilokano in Coetzee’s paper. 

    ROE differs from cophonology and other constraint re-ranking models along 

similar lines in that in the latter the non-observed candidates are essentially 

ungrammatical and can never be evaluated as the output under any sub-grammar or 

cophonology. It also differs from stochastic OT in that in the latter there is in principle 

no limitation on variation, and ungrammaticality is replaced by the concept of 

extremely low probability—a form that a speaker may never produce in his or her 

whole lifespan. What makes the tenets of ROE superior to cophonology is that 

“relative” frequencies are predictable via the notions of gradient well-formedness and 

the critical cut-off, which endows ROE with quantitative predictability. In (39), for 

example, Cand1 is judged to be attested more frequently than Cand2 since the 

former’s violation is less severe than the latter’s, though both are possible outputs.  

    Though ROE performs better than cophonolgy with respect to the prediction of 

relative frequencies between possible outputs, it fails to formulate the precise 

probabilistic distribution of the variants, which is overcome successfully by stochastic 

OT, as will be discussed subsequently. That is, the well-formedness that ROE predicts 

is a matter of relativity between possible outputs, rather than their probabilistic 

distribution. The reason is that in ROE the constraints below the cut-off are 

categorically ranked, and thereby what can be predicted is simply that Cand1 is more 

possible than Cand2 since the constraint Cand1 violates is ranked lower than the one 
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Cand2 violates. Another essential flaw of ROE is that it is designed for variants 

derived from a single input, i.e. free variations, but this architecture falls short of our 

expectation to account for across-the-board patterned variations that exist in lexicon, 

i.e. lexical variation, as observed in the nasal substitution in Tagalog loanwords 

(Zuraw 2010) and the adaptation of English [�]-codas in TM loanword adaptations 

(Lü 2013).  

Again, to compare the validity of the different OT versions that cope with 

language variations, we instantiate the central claims of ROE with our loanword data. 

However, considering that ROE does not fit a formal analysis of lexical variations, we 

investigate the free variations of TM adaptations of English [�]-codas that correspond 

to a single English source word. This is exemplified in (40).  

 

(40) Free variation of English loanwords in TM 

L2 input L1 output Process Percentage (Entries) 

[.n �.mn.] Norman [.nwo.��.man.] Retention 8.21% (27,000/329,000) 

 [.nwo.man.]  Deletion 91.79% (302,000/329,000) 

                                             Source: www.google.com.tw 

 

The result from Google’s hits reveals its striking similarity in frequency to the 

distributions observed in the lexical variation of the same type in our corpus (9.28% 

for retention and 90.72% for deletion). Within ROE, the pattern can be formally 

analyzed in (41). 

 

(41) An ROE analysis of free variation 

[.n �.mn.] CodaCon Dep-V Max-R(V_) 

a. ☞1[.nwo.man.]   * 

b. ☞2[.nwo.��.man.]  *  

c. [.no�.man.] * !   
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Variation arises from this grammar, since both Candidates (a) and (b) are 

disfavored by only one of the constraints below the critical cut-off, and none is 

disfavored by the constraint above it. Candidate (c) can never be one of the outputs 

since it violates the constraint above the cut-off. Moreover, between the two possible 

outputs, it can be predicted that Candidates (a) will be more frequently observed than 

Candidates (b) as the constraint the former violates is ranked lower. However, as has 

been discussed, the ROE approach is unable to account for the probabilities and their 

distribution tendencies of the retention/deletion of English [�]-codas that emerges 

from the effect of syllable position on loanword adaptation. At best, ROE tells us 

which is more common and which is rarer, which can be a 60%-40% or a 90%-10% 

probabilistic distribution. This is somehow inadequate from a functional point of view, 

since little information is given about the significant effect that syllable position 

exerts on perceptual salience, which leads to over 90% of [�]-coda deletion.  

 

2.5.3 Stochastic OT 

Stochastic candidate evaluation originates in the development of Boersma’s 

(1997, 1998) Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA) and Boersma and Hayes’s (2001) 

empirical application of GLA, an error-driven algorithm that simulates the 

phonological learning of a (fragment of a) constraint-based grammar. What is unique 

to the algorithm is the type of Optimality-theoretic grammar it advocates. Instead of a 

set of ranked constraints that are essentially discrete from one another, it features a 

continuum of constraint strictness on which each constraint is assigned a certain value. 

Higher values correspond to higher-ranked, less violable constraints, and vice versa. 

The schema in (42) presents a categorical ranking, where Constraint A >> Constraint 

B >> Constraint C, though it might be said that Constraint A outranks Constraint B 

more than Constraint B outranks Constraint C. 
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(42) A continuous ranking scale (categorical) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under no circumstances will the ranking alter provided each constraint falls on a 

point of the scale. The continuous scale, however, is of more theoretical significance 

if each constraint is equally assigned a range of value, rather than a single point on the 

scale. The assumption is realistically grounded in that at evaluation time, i.e. the 

moment of speaking, a random positive or negative value of noise is added to the 

ranking value (the permanent central point on a constraint range), and the resultant 

value used at actual evaluation time is termed the selection point. In this scenario, the 

dominance between two constraints may be less fixed if their ranking values are close 

enough to cause an overlapping area, where the ranking between them is unspecified, 

depending on which selection points are chosen as the real values. This is shown 

below. 

 

(43) A continuous ranking scale with ranges  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A C B 

lax strict 
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

B2 C2 A2 

C1 B1 A1 

A C B 

lax strict 
(high ranked) (low ranked) 
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As depicted in (43), Constraint A is too far from the other constraints to overlap, 

and hence it is ranked highest in both evaluations. In the first evaluation time 

(Selection Point 1), B1 is higher than C1, a ranking that takes place in most cases for 

the higher ranking value of Constraint B. In the second evaluation, however, C2 

outranks B2, because it happens that the speaker chooses the bottom value of 

Constraint B and the top value of Constraint C. Such a ranking, though possible, will 

still be judged to be rarer since it may only occur in the comparatively small 

overlapping area.  

A noteworthy concept along these lines is that the random noise perturbation, 

namely the constraint range in this realm, that takes place in the real world can be 

properly portrayed as bell-curved normal (/Gaussian) distribution, where 68.27% of 

the selection points reside within one standard deviation (σ) from the mean (μ) on 

both sides, 95.45% within two σ’s, and 99.73% within three. Any probability falling 

beyond μ ± 3σ becomes vanishingly low. The event of overlapping ranking 

distributions is illustrated below (Boersma and Hayes 1999):  

 

(44) Overlapping ranking distributions  

 

 

 

Stochastic evaluation is in nature applied to simulated learning algorithms in 

which relative constraint positions that are in conflict with the current ranking 

hypothesis may shift on the ranking scale as the algorithm is “fed” with more correct 

linguistic input. This mechanism, however, is found to be highly workable on the 

lexical variations with optionality in loanword adaptation (Zuraw 2010). The 
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difference, however, is that the adult speaker’s grammar in dealing with loanwords 

should be fixed (though the selected values within the overlapping area vary), unlike 

the moveable ranking values of constraints as those working in GLA. Another 

discrepancy lies in the claim that the “fixed” loanword phonology is hardly acquired 

or learned, at least in the phase of perceptual processing to decide between retention 

and deletion of an input segment, but instead judged by both phonetic cues and native 

phonology.  

As exemplified in the previous answer, the difficulty to develop a formal analysis 

for the probabilistic distribution of English [�]-codas in TM adaptations casts doubt on 

the quantitative predictability of cophonology and ROE. Let us turn to stochastic 

evaluation to see whether it serves as a more feasible model in accounting for lexical 

variation in loanword adaptation. The same data are given again, along with the 

respective rankings that derive the processes of deletion and retention of postvocalic 

[�]’s, as shown in (45). 

 

(45) Variable adaptation of English [�]-codas in TM 

 Strategy Constraint ranking Percentage 

 Deletion CodaCon >> Dep-V >> Max-R(V_) 90.72% (176/194) 

 Retention CodaCon >> Max-R(V_) >> Dep-V 9.28% (18/194) 

 

From a stochastic viewpoint, the ranking values of Dep-V and Max-R(V_) have 

to be close enough to incur an overlapping area, the overlapping “degree” of which, 

however, is determined by the involved frequency of each ranking. Following the 

convention of stochastic OT, the arbitrary value of 2.0 is adopted as the evaluation 

noise (σ, standard deviation), and thus the range should cover 12 units (2*3*2, as 

99.73% of the selection points fall in the coverage of 3 σ’s on both sides). The initial 

state of constraints is given the arbitrary value of 100. Though there should be no 
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“starting point” (in Boersma’s original works) in the current fixed adult grammar, we 

place the constraints in this neighborhood for the sake of consistency. Through 

mathematical calculation13, the ranking values are worked out and listed in (46). 

 

(46) Stochastic ranking for English postvocalic [�] 

Constraint Ranking value 

CodaCon 135.56 

Dep-V 93.55 

Max-R(V_) 83.78 

 

CodaCon is arbitrarily assigned the ranking value 135.56 such that it is 

sufficiently high to avoid overlapping with the other constraint ranges. Max-R(V_) is 

assigned a value that is generally lower than Dep-V but overlapping is still inevitable. 

With the ranking values 93.55 and 83.78 allocated to Dep-V and Max-R(V_), 

respectively, the overlapping area will cover 18.56% of each constraint, so the odds 

that Max-R(V_) outranks Dep-V are 9.28%. In (47), the ranking values are applied to 

genuine loanword data with hypothetical selection points, where CSP stands for 

“common selection points”, and RSP “rare selection points”. 

 

(47) Hypothetical selection points and results from (46) 

 Dep-V Max-R(V_) Result Example 

CSP 97.1 86.45 Deletion [.n �.mn.] → [.nwo.man.] 

RSP 87.63 89.11 Retention [.h �.mon.] → [.x�.��.mo�.]  

 

As has been discussed thus far, a Stochastic-OT approach seems to be a 

promising OT version that is able to deal with the otherwise paradoxical problems 

posed by cophonology. The advantages are twofold. The first is theoretical simplicity, 

                                                      
13 Detailed elaboration of the rationales for calculating ranking values of constraints is provided in 6.2. 
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since it economizes on holding a single ranking by viewing constraints as ranges of 

value on a continuous strictness scale, and the overlapping area of two constraints, 

where free ranking may occur, is naturally inevitable when the ranking values are 

close enough to one another. Apparently this is conceptually superior to cophonology, 

since diverse subgrammars are still needed even under a single master ranking in the 

latter. The second is explanatory adequacy. Inheriting its superiority in modeling 

altering rankings in an error-driven learning algorithm, stochastic candidate 

evaluation excels in explaining the precise occurrence probability of each variant 

through calculating the overlapping coverage on the linear scale of constraint 

strictness. This is believed to be something both cophonology and ROE may find 

difficult to achieve.  

Given the plentiful merits that stochastic OT enjoys, a theoretical phonologist 

may still be faced with two potential challenges in developing a formal analysis for 

language variation with this framework. First, it is hardly mentioned in Boersma’s 

series of works exactly how the calculation mechanism of degrees of overlapping and 

ranking values are working, though followers may find it convenient to conduct a 

computer-based stochastic analysis on language variation by means of OT Soft. The 

other challenge originates from the innate imperfection of the theory itself: it is able to 

formulate variations induced by the overlapping that is incurred by two conflicting 

constraints, whereas it seems to fail to explain the overlapping area that is incurred by 

more than three constraints that are in conflict with one another. That is, stochastic OT 

may have a hard time accounting for variations that are caused by more than three 

different rankings among over three constraints. This potential challenge, however, 

can be overcome by simple mathematical understanding of the locational relationships 

of overlapped constraints, as will be revealed in Chapter 6.  
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2.6 Two general issues in literature 

    With the advent of OT, loanword adaptation has regained linguists’ attention, as 

the conceptual conflicting forces of constraints ideally capture the adapter’s dilemma 

whether to faithfully translate the L2 information, or sacrifice part of it so as to 

conform to the L1 phonotactics. However, there are two issues that a handful of 

previous studies commonly deal with, namely how loanword-specific strategies are 

“learned” or “acquired”, given such inputs are absent in the native lexicon, and 

whether it is necessary to propose a loanword phonology, as distinguished from the 

native phonology. We will elaborate on the two issues in what follows. 

 

2.6.1 Learnability  

Confronted with an illicit structure from L2, the L1 adapter should logically have 

more than one possible strategy to repair. However, evidence in the literature has 

shown that adaptation patterns typically converge on a certain strategy. As pointed out 

in Peperkamp and Dupoux (2002) and Broselow (2009), the patterns that emerge from 

loanword adaptation may pose a learnability puzzle to phonological studies: where do 

the patterns come from, particularly when L1 and L2 are two systematically divergent 

languages? As has been discussed in detail in Kang (2011), the answer can be more 

than one. The first possibility is that the adaptation patterns originate from the native 

phonology, and nothing special can be said about loanwords. For example, the choice 

regarding which feature to preserve and which feature to ignore is judged by the 

feature specification of the native phonology (Hanchin-Bhatt 1994, Clements 2001, 

Herd 2005). Zuraw (2010) shows that the patterned exceptionality of nasal 

substitution in Tagalog loanword adaptations is in effect a reflection of the statistical 

frequencies in the native lexicon. Peperkamp and Dupoux (2002) postulate that the 

tendency for a foreign input to delete a consonant in coda is attributed to the ranking 
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of “Fill >> Parse”, in accordance with the native phonology. Luke and Lau (2008) 

observes that in Cantonese adaptations of English loanwords, L2 polysyllabic verbs 

tend to be truncated as monosyllabic L1 output, while L2 nouns tend to be disyllabic, 

conforming to the statistical facts in L1 lexicon.  

Evidence from TM adaptations of English loanwords in our corpus seems to 

reinforce this view, at least in part. The adaptation pattern of English stop codas in 

monosyllabic words in TM is given in (48).  

 

(48) Monosyllabic loanwords (60 tokens) 

a. Retention (58, 96.67%) 

 

b. Deletion (2, 3.33%) 

English  TM  

cut [.k��t.] 卡 [.k�a.] 

meet [.mit.] 咪 [.mi.] 

     

    As can be noticed, an overwhelmingly dominant repair for the illicit stop coda is 

retention via an epenthetic vowel. However, stop codas in polysyllabic source words 

reveal a different pattern, as shown in (49).  

 

 

 

 

English  TM  

jeep [.d#ip.] 吉普 [.t$i.p
u.] 

watt [.w	t.] 瓦特 [.wa.t
�.] 

shock [.%	k.] 休克 [.$jou.k
�.] 

Bob [.b	b.] 包柏 [.pau.pwo.] 

Wade [.we�d.] 韋德 [.wei.t�.] 

Meg [.m��.] 梅格 [.mei.k�.] 
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(49) Polysyllabic loanwords (164 tokens)  

a. Retention examples (100, 60.98%) 

English  TM  

Gallup [.(æ.lp.] 蓋洛普 [.kai.lwo.p
u.] 

Hamlet [.hæm.l�t.] 哈姆雷特 [.xa.mu.lei.t
�.] 

mosaic [.mo�.ze�.�k.] 馬賽克 [.ma.sai.k
�.] 

Crabtree [.k��æb.t��i.] 瑰珀翠 [.kwei.p
wo.ts�wei.] 

vodka [.v	d.k�.] 伏特加 [.fu.t
�.t$ja.] 

Douglas [.d��.ls.] 道格拉斯 [.tau.k�.la.s!.] 

 

b. Deletion examples (64, 39.02%) 

English  TM  

hip hop [.h�p.h	p] 嘻哈 [.$i.xa.] 

jacket [.d#æ.k��t.]  夾克 [.t$ja.k��.] 

logic [.l	.d#�k.] 邏輯 [.lwo.t$i.] 

Broadway [.b� d.we�.] 百老匯 [.pai.lau.xwei.] 

jitterbug [.d#i.t��.b��.] 吉魯巴 [.t$i.lu.pa.] 

 

    Given polysyllabic source words, L2 adapters still adopt retention as the major 

repair, whereas the percentage remarkably lowers to 60.92%, and the rate of deletion 

rises to 39.02%. A question that naturally arises is how L1 adapters learn knowledge 

of this, considering inputs with a stop in coda are absent in L1. Apparently this is not 

attributable to the universal Preservation Principle (Paradis and LaCharité 1997, 

LaCharité and Paradis 2005), since the same stop codas are treated distinctively in 

monosyllabic and polysyllabic source words (χ
2 = 27.9, df = 1, p < .001).  

    As will be unveiled in later discussion, the divergence in the retention rate of 

simplex stop codas between monosyllabic and polysyllabic loanwords stems from the 

prosodic preference for disyllabicity in the native lexicon: being a quantity-sensitive 

language, TM prefers to retain a syllable-final stop of a monosyllabic source word 

through vowel insertion to form a disyllabic output form, rather than ignore it, which 

otherwise results in a monosyllabic output. The hypothesis gains further support from 
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the observation of stop codas in polysyllabic loanwords, where the retention rate of 

stop codas is significantly lower, since the syllable number of the input has been 

sufficient for the output to be at least disyllabic. 

    Another potential account for the loanword-specific patterns is perceptual 

salience. As the perception-based authors (Silverman 1992; Yip 1993, 2002, 2006; 

Peperkamp and Dupoux 2002, 2003; Kenstowicz 2001, 2003ab; Steriade 2001; Kang 

2003; Broselow 2004, 2009; Peperkamp 2005; Peperkamp, Vendelin and Nakamura 

2008; Boeorsma and Hamann 2009; Calabrese 2009; Kim 2009) advocate, major 

adaptation processes are done early in the phase of perception, in which phonetically 

salient structures and features tend to be rescued whereas unsalient ones tend to be 

sacrificed. In the choice of the epenthetic vowel, for instance, Shinohara (1997) points 

out that the adapter often inserts the phonetically most unmarked vowel, i.e. the one 

that is closest to nothing and legal in that context. Examples as such include 

[+]-insertion in Japanese, and [i]-insertion in Brazilian Portuguese. In Shona, all the 

five native vowels can serve as the epenthetic vowel in loanword adaptations. 

Uffmann (2001, 2004) shows that in the Shona case, the choice of the epenthetic 

vowel either relies on the place of articulation of the preceding consonant, or is simply 

a reduplicate of the vowel preceding it. The perceptual stance is experimentally 

grounded in a handful of cases. As has been discussed in 2.6.1, when native speakers 

of Japanese are presented with the nonce word [.eb.zo.], it is reported that they heard 

[.e.b+.zo.] most of the time, and they have severe difficulty distinguishing [.eb.zo.] 

from [.e.b+.zo.] in various discrimination tasks (Dupoux et al. 1999, 2001), showing 

that an L2 input is phonetically “twisted” early in perception.  

    In the adaptation patterns we draw from our corpus, a large part can be said to be 

perceptually relevant. For example, English fricative codas are 88.82% (143/161) 

likely to be retained, higher than the retention rate of stop codas (60.98%, 100/164). 
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The difference is statistically significant (χ2 = 33.5, df = 2, p < .0001). We assume that 

it is the articulatory mechanism of fricatives that gives them a highly audible “hissing” 

noise, hence liable to retention in loanword adaptation. Furthermore, the even higher 

salience of sibilants, a subcategory of fricatives, may exert a “masking effect” on the 

neighboring stop. Consider (50)14. 

 

(50) Masking effect of sibilants in onset 

Sequence Item (L2 → L1) 

stop-sibilant [.æl.b�.t
sn.] Albertson → [.ja.�.pwo.sn.] 亞爾伯森 

 [.p�i.t
s.] Pizza → [.p�i.sa.] 披薩 

 [.�	.b�.t
sn.] Robertson → [.lwo.pwo.sn.] 羅伯森 

 [.%w	.t
s.n�.(�.] Schwarzenegger → [.�!.wa.�in.k�.] 史瓦辛格 

 [.t
s	�.(.] Tsonga → [.so�.t$ja.] 宋嘉 

 [.t
s	�.] Tsar → [.�a.xwa�.] 沙皇 

 [.w	.t
sn.] Watson → [.xwa.��.] 華生 

 

For [t�s]-onsets, the L1 adapter ignore 87.5% (7/8) of the preceding stops. It is 

our postulation that it is the extremely high degree of perceptual salience of the 

sibilant class that weakens the perceptibility of the neighboring stop.  

    In this subsection, we have shown that the learnability puzzle is chiefly attributed 

to two linguistic aspects: native phonology and perceptual salience. While in previous 

studies, they are proven to be true respectively in different languages, the evidence for 

both can be found in our collection of English loanwords in TM.  

 

2.6.2 Native phonology vs. loanword phonology 

    The learnability puzzle naturally leads to another long-standing debate: should 

we treat native words and loanwords on a par, meaning that there is no “loanword 

                                                      
14   The sequence of “sibilant-stop” in onset is a different story. We will leave it to 4.9.1 for detailed 

discussion.  
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phonology”, and all foreign inputs are exclusively governed by one single native 

grammar, or are they subject to two distinct grammatical mechanisms, and foreign 

inputs should pertain to “loanword phonology” of which the main ingredients are 

loanword-specific rules and constraints, in addition to the inevitable native structural 

constraints? As has been discussed in more detail in 2.2.3, Boersma and Hamann 

(2009) argue that loanword adaptation in Korean can be understood entirely in a 

single comprehension-production mechanism within the native phonology, and 

provide Optimality-theoretic rankings of structural and cue constraints for both native 

processing and loanword adaptation. This strong postulation, however, may find it 

difficult to analyze loanword adaptations that conflict with native alternations. Refer 

to the following data from Fula (Paradis and LaCharité 1997) for illustration.  

 

(51) Fula adaptations of French loanwords 

a. 

French  Fula  

carde  [.kard.] [.kar.da.] ‘card (comb)’ 

force [.f�rs.]  [.f�r.s�.] ‘ force’ 

    

b.  

French  Fula  

table [.tabl.] [.ta�.bal.] ‘ table’ 

classe [.klas.]  [.ka.la�s.] ‘ flag’ 

 

    In Fula, consonant clusters are not allowed in either onset or coda positions. For 

loanwords from French, an epenthetic vowel is added after the second consonant in 

the sequence of “liquid-obstruent” (51a), but it is between the two consonants of the 

“obstruent-liquid” sequences (51b). In the native phonology, however, the epenthetic 

vowel is always inserted after the second consonant in both sequences, as shown in 

(52).  
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(52) Fula native phonology 
a. /.talk.ru./  →    [.tal.ku.ru.]     ‘amulet’ 

b. /.sokl.ka./ →    [.sok.la.ka.]     ‘need’ 

 

    Such a discrepancy between processes in native and loanword phonology, as can 

be found also in Korean (Kenstowicz and Sohn 2001) and Lama (Peperkamp 2005), 

poses a critical problem to works that hold similar stances like Boersma and 

Hamann’s. The controversy goes on, while current studies seem to lean more to 

treating processes in native and loanword adaptations as governed by different 

phonological grammars, or to the stance that at least a few loanword-specific 

ingredients should be added to the latter, such as Davidson and Noyer’s (1996) 

constraint Match, Kenstowicz’s (2005) output-output faithfulness constraints, and 

Yip’s (2006) constraint Mimic.  

    TM and English are two systematically different languages, and comparatively, 

TM has much stricter limitations on syllable structures. Because of this, when 

confronted with an English input, the TM adapter is often dealing with structures that 

lack evidence in the native lexicon. In our bipartite processing model, as shown in 

(8)/(22), the L1 adapter’s computation of an L2 input in the perceptual processing is 

based on a perception grammar that is independent of the native phonology, where 

similar representations to the foreign inputs are absent. In particular, the output of the 

perceptual processing, i.e. the underlying representation, then serves as the input of 

the production grammar, in which the interpretation involves semantic factors, which 

is hardly relevant to the production of a native word. For example, if the L2 input is a 

family name, the L1 adapter tends to choose a family name (mostly monosyllabic) as 

the first character, which is equivalent to a syllable in L1. This is often done at the 

cost of departure from the phonetic structure of the input. Consider (53).  
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(53) Semantic effect on L1 character selection 

 English   TM  

a. [.st	k.t�n.] Stockton → [.��.t�a.k��.twn.] 史塔克頓 

b. [.st	k.holm.] Stockholm → [.s�.t�.k�.�.mwo.] 斯德哥爾摩 

 

In (53a), the L2 family name Stockton ([.st	k.t�n.]) is transliterated as 史塔克

頓 ([.�!.t�a.k��.twn.]) in L1, where the first character (syllable) 史 is a well-known 

family name in the Chinese society, though phonetically the best choice may be 斯 

([.s!.]). In contrast, when dealing with an L2 input that is not a person’s name, 斯 

becomes the most favorable choice, as in (53b), which is the transliteration of the 

capital city of Sweden.  

    English loanwords in TM have provided us with concrete evidence showing that 

a loanword phonology, one like (8)/(22), that is separate from the native phonology is 

necessary, especially when the languages involved are two systematically different 

languages. It is undeniable that a large part of the perception grammar is universal, 

since the auditory salience induced by certain interior properties and exterior contexts 

are phonetically based, such as the high friction noise of fricatives and the positional 

privilege of onsets. However, language-specific native phonology plays a crucial role 

in perception, as previous empirical results show that L1 speakers do have difficulty 

identifying structures and contrasts that are foreign to the native sound system, and 

thus the perceived representations are proven to abstract away from the L2 phonetic 

form. Moreover, the production grammar of TM loanword adaptation is another 

special issue. Unlike alphabetic languages, discussed in a large body of literature, 

adapters of a logographic language such as Mandarin will naturally consider word 

meaning in choosing characters in addition to phonetic similarity. This is a factor that 

is hardly considered in producing native words. It therefore follows that construction 
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of an independent loanword phonology is necessary.  

 

2.7 Conclusion 

    This section has provided the background knowledge needed in understanding 

the focal points that will be discussed in detail in the rest of this dissertation. First, we 

give an overview of the different views on loanword processing, generally classified 

into the perception-based, production-based, and perception-production accounts. 

Proponents of each stance have shed light on the processing of loanwords to some 

extent. Considering adapters of the loanword adaptations in our collection are not 

limited to pure monolinguals or bilinguals, and the fact that we are dealing with two 

systematically different languages, we believe a perception-production model serves 

as a more plausible platform for us to develop formal analyses of loanword adaptation, 

though our focus is laid on the construction of the perception grammar.  

Next, employment of cue constraints as the main ingredients in the perception 

grammar endows us with an in-depth consideration of the physiological and physical 

properties of speech perception, as well as a more straightforward explanation for the 

auditory events involved in it.  

With respect to theoretical machinery, like most prior literature on loanword 

phonology, we fundamentally develop the analyses within the OT framework. As 

pointed out in previous works, the key notions of constraint violability and the 

interaction between markedness and faithfulness constraints well model the 

oftentimes conflicting forces of preservation of the input information and conformity 

with the native phonotactic limitation. However, conventional OT is found to be 

theoretically untenable in dealing with our loanword data due to its lack of 

explanatory adequacy with the interaction between traditional markedness and 

faithfulness constraints and the idea of fixed constraint rankings. What makes our 
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analyses different, apart from replacing faithfulness constraints with cue constraints, 

is the way we treat lexical variation in loanword adaptation, an issue that is hardly 

taken seriously in literature. As we have seen, a couple of OT-based theories have 

been developed in order to deal with language variation. Representative works include 

cophonology, ROE, and stochastic OT. Given the pros and cons of each alternative, 

the analytical chapter of this dissertation features a stochastic evaluation of our 

loanword data. With its innovative revision of seeing constraints as ranges of value on 

a linear scale of strictness, overlapping will be incurred inevitably when the ranking 

values of two constraints in conflict are close enough. This overlapping area is exactly 

where constraint dominance can be reversed and hence language variation occurs.  

    Finally, the two frequently debated mysteries in the literature will be uncovered 

as the dissertation proceeds. First, the learnability problem is partially a reflection of 

language-specific facts of the native phonology and partially attributable to the more 

universal perceptual salience. Second, the necessity for an independent loanword 

phonology will be verified, as we are dealing with the contact between two 

systematically different languages. 
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Chapter 3  

The Sound Systems  

 

3.1 Introduction 

    In this chapter the sound inventories and syllable structures of the two languages 

under investigation, i.e. English and TM, are introduced as the background 

information, where more attention is paid to those aspects that are correlated to the 

later discussion of loanword adaptation. Introduction of English stressing and TM 

tones are omitted due to its little, if any, relevance to the segmental alternation in the 

adaptation process between the two languages. Despite this, in a later chapter, a more 

detailed discussion with numerical evidence will be offered to show the trifling 

importance of English stress on loanword adaptation at least in terms of consonant 

adjustments. The layout of this chapter is given as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the 

consonantal inventories of the two involved languages. Subsequently, Section 3.3 

presents the vowels of them. In Section 3.4, the syllable structures of the two 

languages are given and compared, showing how adaptation is necessary when 

borrowing happens. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes this chapter. 

 

3.2 Consonants 

    Traditionally, consonants are treated in tabular form, with places of articulation 

as one axis, and other properties such as nasality as the other. English and TM have a 

similar number of consonants: English has 24, and TM has 25. The phonetic 

consonants of both languages are listed in (54) and (55), respectively. In the two 

tables, places of articulation are represented in columns, and manners of articulation 

are shown in rows. For (54), if a cell is divided into two smaller ones, the sound on 
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the left is voiceless and that on the right is voiced. For (55), similarly, the sound on 

the left is unaspirated while the right one is aspirated. The labiovelar glide [w], 

appearing in both tables, is shown in two different cells under bilabial and velar, as it 

involves both places of articulation. By analogy, TM labial-palatal [�] is listed in two 

cells simultaneously under the places of bilabial and palatal due to their involvement 

in production.  

 

(54) English consonants (based on Hayes 2009) 

 bilabial labio- 

dental 

inter- 

dental 

alveolar palato- 

alveolar 

palatal velar glottal 

stop p b   t d   k (  

fricative  f v ' ; s z % #   h 

affricate     t% d#    

nasal m   n   �  

approxi-

mant 
w   l �15 j w 

 

 

(55) TM consonants (based on Lin 2007b) 

 bilabial labio- 

dental 

dental post- 

alveolar 

alveolo- 

palatal 

palatal velar 

stop p p�  t t�    k k� 

fricative  f s � $  x 

affricate   ts ts� t� t�� t$ t$�   

nasal m  n    � 

approxi-

mant 
w, �  l �  j, � w 

 

    A few aspects of TM consonants are particularly noteworthy. First, the 

                                                      
15  Classification of the articulation place of [�] has been inconsistent, depending on the definition of 

individual linguists and the sometimes trivial differences among languages, ranging from alveolar, 
post-alveolar, to palato-alveolar. More correctly, it should pertain to either post-alveolar or 
palato-alveolar and labeled as [–anterior], seeing that in producing this sound American speakers of 
English are more likely to curl back the blade towards the back of the alveolar ridge, an action 
known as retroflection. We do not go into this issue and simply adhere to Hayes’s (2009) version, as 
this feature bears no relevance to our research in this dissertation.  
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controversy remains as to whether the TM retroflex phoneme “ㄖ” should be 

transcribed as the approximant [�] (Fu 1956, Wang 1944, Duanmu 2000, Lin 2007) or 

the fricative [<] (Duanmu 2007, Hsiao 2011). Individual pronunciation of this sound 

varies to a large degree. This dissertation chooses [�] for the reasons stated in the 

following. First, the otherwise [<] would become the only voiced obstruent in TM 

consonant inventory, rendering the inventory as a whole not favorable for lack of 

phonemic symmetry. By the same token, existence of [<] in the inventory should 

naturally entail that of its [–retroflex] counterpart [z], but not vice versa, as retroflexes 

are universally more marked. However, TM does not have [z]. Moreover, from an 

acoustic perspective, there is not as much friction in the articulation of [<] as that of 

the other fricatives [f, s, �, $, x]. 

    Glides are traditionally treated as semi-vowels and typically classified under the 

consonant inventory. The glides [j, w, �] can be said to be the phonetic variants of the 

vowels [i, u, y], respectively, and are in complementary distribution with one another: 

glides appear in syllable onset position or before the nuclear vowel, and vowels occur 

in syllable nuclear position. Accordingly, the vowel symbols are used as the main 

vowel, as in [.ni.] (你, ‘you’) or the second part of the diphthong [.nai.] (奶, ‘milk’).  

    A renown fact of TM consonants is that the alveolo-palatals, [t$, t$�, $] (ㄐ, ㄑ,

ㄒ), are in complementary distribution with other three consonant sets, namely the 

dental affricates/fricative [ts, ts�, s] (ㄗ, ㄘ, ㄙ), the post-alveolar affricates/fricative 

[t�, ts�, �] (ㄓ, ㄔ, ㄕ), and the velar stops/fricative [k, k�, x] (ㄍ, ㄎ, ㄏ). For the 

alveolo-palatals, they occur only before the glides [j] and [�] and the vowels [i] and 

[y]; for the others, they never appear in the same context. This is summarized in (56) 

below (Duanmu 2007).  
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(56) TM alveolo-palatals as allophones (Duanmu 2007) 

 [t$, t$�, $] [ ts, ts�, s] [ t�, ts�, �] [k, k�, x] 

With [j, �]/[ i, y] yes no  no  no  

Without [j, �]/[ i, y] no yes yes yes 

 

Due to their predictable context, it thus seems tenable to say that TM 

alveolo-palatals are not independent phonemes but are allophones that only appear in 

a rather restrictive context. However, it is still under debate as to which set of 

phoneme they should be identified with, or even whether they should be recognized as 

allophones. We do not go into the details of this controversial issue and list the 

alveolo-palatals in the chart like the rest for its little relevance to our research.  

    The very origin of segmental alternation in the word loaning process is the 

systematic differences between inventories of the two languages. That is, when an L1 

adapter cannot find a perfect match of an L2 sound in the native sound system, he or 

she may turn to a permissible one that is perceptually most similar to its source sound. 

The differences between the two consonantal inventories, as listed in (54) and (55), 

can be compared in terms of voicing, aspiration, and place of articulation. This is 

addressed in the following subsections.  

 

3.2.1 Voicing 

    It can be clearly recognized that the voicing property serves as the contrastive 

feature in distinguishing obstruents in English, as exemplified in the minimal pairs in 

(57), but not so in TM. All the obstruents of the former coherently come in pairs of 

voicing ([±voiced]), whereas those of the latter are all voiceless, with no voiced 

counterparts. The voiced consonants in TM are limited to sonorants i.e. nasals and 

glides. The two languages have very similar sets of sonorants, neither of which has 

voiceless sonorants. TM has one more glide, the labial-palatal [�].  
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(57) Voicing as a distinctive feature in English 

 

  

    A few aspects concerning our later discussion on loanword adaptation are worth 

noting here. First, as TM has no voiced obstruents, English voiced obstruents are 

mostly mapped to TM voiceless or aspirated counterparts with the same or close place 

of and manner of articulation. An exception to this is English [v], which is 

occasionally interpreted as TM [w], a labiovelar glide, in addition to the more 

common choice, the voiceless [f]. Second, English glottal fricative [h] is consistently 

adapted to TM velar fricative [x], though it can be observed that TM [x] is gradually 

replaced by [h] due to the influence of Taiwanese Southern Min (Hsiao 2011). Finally, 

though the retroflex [�] serves as a licit onset in both languages, an English [�]-onset is 

however mapped to lateral [l] in a vast majority of this kind rather than the expected 

[�], while an [l]-onset remains [l] in the TM adaptation.  

    Explanations for the asymmetry are unclear. One may plausibly doubt the 

 Phoneme Example 

a.  /p/ [.p
æk.], pack 

 /b/ [.bæk.], back 

b.  /t/ [.t
��.], tear 

 /d/ [.d��.], dear 

c.  /k/ [.k
lu.], clue 

 /(/ [.�lu.], glue 

d.  /f/ [.fæn.], fan 

 /v/ [.væn.], van 

e.  /'/ [.�ai.], thigh 

 /;/ [.�ai.], thy 

f.  /s/ [.s�t.], sit 

 /z/ [.z�t.], zit 

g.  /%/ [.�u�.], rouche 

 /#/ [.�u�.], rouge 

h.  /t%/ [.t�ip.], cheap 

 /d#/ [.d�ip.], Jeep 
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correctness to transcribe TM “ㄖ” with the symbol [�] instead the the fricative [<] by 

saying that there is no symmetric mapping between the two liquids [l] and [�]. 

However, this may be attributable to the wide gap in number between [l]-onset (“ㄌ”) 

characters and [�]-onset (“ㄖ”) characters: the former has 841 but the latter has only 

186 (Chang 2005). It is thus naturally assumed that as phonemes, [l] is more 

unmarked than [�] in TM, and adapters tend to choose syllables with higher 

frequencies (i.e. with more corresponding characters) to map L2 forms to. 

 

3.2.2 Aspiration  

    Aspiration is contrastive among TM stops and affricates. That is, aspirated and 

unaspirated stops or affricates are separate phonemes, as illustrated in the minimal 

pairs below. 

 

(58) Aspiration as a distinctive feature in TM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The same does not apply to English, however, as aspirated and unaspirated stops 

are allophones and appear in complementary distribution. In English, aspirated stops 

 Phoneme Example Gloss 

a.  /p/ [.pi.], 鼻 ‘nose’ 

 /p�/ [.p
i.], 皮 ‘skin’ 

b.  /t/ [.tu.], 肚 ‘abdomen’ 

 /t�/ [.t
u.], 兔 ‘ rabbit’ 

c.  /k/ [.k�.], 歌 ‘song’ 

 /k�/ [.k
�.], 科 ‘subject’ 

d.  /ts/ [.ts!.], 字 ‘word’ 

 /ts�/ [.ts
!.], 刺 ‘spike’ 

e.  /t�/ [.t�an.], 盞 ‘cup’ 

 /t��/ [.t�
an.], 鏟 ‘shovel’ 

f.  /t$/ [.t�j	�.], 薑 ‘ginger’ 

 /t$�/ [.t�
j	�.], 槍 ‘gun’ 
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appear syllable-initially, whereas unaspirated stops appear as the second member of 

an onset cluster after [s]. Refer to (59).  

 

(59) Allophones of English stops 

Phoneme Aspirated Unaspirated  

/p/ [.p
	t.], pot [.sp	t.], spot 

/t/ [.t
	p.], top [.st	p.], stop 

/k/ [.k
�l.], kill  [.sk�l.], skill  

 

    It is interesting to observe adaptation of English stops into TM, as both English 

and TM have aspirated and unaspirated stops, but only English has voiced stops. That 

is, the mappings have to be asymmetric. If, more uncontroversially, aspirated stops are 

to map to their identical aspirated counterparts, it seems mysterious how English 

unaspirated and voiced stops are interpreted by TM adapters. As we will see, 

perception again is largely concerned with the mapping of stops, where VOT plays a 

crucial role in their asymmetric mapping.  

 

3.2.3 Place of articulation 

    Traditionally, there are a set of binary features that are capable of specifying the 

major places of articulation of consonants, i.e. [labial], [coronal], and [dorsal]. A 

comparison between English and TM in this respect can be made in what follows.  

    For labial consonants, except that English has the voiced bilabial stop [b] and the 

voiced labio-dental fricative [v], the two languages bear a great similarity under this 

category. English has the bilabials [p, b, m, w] and the labio-dentals [f, v]. TM has the 

bilabials [p, p�, m, w, �] and the labio-dentals [f].  

    English voiced bilabial stop [b] is mapped to either the voiceless [p] or the 

aspirated counterpart [p�] in TM. In addition to its voiceless counterpart [f], as just 
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mentioned, English [v] is occasionally interpreted as the labialvelar glide [w] in TM.  

    The two languages show a larger discrepancy in coronal consonants, however. 

On the one hand, English has two interdental consonants that are absent in TM, [', ;], 

which are also unusual in the world’s languages. English interdental consonants are 

predominantly interpreted as the closest [s] in TM. On the other hand, TM is rich in 

dental sounds, including [t, t�, s, ts, ts�, n, l]. The exact places of articulation of the 

stops [t, t�], fricative [s], nasal [n], and approximant [l] reveal great 

individual/dialectal differences, which can be optionally classified as alveolar sounds 

(as in English) if produced by placing the tip or blade of the tongue slightly behind the 

upper teeth before the alveolar ridge, though in general they are made more forward 

by TM speakers than their English counterparts. Unlike TM, English [t, d, n, s, z, �, l] 

are more uncontroversially categorized under [alveolar]. English obsturents with this 

place of articulation are mostly mapped to their dental counterparts in TM 

    English has five palatal consonants [%, #, t%, d#, j], but TM only has the glides [j, 

�] in this position. Between the places of alveolar and palatal, TM has two places that 

English does not have: post-alveolar and alveolo-palatal. The four post-alveolar 

consonants [�, t�, t��, �] are also called retroflex sounds as production of them 

involves curling of the tongue for the underside to touch or approach the post-alveolar 

region. The retroflex [�] is traditionally classified under post-alveolar whereas it is 

currently identified as alveolar in English (Hayes 2009). Additionally, TM has 

alveolo-palatal consonants [$, t$, t$�], which are viewed as allophones due to their 

restrictive context to appear (preceding [i, j] or [y, �]), though as mentioned, it 

remains controversial as to which set of consonants they are allophones of (see (56) 

for details). English palatal obstruents are alternatively mapped to TM post-alveolars 

or alveolo-palatals.  
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    Toward the back regions, English has four velar consonants, i.e. [k, (, �, w], 

while TM has five, i.e. [k, k�, x, �, w]. English velar stops are mapped to their 

voiceless and aspirated counterparts in TM. Mapping of nasals, however, depends 

greatly on the preceding vowel. The ‘rhyme harmony’ phenomenon (Hsieh, 

Kenstowicz, and Mou 2009) will be discussed in detail in Section 5.10. For fricatives, 

TM has a velar fricative [x], while English doesn’t. Analogously, English has a glottal 

fricative that TM does not have, [h]. It thus makes great sense that English [h] is 

interpreted as the most similar [x] in TM. A noteworthy aspect is that, as noted above, 

TM [x] is gradually replaced by [h] due to the influence of Taiwanese Southern Min 

(Hsiao 2011), which more or less reinforces the rationality of this mapping tendency.    

  

3.3 Vowels 

    The vowel constitutes the nucleus of a syllable, and is defined with the properties 

of height, backness, and roundness. As this dissertation does not intend to probe into 

TM adjustment of English vowels, we simply give the fundamental background 

knowledge in this respect. Generally, English has a richer inventory of vowels than 

TM. They are presented in (60) and (61), respectively. English has thirteen vowels, 

and TM has nine, with all allophones temporarily included.  

 

(60) English vowels (based on Hayes 2009) 

  front central back 

  unrounded  unrounded rounded 

high tense i   u 

 lax �   � 

mid tense e   o 

 lax � /�    

low  æ a 	  
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(61) TM vowels (based on Chao 1968, Cheng 1973, Lin 2007b) 

 front central back 

 unrounded rounded  unrounded rounded 

high i y   u 

mid e   � o 

low a   	  

 

    Note that in English, the low central vowel [a] should not be considered to be 

phonemic as it occurs in diphthongs only. In TM, comparatively, recent scholars agree 

that TM has five phonemes /i, y, u, , a/ (Duanmu 2000, 2007; Lin 2007b). This 

statement is grounded on the following observations, though slight disagreement on 

allophonic classification still exists. For mid vowels, on the one hand, [e] appears in 

the diphthong [ei] in open syllables, but not in syllable-final position, unless preceded 

by palatal glides [j, �]. The variant [�] appears in open syllables, but cannot follow a 

palatal glide. Moreover, [o] occurs in the diphthong [ou] or is preceded by labials in 

open syllables. Finally, schwa [] appears exclusively before nasals [n, �]. For low 

vowels, on the other hand, [a] exists in open syllables, before [n] in closed syllables, 

and in the diphthong before [i]. The lowest [	] appears in the diphthong ending in [u] 

and before [�] in closed syllables.  

    What is also worth mentioning is that TM high vowels [i, y, u] are not 

contrastive with their glide counterparts [j, �, w]. To be more specific, when a high 

vowel precedes a mid or low vowel, which is more sonorous, the latter is parsed as the 

nucleus, and the high vowel becomes its glide counterpart and is assigned to the onset 

position.  

    There is a high vowel that is not listed in the inventory but does exist in spoken 

TM, i.e. the apical vowel [!]. It appears syllable-finally after dental ([ts, ts�, s]) and 

post-alveolar ([t�, t��, �, �]) fricatives, affricates, and approximant, all of which are 
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apical consonants. Scholars (Chao 1968; Duanmu 2000, 2007; Lin 2007b) have 

treated this vowel as the voiced extension of the preceding consonant into the nuclear 

position, rendering the latter a syllabic consonant. This dissertation follows these 

scholars and considers [!] to be a syllabic approximant, not a real vowel. 

    In addition to monophthongs, English has five diphthongs, and TM has four, as 

shown below. 

 

(62) English diphthongs 

 [�] [�] 

mid e� o� 

mid  �  

low a� a� 

 

(63) TM diphthongs 

 [i] [u] 

mid ei ou 

low ai 	u 

 

A handful of differences between English and TM diphthongs are worth noting. 

First, English diphthongs end in lax vowels [�] or [�], while TM diphthongs end in 

tense vowels [i] or [u], though acoustically those in the latter do not precisely reach 

the height of [i] or [u] (Lin 2007b). Moreover, the low front [a], being a phoneme in 

TM, occurs more freely both in the diphthong [ai] and as a monophthong, whereas it 

is restricted to being part of the diphthongs [a�] and [a�]. Next, TM diphthong [	u] 

differs from English [a�] in that the former starts with a low back vowel but the latter 

begins with a low front vowel. Finally, the diphthong inventories of the two languages 

are quite similar, except that English has [ �], which is absent in TM, involving 

back-to-front movement of the tongue.  

    Adaptation of vowels in TM loanwords from English reveals greater instability 
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compared with that of consonants. This may be closely correlated to the fact that each 

TM character (a syllable) acts as a minimal unit in meaning (a morpheme), and thus 

choice of characters may depend on the semantic function it carries. See (64) for 

example.  

 

(64) Influence of semantic factors  

 English input  TM output Mapping 

a. [.p�æn.d.] panda → [.p���.ta.] 胖達 [æ] → [	] 

b. [.p�æn.do.�.] Pandora → [.p�an.two.la.] 潘朵拉 [æ] → [a] 

 

    In (64), while the vowel of the first syllable in both cases is [æ], it is mapped to 

the low back [	] in (64a) but to the low front [a] in (64b). This one-to-many 

asymmetry is not purely coincident but attributable to the word meanings the chosen 

characters carry. In (64a), the adapter deliberately uses the character胖 ([.p�	�.], ‘fat’) 

to create the conceptual connection between the loanword and the chubby figure of 

pandas16. In (64b), however, the adapter chooses the character 潘 ([.p�an.]), a 

renowned Chinese family name, as the first character of this female name, since 

unlike English, family name comes first in Chinese17.  

    Another observation in TM loanwords from English that more or less influences 

the process of loanword production is the existence of certain preferable characters in 

foreign word transliteration, which, contrary to the semantic factors just mentioned, 

leads to a many-to-one asymmetry in vowel mappings. Take (65) for example.  

     

                                                      
16   This is a rather new loanword to refer to the animal pandas, more or less for commercial or 

facetious functions. Traditionally, they are called 貓熊 ([.m	u.$jo�.], ‘cat bear’) or the reversed 

熊貓 ([.$jo�.m	u.], ‘bear cat’), neither of which is a loanword.  
17

   Despite the semantic influences, Lin (2007a, 2008ab) in her serial works conducts a thorough 
investigation on vowel adaptation of Mandarin Chinese (MC, as used in Mainland China) 
loanwords from English, where still a number of patterned variations are discovered and analyzed. 
This dissertation will not go into her details and lay the focus on consonants. 
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(65) Influence of preferable characters 

 English input  TM output Mapping 

a. [.ni.sn.] Neeson → [.ni.$yn.] 尼遜 [i] → [i] 

b. [.n�l.sn.] Nelson → [.ni.r.sn.] 尼爾森 [�] → [i] 

c. [.na�.æ.(.r.] Niagara → [.ni.t$ja.la.] 尼加拉 [a�] → [i] 

 

    In (65), the three vowels [i], [�], and [a�] in the sources consistently map to the 

high front [i]. We assume that they are not perceptually interpreted as the same vowel, 

as the three vowels show a large discrepancy in perception. What crucially leads to 

this asymmetry is that conventionally, TM native speakers tend to use the character 

尼 ([.ni.], ‘nun’), among many others, in transliteration of foreign names.  

    Still another factor that may be influential to the vowel adaptation is that a 

foreign input is subject to the legality of syllable combination of the borrowing 

language. For any given syllable that is not possible in the native language, even if all 

the segments are separately permissible, either the consonant or the vowel undergoes 

adjustment in word-loaning processes. Refer to (66) for illustration.  

 

(66) Influence of syllable legality 

 English input  TM output Mapping 

a. [.k��.t��.] Kitty → [.k�ai.ti.] 凱蒂 [�] → [ai] 

b. [.k
�d.mn.] Kidman → [.t�i.man.] 基嫚 [k�] → [t$] 

 

    The best mapping to the English sequence [.k��.] in TM should be [.k�i.], as TM 

has no lax vowels. However, as has been discussed earlier in (56), velar stops can 

never procede a high vowel, and it follows that the input [.k��.] has to undergo 

segmental change either through a greater alternation of the vowel or through the 

consonant. This is what happens in (66). In (66a), the adapter adopts the first strategy 

and the nuclear vowel is changed to the lower diphthong [ai], whereas in (66b), the 
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second strategy is adopted and the onset consonant is adapted into the affricate [t$].  

    Finally, it is undeniable that TM loanword adaptation is influenced by English 

orthography to a certain degree. The adapter may still take spelling into account if he 

or she sees the written form of the target word. Let us take (67) for example. 

 

(67) Influence of orthography 

 English input  TM output Mapping 

a. [.h��.v�d.] Harvard → [.xa.fo.] 哈佛 [	] → [a] 

b. [.h�p.k��ns.] Hopkins → [.xwo.p�u.t$in.s!.] 霍普金斯 [	] → [o] 

 

    Both pronounced as [	], the first vowel in Harvard is adapted to [a], while that in 

Hopkins is adapted to [o] in TM, which is assumed to result from the adapter’s 

judgment on the spelling of the source words18.  

Despite the great irregularity of vowel adaptation, a number of general 

tendencies can still be observed in the following subsections. 

 

3.3.1 High vowels 

    English has four high vowels [i, �, u, �], while TM has three [i, y, u]. Not 

surprisingly, English high front [i, �] are commonly mapped to TM high front [i], and 

English high back [u, �] tend to be replaced by TM high back [u], due to their close 

match of vowel features. This is illustrated in (68). 

 

(68) Mappings of high vowels 

 English input  TM output Mapping 

a. [.p�i.t��.] Peter → [.pi.t�.] 彼得 [i] → [i] 

b. [.p���s.] Pierce → [.p�i.�.s!.] 皮爾斯 [�] → [i] 

c.  [.p�u%.k��n.] Pushkin → [.p�u.$i.t$in.] 普西金 [u] → [u] 

d. [.p��.d��.] pudding → [.pu.t��.] 布丁 [�] → [u] 

                                                      
18 See 7.6.5 for further discussion and examples of adaptations under orthographic influence. 
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This result meets our expectation since TM vowels have no tense/lax distinction. 

On the other hand, English has no front rounded [y], and thereby TM [y] is hardly 

mapped to by any English vowels. 

 

3.3.2 Mid vowels 

    English has six mid vowels [e, �, , �, o,  ], and TM has four [e, , �, o]. Unlike 

high vowels, adaptation of mid vowels reveals greater variation. In general, the 

front/back qualities of the vowel are more strictly observed than their height. See (69) 

for illustrations of the mid front and mid back vowels.  

 

(69) Mappings of mid front and mid back vowels  

 English input  TM output Mapping 

a. [.l�.n�d.] Leonard  → [.lei.na.t�.] 雷納德 [�] → [ei] 

b. [.l�.n�n.] Lenin → [.lje.n��.] 列寧 [�] → [e] 

c. [.l�s.l�.] Leslie → [.lai.s!.li.] 萊斯里 [�] → [ai] 

d. [.ma�.lo�.] Milo → [.mei.lu.] 美祿 [o�] → [u] 

e. [.l�.o�.] Leo → [.li.ou.] 里歐 [o�] → [ou] 

f. [.b�n.(o�.] bingo → [.pin.kwo.] 賓果 [o�] → [o] 

 

In (69a-c), the English mid front vowel [�] is mapped to the mid-high diphthong 

[ei], mid front [e], and low-high diphthong [ai], respectively, all of which are front 

vowels with different heights. Similarly, in cases (69d-f), the English mid-high 

diphthong [ou] is mapped to the high back [u], mid-high diphthong [ou], and mid 

back [o], respectively, all preserving its backness with alternations in height.  

 

3.3.3 Low vowels 

    English has three low vowels [æ, a, 	] ([a] appearing in diphthongs only), and 
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TM has two [a, 	]. With the absence of the front low [æ], English [æ] is interpreted 

into a variety of vowels in TM, as shown below.  

 

(70) Mappings of low front [æ] 

 English input  TM output Mapping 

a. [.bæ.��.] Barry → [.pei.�ei.] 貝瑞 [æ] → [ei] 

b. [.bæ.�n.] Baron → [.pai.lwn.] 拜倫 [æ] → [ai] 

c. [.bæ.��.mo�.] Barrymore → [.pa.li.mwo.] 芭莉摩 [æ] → [a] 

 

As can be seen, though English [æ] is alternatively adapted into [ei], [ai], or [a], 

their backness feature remains the same.  

    The only seemingly exceptional case is the adaptation of English low back [	]. 

As the same vowel only appears in the diphthong [	u] and before the velar nasal [�] 

under the government of rhyme harmony in TM, it is adapted into the low front [a] 

most of the time, where, unlike most other vowels, the backness rather than the height 

is changed. In other less common cases, it may be replaced by the diphthong [	u] or 

[�], where the height instead of the backness is changed.  

 

(71) Mappings of low back [	] 

 English input  TM output Mapping 

a. [.��.n ld.] Arnold  → [.a.nwo.] 阿諾 [	] → [a] 

b. [.��.(o�.] Argo → [.ja.kwo.] 亞果 [	] → [ja] 

c. [.k��.p��.] copy → [.k��u.pei.] 拷貝 [	] → [	u] 

d.  [.k��.b�l.] Kabul  → [.k��.pu.�.] 喀布爾 [	] → [�] 

 

    In (71ab), English [	] maps either to [a] or to [a] with a prevocalic glide [j]. 

Alternatively, it may be replaced by [	u] in (71C) or [�] in (71d).  
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3.4 Syllable structures 

    With more consonants allowed in syllable margins, English has a far more 

complex structure than TM. An English structure can be maximally “CCCVCCCC”, 

with three consonants in the onset, as in “[.st� .], straw” and four in the coda position, 

as in “[.	�sts.], angsts”. By contrast, a TM syllable structure is traditionally described 

as maximally CGVC, as in點（[.tjen.], ‘point’）, allowing only one consonant and a 

pre-nuclear glide in the onset and a consonant in the coda position, which is restricted 

to a nasal [n] or [�], or a retroflex [�] exclusively in the onsetless syllable [.�.]. 

Illustrations of all possible syllable types in the two languages are given below. 

 

(72) Illustrations of syllable types 

a. English  

V: I CV: do CCV: fry CCCV: straw 

VC: at CVC: bit CCVC: drawn  CCCVC: sprain 

VCC: earn CVCC: rank CCVCC: frost CCCVCC: script 

VCCC: arts CVCCC: beasts CCVCCC: sparks CCCVCCC: strengths 

VCCCC: angsts  CVCCCC: texts   

 

b. TM 

V: 屋 ([.u.], ‘house’) VC: 音 ([.in.], ‘sound’) 

CV: 媽 ([.ma.], ‘mom’) CVC: 餅 ([.pi�.], ‘cake’) 

GV: 月 ([.�e.], ‘moon’) GVC: 文 ([.wun.], ‘word’) 

CGV: 櫃 ([.kwei.], ‘cabinet’) CGVC: 點 ([.tjen.], ‘point’) 

 

As can be observed, the permissible number of consonants constitutes the major 

structural distinction between the two languages. It thus makes great sense that most 

English source words are subject to adaptation processes, primarily through vowel 

insertion or consonant deletion. Accordingly, a monosyllabic English word with a 

coda cluster may map to a polysyllabic adaptation form in TM, as in “[.ælps.] Alps → 
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[.a.��.pei.s�.] 阿爾卑斯”, through vowel insertion all the way. Otherwise, it maps to 

a monosyllabic adaptation form simply through consonant deletion, as in “[.s	�s.] 

SARS → [.�a.] 煞”. As the dissertation proceeds, it will be addressed that the 

adaptation strategies depend largely on the perceptual salience of the target segment.  

    Perhaps the most intense debate in contemporary studies on the syllable 

structures of MC/TM is the demarcation of the pre-nuclear glide, though most of them 

reach the agreement that the pre-nuclear glide is part of the onset, rather than the 

rhyme (Cheng 1973; Bao 1990, 1996; Duanmu 1990, 2000, 2007; Lin 2007b): is it a 

separate segment (e.g. “[.kwei.]” for 櫃, ‘cabinet’) (Lin 2007b), or simply the 

secondary articulation of the onset consonant (e.g. “[.k>ei.]” for 櫃) (Duanmu 2000, 

2007). This dissertation takes the former position as it simply makes our analyses 

clearer by showing a segment-to-segment correspondence, in particular in our 

discussion of an English second/third onset [�] as adapted to a pre-nuclear glide [w] in 

TM (e.g. “[.k�æs.t
�ol.] Castrol → [.t$ja.�!.two.] 嘉實多”).  

    Another controversial issue in the syllable structures of both TM (and also MC) 

and English is the transcription of [�] when it follows a schwa as the rhyme in English 

[.(C)�.] syllables and the syllable of [.�.] in TM (also the [.�.]-suffix in MC), 

though a rather consistent view is to label it as a “retroflexed vowel”: should it be 

considered to be a consonant coda following the schwa, as used throughout this 

dissertation, or as attached to the schwa to form a rhotazcized vowel [ɚ] (sometimes 

as [�])? In line with Lin (2007), this dissertation does not distinguish the two versions 

and adopts the two-segment view for simplicity and clarity.  

 

3.5 Conclusion 

    In light of the preceding introduction to the sound inventories and syllable 

structures of the two languages under investigation, an obvious conclusion to reach is 
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that nearly all English source words are subject to adaptation to a certain degree by 

TM borrowers, due to the two languages’ systematic differences in these aspects. In 

this chapter, English and TM consonants are first compared in terms of voicing, 

aspiration and place of articulation, and a comparison of vowels between the two 

languages is drawn subsequently, in the order of high, mid, and low vowels. Though 

segmental adjustment is quite predictable in a sense that a foreign sound finds a 

closest match in the native system, such as “['] → [s]”, it is claimed that vowel 

adaptation reveals more instability as a result of a variety of reasons, at least inclusive 

of semantics, character preference, syllable legality, and orthography of the source 

word. Finally, an overview on syllable structures is given, showing that English 

tolerates much more complex syllable margins than TM. Of particular interest here is 

what strategy, e.g. vowel insertion or consonant deletion, the adapter tends to employ 

when faced with an illegal coda or a consonant cluster in either the onset or the coda 

position. This will be answered in our later discussion on the role of perceptual 

salience in loanword adaptation.  
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Chapter 4 

The Corpus and Patterns  

 

4.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapter, the sound inventories and syllable structures of the two 

languages in contact are provided as the background knowledge for the forthcoming 

analyses on loanword adaptation. In virtue of the systematic discrepancies in these 

respects, adaptation of loanwords is bound to occur in a large scale for illicit L2 

structures to fit into the L1 phonotactics, including segment insertion, segment elision, 

coalescence, and phoneme substitution. As previously stated, this dissertation lays the 

focus on the segmental alternation of consonants at syllable margins from English to 

TM, which is argued to be conditioned to a large extent by the internal and external 

perceptual cues of the target consonant. This current chapter gives an across-the-board 

result of our investigation on the relevant adaptation patterns of syllable-marginal 

consonants.  

    Considering that a tenable quantitative study on loanword phonology relies 

greatly on the size and credibility of the database, this dissertation features a wide 

collection of English loanwords and transliterations in TM. On account of this, this 

current chapter starts with an overview of the loanword corpus, based on which a 

perceptual account for the patterns is given. With this perceptual account in mind, a 

formal analysis that properly models the adapter’s perceptual mechanism is developed 

in the subsequent chapter. The loanword corpus consists of 1,664 TM loanword 

adaptations from English and TM phonetic transliterations of English proper nouns. In 

view of the very limited amount of the “authentic” TM loanwords from English that 

pertain more to general terms (examples of such are the noun “[.s�s.t�m.] system → 
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[.$i.t�o�.] 系統”, the verb “[.b �.k�	t.] boycott → [.pei.k�.] 杯葛”, and the adjective 

“ [.ha�.] high → [.xai.] 嗨”) without reference to pure phonetic transliterations of 

proper nouns (examples of such are the brand name “[.l�p.t�n.] Lipton → [.li.twn.] 

立頓”, the geographical name “[.no�.we�.] Norway → [.nwo.wei.] 挪威”, and the 

person’s name “[.mæn.d�.l.] Mandela → [.man.t�.la.] 曼德拉”), it is thus inevitable 

that we include a large number of the latter to make up the corpus, given our intention 

to obtain reliable patterns that faithfully reflect the perceptual effects behind.                                           

English tolerates rather diverse structures at syllable margins, and it thus comes 

as no surprise that a raw English sound string containing any structure at these 

positions must undergo necessary repairs to fit the severe phonotactic restriction of 

TM. Given the L1 adapter’s attempt to approximate as close as possible the L2 

phonetic forms that are novel to the L1 sound system, it is our particular concern what 

perceptual correlates condition the adapter’s loan strategy and to what extent the 

phonetic approximation can resemble the L2 acoustic signals. In this chapter, we will 

present the distributional patterns of English loanwords borrowed into TM, and pay 

particular attention to TM speakers’ adaptation tendencies of consonants. The data 

will be presented in the order of onsets and codas, and within each in the order of 

simplex and complex margins. To quickly see what triggers adaptation, the pattern(s) 

of each category is preceded by a comparison between the partial inventories of the 

two languages that relate to the mapping.  

    This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives an introduction and 

overview of the loanword corpus, the origin of all the data under investigation. 

Section 4.3 presents the patterns of simplex onsets in English source words, and the 

discussion proceeds in the order of stops, fricatives, affricates, nasals, and liquids. In 

Section 4.4, where the patterns of complex onsets are given, all possible sequences of 

onset clusters in English source words are collected and classified in terms of 
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combination differences. Section 4.5 in turn investigates the patterns of simplex codas, 

and like simplex onsets, this section goes in the order of stops, fricatives, affricates, 

nasals, and liquids. Next, Section 4.6 deals with complex codas, and all possible 

combinations of coda clusters are collected and classified to see the patterns. Finally 

Section 4.7 concludes this chapter. 

 

4.2 The corpus 

    The original version of the loanword corpus that is currently adopted in this 

dissertation is compiled in Lu (2006), containing a total of 947 monosyllabic and 

disyllabic TM adaptations of English loanwords and transliterations. The size of the 

corpus is now extended to 1,664 loanword adaptations, within which 350 are 

monosyllabic and 1,314 polysyllabic. The purpose of the extension is twofold. First, it 

is our intention to update the loanword data, considering loanwords are newly coined 

into TM at an amazing speed, as foreign brands are imported and foreign news 

information are translated into TM on a daily basis. Furthermore, with the rapid 

development of communication technology, words with English origins are gradually 

created by the younger generation and recognized by public media. An example is 

English loser ([.lu.z�.]), which is borrowed and adapted as魯蛇 ([.lu.z�.]) into TM 

recently. Secondly, the more sizeable the database, the more comprehensive the 

collection of analytic sources will be, which in turn reinforces the accuracy of the 

adaptation patterns being observed. As this dissertation attempts to provide a 

persuasive formal account of the adaptation patterns of English consonants in TM, 

wherein a fair number of targets are consonant clusters, plentiful sources of 

investigation are thus critically needed.  

    Unlike previous works on Chinese loanwords, where the data are drawn entirely 

from loanword dictionaries, the corpus data of our research come from a variety of 
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origins, including loanword dictionaries, where only terms that are familiar to the 

common public are extracted, and the author’s collection of daily items from public 

media, the Internet, merchandise in supermarkets, shop signs on the street, and 

people’s conversations. The transliterations of proper nouns range from common male 

and female names and geographic terms to brand names, names of celebrities, 

professional athletes and politicians. Loanwords and transliterations that are collected 

from sources as such are believed to contribute more to the authenticity of the 

database. Moreover, the resultant analyses based on the corpus data are more likely to 

reflect the more down-to-earth aural events that occur in the real world, which in turn 

leads to greater explanatory power of the analyses when formalizing the adapter’s 

perceptual and mental mechanisms.  

    To the author’s best knowledge, the loanword corpus in our research may be the 

first comprehensive loanword collection of English loanwords in TM. Amongst the 

representative works on Mandarin loanword phonology (Miao 2005, Lin 2007a, 

2008ab, Hsieh and Kenstowicz 2009, Paradis and Tremblay 2009, Dong 2012), the L1  

in question refers to the Mandarin variety spoken in Mainland China (i.e. MC), also 

known as “Putonghua” (普通話). As has been discussed in Chapter 1, due to the 

political separation from Mainland China for several decades ever since the relocation 

of the Kuomintang’s national government in 1949, the Mandarin spoken in Taiwan 

has long been influenced by Taiwanese (a variety of Southern Min dialect), since 

approximately 75% of Taiwanese people speak Taiwanese. As classified by Lin 

(2007b), at least four types of Standard Chinese may be set up, despite the fact that it 

is difficult to have a clear cut between different Mandarin varieties. Thus, inevitable 

alternations occur to a large degree. Even though the prescribed Mandarin in Taiwan 

(TM) is the same as the one pervasively used in Mainland China in essence, with only 

minor differences, what is for sure, however, is that there exists a great divergence in 
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the adaptations and transliterations of English loanwords and proper nouns between 

MC and TM. It is believed that a severe demarcation between the two varieties is 

crucial. For a clear picture, a comparison showing the different interpretations of the 

same token between the two Mandarin varieties is given in (73), which lists the two 

varieties’ adaptation patterns of English [�] in the [t��] sequence. We will show that 

English loanwords in TM serve as a better platform when one is to probe the effects of 

perceptual salience on loanword adaptation.  

 

(73) A comparison between MC and TM in the adaptation of English [�]-onsets (MC 

examples from Dong (2012))  

a. Simplex onset 

Strategy MC TM 

retention √ (167/167, 100%) √ (273/273, 100%) 

 

b. Second/third onset in [t��] sequence 

Strategy MC TM 

syllabification of C1 √ (13/14, 92.86%) √ (6/37, 16.22%) 

gliding of C2  √ (13/37, 35.14%) 

coalescence of C1/C2 √ (1/14, 7.14%) √ (18/37, 48.65%) 

Example   

syllabification of C1 [.t
�e�.s�.] → [.t
�.lei.$i.] [.t
�a�t.] → [.t
�.la.t��.] 

gliding of C2  [.k�æs.t
�ol.] →  

[.t$ja.�!.two.] 

coalescence of C1/C2 [.k�	.vn.t
��.] → 

[.k�	u.wn.t�
wei.] 

[.t
�a�t.] → [.t�
u.au.t��.] 

 

    In a fairly obvious sense, MC adapters seem to adopt a more fixed strategy, since 

they often break the illicit “[t��]” cluster by inserting a vowel for the preceding [t�] 

(syllabification, 92.86%). There is thus no substantial strategic distinction between a 

simplex onset [�] and a second/third onset [�]. For TM adapters, nonetheless, the 

perceptual salience yielded by this positional difference is properly reflected in the 
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retention/deletion contrast of [�]’s in their TM mappings. To be specific, in (73a), 

where [�] lies in the simplex onset position, the arguably most salient position by 

Beckman (1998) and Steriade (2008), for both MC and TM speakers [�] is always 

retained as a liquid without exception, either [l] or [�]. On the other hand, [�] in (73b) 

serves as the second/third onset position, still a rather perceptually salient position but 

is assumed to carry less strong cues than the simplex onset. For this category, a vast 

majority of MC cases preserve it by inserting a vowel for the preceding stop. By 

contrast, in addition to the same strategy of syllabification (16.22%), quite a few 

examples of this kind (35.14%) in TM preserve only the rounding feature and map it 

to the glide [w], or fuse the two successive consonants into a post-alveolar affricate 

(48.65%). The perceptually “weaker” position of the second/third onset compared to 

the simplex onset is thus considered to be more remarkably revealed in TM than in 

MC. This “gradience” of positional prominence will be discussed in more detail in the 

later discussions. 

    In compliance with the terminology given in Chapter 1, the following loanword 

types are considered for phonological analyses. First, phonological loanwords 

constitute the majority of the corpus. Data of this type are purely coined by mimicking 

the pronunciation of the source words as close as possible, making no reference to the 

semantic elements of the source. An example of this is “[.t�æ�.(o�.] Tango → 

[.t�an.k�.] 探戈”, in which the meanings of the two characters探 ([.t�an.], ‘explore’) 

and戈 ([.k�.], ‘weapon’) have nothing to do with dancing. Second, it is only the 

phonological, but not the semantic, part of a hybrid loanword will be considered for 

analyses. For instance, in “[.st	�.b	ks.] Starbucks → [.$i�.pa.k��.] 星巴克”, the 

character星 ([.$i�.], ‘star’) is used semantically, while the characters巴 ([.pa.], ‘stick 

to’) and克 ([.k��.], ‘overcome’) are purely phonemic mapping of the second syllable 

in the source. Moreover, reduplicate loanwords are included for their high degree of 
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phonetic similarity to the source words, though the combination of the characters 

additionally bears relevant meanings to the source word. An example of such is 

“[.bu.fe� .] buffet → [.pai.xwei.] 百匯”, where the literal meaning of the TM form is 

‘hundred gather’. We also have lexical loanwords collected, where the characters 

combined happen to be existent words in the L1 lexicon, such as “[.t�ou.fl.] TOEFL 

→ [.t�wo.fu.] 托福”, in which the TM form means ‘hold blessing’ literally (to show 

politeness by saying “with one’s blessing”). In addition, the phonological part of a 

qualitative loanword is taken into consideration for analyses, as the additional 

character that indicates the property of the noun is semantically purposed. For 

example, in “[.k��.t��.] cutter → [.k�a.t��.t$�jou.] 卡特球 ”, the character球 

([.t$�jou.], ‘ball’) is added to the TM form simply to indicate that it is a type of 

baseball pitches. Finally, commercial loanwords are counted as a whole for their 

phonetic similarity to the source words, though the selected characters, separately or 

altogether, are usually words with positive meanings or those believed to bring good 

luck. What is completely excluded from the corpus is the semantic loanwords, the 

creation of which does not involve any phonological processes but is fully based on 

semantic interpretation. An example of this is “[.feis.b�k.] facebook → [.ljen.�u.] 臉

書”, where, literally, 臉 ([.ljen.]) means ‘face’ and書 ([.�u.]) means ‘book’. 

The data in the corpus are transcribed in broad IPA symbols, compiled with 

Microsoft Office Excel. Each entry consists of the spelling of the English source word, 

the phonetic transcription of each syllable under the syllabic template of English, the 

TM written form of the adaptation, and finally the phonetic transcription of the TM 

adaptation form of each syllable (hence each character) under the syllabic template of 

TM.  
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4.3 Simplex onsets 

As has been discussed earlier in Chapter 2, TM, like most other languages, 

allows most consonants in the onset. On account of this, it may well be predicted that 

most English consonants in the [.CV] sequence will be faithfully retained in their TM 

output forms, insofar as the consonant as well as the [.CV] combination are accepted 

by both languages. For one thing, for those consonants and combinations that English 

has but TM lacks, such as the interdental ['] and the structure of [.si.], substitution for 

the onset consonant is obligatory, yet the replacing consonants are limited to those 

with the greatest auditory similarity to the English input. For another, it will be 

claimed that unexpected mappings of the onset consonants between English and TM 

are largely due to social (e.g. family names, genders) or semantic (e.g. commercial 

terms) considerations. The patterns, along with examples (transcribed in broad IPA 

symbols) and descriptive generalizations, are given in the subsections that follow, 

where obstruents are discussed in subsections from 4.3.1 to 4.3.3, and sonorants in 

subsections from 4.3.4 to 4.3.5.   

 

4.3.1 Stops 

    English stops include bilabial [p, p�, b], alveolar [t, t�, d], and velar [k, k�, (], 

whereas those in TM are [p, p�], [t, t�], and [k, k�], respectively. Voiced stops are 

absent in TM. A comparison between the stop inventories of the two languages is 

given below. To give a clearer picture, an English stop is listed in italic on the left and 

a TM one on the right (if any) in the cell that corresponds to their places and manners 

of articulation.  
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(74) Stops of English and TM 

 bilabial alveolar/dental velar 

[–vcd, –asp] p p t t k k 

[–vcd, +asp] p� p� t� t� k� k� 

[+vcd] b  d  �  

 

Since English voiceless stops are aspirated by default syllable-initially, voiceless 

unaspirated stops are absent in this position (an unaspirated stop preceded by [s] is 

discussed later in 4.4.1). Before we look at the facts, accordingly, we plausibly expect 

that English aspirated stops are mapped to the identical aspirated stops in TM, while 

English voiced stops should be mapped to TM voiceless unaspirated stops, given that 

a voiced stop differs from a voiceless unaspirated one solely in the feature of 

[±voiced]. In total, 876 stop onsets are collected from the corpus, and the results are 

shown in (75).  

 

(75) Adaptation patterns of stop onsets 

a. [p�] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[p�] 64.55% (71/110) [.p
o.k��.] Poker → [.p
u.k��.] 撲克 

[p] 33.64% (37/110) [.p
�.d��.] pudding → [.pu.ti�.] 布丁 

[f] 0.91% (1/110) [.p
æn.] pan → [.fan.] 泛 

[m] 0.91% (1/110) [.p
.�u.] Peru → [.mi.lu.] 秘魯 

     

b. [t�] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[t�] 53.38% (79/148) [.ju.t
	.] Utah → [.jo.t
a.] 猶他 

[t] 45.27% (67/148) [.sp	�.t
.] Sparta → [.s!.pa.ta.] 斯巴達 

Unidentified19 1.35 (2/148) [.mi.t
�.] meter → [.mi.] 米 

                                                      
19   Two tokens with a syllable-initial [t�] in this division are unidentifiable. The one that is not 

demonstrated here is “[.sk	.t
�%.li.d�] Scottish Leader → [.�!.k	u.li.ta.] 士高利達”. In both cases 

the whole syllable where [t�] lies is truncated. The forthcoming unidentified cases for similar 
reasons will be omitted throughout.  
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c. [k�] 

TM  Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[k�] 67.03% (122/182) [.k
	.p��.] copy → [.k
	u.pei.] 拷貝 

[t$] 18.68% (34/182) [.jæ�.k
i.] Yankee → [.j	�.t�i.] 洋基 

[k] 9.89% (18/182) [.k
	�.(o�.] Congo → [.k	�.kwo.] 剛果 

[t$�] 4.95% (9/182) [.m�.k
i.] Mickey  → [.mi.t�
i.] 米奇 

     

d. [b] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[p] 88.59% (163/184) [.b�n.(o�.] bingo  → [.pin.kwo.] 賓果 

[p�] 9.24% (17/184) [.be�.k�n.] bacon  → [.p
ei.kn.] 培根 

[m] 1.63% (3/184) [.bi.(l.]  

beagle  

→ [.mi.k�.lu.]  

米格魯 

Ø 0.54% (1/184) [.se�.bu.] Cebu  → [.su.u.] 宿霧 

     

e. [d] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[t] 93.65% (177/189) [.d�s.k�o�.]  

disco 

→ [.ti.s!.k��.]  

迪斯可 

[t�] 6.35% (12/189) [.d	.l�.] Dolly → [.t
	u.li.] 桃莉 

     

f.  [(] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[k] 65.67% (44/67) [.t�æ�.�o�.] Tango → [.t�an.k�.] 探戈 

[t$] 29.85% (20/67) [.��.t�	�.] guitar → [.t�i.t�a.] 吉他 

[k�] 1.49% (1/67) [.�	�.n��.]  

Garnier 

→ [.k
a.ni.�.]  

卡尼爾 

[w] 1.49% (1/67) [.�æs.] gas → [.wa.s!.] 瓦斯 

Unidentified 1.49% (1/67) [.hæm.b�.��.]  

hamburger 

→ [.xan.p	u.]  

漢堡 

 

    As can be observed, nearly 100% of the 879 onset stops are retained in the 

corresponding borrowing forms (the only exception is “[.se�.bu.] Cebu → [.su.u.] 宿
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霧”). Furthermore, despite the very few exceptions (as in “[b] → [m]” in (75d)), the 

manners of articulation of the English consonants are faithfully retained in most of the 

correspondent consonants in TM. By and large, consistent to our expectations, English 

aspirated stops are mostly interpreted as the matching TM aspirated stops, and English 

voiced stops tend to be interpreted as voiceless unaspirated stops in TM. In what 

follows, we give a more detailed discussion on the patterns. 

    Adaptation patterns of voiceless aspirated stops appear in (75a-c). In (75a), as 

expected, the labial [p�] is interpreted as the identical [p�] in the most cases (64.55%) 

and as the unaspirated counterpart [p] in the second most cases (33.64%), altogether 

accounting for over 98%. Interestingly, the other two alternatives, though extremely 

rare (0.91% each), are both labials, [f] and [m], too. In (75b), likewise, the coronal [t�] 

is mapped to [t�] (53.38%) or the unaspirated [t] (45.27%) over 98% of the time. The 

interpretations of the dorsal [k�] in (75c), however, reveal a more diverse pattern. First, 

its mapping to the identical [k�] makes up the majority of all adaptations (67.03%), 

similar to the patterns of [p�] and [t�]. The secondary mapping, surprisingly, is to the 

palatalized [t$] (18.68%), rather than the expected [k], which comes in the third 

(9.89%). The least likely option is to the aspirated alveolo-palatal [t$�], which is 

found in 4.95% of the data.  

    Patterns (75d) to (75f) illustrate the adaptations of voiced stops. Since TM does 

not have voiced stops, phonemic substitution is obligatory in this category. In (75d), a 

vast majority of [b]-onsets are interpreted as the unaspirated [p], with the frequency of 

88.59%. Only 9.24% of them are adapted into the aspirated [p�]. What’s more, 3 out 

of the 184 [b]’s are adapted into the nasal [m], another labial sound in TM. The 

interpretations of the coronal [d] in (75e) shows a similar pattern to (75d): it is 

mapped to the voiceless [t] up to 93.65% of the time, with only 6.35% of them 
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mapped to the aspirated [t�]. Finally, like [k�] in (75c), the pattern of the voiced dorsal 

[(] demonstrates a greater diversity. The primary mapping is also the unaspirated [k], 

with the frequency of 65.67%. The mapping to the alveolo-palatal [t$] constitutes 

29.85%, coming in the second most. The rest two minor adaptations are [k�] and the 

velar glide [w], each of which accounts for only 1.49% of all.  

    Let us turn our attention to the mapping of aspiration and voicing between the 

two languages. In cases where the aspirated stop onsets in English are retained in TM 

(439 items), 64.24% (282/439) of them are mapped to aspirated voiceless stops (e.g. 

[.p
��k.] punk → [.p
	�.k��.] 龐克) or, in very few cases, to fricatives (e.g. [.p
æn.] 

pan → [.fan.] 泛) or aspirated affricates (e.g. [.m�.k
�.] Micky → [.mi.t$�i.] 米奇), 

and the remaining 35.76% (157/439) are mapped to their unaspirated voiceless 

counterparts ([.p
i.t��] Peter → [.pi.t�.] 彼得) or an unaspirated affricate ([.k
��.] 

King → [.t�in.n.] 金恩). In cases where the voiced stop onsets in English are 

retained in TM (438 items), on the other hand, 93.15% (408/438) are mapped to their 

voiceless unaspirated counterparts (e.g. [.d�.n�m.] denim → [.tan.ni�.] 丹寧) or, in 

very few cases, to nasals ([.bam.be�.] Bombay → [.mo�.mai.] 孟買), affricates ([.��l.] 

Gill → [.t�i.�.] 吉兒), or glides ([.�æs.] gas → [.wa.s!.] 瓦斯). The rest 6.85% 

(30/438) are realized as their aspirated counterparts ([.d .�.'�.] Dorothy → 

[.t
	u.l�.s!.] 桃樂絲).  

 

4.3.2 Fricatives 

    There exists a greater divergence between English and TM in the inventory of 

fricatives than of stops. Like what is done in (74), the fricatives in the two languages 

are listed in (76). 
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(76) Fricatives of English and TM 

 labio- 

dental 

inter- 

dental 

alveolar/ 

dental 

alveolo

-palatal 

palato- 

alveolar 

post- 

alveolar 

velar glottal 

[–vcd] f f �  s s  � �   �  x h  

[+vcd] v  �  z    �        

 

As can be seen, the only two fricatives that the two languages share in common 

are the labial-dental [f] and the alveolar [s]. English additionally has the voiced 

counterparts [v] and [z] respectively. In the remaining places of articulation, English 

has the inter-dentals [�] and [�], palatals [�] and [�], and glottal [h], while TM has the 

alveolo-palatal [�], retroflexes [�], and velar [x]. In addition to the expected faithful 

mappings of [f] and [s] from English to TM, it might as well be the case that a foreign 

segment should be mapped to a similar one with the nearest place of articulation. The 

patterns of fricatives are shown in (77), in a similar layout to (75), where (77a-e) 

present the voiceless fricatives and (77f-i) present the voiced fricatives. 

 

(77) Adaptation patterns of fricative onsets 

a. [f] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[f] 95.71% (67/70) [.k� .fi.] coffee → [.k�a.fei.] 咖啡 

[xw] 4.29% (3/70) [.bu.fe�.] buffet → [.pai.xwei.] 百匯 

 

b. ['] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[s] 43.48% (10/23) [.	�.��.] Arthur → [.ja.s�.] 亞瑟 

[$] 17.39% (4/23) [.k�æ.��.] Cathy → [.k�ai.�i.] 凱西 

[t] 13.04% (3/23) [.(	.��k.] Gothic → [.k�.t�.] 哥德 

[�] 13.04% (3/23) [.m	�.�.] Martha → [.ma.�a.] 瑪莎 

[t�] 4.35 (1/23) [.sl�.�.��n.]  

Slytherin 

→ [.�!.lai.t��.lin.]  

史萊哲林 
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c. [s] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[s] 40.85% (58/142) [.so�.d.] Soda → [.su.ta.] 蘇打 

[�] 34.51% (49/142) [.sæ.ld.] Salad → [.�a.la.] 沙拉 

[$] 21.83% (31/142) [.lu.s�.] Lucy → [.lu.�i.] 露西 

[t$�] 0.7% (1/142) [.fæn.t�.s�.]  

Fantasy 

→ [.xwan.two.t�
i.] 
幻多奇 

[t�] 0.7% (1/142) [.l�k.ss.] Lexus  → [.li�.t�!.] 凌志 

Unidentified  1.41% (2/142) [.k�.s�t.] cassette → [.k�a.tai.] 卡帶20 

     

d. [%] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[$] 71.79% (28/39) [.f�.��.] Fisher → [.fei.��e.] 費雪 

[�] 23.08% (9/39) [.� n.] Shawn → [.�a�.n.] 尚恩 

[s] 5.13% (2/39) [.�n.�u�.] Ensure → [.an.su.] 安素 

     

e. [h] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[x] 75.81% (47/62) [.hæ.k��.] hacker → [.xai.k��.] 駭客 

[$] 20.97% (13/62) [.h�l.t�n.] Hilton → [.�i.�.twn.] 希爾頓 

Ø 3.23% (2/62) [.hju.m�.] humor → [.jou .mwo.] 幽默 

 

f. [v] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[w] 60.24% (50/83) [.v�n.snt.] Vincent → [.wn.��.] 文生 

[f] 31.33% (26/83) [.h	�.v�d.] Harvard → [.xa.fo.] 哈佛 

[m] 2.41% (2/83) [.o�k.va�n.] Oakvine → [.ou.k��.man.] 歐克曼 

[xw] 2.41% (2/83) [.n.væ.d.] Nevada → [.nei.xwa.ta.] 內華達 

Ø 2.41% (2/83) [.l�.v�.p�ul.] Liverpool → [.li.u.p�u.] 利物浦 

[y] 1.2% (1/83) [.vj�t.næm.] Vietnam → [.ye.nan.] 越南 

 

 
    

                                                      
20   The mapping of [s] from English “[.k�.s�t.] cassette” to the TM form “[.k�a.tai.] 卡帶” is 

unidentifiable since the second morpheme “[.tai.] 帶” in the TM form means “tape” or “strip” in 
TM, and hence is used to refer to the long strip of magnetic material contained in a cassette. A case 
like this should be classified as a hybrid, since semantic factors are involved in the formation of the 
loanword. The reader is referred back to Section 1.2 for more information on hybrid loanwords.  
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g. [;] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[t�] 100% (1/1) [.w�.��s.] Werthers → [.wei.t
�.] 偉特 

     

h. [z] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[s] 44.12% (15/34) [.k�æn.ss.] Kansas → [.k�an.sa.s!.] 堪薩斯 

[�] 23.53% (8/34) [.le�.z�.] laser → [.lei.��.] 雷射 

[$] 8.82% (3/34) [.de�.z�.] Daisy → [.tai.�i.] 黛西 

[t�] 8.82% (3/34) [.mo�.z	�t.] Mozart  → [.mwo.t�a.t��.] 莫札特 

[t$�] 5.88% (2/34) [.z�.t�o�.] Zito → [.t�
i.t�wo] 齊托 

[ts�] 2.94% (1/34) [.za�s.] Zeiss → [.ts
ai.s!.] 蔡司 

[ts] 2.94% (1/34) [.z	m.b�	.no�.]  

Zambrano 

→ [.tsan.pu.la.nwo.]  

贊布拉諾 

[�] 2.94% (1/34) [.zo�.�.] Zora → [.�wo.la.] 若拉 

     

i. [#] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[$] 100% (2/2) [.e�.�.] Asia → [.ja.�i.ja.] 亞細亞 

 

Upon comparing the patterns of fricatives with those of stops, it will be clear that 

in general, like stops, a vast majority of the fricatives that are absent in the TM sound 

inventory are mapped to similar sounds that have a close place of articulation, as in ['] 

→ [s], [%] → [$], [h] → [x], and [z] → [s]. In addition, also like stops, despite the few 

exceptions (e.g. ['] → [t] in (77b)), the manner feature [+fricative] is overwhelmingly 

retained. A distinctive case is the pattern of [v], where the primary mapping is the 

glide [w] (61.25%), which differs from [v] in place and manner, rather than the 

expected [f] (30%), differing in voicing only. 

    Like stop onsets, nearly 100% (99.1%) of the 447 fricative onsets are retained in 

the borrowing forms (with four exceptions of deletion), whereas the correspondent 

consonants are not always identical to the sources. As predicted, the majority of 
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English [f] and [s] onsets are faithfully mapped to L1 [f] and [s] respectively, as these 

are the sounds that the two languages have in common. Between [f] and [s], however, 

the adaptation pattern of the latter shows a greater variation, in which the primary 

mapping [s] accounts for only 40.85%.  

    Turning to the fricatives that are absent from the TM sound inventory, we see 

that a vast majority of them are mapped to similar sounds that have a close place of 

articulation, as in ['] → [s], [%] → [$], [h] → [x], and [z] → [s]. Moreover, once again, 

despite the few exceptions, the manner feature [+continuant] is overwhelmingly 

retained. An exceptional case is the pattern of [v], where the major mapping is the 

glide [w] (61.25%), which differs from [v] in place and manner, instead of the 

expected [f] (30%), differing in voicing only. The rest of this subsection addresses a 

closer observation on the patterns. 

    The patterns of voiceless fricative onsets appear in (77a) to (77e). In (77a), 

labiodental [f] is ideally mapped to [f] in TM massively, as found in 95.71% of the 

data. The other alternate, in the rest 4.29%, is [xw]. In a sense, the feature of 

[+fricative] is retained in [x] and that of [labial] in the lip-rounding glide [w], i.e., a 

process termed “reconfiguration” in literature. A similar process is observed by Hsiao 

(2011) in Taiwanese-accented Mandarin. This is exemplified in (78), where TAM 

stands for Taiwanese-accented Mandarin.  

 

(78) Reconfiguration in accent formation and loanword adaptation 

TM  TAM Gloss 

[.wei.fa.] → [.we.hwa.] ‘against the law’ 

English  TM  

[.we�.f�.]  → [.wei.xwa.] ‘wafer’ 

 

    The lack of [f] in Taiwanese, a member of Chinese language family, leads the 
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native speaker of this dialect to preserve the features of [+fricative] and [+labial] of 

the sound by “unpacking” this segment into two, i.e. [h] and [w] respectively 

(Taiwanese has no [x]). A critical difference between the two applications is that this 

process is obligatory in the formation of Taiwanese accent, seeing that [f] is illicit in 

Taiwanese, while it should be viewed as redundant, or at least optional, in the 

adaptation of English words by TM speakers, since [f] is the consonant that the two 

languages share in common. Reconfiguration of this sound seems to be unnecessary.  

    Pronunciation of the interdental ['] has been a long-lasting difficulty for most 

English learners in Taiwan. A typical example is that they say [.san.k�ju.] for “Thank 

you.” Thus a witty written expression that is widespread in the younger generation 

when emailing or texting through smartphones is “3Q”, in which “three” is 

pronounced as [.san.] in TM. This phenomenon lends support to TM speakers’ 

adaptation of ['] in (77b), where its mapping to [s] holds a majority, as found in 

43.48% of the cases. Nonetheless, if the following vowel is the high front [i] or [�], it 

is palatalized to [$], since [$] is the only fricative that is allowed to precede a high 

front vowel in TM. Four such syllables are found in the sources (17.39%), and all of 

the [']’s are mapped to [$] with no exceptions.  

    The fricative that is found in the most simplex onsets is the voiceless alveolar [s], 

with 141 tokens. It follows that a more diverse pattern emerges in (77c). First, the 

faithful mapping [s], though being the primary mapping as expected, makes up only 

41.13%. Furthermore, as has been discussed for (77b), it is palatalized to [$] in all the 

30 items (21.83%) where the nuclear vowel or the prenuclear glide is high front. 

Another 34.51% of them, somehow counter to our expectation, are mapped to the 

retroflex [�].  

In (77d), English [%] is mostly mapped to the more front [$] in TM in 71.79% of 
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the cases. The second choice is the more back [�], with the percentage of 23.08%. The 

rest 5.13% is the coronal fricative [s], which is the farthest from [%]. The glottal [h] is 

mapped to the nearest velar [x] in 75.81% of the data. And like ['] and [s], when the 

following vowel or glide is high front (found in 20.97% of all), it is palatalized to [$] 

due to the prohibition against a *[.xi.] syllable.  

The adaptation patterns of voiced fricative onsets are presented in (77f) to (77i). 

First, as shown in (77f), the mappings of the voiced labiodental [v] reveals the 

greatest diversity among all fricatives, where as many as six mappings are attested. A 

noteworthy observation is that the primary mapping of [v] is not the more expected [f] 

(31.33%, the second most occurrences), which is distinctive from its voiced 

counterpart solely in voicing, but rather the glide [w] (60.24%), which may be 

perceptually more distinct from [v] for it is [+round] and [+velar]. Another three 

minor alternatives are the labial nasal [m], the “unpacked” [xw] that is also attested in 

(4a) and discussed, and deletion of it, each accounting for 2.44%. The voiced 

interdental [;] is hardly attested in the source, with only one example, where it is 

mapped to the aspirated coronal stop [t�].  

The adaptation pattern of the voiced alveolar [z] in (77h) demonstrates the 

greatest variety among all English fricatives: it can be mapped to eight different 

consonants in TM. Not surprisingly, the majority is [s], which differs from [z] in 

voicing only, with the frequency of 44.12%. Like the pattern of [s] in (4c), the second 

and third most alternatives are [�] and [$] respectively. Along the same lines, the 

mapping of [�] involves social/semantic factors and that of [$] is the result of 

palatalization before high front vowels or glides. Finally, compared to the adaptation 

of [s], a higher percentage of [z]-onsets are mapped to affricates [t$�], [ts�], [t�] and 

[ts], which in all constitute 20.58%. Finally, adaptation of the voiced [#] is attested in 
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only two instances, where it consistently maps to the voiceless [$] in TM.  

 

4.3.3 Affricates 

    The last obstruent type to observe is affricates. The inventories of affricates in 

the two languages are combined in (79).  

 

(79) Affricates of English and TM 

 dental alveolo-palatal palatal retroflex 

[–vcd, -asp]  ts  t�    t� 

[–vcd, +asp]  ts�  t�� t�   t�� 

[+vcd]     d�    

 

Contrary to fricatives, TM has a richer inventory of affricates than English does: 

TM has alveolar [ts�] and [ts], alveolo-palatal [t��] and [t�], and retroflex [t��] and 

[t�], while English has palatals [t�] and [d�] only. Based on the generalizations we 

have achieved from (75) and (77), if once again manner is robustly perceived and 

hence retained in L1, we may well expect that in most items, English [t�]/[d�] should 

be interpreted as the neighboring [t�]/[ t��] or [t�]/[ t��] respectively but less likely as 

the farther [ts]/[ ts�]. The adaptation patterns of English [t�] and [d�] in TM are 

presented below. 

 

(80) Adaptation patterns of affricate onsets 

a. [t%] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[t$�] 56.67% (17/30) [.t�	.t�	.] cha-cha → [.t�
ja.t�
ja.] 恰恰 

[t�] 16.67% (5/30) [.t��.l�.] Chile → [.t�!.li.] 智利 

[t��] 13.33% (4/30) [.t�	p.mn.] Chapman → [.t�
a.p�u.man.] 查普曼 

[t$] 6.67% (2/30) [.t%�.t��l.] Churchill  → [.t$�jou.t�i.�.] 邱吉爾 

[$] 3.33% (1/30) [.d.v�n.t�i.] da Vinci → [.ta.wn.�i.] 達文西 

[x] 3.33% (1/30) [.t�	m.ski.] Chomsky → [.x	�.�!.t$i.] 杭士基 
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b. [d#] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[t$] 60.71% (51/84) [.l	.d��k.] logic → [.lwo.t�i.] 邏輯 

[t$�] 21.43% (18/84) [.�n.d�n.] engine → [.in.t�
i�.] 引擎 

[t�] 8.33% (7/84) [.d�e�mz.] James → [.t�an.mu.�!.] 詹姆士 

[y] 4.76% (4/84) [.d�	n.] John  → [.�e.xan.] 約翰 

[�] 2.38% (2/84) [.d��.mn.] German → [.�!.�.man.] 日耳曼 

[ts] 1.19% (1/84) [.d�o�.d.n�s.]  

Jourdeness 

→ [.tswo.tan.ni.s!.]  

佐丹妮絲 

[�] 1.19% (1/84) [.mæ.d��k.] Magic  → [.mwo.�u.] 魔術 

 

As expected, a great majority of English affricates [t%] and [d#] are mapped to the 

neighboring affricates [t$], [t$�], [t�], and [t��] in TM, as found in 91.15% (103/113) 

of all. Respectively, in (80a), [t%] is mapped to the aspirated alveolo-palatal [t$�] in 

56.67% of the cases. As noted in Chapter 3, within a syllable, alveolo-palatal 

phonemes [t$] (ㄐ), [t$�] (ㄑ), and [$] (ㄒ) have to be followed by a front high 

vowel/glide [i]/[ j] (both transcribed as “ㄧ” in Chinese phonetic symbols) or [y]/[�] 

(both as “ㄩ”) in TM phonotactics. Accordingly, it is assumed that in adaptation forms 

such as “[.t%	.t%	.] cha-cha → [.t$�ja.t$�ja.] 恰恰” and “[.t%�.��.] Cherry → [.t$�'e.li.] 

雀莉”, the addition of the glides [j] and [�] should be the result of perceptual insertion, 

given that TM phonology is influential in loanword adaptation early in the level of 

perception. Detailed discussion on perception will be given as we move on to the next 

chapter. The secondary alternatives are the retroflexes [t�] and [t��], making up 30% 

altogether. In (80b), where we present the pattern of the voiced [d#], 60.71% of the 

items are mapped to the unaspirated alveolo-palatal [t$], and 21.43% to the aspirated 

[t$�].  
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4.3.4 Nasals 

    English and TM have the same set of nasal phonemes, namely the alveolar [n], 

bilabial [m] and velar [�]. This is shown in (81). 

 

(81) Nasals of English and TM 

bilabial alveolar/dental velar 

m m n n 
 � 

 

As introduced in Chapter 3, both languages allow [n] and [m] and disallow [�] to 

be the syllable onset. In that event, we plausibly expect that English nasal onsets [n] 

and [m] should be faithfully copied as [n] and [m] respectively in TM. The adaptation 

patterns of nasal onsets are given in (82). 

 

(82) Adaptation patterns of nasal onsets 

a. [n] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[n] 94.08% (143/152) [.na�.l	n.] nylon → [.ni.lo�.] 尼龍 

[l] 5.26% (8/152) [.s�d.n�.] Sydney → [.$�e.li.] 雪梨 

[�] 0.66% (1/152) [.flæ.nl.] flannel → [.fa.lan.�o�.] 法蘭絨21 

     

b. [m] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[m] 99.54% (218/219) [.mo�.t��l.] motel → [.mwo.t�je.] 摩鐵 

[w] 0.46% (1/219) [.m	�l.b.�o�.] Marlboro → [.wan.pau.lu.] 萬寶路 

 

Seen from the above patterns, the result closely meets our expectation in that 

both [n] and [m] in English are faithfully mapped to the identical [n] and [m] 

respectively in TM, with predominant frequencies 94.08% for the former and 99.54% 

                                                      
21   The last syllable (also a TM character) of the borrowing form [.fa.lan.�o�.] is plausibly attributable 

to semantic factors, since the character “[.�o�.] 絨” refers to a type of soft woven fabric, which 
may mean “down” or “velvet”. Both of the two fabrics are close to the texture of flannel.  
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for the latter. In (82a), however, a noticeable option is to map [n] to the lateral [l], 

accounting for 5.26% of all cases.  

 

4.3.5 Liquids 

    Like nasals, English and TM have the same set of liquids, namely the lateral [l] 

and retroflex [�], as presented below. 

 

(83) Liquids of English and TM 

alveolar alveolar/post-alveolar 

l l � � 

 

    Here again, English liquids [l] and [�] are presumed to be faithfully mapped to 

the identical liquid phonemes [l] and [�] respectively in TM. The observed adaptation 

patterns are presented below.  

 

(84) Adaptation patterns of liquid onsets 

a. [l] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[l] 99.18% (242/244) [.le�.z�.] laser → [.lei.��.] 雷射 

[n] 0.82% (2/244) [.mæn.d.l��.]  

Mandheling  

→ [.man.t��.ni�.]  

曼特寧 

     

b. [�] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[l] 87.55% (239/273) [.k�æ.�t.] carat → [.k��.la.] 克拉 

[�] 12.09% (33/273) [.d#�.��.] Jerry → [.t$je.�wei.] 傑瑞 

[n] 0.37% (1/273) [.�o�.b�.t�.s�n.]  

Robitussin 

→  [.nwo.pi.pi�.$in.]  

諾比冰心 

 

    Judged by the percentages, the lateral [l] is the preferable phoneme for an 

English liquid to surface as in TM, whether the English source is a lateral or a 
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retroflex. The percentage is 99.18% in (84a), where the input is the lateral [l], and it is 

87.55%, which still remains high even though the input is the retroflex [�] in (84b). By 

contrast, the occurrence rate of the faithful mapping [�] in (84b), is the lower 12.09%, 

which runs counter to our expectation. A noteworthy observation in (84b), moreover, 

is that for the 33 syllables from the source words where the retroflex approximant is 

interpreted as [�], there are 29 in which the nucleus is a front vowel, and in the 

remaining 4 the nuclear vowel is [+back].  

    On the whole, the patterns that emerge from the TM speakers’ adaptation of 

English simplex onsets have revealed two important tendencies that entail further 

elaborations from the perceptual points of view. First, over 99% of the simplex onsets 

across the board are retained and mapped to a correspondent phoneme in TM. Second, 

it is equally clear that the foreign onset consonant is either faithfully copied when the 

consonant is shared in common by the two languages involved, or minimally repaired 

into a phonetically similar sound so long as the foreign onset consonant is absent from 

the native sound inventory. A couple of exceptions, however, show that neither is 

obligatory. In (77f), an English [v], a foreign sound to TM speakers, is mostly 

interpreted as [w], rather than the expected [f], even though [w] deviates from the 

source in rounding and place of articulation, whereas [f] differs solely in voicing. 

Moreover, in (84b), an English [�] is mapped to the TM lateral [l] in most cases, rather 

than the supposed [�].  

In the forthcoming section, we will turn our focus to complex onsets.  

 

4.4 Complex onsets 

    It has been introduced in Chapter 3 that TM syllable structures, compared to 

English, are rather simple, with no consonant clusters permissible in syllable margins. 

As TM speakers treat onset clusters as illicit, adjustment is obligatory when 
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borrowing of words with onset clusters takes place. What constitutes the core issues 

of cluster adaptation is the exploration the extent to which internal cues (e.g. the 

acoustic properties of the segment) and external cues (e.g. positive/negative cues 

given by the neighboring sounds) exert their influence on word-loaning by observing 

whether a consonant embedded in a cluster is rescued (retention) or sacrificed 

(deletion). To investigate the effects of perceptual salience on adaptations as such, it is 

rendered redundant to look into the TM mappings on a segment-by-segment basis. 

Because of this, in the foregoing subsections, we will collect all consonant 

combinations in the onset position of English syllables based on the sequential order 

of the consonants. Each sequence is followed by a list of all correspondent TM 

surface structures with percentages of occurrence. Presumably, each consonant 

embedded in the English cluster should have a correspondent in the TM borrowing 

forms, given that syllable-initial onsets enjoy the perceptual privilege over 

syllable-final codas.   

 

4.4.1 The “[s]-stop” sequences 

    The only fricative that can be followed by a stop [p], [t], or [k] syllable-initially 

in English is the alveolar [s]. It is a well-known phonological process in this language 

that an aspirated stop preceded by [s] will lose aspiration, hence “[.p
	�.] par → 

[.sp	�.] spar”, “[.t
 	�.] tar → [.st	�.] star”, and [.k
	�.] car → [.sk	�.] scar”. To 

reach a clearer picture of how English voiceless unaspirated stops are interpreted in 

TM in later discussion, we specifically divide the mapped structures into aspirated and 

unaspirated stops in the column of L1 structure, next to which is the percentage of 

occurrence of each TM structure.  
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(85) Adaptation patterns of the “[s]-stop” sequences 

L2 seq. L1 struct. Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[sp] [.s1V1.p2] 75% (9/12) [.spa�.t�.] Sparta → [.s�.pa.ta.] 斯巴達 

 [.s1V1.p�2] 25% (3/12) [.spa�k.] Spike → [.��.p
ai.k��.] 史派克22 

[st] [.s1V1.t 2] 56.52 (13/23) [.stæn.f�d.] Stanford →  

[.��.tan.fo.] 史丹佛 

 [.s1V1.t�2] 43.48% (10/23) [.stiv.] Steve → [.��.t
i.fu.] 史提夫 

[sk] [.s1V1.k2] 44.44% (4/9) [.sk	t.lnd.] Scotland →  

[.su.k�.lan.] 蘇格蘭 

 [.s1V1.k�2] 44.44% (4/9) [.sk	t.] Scott → [.��.k
	u.t��.] 史考特 

 [.t$2] 11.11% (1/9) [.ski.p��.] Skippy → [.t�i.pi.] 吉比 

 

    A couple of generalizations should be pointed out. First, English consonant 

clusters in onset are treated like simplex onsets by TM adapters: 97.37% (43/44) stay 

intact in TM through inserting a vowel for the initial [s], while the prevocalic 

consonant remains the onset consonant in TM, except for only one item where [s] is 

deleted and the stop is retained (2.63%). Second, a large number of the pre-stop [s]’s 

are mapped to a less similar [.�!.], in preference to the phonetically closer [.s!.]. A 

plausible account for this has been offered previously: the character “史” ([.�! .]) is a 

well-known family name, and is thus widely used for foreign name transliterations. 

For instance, the [s] in Sparta, the name of a city-state in ancient Greece, is thereby 

faithfully mapped to [.s!.] (斯, ‘well-mannered’), whereas that in Stanford and Scott, 

both being people’s names, are mapped to [.�!.] (史, a family name) to invoke more 

semantic reference to the source words. Third, crucially, 61.36% (27/44) of the 

unaspirated voiceless stops following [s] are mapped to the corresponding unaspirated 

stops, as in “[.spa�.t�.] Sparta → [.s�.pa.ta.] 斯巴達”, or an unaspirated affricate, as 

                                                      
22

   Note that the TM correspondent of English [s] is not necessarily [s], yet for convenience it is shown 

as the numbered [.s1…] in the column of L1 structure, since TM mapping of English [s] is not the 

focus of current discussion. For example, English personal name [.spa�k.] (Spike) is mapped to L1 

[.��.p
ai.k��.] (史派克), while the L1 structure is still classified into the category of [.s1V1.p�2]. 
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in “[.sk i.p��.] Skippy → [.t�i.pi.] 吉比”, and the remaining 38.64% (17/44) are 

mapped to their aspirated counterparts, such as “[.spa�k.] Spike → [.��.p
ai.k��.] 史

派克”. 

 

4.4.2 The “[t
s]” sequence  

    In the corpus, the only English sequence where a stop can be followed by a 

fricative as an onset cluster is [t�s], consisting of two homorganic obstruents (a rare 

exception is “[.pf�.n�(.] pfennig → [.fn.ni.] 芬尼”). The pattern is given in (86) 

below.  

 

(86) Adaptation pattern of the “[t�s]” sequence 

L2 seq. L1 struct. Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[t�s] [�2] 87.5% (7/8) [.w	.t
sn.] Watson → [.xwa.��.] 華生 

 [ts�12] 12.5% (1/8) [.n	.t
s�.] Nazi → [.na.ts
wei.] 納粹 

 

    Against our presumption, the primary adaptation is deletion of [t�] and retention 

of [s], as found in 87.5% of the data. There is only one instance of faithful mapping to 

the TM affricate [ts�], making up the remaining 12.5%.  

 

4.4.3 The “[s]-nasal” sequences  

    Observing the regulation of SSP, a nasal, being more sonorant, can follow [s], 

which is less sonorant, to form rising sonority before the nucleus. In English, [�] is 

not allowed to be (part of) the onset, and hence the two possible “[s]-nasal” sequences 

are [sn] and [sm]. The patterns are shown in (87). 
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(87) Adaptation patterns of the “[s]-nasal” sequences 

L2 seq. L1 struct. Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[sn] [.s1V1.n2] 100% (5/5) [.sne�p.] Snape → [.��.nai.pu.] 石內卜 

[sm] [.s1V1.m2] 100% (3/3) [.sm	�t.] smart → [.��.m	u.] 時髦 

 

    As expected, both [s] and the nasal are retained via vowel epenthesis for the 

syllable-initial [s] without exceptions, regardless of the place of articulation of the 

nasal.  

 

4.4.4 The “obstruent-[l]” sequences 

    Following SSP, once again, English stops and fricatives can precede a liquid in 

the onset position, excluding the homorganic stops [t�] and [d]. As stops and fricatives 

behave in the same way when preceding the lateral liquid [l] syllable-initially, we do 

not separate them apart in looking into the patterns of sequences of this type. This is 

shown in (88).  

 

(88) Adaptation patterns of the “obstruent-[l]” sequences 

L2 seq. L1 struct. Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[p�l] [.p�1V1.l2] 100% (2/2) [.p
le�.t�o�.] Plato → [.pwo.la.t�u.] 柏拉圖 

[k�l] [.k�1V1.l2] 100% (21/21) [.k
l�n.t�n.] Clinton →  

[.k
�.lin.twn.] 柯林頓 

[bl] [.p1V1.l2] 100% (2/2) [.bl (.] blog → [.pu.lwo.k�.] 部落格 

[(l] [.k1V1.l2] 100% (4/4) [.�l�n.] Glen → [.k�.lwn.] 葛倫 

[fl] [.f1V1.l2] 100% (6/6) [.flo�.�.] Flora → [.fu.lwo.la.] 芙蘿拉 

[sl] [.s1V1.l2] 100% (7/7) [.slæ.v�k.] Slavic → [.s�.la.fu.] 斯拉夫 

 

    It comes as no surprise that amongst onset clusters of this sequence, both the L2 

obstruent and the lateral are retained in the L1 mappings. No exceptions are found. 

Also, like those as the simplex onsets, aspirated stops within this sequence ([p�] and 

[k�] only) are 100% (23/23) realized as the identical aspirated stops in L1, as in 
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“[.k�lu.n� .] Clooney → [.k��.lo�.ni.] 克隆尼”, and voiced stops ([b] and [(] only) are 

100% (6/6) interpreted as their unaspirated counterparts ([p] and [k], respectively), as 

in “[.bl (.] blog → [.pu.lwo.k�.] 部落格”. 

 

4.4.5 The “stop-[�]” sequences 

    The other liquid in English that may follow an obstruent to form an onset cluster 

with increasing sonority is the retroflex [�]. Unlike 4.4.4, however, we discuss stops 

and fricatives in separate subsections, considering they act distinctively in onsets of 

this sequence. The patterns for stops are shown in (89). 

 

(89) Adaptation patterns of the “stop-[�]” sequences 

L2 seq. L1 struct. Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[p��] [.p�1V1.l2] 69.23% (9/13) [.o�.p
�	] Oprah → [ou.p
u.la] 歐普拉 

 [.p1V1.l2] 15.38% (2/13) [.p
�æ(.] Prague → [.pu.la.k�.] 布拉格 

 [.p1w2] 7.69% (1/13) [.e�.p
�l.] April  → [.ai.pwo.] 愛波 

 [.p�1] 7.69% (1/13) [.p
��.(o�.] Prego → [.p
u.k�.] 普格 

[t��] [.ts�1w2] 32.43% (12/37) [.t
��.n.t�.] Trinity →  

[.ts
wei.ni.ti.] 崔妮蒂 

 [.t�12w2] 24.32% (9/37) [.p�i.t
�s.] Pietrus →  

[.p�i.t�wo.s!.] 皮卓斯 

 [.t��12w2] 13.51% (5/37) [.t
��mp.] Trump → [.t�
wan.p�u] 川普 

 [.t�1V1.l2] 16.22% (6/37) [.p�æ.t
�o�.] Patrow →  

[.p�ai.t
�.lwo.] 派特洛 

 [.t��12] 8.11% (3/37) [.t
�u.d�.] Trudy → [.t�
u.ti.] 楚迪 

 [.t1w2] 2.7% (1/37) [.k�æs.t
�ol.] Castrol →  

[.t$ja.�!.two.] 嘉實多 

 [.t��12V12] 2.7% (1/37) [.t
�a�t.] Trout → [.t�
u.	u.t��.] 楚奧特 

[k��] [.k�1V1l2] 73.33% (11/15) [.k
��s.] Chris → [.k
�.li.s!.] 克里斯 

 [.k�1] 13.33% (2/15) [.ma�.k
�.fon.] microphone →  

[.mai.k
�.fo�.] 麥克風  

 [.k�1w2] 6.67% (1/15) [.�u'.k
��s.] Ruth Chris →  

[.�u.s!.k
wei.] 茹絲葵 
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 [.k1w2] 6.67% (1/15) [.k
�æb.t��i.] Crabtree → 

[.kwei.p�wo.ts�wei.] 瑰珀翠 

[b�] [.p1V1.l2] 91.67% (11/12) [.b��nt%.] Brunch → 

[.pu.l	�.t$�i.] 布朗奇 

 [.p�1V1.l2] 8.33% (1/12) [.b��d#.ston.] Bridgestone →  

[.p
u.li.s!.t�o�.] 普利斯通  

[.d�] [.t1V1.l2] 58.85% (7/13) [.m.d��d.] Madrid → [.ma.t�.li.] 馬德里 

 [.t�12w2] 38.46% (5/13) [.æn.d� �d.] Android → [.an.t�wo.] 安卓 

 [.ts�1w2] 7.69% (1/13) [.d��ks.l�.] Drexler →  

[.ts
wei.s!.l�.] 崔斯勒 

[.(�] [.k1V1.l2] 93.75% (15/16) [.��æ.m�.] Grammy →  

[.k�.lai.mei.] 葛萊美 

 [.k1] 6.25% (1/16) [.hæ.���d.] Hagrid → [.xai.k�.] 海格 

 

    Overall, stops with the same place of articulation act similarly and hence should 

be paired up in the description of the patterns. To begin with, for the [p��] and [b�] 

onset clusters, both the bilabial stop and [�] are retained in a majority (92% combined, 

23/25), with two exceptions. In one of the two exceptions, English [�] is “partially” 

preserved in that the feature [+round] is salvaged while [+coronal] is not, yielding the 

velar glide [w], as in “[.e�.p
�l.] April  → [.ai.pwo.] 愛波”. The partial preservation 

of the secondary rounding feature in [�] with [w] is termed “gliding” throughout our 

research. The other case is deletion [�], as in “[.p���.(o�.] Prego → [.p�u.k�.] 普格”. 

As has been discussed in 4.3.5, moreover, the lateral [l] is still the primary mapping 

for both of the liquids [l] and [�], which remains true when [�] is embedded in the 

cluster.  

    Second, the adaptations of the [t��] and [d�] sequences reveal the greatest 

diversity. In the majority, the adapter maps the feature [–continuant] of [t�]/[d] and the 

[+retroflex] feature of [�] to the affricate [t��] or [t�], a process termed “coalescence” 

(segment fusion) in that both being coronal obstruents, [t�]/[d] and [�] tend to merge 

into one but meanwhile each retains a feature specifically pertaining to the stop and 
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the retroflex. Cases of coalescence account for 38.64% (17/44). Another equally 

frequent strategy is gliding, as just elaborated, where only the feature [+round] of [�] 

is retained and mapped to the labial (/velar) glide [w], accounting for 31.82% (14/44).  

    Third, in clusters of the [k��] and [(�] sequences, the primary scenario is again 

vowel insertion for the velar stop and lateralization for the retroflex, as collected in 

89.66% of all such items. Another observation that is worth noting, however, is that 

deletion of [�] is only spotted in mappings of the two sequences with the “stop-[�]” 

combination, though the number is rather small (3 instances, 10.34% of all).  

    In respect to the interpretation of the stops that precede [�], of all the 58 aspirated 

stops, 51 (87.93%) are mapped to either the identical aspirated stops, such as 

“[.p
 �a�s.] Price → [.p
u.lai.s!.] 普萊斯”, aspirated affricates, such as “[.t
�e�.s�.] 

Tracy → [.ts
wei.$i.] 崔西”, or unaspirated affricate, such as “[.sæ.k
�.m�n.t�o�.] 

Sacremento → [.�a.t�ja.mjen.tu.] 沙加緬度”. The remaining 7 (12.07%) are realized 

as their unaspirated counterparts, as in “[.p
�æ(.] Prague → [.pu.la.k�.] 布拉格”, or 

unaspirated affricates, as in “[.p�i.t
�s.] Pietrus → [.p�i.t�wo.s!.] 皮卓斯” (under 

the influence of coronal coalescence). As for voiced stops, 97.5% (39/40) of them are 

interpreted as thier unaspirated counterparts, as in “[.b�o�.k�.] Broca → 

[.pu.lwo.k�a.] 布洛卡”, or unaspirated affricates, as in “[.d�æ.k�o�.] Draco → 

[.t�wai.k�.] 跩哥” (again, under the influence of coronal coalescence), and only 5% 

(2/40) are realized as their aspirated counterpart, as in “[.b��d#.ston.] Bridgestone → 

[.p
u.li.s!.t�o�.] 普利斯通”, or an aspirated affricate, as in “[.d��ks.l�.] Drexler → 

[.ts
wei.s!.l�.] 崔斯勒”.  

 

4.4.6 The “fricative-[�]” sequences 

    Some of the fricatives in English may precede [�] to form a complex onset, yet 
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only the [f�] sequence occurs in a high frequency in the corpus. The patterns are 

shown in (90).  

 

(90) Adaptation patterns of the “fricative-[�]” sequences  

L2 seq. L1 struct. Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[f�] [.f1V1.l2] 94.12% (16/17) [.f�o�.do�.] Frodo → [.fo.lwo.two.] 佛羅多 

 [.f1] 5.88% (1/17) [.f�	st.] Frost → [.fo.s!.t��.] 佛斯特 

[v�] [.w12] 100% (1/1) [.æ.v��l.] Avril  → [.ai.wei.�.] 艾薇兒 

['�] [.s1V1.�2] 66.67% (2/3) [.(�.���.] Guthrie → [.k�.s�.�wei.] 葛瑟瑞 

 [.s1] 33.33% (1/3) [.d�a�v.��u.] Drive Thru →  

[.t�.lai.su.] 得來速 

[s�] [.s1V1.l2] 100% (1/1) [.s��.læ�.k�.] Sri Lanka →  

[.s�.li.lan.k�a.] 斯里蘭卡 

[%�] [.�1V1.�2] 100% (1/1) [.���k.] Shrek → [.��.�wei.k��.] 史瑞克 

 

    Overall, retention of both segments through vowel insertion for the fricative and 

lateralization for the retroflex approximant remains the primary strategy, accounting 

for 86.96% (20/23) across the board. A small 8.7% (2/23) of them undergo retention 

of the fricative but elision of [�], as can be observed in the [f�], [v�] and ['�] 

sequences. Notably, in “[.æ.v��l.] Avril  → [.ai.wei.�.] 艾薇兒”, the labial [w] in the 

output can be said to be the mapping of the labiodental [v], the retroflex [�] through 

gliding, or both. 

 

4.5 Simplex codas 

    Turning to syllable-final codas, we have seen that in Chapter 2, English permits a 

wide range of consonants to be the coda, including obstruents, whereas TM has a 

rather limited set of permissible consonants to appear in coda: only the alveolar nasal 

[n], velar nasal [�], and retroflex approximant [�] (when the nuclear vowel is a schwa) 

are allowed to be the coda consonant. In addition, English allows as many as four 
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consonants to be the coda (e.g. “[.t��ksts.], texts”), while clusters are strictly 

prohibited in both syllable margins in TM. It follows that except for a simplex [n], [�], 

and post-schwa [�], all the other English syllable-final consonants have to undergo 

adjustments to fit the severe restriction of TM on the coda position. In this section, the 

attention is centered on the adaptation of simplex codas. Crucially, as elaborated on in 

2.6.1, monosyllabic loanwords are intentionally left out throughout this section to 

avoid the prosodic influence of binary feet in TM. 

 

4.5.1 Stops 

    The two languages involved have similar sets of stops, as has been seen in (74) 

and listed below again for convenience.  

 

(91) Stops of English and TM (also (74)) 

 bilabial alveolar/dental velar 

[–vcd, –asp] p p t t k k 

[–vcd, +asp] p� p� t� t� k� k� 

[+vcd] b  d  �  

 

    The only difference lies in the absence of voiced stops in TM. For stop onsets, 

we make the prediction that except for faithful mappings of English [p, t, k] to TM [p, 

t, k] and English [p�,t�, k�] to TM [p�, t�, k�] respectively, English voiced stops [b, d, 

(] should be recognized as [p, t, k], since they are only slightly distinct in terms of 

VOT. In observing stop codas, on the other hand, as voiceless consonants are 

unaspirated in coda by default, it is expected that unlike onsets, in instances of 

retention, English voiceless unaspirated stops will mainly be mapped to TM aspirated 

stops, yet English voiced stops will mostly be mapped to TM voiceless unaspirated 

stops. The prediction is made on the ground that though it may seem ideal for an 
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English voiceless unaspirated stop to be recognized as an identical TM sound, the cost, 

however, would be to allow an English voiced stop to map to a TM aspirated stop, 

rendering more discrepancies between this pair in voicing and aspiration. This is 

obviously a worse result if adaptation occurs to a large extent in perception. 

    Let us go beyond the segmental changes in feature and discuss the broader 

retention/deletion distributions of the excess coda consonant. As mentioned in Chapter 

1, the “Preservation Principle” (Paradis and LaCharité 1997, LaCharité and Paradis 

2005) in loanword adaptation maintains that the segmental information in the source 

be maximally preserved in the output form, unless the cost of preservation is too 

extreme. The principle is claimed to be universal in the sense that it is the adapter’s 

intention to faithfully copy the detailed pronunciation of a foreign word when this 

word is newly coined in his/her native language. It hence tempts us into making the 

prediction that in our situation, an excess consonant coda in English should undergo 

vowel insertion to form an additional syllable in TM. The adaptation patterns in 

question are given in (92).  

 

(92) Adaptation patterns of stop codas 

a. [p] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.p�V.] 50% (8/16) [.(æ.lp.] Gallup  → [.kai.lwo.p
u.] 蓋洛普 

Ø 25% (4/16) [.h�p.h	p.] hip hop → [.$i. xa.] 嘻哈 

[.pjV.] 18.75% (3/16) [.t%	p.l�n.] Chaplin → [.t�wo.pje.lin.] 卓別林 

[.fV.] 6.25% (1/16) [.�æ.lp.] Ralap  → [.lei.�.fu.] 雷爾夫 

     

b. [t] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

Ø 56.82% (25/44) [.d#æ.k��t.] Jacket  → [.t$ja.k��.] 夾克 

[.t�V.] 40.91% (18/44) [.hæm.l�t.] Hamlet  → [.xa.mu.lei.t
�.] 哈姆雷特 

[.tsV.] 2.77% (1/44) [.do�.n�t.] donut → [.two.na.ts�.] 多拿茲 
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c. [k] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.k�V.] 68.33% (41/60) [.mo�.ze�.�k.] mosaic → [.ma.sai.k
�.] 馬賽克 

Ø 25% (15/60) [.l	.d#�k.] logic → [.lwo.t$i.] 邏輯 

[.kV.] 3.33% (2/60) [.sto�.�k.] Stoic → [.s!.two.k�.] 斯多葛 

[.xV.] 1.67% (1/60) [.mju.n�k.] Munich → [.mu.ni.xei.] 慕尼黑 

[.�V.] 1.67% (1/60) [.zu.��k.] Zurich → [.su.li.��.] 蘇黎世 

     

d. [b] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.pV.] 100% (4/4) [.(�b.sn.] Gibson → [.t$i.pu.sn.] 吉布森 

     

e. [d] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

Ø 53.13% (17/32) [.æn.d� �d.] Android → [.an.t�wo.] 安卓 

[.tV.] 37.5% (12/32) [.�d.w�n.] Edwin → [.ai.t�.n.] 愛德恩 

[.t�V.] 9.38% (3/32) [.k�ju.p��d.] Cupid → [.t$�jou.pi.t
�.] 邱比特 

     

f.  [(] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.kV.]  62.5% (5/8) [.d��.ls.] Douglas → [.t	u.k�.la.s!.] 道格拉斯 

Ø 37.5% (3/8) [.d#i.t�.b��.]  jitterbug → [.t$i.lu.pa.] 吉魯巴 

 

With respect to the pattern of retention/deletion, the result barely corresponds to 

our expectation in that overall, retention (the mapping of “CV”) makes up only 

60.98% (100/164) of all, with the remaining 39.02% being deletion. Individually, 

44.74% (34/76) of English alveolar stops [t] and [d] undergo retention, which is the 

lowest proportion among all stops, whereas 80% (16/20), the highest among all, of L2 

bilabials [p] and [b] are retained through vowel insertion.  

    Turning to the segmental changes, we see that much to our expectation, in cases 

where the stop is retained, a significant 93.06% (67/72) of all English unaspirated 
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voiceless stops are retained as their aspirated counterparts plus a vowel, such as 

“[.(æ .lp.] Gallup → [.kai.lwo.p
u.] 蓋洛普”, with the remaining 6.94% (5/72) 

mapped to their unaspirated correspondents, such as “[.t%	p.l�n.] Chaplin → 

[.t�wo.pje.lin.] 卓別林”. Moreover, as expected again, among cases where the stop 

coda is retained, English voiced stops map to voiceless unaspirated stops 87.5% 

(21/24) of the time, as in “[.d��.ls.] Douglas → [.tau.k�.la.s!.] 道格拉斯”. There 

seems no remarkable difference in featural changes concerning the distinction in 

voicing and place of articulation.  

 

4.5.2 Fricatives  

    As has been discussed in 4.3.2, there exist more discrepancies between English 

and TM in fricative consonants than in stop consonants. The inventories of the 

fricatives in the two languages are repeated below.  

 

(93) Fricatives of English and TM (also (76)) 

 labio- 

dental 

inter- 

dental 

alveolar/ 

dental 

alveolo

-palatal 

palato- 

alveolar 

post- 

alveolar 

velar glottal 

[–vcd] f f �  s s  � �   �  x h  

[+vcd] v  �  z    �        

 

Unlike the onset position, English glottal fricative [h] is prohibited in coda. 

Except for this, all English consonants can serve as the coda. On the one hand, as TM 

allows no coda other than [n], [�], or [�] when the nuclear vowel is a schwa, an 

English consonant except the three in this position should either be retained via vowel 

epenthesis or simply be ignored. On the other hand, since the only fricatives that the 

two languages have in common are the labialdental [f] and alveolar [s], consonants 

that are not [f] or [s] will inevitably undergo featural changes in addition to vowel 
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insertion if the adapter is to retain the fricative. Given the high noise of friction in the 

utterance of fricative sounds, it makes great sense to expect that a TM adapter’s 

primary strategy for an English fricative coda is to retain it by epenthesizing a vowel 

to form an independent syllable. The adaptation patterns of fricative codas are shown 

below. 

 

(94) Adaptation patterns of fricative codas 

a. [f] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.fV.] 75% (3/4) [.d#o�.sf.] Joseph →  [.t$�jau.s�.fu.] 喬瑟夫 

Ø 25% (1/4) [.sm��.no�f.] Smirnoff →  [.s!.mei.lwo.] 思美洛 

     

b. [']: unattested 

 

c. [s] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.sV.] 74.55% (82/110) [.bi.d#is.] Bee Gees →  [.pi.t$i.s�.] 比吉斯 

[.�V.] 15.45% (17/110) [.h�s.k��.] husky →  [.xa.��.t$�i.] 哈士奇 

Ø 8.18% (9/110) [.p�æ.��s.] Paris →  [.pa.li.] 巴黎 

[.t�V.] 1.82% (2/110) [.m�n.t�o�s.] Mentos →  [.man.t�wo.t�u.] 曼陀珠23 

     

d. [%] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[$V.] 37.5% (3/8) [.k�æ�.mn.] Cashman → [.k�ai.�y.man.] 凱許曼 

[t$�V.] 25% (2/8) [..p�a�.] Apache → [.a.p�a.t�
i.] 阿帕契 

Ø 25% (2/8) [.��(.l��.] English → [.i�.t$i.li.] 英吉利 

[�V.] 12.5% (1/8) [.k�æ�.m��.] cashmere → [.k��.��.mi.�.] 喀什米爾 

     

 

 

    

                                                      
23   This adaptation is, to a certain degree, semantically involved as 珠 ([.t�u.]) refers to pearls or 

beads in TM, which is easily associated with the classic round shape of this brand’s candy. . 
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e. [v] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[fV.] 55.56% (5/9) [.k�liv.lnd.]  

Cleveland  

→ [.k��.li.fu.lan.]  

克里夫蘭 

Ø 22.22% (2/9) [.l�v.(�d.] Lovegood → [.lwo.ku.t�.] 羅古德 

[wV.] 11.11% (1/9) [.se�v.lon.] Savlon → [.�a.wei.lo�.] 沙威隆 

[xwV.] 11.11% (1/9) [.�e�v.lon.] Revlon → [.lu.xwa.no�.] 露華濃 

     

f. [z] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[sV.] 42.86% (12/28) [.næz.dæk.] NASDAQ → [.na.s�.ta.k��.] 那斯達克 

[tsV.] 28.57% (8/28) [.æz.k�.bæn.]  

Azkaban 

→ [.a.ts�.k�a.pan.]  

阿茲卡班 

[�V.] 14.29% (4/28) [.m.t�iz.] Mattise → [.ma.ti.��.] 馬諦氏 

Ø 14.29% (4/28) [.s	.k��.t�iz.] Socrates → [.su.k�.la.ti.] 蘇格拉底 

     

g. [#] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[t$V.] 50% (1/2) [.m.s	�.] massage → [.ma.�a.t�i.] 馬殺雞 

[t$�V.] 50% (1/2) [.m	n.t�	�.] Montage → [.mo�.t�ai.t�
i.] 蒙太奇 

 

    Once again, the adaptation patterns correspond to our prediction to a large degree 

in that, on the one hand, of the 161 fricative codas, 143 are retained through inserting 

a vowel to form an additional syllable, accounting for 88.82%. On the other hand, in 

the instances where the fricative stays, at least the manner feature of [+delayed release] 

is copied in the processes of transformation from a fricative to another fricative or 

from a fricative to an affricate, with minor exceptions found in syllables with 

[v]-codas. Places of articulation are copied rather loosely, which can be understood by 

the diverse pattern found in (94c), even though [s] is a consonant shared by both 

languages.  
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4.5.3 Affricates  

    As has been discussed in 4.3.3, TM has a relatively richer inventory for affricates. 

Comparison between the affricates of the two languages is given below again.  

 

(95) Affricates of English and TM (also (79)) 

 alveolar alveolo-palatal palatal retroflex 

[–vcd, -asp]  ts  t�    t� 

[–vcd, +asp]  ts�  t�� t�   t�� 

[+vcd]     d�    

 

    Similar to our discussion for onsets in 4.3.3, it is expected that in instances of 

retention, English codas [t�]/[d�] should be mapped to either [t��]/[ t�] or [t��]/[ t�] in 

TM, respectively, with obligatory vowel insertion in compliance with the native 

phonology, by virtue of the absence of the two sounds in TM. Both pairs are in the 

neighborhood of [t�]/[d�]. The alveolar pair [ts�]/[ ts] is less likely for L2 [t�]/[d�] to 

map to, since they are farther away from [t�]/[d�] compared to the other two affricate 

pairs in TM. The patterns are shown in (96). 

 

(96) Adaptation patterns of affricate codas 

a. [t%] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.t$�V.] 75% (3/4) [.h�t�.k�	k.]  

Hitchcock 

→ [.$i.t�
y.k�	u.k��.]  

希區考克 

Ø 25% (1/4) [.(l�n.f�.d�t�.] Glenfiddich  → [.(�.lan.fei.ti.] 格蘭菲迪 

     

b. [d#] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

Ø 40% (2/5) [.b��d�.ston.] Bridgestone → [.p�u.li.s!.t�o�.] 普利司通 

[.t$V.] 20% (1/5) [.hom.p�e�d�.] home page → [.xo�.p�ei.t�i.] 烘焙機 

[.t$�V.] 20% (1/5) [.æl.d��d�.]  

Aldridge  

→ [.a.�.t�.li.t�
i.]  

阿爾德里奇 
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[.t�V.] 20% (1/5) [.(��.n�d�.] Greenwich → [.(�.lin.wei.t��.] 格林威治 

 

    Affricate codas in the corpus are rarely found. In general, once again consistent 

to our prediction, a majority of the affricate codas undergo vowel insertion to be 

retained, as found in six out of nine (66.67%) items. Regarding featural alternations in 

cases of retention, English [t�]/[d�] are shifted either a bit forward to [t��]/[ t�] or a bit 

backward to [t�] in TM, both of which are neighboring sounds to English [t�]/[d�] in 

terms of places of articulation. They are never adapted into [ts�]/[ ts], corresponding to 

our prediction.   

 

4.5.4 Nasals 

In 4.3.4, it has been shown that English and TM have the same inventory of 

nasals, given again in (97) below. The only difference, though, resides in the absence 

of [m]-codas in TM.  

 

(97) Nasals of English and TM (also (81)) 

bilabial alveolar velar 

m m n n 
 � 

 

    Being a well-formed coda in TM, an English [n] and [�] in coda should 

presumably be perceived with little effort and thereby retained as the coda in the TM 

output. A rational prediction thus follows: English [n] is mapped to TM [n], English 

[�] is mapped to TM [�], and English [m] is randomly mapped to TM [n], [�], or an 

independent syllable with [m] being the onset preceding an inserted vowel. The result 

is given below.  
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(98) Adaptation patterns of nasal codas 

a. [m] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[n] 64.47% (49/76) [.b�k.hm.] Beckham → [.pei.k��.xan.] 貝克漢 

[�] 23.68% (18/76) [.d�.n�m.] Denim → [.tan.ni).] 丹寧 

[.mV.] 11.84% (9/76) [.	m.l�t.] Omelet → [.ou.mu.li.] 歐姆力 

     

b. [n] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[n] 72.13% (251/348) [.fo�.m.l�n.] formalin → [.fu.ma.lin.] 福馬林 

[�] 26.72% (93/348) [.h�.�o�.�n.] Heroin → [.xai.lwo.i).] 海洛英 

Ø 1.15% (4/348) [.mo�.f�n.] morphine → [.ma.fei.] 嗎啡 

     

c. [�] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[�] 70.83% (17/24) [.p��.d�).] pudding → [.pu.ti).] 布丁 

[n] 29.17% (7/24) [.s�).k��.] sinker → [.�n.k�a.] 伸卡 

 

    As expected, 99.11% (444/448) of English nasal codas are retained as the coda or 

an additional syllable with an epenthetic vowel in TM. In terms of segmental 

mappings, likewise, the distribution fairly meets our prediction in that English [n] is 

chiefly mapped to TM [n] (72.13%, 251/348) and English [�] mainly to TM [�] 

(70.83%, 17/24), as shown in (98bc). Yet, the adaptation pattern of English [m] does 

not reveal a normal distribution among L1 [n] and [�], and [.mV.], not even close: the 

percentages are 64.47% (49/76) for [n], 23.68% (18/76) for [�], and 11.84% (9/76) for 

[.mV.].  

     

4.5.5 Liquids 

    We have seen that English and TM share the same set of liquid inventory, as 

listed again in (99). 
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(99) Liquids of English and TM (also (83)) 

alveolar alveolar/post-alveolar 

l l � � 

 

    As has been discussed earlier in Chapter 3, in addition to nasals, the retroflex [�] 

is the only consonant that can serve as a coda in TM, whereas the context is 

exclusively limited to the syllable [.�.], where no onset consonant is allowed. 

Because of this, it should be expectable that except for the [�] in the [.�.] syllable, a 

large fraction of liquid codas need to be interpreted as an independent syllable by TM 

adapters through vowel insertion, either ahead of (to form an [.�.] syllable) or behind 

the liquid, if the Preservation Principle (Paradis and LaCharité 1997, LaCharité and 

Paradis 2005) holds true. The patterns are shown below. 

 

(100) Adaptation patterns of liquid codas 

a. [()�] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[�] 100% (4/4) [.me�.�.] Mayer → [.mei.�.] 梅爾 

     

b. [l] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.�.] 53.51% (61/114) [.o�.n�l.] O’Neal → [.ou.ni.��.] 歐尼爾 

Ø 44.74% (51/114) [. l.p�æs.] all pass → [.ou.p�a.] 歐趴 

[.lV.] 1.75% (2/114) [.k�ol.(e�t.] Colgate → [.k	u.lu.t$je.] 高露潔 

     

c. [�] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

Ø 90.72% (176/194) [.lu.z�.] loser → [.lu.��.] 魯蛇 

[.�.] 8.76% (17/194) [.k�æ%.m��.]  

Cashmere 

→ [.k�a.�!.mi.��.]  

喀什米爾 

[.ja.] 0.52% (1/194) [..k�wa��.] Aquair → [.a.k�wei.ja.] 阿葵亞 
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    First, in (100a), for the four instances of [.�.] syllables, all of them (100%) are 

faithfully mapped to [.�.] in TM with no exception. Second, somewhat against our 

presumption, the pattern of retention/deletion of [l]-codas in (100b) exhibits an 

approximately fifty-fifty distribution, though retention is still found in slightly more 

items (a combined 55.26% from [.�.] plus [.lV.]). In (100c), where the [�]’s are 

preceded by a vowel that is not a schwa, there is a significant tendency toward 

deletion—90.72% (176/194) of [�]-codas are deleted, with the remaining 9.28% 

(18/194) rescued by inserting a vowel or featural change, which fully runs counter to 

our prediction.  

    Taking a closer look at the corpus data, however, we may find the patterns of 

English liquid codas are largely correlated with the backness quality of the preceding 

vowel (an earlier discussion that deals with variable adaptation of English [�]-codas in 

this respect appears in Lü (2013)). To see the precise patterns, we subcategorize the 

patterns of liquids in terms of the backness value of the preceding vowel. The result is 

given in (101) below, where, likewise, the target items under investigation are limited 

to polysyllabic ones to keep the patterns from the influence of the native prosody. 

 

(101) Adaptation patterns of liquid codas by the backness of the preceding vowel  

a. (V[–back]) [l] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.�.] 72.73% (40/55) [.t%�l.si.] Chelsea  → [.t$��e.��.$i] 雀兒喜 

Ø 27.27% (15/55) [.(�l.b�t.] Gilbert → [.t$i.pwo.t��.] 吉伯特 

     

b. (V[+back]) [l] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

Ø 61.02% (36/59) [.l�.v�.p�ul.] Liverpool → [.li.u.p�u.] 利物浦 

[.�.] 35.59% (21/59) [.t�	l.sto�.]  

Tolstoy 

→ [.two.��.s!.t�ai.]  

托爾斯泰 
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[.lV.] 3.39% (2/59) [.d�m.bl.do�.]  

Dumbledore 

→ [.t�.pu.li.two.]  

鄧不利多 

     

c. (V[–back]) [�] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.�.] 66.67% (10/15) [.dæm.p���.] Dampier → [.tan.p�i.��.] 丹皮爾 

Ø 26.67% (4/15) [.(�d.j��.] Goodyear → [.ku.t��.i.] 固特異 

[.ja.] 6.67% (1/15) [..k�wa��.] Aquair → [.a.k�wei.ja.] 阿葵亞 

     

d. (V[+back]) [�] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

Ø 96.09% (172/179) [.k�	�.t�un.] Cartoon → [.k�a.t�o�.] 卡通 

[.�.] 3.91% (7/179) [.ho�.mon.] Hormone → [.x�.��.mo�.] 賀爾蒙 

 

    The influence of the preceding vowel on the retention/deletion of the liquid coda 

is obvious here. In (101a), when the lateral [l] follows a [–back] vowel in the source 

word, 72.73% (40/55) of them are retained as [.�.] in TM, while the remaining 

27.27% (15/55) are simply ignored. When it is preceded by a [+back] vowel, on the 

contrary, it is deleted in majority, as found in 61.02% (36/59) of all, while in the rest 

38.98% (23/59) it is preserved as [.�.] or [.lV.].  

Such a mirror image is also observed in [�]-codas. In (31c), where the retroflex [�] 

is preceded by a [–back] vowel, 73.34% (11/15, [.�.] and [.ja.] combined) of them are 

retained, and deletion of it is found in 26.67% (4/15) of the cases. When it follows a 

[+back] vowel, the contrast is even more dramatic: deletion makes up 96.09% 

(172/179) of all, with only 3.91% (7/179) of them retained. 

 

4.6 Complex codas 

    TM has a severe restriction on the coda position, where only the nasals [n] and 

[�], and the retroflex [�] within an [.�.]-syllable are permissible. Consonant clusters 

are strictly prohibited in coda, as they are in onset. It hence follows that when 
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borrowing English words containing clusters as the coda, the TM adapter may be 

faced with the choice of either simplifying the cluster by sacrificing one or two 

consonants or preserving it as a whole by inserting vowels. What concerns us, as has 

been mentioned in 4.4, is by observing the adaptation patterns, what perceptual 

correlates are involved in determining whether a consonant within the coda cluster is 

to stay or to go and to what extent they play such a role. In the subsequent subsections, 

we will be giving the TM adaptation patterns of all possible English consonant 

sequences that are spotted in the corpus. Here again, consonants within a coda cluster 

are presumably subject to retention through inserting vowels, in view of the universal 

Preservation Principle (Paradis and LaCharité 1997, LaCharité and Paradis 2005). The 

layout of the patterns follows the fashion used previously. It is noted, unlike the 

database for the analyses of simplex codas, that monosyllabic source words are 

included in this category. The reason is that the preference for binary feet in TM is 

presumably not in effect in translating syllables of this category, considering it is no 

longer obligatory to retain any consonant within the coda cluster when there is more 

than only one choice (consonant) to surface as the second syllable through vowel 

insertion in the TM output.  

 

4.6.1 The “sibilant-stop” and “stop-sibilant” sequences 

    In English, the sibilant [s] can freely precede or follow a stop in the coda position, 

as opposed to the onset position, where it can only appear before a stop, except for the 

homorganic cluster [t�s]. As consonant clusters are strictly forbidden in syllable 

margins in TM, adaptation is obligatory. The patterns are given in (102).  
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(102) Adaptation patterns of the “sibilant-stop” and “stop-sibilant” sequences 

a. Sibilant-stop 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.sib1V1.] 55.56% (10/18) [.s�n.k��st.] Sunkist → [.$j	�.t$i.��.] 香吉士 

[.sib1V1.stop2V2.] 44.44% (8/18) [.ist.bo�n.]  

Eastbourne 

→ [.i.s�.t
�.pn.]  

伊斯特本 

     

b. Stop-sibilant 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.sib2V2.] 40.82% (20/49) [.�o�.l�ks.] Rolex → [.l	u.li.��.] 勞力士 

[.stop1V1.sib2V2.] 30.61% (15/49) [.æl�ks.] Alex → [.ai.li.k
�.s�.] 艾力克斯 

[.aff12V12.] 18.37% (9/49) [.p��ts.b�(.] 

Pittsburg 

→ [.p�i.ts�.p	u.]  

匹茲堡 

[.stop1V.] 6.12% (3/49) [.ho�.l�ks.] Horlicks → [.x	u.li.k
�.] 好立克 

Ø 4.08% (2/49) [.du.l�ks.] Dulux → [.t�.li.] 得利 

 

At first glance, it seems against the universal Preservation Principle that deletion 

of the stop adjacent to the sibilant is the primary tendency, disregarding the order 

between the two obstruents. Specifically, in (102a), where the sibilant ([s] only) 

precedes the stop, deletion of the stop accounts for 55.56%, and retention of both 

obstruents via vowel epenthesis makes up the remaining 44.44%. When the sibilant 

follows the stop, however, a more diverse pattern reveals. In (102b), deletion of the 

stop and retention of the sibilant by inserting a vowel remains the major strategy, 

making up 40.82% of all. Retention of both the stop and the sibilant by inserting a 

vowel respectively (i.e. [.stop1V1.s2V2.]) comes next, as found in 30.61% of the cases. 

When the combination is the homorganic [t] plus [s], they are likely to be mapped to 

[.tsV.] in TM, as [ts] is a licit affricate consonant in TM. The percentage that this 

mapping accounts for is 18.37%. On account of this, if we combine the percentages of 

the mappings of [.stop1V1.s2V2.] and [.aff12V12.] altogether, the total percentage for 

retention of both the stop and [s] is 48.98%, which slightly surpasses the percentage 
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of the mapping [.s2V2.] (40.82%), a result that barely meets the Preservation Principle. 

The other two comparatively less frequent strategies are retention of the stop and 

deletion of [s], accounting for 6.12%, and deletion of both, as found in 4.08%. 

Turning the attention to the mapping of the stops adjacent to [s] in cases where 

the stop is retained, we find that in the sibilant-stop sequence, the voiceless stop (the 

stop in this sequence can only be voiceless in English) is mapped to its aspirated 

counterpart with vowel insertion 100% of the time, as in “[.w�st.b�uk.] Westbrook → 

[.wei.s!.t
�.pu.lu.k��.] 威斯特布魯克 ”. In clusters with the reverse sequence, 

stop-sibilant, the voiceless stop is mainly realized as the aspirated counterpart with an 

inserted vowel as well, as in “[.bi.l�ps.] Billups → [.pi.la.p
u.s!.] 畢拉普斯”, or 

merged with the following sibilant into an aspirated affricate plus an inserted vowel 

(in the [ts] sequence only), as in “[.p�	ts.dæm.] Potsdam → [.pwo.ts
�.t�an.] 波茨

坦”, as found in 68.42% (13/19) of the cases. The rest 46.15% (6/13) are mapped to 

an unaspirated affricate (only in the [ts] sequence too) and syllabified, as in 

“ [.p��ts.b�(.] Pittsburg → [.p�i.ts�.p	u.] 匹茲堡”. As for the voiced stops in the 

same strings, on the other hand, 100% (5/5) of them are mapped to their unaspirated 

voiceless counterparts with vowel insertion, e.g. “[.d#	bz.] Jobs → [.t$ja.pwo.s!.] 賈

伯斯, or merged with the following [s] to form an voiceless affricate with an 

epenthetic vowel in TM, e.g. “[.e�dz.] AIDS → [.ai.ts!.] 愛滋24”. 

 

4.6.2 The “fricative-stop” sequence 

    In addition to [s], the other combination with the sequence of “fricative-stop” 

that are found in the source words is [ft], though only four instances are spotted. The 

                                                      
24 It is believed that the transliteration of English AIDS into TM 愛滋 is also highly semantic, apart 

from the adapter’s phonological consideration (in our terms, a reduplicate loanword). In TM, 愛 

([.ai.]) refers to ‘love’, and 茲  ([.ts!.]) means ‘to propogate’, the combination of which is 
semantically related to the transmission of HIV virus through sexual intercourse.  
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pattern of it is shown below.  

 

(103) Adaptation pattern of the “fricative-stop” sequence 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.fric1V1.stop2V2.] 75% (3/4) [.k�l�ft.] Clift  →  

[.k��.li.fu.t
�.] 克里夫特 

[.fric1V1.] 25% (1/4) [.bæn.k�� ft.] Bancroft →  

[.pan.k��.l	u.fu.] 班克勞馥 

 

    The result reveals a pattern that corresponds more to the Preservation Principle, 

as retention of both obstruents constitutes the major strategy (75%, 3/4). There is only 

one case where the fricative is retained as the onset preceding an inserted vowel and 

the stop is simply ignored. Moreover, in the three cases where the unaspirated 

voiceless [t] is retained, 100% of them are mapped the aspirated counterpart [t�]. 

Another example is “[.k�� ft.] Croft → [.k��.lwo.fu.t
�.] 克羅夫特”.  

 

4.6.3 The “stop-stop” sequence  

    Of the English sources with coda clusters, the last sequence where the 

consonants are both obstruents is that of two consecutive stops. Few tokens are found, 

however.  

 

(104) Adaptation pattern of the “stop-stop” sequence 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.stop1V1.] 50% (1/2) [.b�.n.d�kt.] Benedict → [.pan.ni.ti.k
�.] 班尼迪克 

Ø 50% (1/2) [.i.d#�pt.] Egypt → [.ai.t$i.] 埃及 

 

    Only two cases are found, and no major strategy can be found. Each item 

represents a distinctive mapping strategy. In one case, the first stop is retained and 

maps to the correspondent aspirated stop. In the other, both stops are ignored.  
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4.6.4 The “nasal-stop” sequences 

     In English, an obstruent may follow a nasal in the coda position, which forms a 

sequence with downward sonority values, conforming to SSP. As nasal codas are 

allowed in TM, we expect cases with the mapping [nas1.stop2V2.] will be the majority, 

in which the nasal stays in coda, and a vowel is inserted after the stop to form an 

independent syllable. Below are the patterns of the “nasal-stop” sequences.  

 

(105) Adaptation patterns of the “nasal-stop” sequence 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[nas1.stop2V2.]  54% (27/50) [.d�.�ænt.] Durant → [.tu.lan.t
�.] 杜蘭特 

[nas1]  46% (23/50) [.b�a�.nt.] Bryant → [.pu.lai.n.] 布萊恩 

 

    The result barely meets our expectation, since the mapping [nas1stop2V2], though 

making up the majority, accounts for 54% only, which is rather close to the percentage 

(46%) of the other alternative [nas1], with the post-nasal stop deleted.  

    In English, the nasal and the adjacent stop have to be homorganic. That is, the 

possible clusters with this sequence are [nt]/[nd], [mp]25, and [�k]/[�(]. A closer 

investigation by seeing the data in (105) in more detail with this classification will 

lead us to a clearer understanding of the perceptual factors involved in the resultant 

patterns. This renewed version of the patterns are provided in (106).  

 

(106) Adaptation patterns of the “nasal-stop” sequences by places of articulation 

a. [nt]/[nd] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[nas1]  63.89% (23/36) [.l�nd.z�.] Lindsay → [.lin.sai.] 琳賽 

     

                                                      
25   In English orthography, “b” is mute in a syllable-final ‘-mb’ sequence, as in thumb ([.'�m.]), bomb 

([.b	m.]), climb ([.k�la�m.]), etc.  
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[nas1.stop2V2.]  36.11% (13/36) [.t%ænd.l�.]  

Chandler 

→ [.t$�jen.t�.l�.]  

錢德勒 

     

b. [mp] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[nas1.stop2V2.] 100% (5/5) [.s�mp.sn.]  

Simpson 

→ [.$in.p
u.sn.]  

辛普森 

     

c. [�k]/[�(] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[nas1.stop2V2.] 100% (10/10) [.f�æ)k.l�n.]  

Franklin 

→ [.fu.lan.k
�.lin.]  

富蘭克林 

 

    As can be seen, it becomes clear that all the 23 tokens with deletion of the stop 

([nas1]) in (106) come from sources with [nt]/[nd] codas. Thus in (106a), where 

clusters with [nt]/[nd] sequences are independently analyzed, the mapping of [nas1] 

accounts for 63.89%, while [nas1.stop2V2.] (retention of both consonants) are found in 

the rest 36.11% only. The mapping of [nas1.stop2V2.] in (106b) and (106c), where the 

data are confined to [mp] and [�k]/[�(] sequences, is the absolute strategy with no 

other alternatives. This retention/deletion distribution in terms of places of articulation 

is similar to that observed in simplex stop codas in 4.3.1. 

    Finally, when the stop is retained, the mapping of stop in this sequence behaves 

similarly to that of simplex stop codas. That is, unaspirated voiceless stops 

predominantly tend to be interpreted as aspirated stops, accounting for 95.24% 

(20/21), and the mapping to an unaspirated voiceless stop is found in only one token 

(4.76%). For voiced stops, on the other hand, they are adapted into their unaspirated 

voiceless counterparts 100% (7/7) of the time.  
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4.6.5 The “nasal-fricative” sequence 

    For coda clusters with the “nasal-fricative” sequence, the adaptation pattern is 

shown in (107).  

 

(107) Adaptation pattern of the “nasal-fricative” sequence  

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[nas1.fric2V2.] 85.71% (18/21) [.p���ns.tn.] Princeton → 

[.p�u.lin.s�.twn.] 普林斯頓 

[nas1.] 14.29% (3/21) [.æ'nz.] Athens → [.ja.tjen.] 雅典 

 

    Similar to simplex fricative codas, a fricative in this sequence tends to retain. The 

retention rate reaches up to 85.71% (18/21).  

 

4.6.6 The “nasal-affricate” sequence 

    In English, an affricate can follow a nasal in coda. The adaptation pattern is in 

(108), though the number is small.  

 

(108) Adaptation pattern of the “nasal-affricate” sequences 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[nas1.aff2V2.] 100% (3/3) [.b��nt�.] brunch → [.pu.l	).t�
i.] 布朗奇 

 

    As can be seen, the only mapping is retention of the nasal as the coda and 

syllabification of the affricate by inserting a vowel after it.  

 

4.6.7 The “liquid-consonant” sequences 

    As elaborated in 4.5.5, the retention/deletion of a postvocalic liquid relies greatly 

on the backness of the preceding vowel. We thus assume that within a 

“liquid-consonant” coda cluster, such an effect exerted by the backness of the 
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preceding vowel should remain. Under this assumption, following (101), we divide 

the data with this structure into two categories: one where the preceding vowel is [–

back], and the other where it is [+back]. The patterns are given in (109).  

 

(109) Adaptation patterns of the “liquid-consonant” sequences by the backness of the 

preceding vowel 

a. (V[–back]) liquid-consonant 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.1�1.C2V2.] 64.71% (11/17) [.p�i�s.] Pierce → [.p�i.��.s�.] 皮爾斯 

Ø 29.41% (5/17) [.�o�.z.v�lt.] Roosevelt → [.lwo.s!.fu.] 羅斯福 

[.C2V2.] 5.88% (1/17) [.f�ld.mn.] Feldman → [.fei.t�.man.] 費德曼 

     

b. (V[+back]) liquid-consonant 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[.C2V2.] 66.97% (73/109) [.b�k.l�.]  

Berkeley 

→ [.pwo.k
�.lai.]  

柏克萊 

Ø 29.36% (32/109) [.jo�.(�t.] yogurt → [.jou.k�.] 優格 

[.1�1.C2V2.] 3.67% (4/109) [.(	lf.] golf → [.k	u.��.fu.] 高爾夫 

 

    The retention/deletion pattern of an English postvocalic liquid within a cluster in 

TM adaptation is very much the same as that of an English postvocalic liquid as the 

simplex coda, which is discussed in 4.5.5. That is, the liquid tends to stay in its 

adaptation via vowel insertion when the preceding vowel is [–back], as shown in 

(109a), in which a liquid-consonant cluster following a front vowel is majorly 

transcribed as [.�.CV.], found in 64.71% (11/17) of all cases, whereas deletion of it 

(“Ø” and “[.CV.]” combined) accounts for 35.29% (6/17). Conversely, in (109b), 

when the preceding vowel is [+back], it is more subject to elision, judged by the 

significantly high 96.33% of deletion (105/109, “[.CV.]” and “Ø” combined) in such a 

sequence, while retention is the least likely to happen, making up 3.67% (4/109) in 

this category.  
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    In cases where the consonant is a stop and is retained (48 instances), namely the 

mappings of [.1�1.C2V2.] and [.C2V2.], 96.43% (27/28) of the unaspirated voiceless 

stops are mapped to their aspirated voiceless counterparts , with the remaining 3.57% 

(1/28) realized as its unaspirated voiceless counterpart. If the stop is voiced, it is 95% 

(19/20) likely to be interpreted as its unaspirated voiceless counterpart, and 5% (1/20) 

likely to be mapped to its aspirated voiceless counterpart.  

 

4.7 Conclusion  

    In this chapter, we have given an introduction to the compilation of the corpus 

and demonstrated the TM adaptation patterns of all English consonants. The loanword 

corpus features the Mandarin variety spoken in Taiwan only (Taiwan Mandarin, TM), 

speakers of which are believed to adopt distinctive adaptation strategies from those of 

Standard Mandarin in Mainland China when borrowing a foreign word. Other 

characteristics of the corpus data include the size of the database and the variable 

sources of collection. 

    The adaptation patterns of consonants from English to TM that we have 

generalized reveal a great diversity. What contributes to this diversity is the position 

of the consonant(s), consonant type, the quality of the nuclear vowel, and the phonetic 

salience of neighboring sound. All else being equal, however, we may draw a handful 

of overall generalizations. For example, onsets tend to be retained, while codas tend to 

be deleted; consonants that are lower ranked on the sonority scale tend to be retained 

than those ranked higher; labial and velar stops tend to be retained while coronal stops 

tend to be deleted; liquids after a [–back] vowel tend to be retained than those after a 

[+back] vowel, among others.  

    Another noteworthy aspect based on the quantitative observation of the patterns 

is the finding that variation is everywhere. Unlike previous studies, where 
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counterexamples to their analyses are either treated as minor exceptions or simply 

ignored, we present all possible adaptation structures and calculate their precise 

frequencies of occurrence. The inclusion of data that show lexical variation more or 

less reinforces the plausibility of our later discussion on perceptual salience, 

considering that perception is in its nature variable, given the influential background 

noise on the hearer’s side and the articulation instability on the speaker’s side. In the 

forthcoming chapter, we will give perceptual accounts for the distribution tendencies 

of the patterns, in light of the results of relevant experiments on perception that are 

done in previous studies, along with a couple of universal scales and principles that 

have long been widely acknowledged by linguists.  
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Chapter 5 

Perceptual Effects on English Consonant Interpretation 

 

5.1 Introduction 

    In Chapter 4, we give an across-the-board investigation on the TM adaptation 

patterns of English consonants, both as a simplex or as a complex syllable margin. In 

loanword adaptation, it makes great sense that the segmental information in the source 

should be maximally preserved in the output form (Preservation Principle, Paradis and 

LaCharité 1997, LaCharité and Paradis 2005), so as to mimic the source sounds as 

faithfully as possible. Judging from the patterns we have obtained, however, some of 

them are found to deviate from the universal Preservation Principle to a certain extent. 

It is thus assumed that influence of perceptual salience on the interpretation of L2 

acoustic signals may occasionally override the adapter’s attempt to preserve as much 

foreign input information as possible. In this chapter, in support of the discovered 

patterns, we provide accounts for the diverse patterns on perceptual grounds, ranging 

from relevant experiment results reported in previous works on L2 perception, 

acoustic facts, to universal scales and principles that are widely recognized among 

linguists.  

    This chapter proceeds as follows. In Section 5.2, we discuss how perceptual 

salience of a consonant can be defined by its position, i.e. simplex onset, second/third 

onset, and coda, within a syllable. Next, Section 5.3 shows that the resolution to the 

asymmetry between English and TM stops with respect to voicing and aspiration 

relies crucially on the TM adapter’s perception of the consonant’s Voice Onset Time 

(VOT). In Section 5.4, following experiments on L2 perception in the literature, we 

attribute vowel insertion as a common repair to both the first onset consonant within a 
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cluster (e.g. “[.b�o�.k�.] Broca → [.pu.lwo.k�a.] 布洛卡 ”), and the coda 

consonant(s) (e.g. “[.�æk.t�o�.p�.m�n.] Ractopamine → [.lai.k
�.two.pa.an.] 萊克

多巴胺) to auditory hallucination. In Section 5.5, judged by the patterns of simplex 

stop codas, the retention/deletion patterns of stops reveal a high correlation to the 

universal place-markedness hierarchy (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004, Lombardi 

2001). However, Section 5.6 reports that unlike places of articulation, voicing plays 

no role in the retention/deletion of stop codas. Section 5.7 in turn claims that the 

mapping from an English onset cluster [t�]/[d�] to TM [ts�w] or [t�w] (e.g. 

“ [.d�æ.k�o�.] Draco → [.t�wai.k�.] 跩哥”) results from perceptual coalescence. 

Then in Section 5.8, the universal sonority scale is claimed to be responsible for the 

difference in retention rate between [�] and stops. In another aspect, Section 5.9 

attributes the high probability for a fricative to be retained even in the perceptually 

weak position of coda to an acoustic property of fricatives. Subsequently, in Section 

5.10, it is assumed that deletion of a stop adjacent to [s] as a major strategy of such a 

cluster (e.g. [.p�i.ts
.] pizza → [.p�i.sa.] 披薩) is due to the “masking effect” of the 

sibilant [s] on the neighboring consonant. Afterwards, in Section 5.11, the adaptation 

patterns of English [VN.] rhymes reflect TM adapters’ preference for a harmonic [VN.] 

rhyme (e.g. “[.f�æ)k.l�n.] Franklin → [.fu.lan.k��.lin.] 富蘭克林” but “[.b�nd.] 

Bond → [.p��).t�.] 龐德”). Next in Section 5.12, we give an acoustic account for the 

close correlation between the perception of a postvocalic liquid and the backness of 

the preceding vowel (e.g. [.t%�l.si.] Chelsea → [.t$��e.��.$i.] 雀兒喜, but [.�e�.t%l.] 

Rachel→ [.�wei.t$�jou.] 瑞秋). In Section 5.13, the focus is shifted to the discussion 

of the potential prosodic effects from either of the two languages involved. In the first 

subsection, by comparing the retention/deletion patterns of stop codas in monosyllabic 

and polysyllabic source words, it is found the disyllabic tendency emerging from the 

TM native lexicon is also at work in loanword adaptation. Despite the influential 
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disyllabicity from the native phonology, the second subsection  subsequently 

addresses that the prosodic aspect of the source language, stressing, plays little, if any, 

role in the retention/deletion of an English coda in TM adaptation. Finally Section 

5.14 gives concluding remarks that summarize this chapter.  

 

5.2 Positional influence 

    A considerable body of research in the realms of phonetics (Steriade 1993, 

Padgett 1995, Lambardi 1996, 1999) and psycholinguistics (as those cited and 

outlined in Beckman (1997, 1998) in the specific domains of lexical access and 

language processing) has revealed that perceptual contrasts are conditioned largely by 

the positional contrasts within the syllable. With the advent of OT, moreover, there 

has been a fruitful development of “positional faithfulness” constraints (Lombardi 

1991, 1996, Steriade 1993, Selkirk 1994, McCarthy and Prince 1995, Beckman 1997, 

1998, Alderete 1995, Casali 1996) based on the relevant phonetic and psycholinguistic 

literature. Proposals as such indicate that psychologically prioritized and/or 

perceptually prominent positions are “strong” enough to be resistant to positional 

neutralization phenomena, including roots, initial syllables, stressed syllables, syllable 

onsets, and released consonants. However, little in this regard has been addressed to 

exert their influence on word-borrowing processes. In what follows, hence, we single 

out the adaptation patterns from the previous chapter that are assumed to be driven by 

positional effects. 

 

5.2.1 Syllable-initial privilege of simplex onsets 

    Under the widespread assumption that the “initial material”, such as word-initial 

syllables and syllable-initial onsets, plays a key role in both speech perception and 

production, we may as well predict that syllable onsets are more resistant to ignorance 
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in perception. Phonetically, consonants appearing in onset position are privileged by 

virtue of their release. Much of the acoustic cues that signal the presence of featural 

contrasts of consonants, such as laryngeal state and place of articulation, are carried in 

the segmental release burst. A language universal that it correlates to is that most 

languages admit a more marked segmental inventory than do non-onset positions, and 

moreover, syllable onsets allow a broader range of phonological features and contrasts 

to surface. This can be embodied by the observation that in many languages, voicing 

contrast in obstruents, if any, can only be instantiated in onsets, whereas that in codas 

undergoes neutralization in most cases. An example of this is German, in which all 

obstruent codas must be voiceless, though onsets can be either voiceless or voiced. 

Beckman (1997, 1998) outlines three aspects of positional privilege of syllable onsets, 

namely licensing of contrasts, triggering of phonological processes, and resistance to 

phonological processes by offering abundant cross-linguistic acoustic facts and 

experimental results in the area of psychology.  

In our loanword data per se, this prediction is well supported by the emergent 

adaptation patterns: amongst the 2,337 non-glide simplex syllable onsets in the L2 

sources, 2,332 (99.79%) of them remain in the same simplex onset position, as 

illustrated in (110a), with only 5 (0.21%) cases found to be deleted in their L1 adapted 

forms, as listed in (110b). The perceptual robustness induced by place and/or manner 

of articulation of the consonants, as will be discussed in the later sections, seems to be 

concealed in this position.  

 

(110) Positional effect on simplex onset 

a. Retention of simplex onsets 

Type Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

stop 99.89% (875/876) [.t
u.��t.] Tourette → [.t
wo.�wei.] 妥瑞 

fricative 99.12% (448/452) [.so�.d.] soda → [.su.ta.] 蘇打 
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affricate 100% (114/114) [.t��.vs.]  

Chivas  

→ [.t�
i.wa.�!.]  

齊瓦士 

nasal 100% (371/371) [.n	�.n�..] Narnia → [.na.ni.ja.] 納尼亞 

liquid 100% (517/517) [.l�.(o�.] Lego → [.l�.k	u.] 樂高 

 

b. Deletion of simplex onsets 

Type Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

stop 0.11% (1/876) [.se�.bu.] Cebu → [.su.u.] 宿霧 

fricative 0.88% (4/452) [.hju.(o�.] Hugo → [.y.kwo.] 雨果 

  [.hju.m�.] humor → [.jou.mwo.] 幽默 

  [.l�.v�.p�ul.] Liverpool → [.li.u.p�u.] 利物浦 

  [.vu.du.] voodoo → [.u.tu.] 巫毒 

 

5.2.2 Intermediate status of second/third onsets 

    The adaptation patterns of the second/third consonant embedded within an onset 

cluster has been scarcely discussed in the relevant literature, as more attention is 

simply paid to the contrast between onset and coda (Miao 2005, Lu 2006, Dong 2012). 

Interestingly enough, however, the retention/deletion patterns of the second/third 

onset consonants, being the intermediate position between the first onset and coda, 

have revealed an equally intermediate status in perceptual terms between the patterns 

of simplex onsets and codas, as can be observed in 4.4. Amongst the 221 second/third 

onset consonants in the English source words, 10 (4.52%) are completely deleted, and 

28 (12.67%) undergo the processes of [�]-gliding and/or fusion (details in these 

respects will be discussed later in 5.7) during adaptation. The combined 17.19%, 

representing the proportion where the second/third onset is not fully retained, 

indicates its intermediate status in perceptibility between the high salience of simplex 

onsets (discussed in the previous subsection) and the low salience of codas (discussed 

in the next subsection). What is noteworthy is that of all consonants in this position, 

only the retroflex approximant [�] may undergo deletion, gliding, and coalescence 
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with the first onset. This is assumed to result from the closeness of the liquid [�] to the 

following vowel in sonority26. Similar examples can be found in French loanwords in 

Vietnamese, as in “[.k�*�m.] crème → [.kem.]”, and English loanwords in Cantonese, 

another member of Chinese family, which will be discussed in detail later. Below are 

the lists of items in which the second/third onset is not fully preserved. 

 

(111) Lists of items where the second/third onset is not fully retained 

a. Deletion 

C Type Item (L2 → L1) 

liquid [.d�a�v.��u.] Drive Thru → [.t�.lai.su.] 得來速 

 [.f�	st.] Frost → [.fo.s!.t��.] 佛斯特 

 [.hæ.���d.] Hagrid → [.xai.k�.] 海格 

 [.la�.k
�.] Lycra → [.lai.k
a.] 徠佧 

 [.ma�.k
�.fon.] microphone → [.mai.k
�.fo�.] 麥克風 

 [.p
��.(o�.] Prego → [.p
u.k�.] 普格 

 [.sæ.k
�.m�n.t�o�.] Sacramento → [.�a.t�ja.mjen.tu.] 沙加緬度 

 [.sæn.t�.k
�uz.] Santa Cruz → [.��.t�.k
�.s!.] 聖德科斯 

 [.sp�a�t.] Sprite → [.$�e.pi.] 雪碧 

 [.t
��.n.dæd.] Trinidad → [.t�
jen.li.ta.] 千里達 

    

b. Gliding 

C Type Item (L2 → L1) 

liquid [.e�.p
�l.] April  → [.ai.pwo.] 愛波 

 [.æ.v��l.] Avril  → [.ai.wei.�.] 艾薇兒 

 [.bi..t
��s.] Beatrice  → [.pi.ts
wei.s!.] 碧翠絲 

 [.k�æs.t
�ol.] Castrol → [.t$ja.�!.two.] 嘉實多 

 [.s�n.t
�m.] Centrum → [.�an.ts
wn.] 善存 

 [.k
�æb.t
�i.] Crabtree → [.kwei.p�wo.ts
wei.] 瑰珀翠 

 [.d��ks.l�.] Drexler → [.ts
wei.s!.l�.] 崔斯勒 

 [.nju.t
�.la�t.] Nutrilite → [.njou.ts
wei.lai.] 紐崔萊 

 [.p�.t
��.%.] Patricia → [.p�ai.ts
wei.$i.ja.] 派翠西亞 

 [.p�æ.t
��k.] Patrick → [.p�ai.ts
wei.k��.] 派翠克 

 [.sp��.w�l.] Sprewell → [.�!.p
u.wei.�.] 史普威爾 

                                                      
26

 Another similarity-induced adaptation pattern of postvocalic liquids will be discussed in 5.12. 
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 [.t
�e�.s�.] Tracy → [.ts
wei.$i.] 崔西 

 [.t
�æ.v�s.] Travis → [.ts
wei.fo.s!] 崔佛斯 

 [.t
��.l .n�.] Trelawney → [.ts
wei.lau.ni.] 崔老妮 

 [.t
��.n.t�.] Trinity → [.ts
wei.ni.ti] 崔妮蒂 

 [.t
��.v�] Trevor → [.ts
wei.fo.] 崔佛 

 [.t
��.%.] Tricia → [.ts
wei.$i.ja.] 崔希亞 

    

c. Coalescence  

C Type Item (L2 → L1) 

liquid [.æn.d� �d.] Android → [.an.t�wo.] 安卓 

 [.	�m.st�	�.] Armstrong → [.a.mu.s!.t�w	�.] 阿姆斯壯 

 [.b�l.t
�m.] Beltrum → [.pei.�.t�
wan.] 貝爾川 

 [.k�æs.t
�o�.] Castro → [.k�a.s!.t�
u.] 卡斯楚 

 [.d�æ.k�o�.] Draco  → [.t�wai.k�.] 跩哥 

 [.d��.mnd.] Drummond → [.t�wo.la.mo�.t�.] 卓拉蒙德 

 [.p�e�.d�o�.] Pedro → [.p�ei.t�wo.] 佩卓 

 [.p�i.t
�s.] Pietrus → [.p�i.t�wo.s!.] 皮卓斯 

 [.sæn.d�.] Sandra → [.�an.t�wo.] 珊卓 

 [.spols.t
�.] Spoelstra → [.�!.pwo.s!.t�wo.] 史波斯卓 

 [.st�	p.] Strop → [.�!.t�wo.p�u.] 史卓普 

 [.t
�.p��.k��.n.]  

Tropicana 

→ [.t�
wn.p�in.k�	�.na.]  

純品康納 

 [.t
�	n.] Tron → [.t�
w	�.] 創 

 [.t
��.bl.] Trouble → [.t�
a.p	u.] 茶包 

 [.t
�a�t.] Trout → [.t�
u.	u.t��.] 楚奧特 

 [.t
�u.d�.] Trudy → [.t�
u.ti.] 楚迪 

 [.t
�u.mn.] Truman → [.t�
u.mn.] 楚門 

 [.t
��mp.] Trump → [.t�
wan.p�u.] 川普 

 [.�l.t
�n.] Ultron →  [.	u.t�
w	�.] 奧創 

 

    Despite the discovery of cases where [�] is not fully retained, not a single 

instance where the lateral approximant [l], the other liquid in the inventories of both 

L2 and L1, in the same position is found to be partially or completely ignred in the 

corpus. That is, all the [l]’s as the second/third onset are fully retained in perception. 

Explicit explanations for the asymmetry between the two liquids are not clear yet, 
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while it may be due to either of the following reasons or both of them. First, as argued 

in 3.2.1, the lateral [l] serves as the more unmarked consonant than its retroflex 

counterpart [�] in TM lexicon, for there are only 186 characters (syllables) that have 

the onset [�] (ㄖ), whereas up to 841 ones start their syllables with the onset [l] (ㄌ). It 

is then plausibly assumed that the more unmarked an L2 sound or structure is to the 

L1 ears, the more perceptible it is. Second, without the features [+round] and 

[+retroflex], a lateral in the second/third onset position can never undergo gliding or 

coalescence (with the preceding coronal stops [t�]/[ t]/[d]).  

    A cross-linguistically comparable case to exemplify the intermediate status of a 

second/third onset of [�] is Cantonese, a prestige dialect of Chinese spoken mainly in 

Guangdong Province, Hong Kong, and Macau. Consider the data in (112), cited from 

Silverman (1992:290, 301, 303), Yip (1993:267, 270, 2006:953), and Bauer and 

Benedict (1997:361, 362, 370, 380, 381), with slight modification in phonetic 

transcription for consistence. The square symbol “�” indicates that there is no 

Chinese character for this borrowing form in Cantonese.  

 

(112) Cantonese adaptations of English [�] as the second/third onset (Silverman 1992, 

Yip 1993, 2006, Bauer and Benedict 1997, revised) 

a. [�] in monosyllabic loanwords 

(i) Retention 

C Type Item (L2 → L1) 

liquid [.b�e�k.] brake → [.pik.lik.] 逼力 

 [.k
�im.] cream → [.key.lim.] 忌廉 

 [.f�æ�k.] Frank → [.fa*t.l 7�.] 法郎 

 [.��ænd.] grand → [.ka*k.la7n.] �� 

 [.p
��nt.] print → [.p
i.lin.] �� 

 [.sp���.] spring → [.si.pit.li�] (Yip 1993) 
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(ii) Deletion 

C Type Item (L2 → L1) 

liquid [.p
�a�s.] price → [.p�aj.si.] �� 

 [.f��nd.] friend → [.f�n.] � 

 [.p
�	m.] prom → [.p�?�.] � 

 [.sp���.] spring → [.si.p��.] �� (Yip 2006) 

 [.k
�ip.] creep → [.kip.] � 

    

b. [�] in polysyllabic loanwords 

(i) Retention 

C Type Item (L2 → L1) 

liquid [.dæ.k
�n.] Dacron → [.dik.kok.lio�.] 的确涼  

 [.b�æn.d�.] brandy → [.pa*k.la7n.t�j.] 拔蘭地 

    

       (ii) Deletion 

C Type Item (L2 → L1) 

liquid [.p
��n.t��.] printer → [.p��n.t�a.] �� 

 [.b�o�.k��.] broker → [.puk.k�a.] 卜架 

 [.f�i.z�.] freezer → [.fi.sa.] �� 

 [.mai.k
�.fon.] microphone → [.m/j.kow.fo�.] 咪高峰 

 [.p
�.f�.s�.] professor  → [.p�ow.fa.sa.] ��� 

 [.p
�o�.t�	n.] proton → [.pow.t�an.] �� 

 [.st
� .b�.��.] strawberry  → [.si.t .p�.lej.] 士多啤梨 

 

Cantonese does not allow [�] in any position (Bauer and Benedict 1997). As the 

English second or third onset, [�]’s are retained in remarkably more cases only in 

(112a)(i), where the English sources are monosyllabic, and in very few cases in 

(112b)(i), where the English sources are polysyllabic. This is to meet the disyllabic 

preference, as observed in most Chinese languages (Silverman 1992, details in this 

respect are discussed later in 5.12), though a certain number of exceptions can still be 

found in (112a)(ii). In (112b), it comes as no surprise that up to seven (out of nine) 

cases of deletion are spotted in the same situation, considering that the syllable 

numbers in the sources are already enough for the native speakers’ strong preference 
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for minimally two syllables in a word.  

 

5.2.3 Perceptual weakness of codas 

    As opposed to syllable onsets, syllable codas, being the syllable-final element, 

are generally viewed as a perceptually weak position within the syllable. From the 

perspective of articulation, as consonants in coda position lack release burst in many 

languages, reliable acoustic information of phonological contrasts is thus reduced to a 

large degree. Contrary to onsets, again, syllable codas allow a less marked inventory, 

and pervasively, they show less faithfulness to the underlying structure, as codas are 

more likely to undergo neutralization, usually to a default segment, or assimilation to 

the following onset consonant. What is noteworthy in this category, moreover, is that 

the prosodic preference for disyllabic words in TM will cast a significant effect on 

adaptation strategies, especially those of codas, for monosyllabic loanwords (more 

details of TM disyllabicity will be discussed in Section 5.13). To avoid such an 

influence and lay the focus on positional effects, in the survey of the 

retention/deletion of English codas we intentionally exclude monosyllabic data and 

consider polysyllabic source words only. The retention/deletion rates of coda 

consonants, obtained from our loanword data, seem to well reflect the perceptual 

weakness of syllable codas. 

Unlike the uniformly high retention frequencies of all onset consonants, the 

retention/deletion patterns of English coda consonants demonstrate a more divergent 

distribution. First, for English stop codas, retention only accounts for 60.98% 

(100/164), and up to 39.02% (64/164) of them undergo elision. As for fricative codas, 

the retention rate is close to that of second/third onsets, as up to 88.82% (143/161) of 

them are retained, yet still lower than the nearly perfect retention rate of simplex 

onsets. For affricates, the retention rate lowers again to 66.67% (6/9), though tokens 
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of this type are rather few. Moreover, being the well-formed codas in TM, nasals are 

retained in 98.67% (444/450) of the cases through faithful retention, featural change, 

or vowel insertion. Of the two English liquid codas, the retention rate of the lateral [l] 

is the low 55.26% (63/114), and even worse, that of the retroflex [�] reaches the 

lowest 11.06% (22/199). In summary, English simplex codas are retained in 70.92% 

(778/1097) of the cases, which is the lowest retention rate among the three positions 

within a syllable.  

    Perception is not completely universal, however, as it relies greatly on the L1 

sound inventories and syllabification patterns. As shown in Figure 1 reveals, 

perceptual processing involves both acoustic perception and L1 phonology; that is, 

perception is phonological, too. This can be illustrated by comparing the loanword 

adaptations of two languages with different syllable structures but from the same 

source language. For example, in Cantonese, unaspirated stops [p, t, k] can appear 

syllable-finally, and like English, they are unreleased in this position. In the literature 

where a narrow phonetic transcription is adopted, the unreleased closure of the stop 

coda is symbolized by an upper right corner added to the stop, as in [.s/p2.] (濕, ‘wet’), 

[.s/t2.] (膝, ‘knee’), and [.s/k2.] (塞, ‘to plug up’) (Bauer and Benedict 1997). 

Consider (113), drawn from Bauer and Benedict (1997), in which we list all 

Cantonese adaptations of English words with simplex stop codas appearing in their 

book.  

 

(113) Cantonese adaptations of English loanwords with simplex stop codas (Bauer 

and Benedict 1997) 

a. Faithful retention  

Stop Item (L2 → L1) 

[p/b] [.k�æp.] cap → [.k��*p.] 帽 

 [.k�æp.t�n.] captain → [.k��7p.t�@n.] 頓 

 [.t%ip.] cheap → [.t%i7p.] � 
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 [.k�l�p.] clip → [.ki7p.] 夾 

[t/d] [.but.] boot → [.pu7t.] � 

 [.b �.k�	t.] boycott → [.pu7j.k 7t.] 杯葛 

 [.k��t.] cut → [.k�/t.] 咳 

 [.k��t.l�t.] cutlet → [.k�/t.li7t.] 吉列 

 [.do�.n�t.] donut → [.to�.l/t.] 咚甩 

 [.��(.l�t.] Eng. lit. → [.e�.li7t.] �� 

 [.d#æ.k��t.] jacket → [.ts��7k.k��7t.] 積克 

 [.k��d.] kid → [.k�i7t.] 咭 

 [.	m.l�t.] omelet   → [./m.li7t.] 奄列 

 [.sæ.ld.] salad → [.sa7.l@t] 沙律 

 [.s�t.] set (hair) → [.s@t.] 恤(髮) 

 [.%�.b�t.] sherbet → [.s�7.p/t.] 些拔 

 [.%ut.] shoot → [.s@t.] 摔 

 [.s	.k��t.] socket → [.s 7.ki7t.] 鎖結 

 [.v�.��.(�d.] very good  [.w�7.li7.ku7t.] 威利古 

[k/(] [.b	k.s��.] boxing → [.p 7k.se�.] 卜成 

 [.b�e�k.] brake → [.pik.lik.] 逼力 

 [.k�e�k.] cake → [.k�ek.] 戟 

 [.k� l.bæk.] callback → [.k� 7.p�7k.] �� 

 [.t%�k.] check → [.ts��7k.] � 

 [.kl�k.] click → [.k�ek.] � 

 [.k�	k.t�e�l.] cocktail → [.k 7k.t�7.] 咯爹 

 [.k�	k.swe�n.] coxswain → [.k� 7k.s/n.] �� 

 [.fluk.] fluke → [.fu7.lok.] �� 

 [.d#æk.] jack → [.tsek.] 積 

 [.p�æn.k�e�k.] pancake → [.pa7n.k�ek.] 班戟 

 [.sæk.s.fon.] saxophone → [.sek.si7.fo�.] 色士風 

 [.%e�k.] shake → [.sek.] 式 

 [.sl�k.] slick → [.si7.lek.] 士力 

 [.st�k.] stick → [.si7.tek.] 士的 

 [.t��k.] tick → [.t�@k.] 剔 

    

b. Unfaithful retention 

Stop Item (L2→ L1) 

[p/b] [.m	p.] mop → [.ma7k.] � 

[t/d] [.t%	.k�.lt.] chocolate → [.t%y7.ku7.lek.] 朱古力 

 [.st�e�t.] straight → [.si7.tek.lek.] 士的力 
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 [.w	t.] watt → [.w 7k.] � 

[k/(] [.k�o�.dæk.] Kodak → [.k� 7.ta7t.] 柯達 

 

    Being permissible coda consonants in both languages, the unreleased stop codas 

in English are mostly mapped to the identical stops in their Cantonese adapted forms, 

as shown in (113a), with a few minor exceptions, as shown in (113b), where the 

manner feature [–continuant] remains but the place changes. On the one hand, 

deletion of the stop coda is rarely found, since it is well perceptible to Cantonese 

speakers. On the other hand, an epenthetic vowel for the retention of a stop coda is 

rendered redundant in this scenario, as stop codas are structurally well-formed in 

Cantonese. This strengthens the stance that L1 phonology joins the loanword 

adaptation process early in the level of perceptual processing.  

    However, in Korean, where an unreleased stop is also allowed, a vowel is 

variably inserted after the postvocalic stop. The variability is shown in (114). 

 

(114) Korean adaptations of English loanwords with simplex stop codas (Kang 2003) 

No insertion Insertion 

a. [.k�w�k.] quick →  [.k�wik.] [.wik.] week →  [.wi.k
�.] 

b. [.k��k.] kick →  [.k�ik.] [.m�(.] MIG →  [.mi.k�.] 

c. [.k��k.] kick →  [.k�ik.] [.h�t.] hit →  [.hi.t
i.] 

[.t��p.] tip →  [.t�ip.]   

 

    Unlike Cantonese, where an L1-phonologically permissible L2 stop is more 

systematically retained by remaining in the coda position, the examples in (114) 

reveals more variability. It either remains in coda or serves as the onset of an 

epenthetic vowel. In this respect, Kang (2003) postulates that the seemingly variable 

patterns of vowel insertion is in fact largely bound by a few phonological factors. He 

holds that vowel insertion tends to apply when the nuclear vowel is long or tense, 
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rather than short or lax (114a), the stop is voiced in English rather than voiceless 

(114b), and the stop is coronal instead of non-coronal (114c). Despite the variation, in 

any situation, the coda stop is well perceived in the perceptual processing of the 

Korean adapter. Surprisingly enough, in his experiment among the 447 English 

loanwords with a postvocalic stop listed in the appendix, none of them undergoes the 

process of coda-deletion (225 consistently adapted with final vowel insertion, 195 

consistently adapted without final vowel insertion, 27 showing variation of both). 

Again, like Cantonese, this reinforces our assumption that L1 phonology plays a 

crucial role in perception. The comparison in (115) summarizes the adaptation 

strategies of stop codas in the three languages mentioned. 

 

(115) Stop coda adaptation of TM, Cantonese, and Korean  

 TM Cantonese Korean 

faithful retention * √ √ 

unfaithful retention * √ √ 

vowel insertion √ * √ 

deletion √ * * 

 

    In general, TM allows no stops as the coda, which follows that faithful retention 

is unlikely to occur. Variation lies in whether the stop is retained via vowel insertion 

(e.g. [.slo�.væk.] Slovak → [.s!.lwo.fa.k
�.] 斯洛伐克) or simply ignored through 

stop deletion (e.g. [.slæ.v�k.] Slavic → [.s!.la.fu.] 斯拉夫). In Cantonese and Korean, 

where stops are licit codas, faithful retention is found in both languages (e.g. 

[.p�æn.k�e�k.] pancake → [.pa7n.k�ek.] 班戟 in Cantonese and [.k��k.] kick → 

[.k�ik.] in Korean), while only in the latter vowel insertion is also discovered (e.g. 

[.wik.] week → [.wi.k
�.]). Deletion is not (or at most rarely) found in the two 

languages owing to the well-formedness of stop codas in their phonotactics.  
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5.2.4 Interim summary  

    In this section, we have identified the hierarchy of phonetic salience in terms of 

syllable position, based on plentiful acoustic facts and cross-linguistic evidence. It 

seems to make obvious sense that, everything else being equal, perceptual cueing 

power is the strongest for onsets, intermediate for second/third onsets, and the 

weakest for codas. The results of the survey confirm that positional differences are 

statistically significant (χ2 = 717.2, df = 2, p < .0001). Following Steriade’s (2008) 

formula, if a speaker’s judgment of phonological similarity is deduced from 

observations of confusion, the salience hierarchy of the same consonant in different 

positional contexts can be sketched in (116), denoting that the perceptual salience 

between a consonant and silence in the simplex onset position is greater than that in 

the second or third onset position, which in turn is greater than that in the coda 

position. 

 

(116) Salience hierarchy by position (� = less confusable, more distinctive than) 

 C vs. Ø/_V � C vs. Ø/(C)(C)_V � C vs. Ø/V_ 

 

5.3 Asymmetric mappings of stop voicing and aspiration 

    As introduced in Chapter 3, English stops contrast in both aspiration and voicing 

(e.g. [p, p�, b]), yet TM stops contrast in aspiration only (e.g. [p, p�]). There is a 

question that naturally arises in light of such a systematic distinction between the two 

languages: how do the English contrasts in aspiration and voicing map to TM, where 

no voiced obstruents are allowed in any position? This entails either of two potential 

mappings below. 
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(117) Potential mappings of English voicing and aspiration contrasts to Mandarin  

a. L2 [+voiced]   [–voiced]       b.  L2 [–aspirated]  [+aspirated] 
            b              p       p�                       b       p          p�   

 
            p                  p�                                 p                p� 

 L1 [–aspirated]  [+aspirated]      L1 [–aspirated]  [+aspirated] 

 

In (117a), English voiced [b] is mapped to TM unaspirated [p], and English 

voiceless [p] and [p�] are both mapped to TM aspirated [p�]. In (117b), however, 

English unaspirated [b] and [p] are both mapped to unaspirated [p], while L2 

aspirated [p�] is mapped to TM aspirated [p�]. Intuitively, (117b) seems to be the 

better choice, since two of the stops in English, [p�] and [p], are mapped to their 

identical counterparts in TM, respectively, and by doing this the English “[+aspirated] 

vs. [–aspirated]” status remains. In (117a), however, only English [p�] is faithfully 

mapped to an identical TM aspirated stop. Surprisingly, what is predominantly 

attested in the corpus is the mapping in (117a). The numerical facts are given in what 

follows. 

In 4.3.1, English aspirated stops as the simplex onsets are 64.24% (282/439) 

likely to be realized as the TM aspirated counterparts, and 93.15% (408/438) of the 

voiced stop onsets in the same position are mapped to their unaspirated counterparts. 

In 4.4.4, where the stop resides in the “stop-[l]” sequence, aspirated stops are 100% 

(23/23) mapped to the identical aspirated stops, while voiced stops are 100% (6/6) 

mapped to the unaspirated counterparts. For another structure of onset cluster in 4.4.5, 

where the stop precedes [�], 87.93% (51/58) of the aspirated stops are mapped to the 

same aspirated stops or affricates, while 97.5% (39/40) of the voiced stops are 

interpreted as their unaspirated counterparts or unaspirated affricates. In the coda 

position, moreover, the mappings of stops reveal no significant difference from those 

in the onset position. In 4.5.1, being simplex codas, English unaspirated voiceless 
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stops are majorly interpreted as aspirated stops in TM with the percentage of 93.06% 

(67/72), and voiced stops are mapped to unaspirated stops 87.5% (21/24) of the time. 

In 4.6.1, where the unaspirated voiceless stop is preceded by [s], it is realized as the 

aspirated counterpart 100% of the time. In the reverse order, namely the “stop-[s]” 

sequence, the unaspirated voiceless stops in English are mostly mapped to the 

aspirated counterparts or merged with the following [s] to form an aspirated affricate 

in TM, as found in 68.42% (13/19) of the cases. If the stop is voiced, it is 100% (5/5) 

likely to be mapped to their unaspirated counterparts or merged with the following [s] 

to form an unaspirated affricate. In 4.6.2, where the stop follows [s], the English 

unaspirated voiceless stop is 100% mapped to aspirated stops in TM. In the “stop-stop” 

sequence in 4.6.3, the only observable case shows that the retained unaspirated 

voiceless stop is interpreted as the aspirated counterpart. In 4.6.4, where the stop 

follows a nasal, unaspirated voiceless stops are predominantly mapped to the 

aspirated counterparts, found in 95.24% of the cases, and voiced stops are 100% 

realized as the correspondent unaspirated stops. Finally, in 4.6.7, where the stop 

follows a liquid, 96.43% (27/28) of the unaspirated voiceless are mapped to the 

corresponding aspirated stops, and 95% (19/20) of the voiced stops are realized as 

their unaspirated counterparts.  

    Given the fairly consistent adaptation tendencies, the only seemingly exceptional 

pattern is found in the “[s]-stop” sequence in 4.4.1, where the English unaspirated 

voiceless stops are majorly interpreted as the identical unaspirated stops in TM, as 

found in 61.36% (27/44) of the items, rather than the expected aspirated counterparts, 

as those observed above. The answer to the “exception” will be given later.  

The adaptation patterns show that in general, English aspirated and voiceless 

unaspirated stops both tend to map to aspirated stops in TM, while voiced stops are 

interpreted as voiceless unaspirated stops in most cases, lending support to Paradis 
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and Tremblay’s (2009) finding, in which the Mandarin under discussion refers to the 

variety used in Mainland China. However, as observed in 4.4.1, a majority of English 

voiceless unaspirated stops following [s] in the onset position do not correspond to 

Paradis and Tremblay’s (2009) finding and map to voiceless unaspirated stops in TM , 

unlike the voiceless unaspirated stops in coda. In this respect, Ladefoged (2001) 

observes that a voiceless unaspirated stop preceded by [s] sounds nearly identical to 

the voiced counterpart; namely, they have similar VOTs around zero millisecond, 

judged by the waveforms of “a buy” and “a spy” in his book (pp 133). 

VOT (Voice Onset Time) refers to the amount of time, measured in milliseconds 

(ms), between the release of the consonant closure and the onset of the vocal-fold 

vibration, usually visualized by reference to the waveform of a sound. Oftentimes, a 

voiced stop has a negative VOT since the voicing begins during the oral closure (i.e. 

before the release), a voiceless unaspirated stop has a zero VOT  because voicing 

starts just about when the oral closure is released, and an aspirated stop has a positive 

VOT  because voicing starts after the oral closure is released. Through the observation 

of VOT, voicing and aspiration as features are no longer a plus-minus matter, but a 

continuum the value of which may vary in different positions within a syllable or 

word and in different languages for a single stop. For example, the voiced stops of 

Sindhi are fully voiced and have a large negative VOT, but in English they have little 

or zero VOT. For another example, aspirated stops in Sindhi have a VOT of only 50 

ms, but those in Navajo have a VOT of up to 150 ms (Ladefoged 2001). 

The following table summarizes the mapping patterns of stops from English to 

TM. 
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(118) Mapping pattern of stops  

TM 

English 

aspirated  unaspirated  

aspirated  68.46% (356/520) 31.54% (164/520) 

voiced 6.6% (34/515) 93.4% (481/515) 

voiceless unaspirated [_.] 91.45% (139/152) 8.55% (13/152) 

[.s_] 38.64% (17/44) 61.36% (27/44) 

 

A couple of obvious conclusions concerning the asymmetric mapping of 

aspiration and voicing from English to TM are thus drawn below. First, English 

aspirated stops are majorly mapped to TM aspirated stops across the board (68.46%, 

356/520), and English voiced stops are chiefly interpreted as voiceless unaspirated 

stops (93.4%, 481/515). The mapping from an English voiced stop to a voiceless 

unaspirated stop in TM, which is devoid of voicing contrast in consonants, is due to 

their perceptual similarity in VOT. The effect of VOT on the perceptual mapping is 

statistically significant (χ2 = 421.6, df = 1, p < .0001). Second, despite being both 

symbolized as [p, t, k] with IPA, the English voiceless unaspirated stops appearing 

after [s] in onset and those appearing in coda behave distinctly with respect to their 

mapping patterns of voicing and aspiration in TM. Specifically, when the same L2 

voiceless unaspirated stop appears in coda position, up to 91.45% (139/152) are 

interpreted as its aspirated counterpart (with an epenthetic vowel) in TM (e.g. 

[.(æ.lp.] Gallup → [.kai.lwo.p
u.] 蓋洛普), with the minor rest 8.55% (13/152) to 

the TM voiceless unaspirated counterpart (e.g. [.t%	p.l�n.] Chaplin → [.t�wo.pje.lin.] 

卓別林). On the contrary, when an English voiceless unaspirated stop appears after [s] 

in onset, 61.36% (27/44) of them are mapped to the TM voiceless unaspiated 

counterpart (e.g. [.stæn.l�.] Stanley → [.�!.tan.li.] 史丹利), and the rest 38.64% 

(17/44) are to the TM aspirated counterpart (e.g. [.st	k.t�n.] Stockton → 

[.�!.t
a.k��.twn.] 史塔克頓). The effect of such a positional difference on the 
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mapping of aspiration and voicing is significant in statistics (χ
2 = 255.9, df = 4, p 

< .0001). It is then assumed that a voiceless unaspirated stop in coda behaves more 

similarly to its aspirated counterpart in acoustics (VOT), as it may occasionally be 

released with aspiration when the word is uttered in an emphatic way. When an 

English aspirated stop follows [s] in the onset and undergoes the process of 

deaspiration, however, its VOT is closer to that of a voiced stop (around zero ms) In 

our terms, for the voiceless unaspirated stop that ends a syllable, the absence of 

auditory voicing weighs heavier than the absence of auditory aspiration noise. For the 

ones that follow [s], conversely, the absence of auditory aspiration noise weighs more 

than the absence of the auditory voicing. This generalization may explain the 

asymmetric mapping of voicing and aspiration between the two languages.  

 

5.4 Vowel insertion as perceptual hallucination 

    The resolution of vowel insertion to L2 clusters and codas that are illicit to the 

L1 phonological grammar has been widely attested in literature on loanword 

phonology, as exemplified cross-linguistically in (119) below (Paradis and LaCharité 

1997, Kenstowicz and Sohn 2001, Pollard 2008, Repetti 2009):  

 

(119) Vowel insertion in loanwords across languages  

 L2 Source L1 Adaptation Gloss Locus 

a. French [.klas.]  Fula [.ka.la�s.]  ‘ flag’ first onset 

b. English [.k
l z.] Inuktitut [.ka.la.si.] ‘Claus’ first onset  

c. English  [.b s.]  Korean [.po.s�.] ‘boss’ simplex coda 

d. English [.b�uz.] American-Italian [.b�u.za.] ‘bruise’ simplex coda 

 

    In the native language that disallows consonant clusters, an English source word 

with a complex onset is prone to vowel insertion for the first onset of the cluster (see 

Kang 2003 for a general review that mentions languages that favor consonant deletion 
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as the resolution), as illustrated in (119ab). In addition, for an L1 that prohibits any 

consonant or a certain category of consonants in the coda position, a common repair is 

to insert a vowel, leading the coda to act as an onset and forming an additional 

syllable, as shown in (119cd).  

    If it is true that perception of a novel sound combination is a process that 

involves interpretation and computation of the foreign sequence (Calabrese 2009), this 

dissertation adopts the view that an epenthetic vowel can be introduced in the 

perceptual process, contrary to the widely approved argument that vowel insertion is 

accomplished in production grammar (Silverman 1992, Yip 1993, 2006, Kenstowicz 

2001, among others). As cited in Boersma and Hamann (2009), Polivanov (1931) 

proposes that Japanese listeners perceive Russian words[._tak�_k.] ‘so’ and [. �drama.] 

‘drama’ (narrow phonetic transcriptions, where “_” refers to the silence that occurs in 

the articulation of plosives, “k�” to the formant transition from a vowel into the velar 

stop, and “ 3” to the vocalic murmur of a voiced plosive) as /.ta.ku./ and /.do.Aa.ma./ in 

the underlying configuration, respectively. He attributes such percepts to Japanese 

structural constraints that forbid coda consonants and consonant clusters.  

    The assertion gains its support in the experiment conducted by Dupoux et al. 

(1999, introduced in more detail in Chapter 2), which shows that Japanese listeners 

fail to distinguish between the sound sequences [.eb.zo.] and [.e.bu.zo.], confirming 

that Japanese speakers have perceptual vowel insertion. Furthermore, Broselow (2004) 

reports her approval of the proposal by Schütz (1978) that Fiji speakers hear English 

whiskey as /.wi.si.ki./. 

    Cross-linguistically, a vowel is not necessarily inserted after the problematic 

consonant, but it may occasionally be inserted ahead of a consonant to fix an onset 

cluster, though cases as such are relatively fewer in the literature. For example, for the 

English string of “voiceless sibilant-stop”, a vowel tends to be inserted before the 
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cluster in Hindi, as in “[.skul.] school → [.�s.kul.]”, where the sibilant changes from 

the first onset of the syllable in English to the coda of an additional syllable in Hindi. 

Similarly, in Turkish loanwords from English, the word skeleton ([.sk�.l.t�n.]) is 

borrowed as “[.is.ke.let.]”. Fleischhacker (2001) attributes it to perceptual similarity, 

as experimental studies show that an [S1T2] (where “S” stands for the sibilant [s] and 

“T” for a stop) cluster is judged to be more similar to [.V1S1.T2] than [.S1V1.T2]. The 

result may run counter to the more frequently attested [.S1V1.T2] resolution to the 

[S1T2] cluster, however. Either way, a conclusion can be drawn that the L1 adapter 

tends to resort to perceptual closeness in dealing with foreign sound strings. 

    Turning back to our research, along the same lines, we assume that TM adapters’ 

insertion of vowels for ill-formed structures in both onset and coda is majorly 

accomplished in the phase of perception. Examples of vowel insertion are given in 

(120). 

 

(120) Examples of adaptations through vowel insertion  

 English   TM  Locus 

a. [.sta�n.we�.] Steinway → [.��.t�an.wei.] 史坦威 1st onset 

b. [.st�a�s.] Strauss → [.��.t
�.l	u.s!.] 史特勞斯 1st and 2nd onset 

c.  [.f�l.] Phil → [.fei.��.] 菲爾 simplex coda 

d. [.f�lp.] Phelp → [.fei.��.p
u.] 菲爾普 1st and 2nd codas 

e. [.f�lps.] Phelps → [.fei.��.p
u.s�.] 菲爾普斯 1st, 2nd, and 3rd codas 

 

    TM strictly forbids consonant clusters in any position, and hence vowel insertion 

may be triggered for the first consonant within an English [C1C2(V)] onset cluster, 

leading to the [.C1V1.C2(V)] structure in TM, as shown in (120a). The same goes for 

an English [C1C2C3(V)] onset cluster, which may be adjusted by inserting vowels 

after the first and second consonants separately, leading to the structure of 

[.C1V1.C2V2.C3(V)] in TM, as in (120b). By the same token, TM does not allow coda 
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consonants other than the nasals [n, �] and retroflex [�] in the syllable of [.�.], which 

follows that any codas against the requirements, simplex or complex, should be fixed. 

In cases where everything is preserved, vowel insertion occurs for an English illicit 

simplex coda [(V)C1], appearing as [(V).V1C1.] in TM (120c), for both consonants in 

a coda cluster [(V)C1C2], as [(V).V1C1.C2V2.] in TM (120d), and finally for all the 

three consonants in coda [(V)C1C2C3], interpreted as [(V).V1C1.C2V2.C3V3.] in L1 

(119e)27.  

The strategy of vowel insertion is also broadly attested in Cantonese adapted 

forms of English words. See (121) for a comparison between Cantonese and TM in 

the adaptations of the same English source words.  

 

(121) Vowel insertion in Cantonese and TM 

 English28 Cantonese TM Locus 

a. [.sm	�t.] smart [.si.ma7t.] 士嘜 [.��.m	u.] 時髦 1st onset 

b. [.d�s.k�o�.] disco [.tek.si7.kow.] 的士高 [.ti.s�.k��.] 迪斯可 simplex coda 

c. [.le�s.] lace [.le.si.] 籬士 [.lei.s�.] 蕾絲 simplex coda 

 

    As the two borrowing languages treat consonant clusters as ill-formed, for the 

onset cluster in the source [.sm	�t.] both languages epenthesize a vowel in the back of 

the first onset [s] word-initially, as indicated in (121a). The same goes for (121bc), 

where a vowel is inserted by both speakers for the simplex [s]-coda word-medially 

and word-finally, which is an illicit coda consonant in both languages.  

                                                      
27

   Note that a liquid is not always syllabified by inserting a vowel ahead. For instance, English [.f�lm.] 

(film) is adapted as [.fe.l/m.] by Cantonese speakers (Silverman 1992), where the epenthetic [/] 
appears after the liquid. 

28   Due to the long British colonial era until 1997, when China resumed sovereignty, chances are that 
the English inputs to Cantonese speakers may carry British accent, rather than the phonetic forms 
that are transcribed in our dissertation, which is mainly American English. For instance, the 
phonetic form of the English input “smart” to Cantonese should be [.sm	7t]. However, the 
“R-dropping” phenomenon in British English does not constitute a problem in our investigation on 
vowel insertion for obstruents. 
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As has been discussed in the previous subsection, however, Cantonese [p, t, k] 

can act as both the initial and the final consonants of the syllable. Because of this, 

English source words with [p, t, k] codas do not undergo vowel insertion in Cantonese 

adaptations, but words with the same structure may be syllabified in this way in TM. 

Refer to (122) for examples.  

 

(122) Vowel insertion for stop codas in TM but not in Cantonese  

 Source Cantonese TM 

a. [.%	�p.] sharp/Sharp29 [.sa7p.] � [.$ja.p
u.] 夏普 

b. [.k�w �t.] quart [.k�w/t.] 骨 [.k�wa.t
�.] 夸特 

c. [.d#æk.] Jack  [.tsek.] 積 [.t$ja.k
�.] 傑克 

 

    With no structural constraints that forbid [p, t, k] as the coda consonants, an 

English stop coda is thus faithfully mapped onto the same position by the Cantonese 

adapter, but it is syllabified through vowel insertion with the stop being the onset by 

the TM adapter, under the guidance of the constraints that disallow any obstruents to 

be the codas.  

    In our stance, we assume that L1 structural constraints that regulate the syllable- 

marginal structures function in the perceptual level, and thereby vowel insertion is 

accomplished early in this phase. The scenario of first perceiving the English word 

[.sta�n.we�.] (Steinway) by the TM adapter thus proceeds like this: When presented 

with the illicit sound string [.sta�n.we�.] in the phonological processor, the TM listener 

cannot construct a mental representation of it because of the active structural 

constraints in his/her perceptual grammar. The listener thereby resorts to epenthesis to 

fix the problem, as he/she perceives the initial onset consonant [s] clearly for its 

friction noise. The presence of the illusory vowel [!] in perception then occurs, since 

                                                      
29   English “sharp” is borrowed into Cantonese with its literal meaning “able to cut”, but in TM it is 

the registered brand name of a Japanese company that produces household appliances.  
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the resultant [.s!.] is the closest approximation of [s]. This yields the mental 

representation of, say, /.s!.tan.wei./30, which is stored in the short-term memory in the 

brain, which serves as the input to the production grammar later.  

 

5.5 Effect of universal place-markedness hierarchy  

    Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004) proposes the universal place hierarchy, where 

coronals are considered the least marked. The hierarchy is later extended by Lombardi 

(2001), with pharyngeals added at the bottom. The widely approved version of place 

markedness hierarchy is given in (123). 

 

(123) Place-markedness hierarchy (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004, Lombardi 2001) 

 *PL/LAB, *PL/DORS » *PL/COR » *PL/PHAR 

 

    The effect of the proposed place hierarchy on our loanword data is twofold. First, 

the universality of this hierarchy in a sense implies a reverse scale of ease of 

articulation, with pharyngeal sounds, e.g. glottal stops, being the sound produced with 

the least effort (for coronals, see also Paradis and Prunet 1991), coronals, e.g. alveolar 

stops, being in the intermediate position, and labials and dorsals, e.g. bilabial and 

velar stops, being the sounds that take the most effort. Given this, it seems safe to 

assume that articulatory complexity correlates with increased markedness. Second, as 

it is commonly held that unmarked segments or features are less salient auditorily than 

marked ones (Battistella 1990, Jun 1995, Rice 2000, but see Hume 2003 for a 

different viewpoint), the hierarchy in (123) should in the meanwhile stand for a 

similar scale of perceptual salience. 

                                                      
30   It is reminded that the perceived underlying representation of the loanword may not be identical to 

the L2 output form, in virtue of the extragrammatical factors that are brought into play in the 
production grammar. Refer to Chapter 2 for more details.  
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    By integrating the two assumptions above, it is thereby claimed that greater 

articulatory complexity infers higher auditory distinctiveness, and there should 

presumably exist a salience hierarchy in terms of place of articulation that denotes the 

scale of ease of perception in the coda position (as the same effect may be overridden 

in onset for its positional prominence in perception). This is depicted in (124), once 

again under the rubric of Steriade (2001b), saying that the perceptual distinctiveness 

between a labial or dorsal consonant and silence in coda position is greater than that 

between a coronal consonant and silence in the same position, which in turn is greater 

than that between a pharyngeal consonant and silence in the same position.  

 

(124) Salience hierarchy by place of articulation  

 PL/LAB, PL/DORS vs. Ø/V_ � PL/COR vs. Ø /V_ � PL/PHAR vs. Ø/V_ 

 

An appropriate category for us to examine the effect of place-markedness 

hierarchy in our loanword data is English stop codas. It is because stops are the 

consonants in English that has the widest coverage of places of articulation in the oral 

cavity, and they are banned as codas in TM, so perception of them relies fully on their 

internal perceptual cues. A potential alternative is fricatives, whereas they are highly 

perceptible disregarding their articulatory places since the most salient cues for 

fricatives lie largely within the fricatives per se. Moreover, syllable codas are a better 

position than onsets in observing this effect since, as has been discussed in 5.2, 

syllable onsets are more salient by nature due to their positional privilege in 

perception.  

In 4.5.1, it is indicated that in general, retention of simplex stop codas through 

vowel insertion ([VC1.] → [V.C1V1.]) accounts for 60.98% (100/164), which is the 

second lowest (to liquids) among all consonant types in coda, yet it remains the major 
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strategy. After a closer look into the place of articulation, however, the highest 

retention rate is found among bilabial [p/b] (80%, 16/20), followed by velar [k/(] 

(73.53%, 50/68,), and lastly [t/d] (44.74%, 34/76). Pharyngeal codas are not allowed 

in English, however. The distributions between retention and deletion of English stop 

codas in the TM borrowing forms lead us to argue for its correlation with (124); that is, 

labial and velar stops, being more salient than coronal stops, are more likely to be 

perceived and retained through vowel insertion than coronal stops.  

The claim that the retention/deletion patterns of stop codas are greatly dependent 

upon their places of articulation wins further support from our observation of the 

adaptation patterns of stops embedded in the complex coda. In English, due to SSP 

(though it is not severely observed in onset in this language), stops are bound to be the 

final consonant in a postvocalic cluster with downward sonority values, since stops 

are the least sonorous segments. In our observation of English “nasal-stop” sequences 

in 4.6.4, for example, the retention rate of stops in the [nt]/[nd] sequences is 36.11% 

(13/36, e.g. [.t%ænd.l�.] Chandler → [.t$�jen.t�.l�.] 錢德勒), and up to 63.89% are 

deleted (23/36, e.g. [.l�nd.z�.] Lindsay → [.lin.sai.] 琳賽). The retention rates of 

those in the [mp] (e.g. [.s�mp.sn.] Simpson → [.$in.p
u.sn.] 辛普森) and [�k]/[�(] 

(e.g. [.f�æ)k.l�n.] Franklin → [.fu.lan.k
�.lin.] 富蘭克林) sequences, however, are 

both the perfect 100% (5/5 and 9/9, respectively). The retention/deletion of stops in 

coda, either as a simplex coda or part of a coda cluster, corresponds well to the 

salience hierarchy by place of articulation. The effect of place of articulation on the 

retention/deletion patterns is significant in statistics (χ
2 = 29.4, df = 1, p < .0001, with 

labial and velar stops taken as one single variable).  

 

5.6 Nondistinctive voicing of stop codas 

    In 4.5.1, we have seen the adaptation patterns of English stop codas and 
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generalized in 5.3 that the asymmetric mappings of aspiration and voicing in stops 

between English and TM are determined by VOT and in 5.5 that place of articulation 

affects the retention/deletion tendencies of English stop codas, where the relative 

degrees of salience among stops with different places of articulation agree to a large 

extent with the universal place-markedness hierarchy. On condition that stop codas in 

English are unaspirated by default, what is left unconsidered, then, is whether or not 

voicing of English stops may affect their retention/deletion in the coda position. To 

examine this see (125), extracted from (92). 

 

(125) Retention rates of stop codas by voicing 

 labial coronal dorsal 

voiceless [p]: 75% (12/16) [t]: 43.18% (19/44) [k]: 75% (45/60) 

voiced [b]: 100% (4/4) [d]: 46.88% (15/32) [(]: 62.5% (5/8)  

 

    To avoid the potential interference of the place effect, the retention frequencies 

of stop codas are presented separately in accordance with their places of articulation. 

The numbers indicate that there are no particular tendencies given by voicing (χ
2 = 1, 

df = 1, p = .307): for labial stops, voiced stops are more likely to be retained, for 

dorsal stops it is voiceless stops that tend to be retained, and for coronal stops the 

retention rates are rather close.  

    Ladefoged (2001) lists a set of rules that summarize the rules for English 

consonant allophones. Those concerning the precise pronunciation of stop codas are 

excerpted in the following, where information irrelevant to the current issue is 

omitted. 

 

(126) Pronunciation rules for English stop codas (Ladefoged 2001, revised) 

a. Consonants are longer when at the end of phrase. 

b. Obstruents—stops and fricatives—classified as voiced are voiced through 
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only a small part of the articulation when they occur at the end of an 

utterance. 

c. Voiceless stops are longer than the corresponding voiced stops when at the 

end of a syllable.  

d. Stops are unexploded when they occur before another stop in words such as 

“apt” [.æp2t.] and “rubbed” [.��b2d.]. 

e. Alveolar stops are reduced or omitted when between two consonants. 

     

    The rules listed in (126) suggest a great extent of uncertainty among the “correct” 

articulations of stop codas in different contexts of appearance, which more or less 

explains the unstable perception of voiced and voiceless stops. Despite the rules, 

moreover, he particularly emphasizes on the “descriptive”, rather than “prescriptive” 

properties of these rules. That is, some of the stated rules are greatly subject to 

accentual differences and do not apply to all individuals. This reinforces the instability 

of L1 speakers’ voicing in uttering stop codas.  

    The irrelevance of voicing for perception of stop codas is also explainable in two 

general aspects. First, for most American English speakers, stop codas may or may 

not be released in casual speeches (Selkirk 1982, Byrd 1992, Kim 1998). If the release 

of stop codas is optional, then the irregularity of its retention/deletion in loanword 

adaptation is thus comprehensible. Second, it is widely approved that perception is 

highly reliable on L1 phonology, and thus voicing of a stop coda, which is not a 

distinctive feature in TM sound system, serves as a minor, if any, cue in the perception 

of the stop coda’s existence. Despite its irrelevance in the retention/deletion of a coda 

stop, English voicing contrast plays a crucial role in the asymmetric mapping between 

voicing and aspiration of stops between English and TM. This is because in cases 

where an English stop is retained, it is VOT that determines its perception of features 

by TM adapters, as has been discussed in 5.3 

    A comparable case regarding the voicing effect in loanword adaptation is English 
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loanwords in Korean. Korean has no voicing contrast in stops underlyingly, and stop 

codas are allowed, but strictly unreleased. Kang (2003) observes that Korean vowel 

insertion is more likely to happen after an English voiced stop than after a voiceless 

stop, as in “gag → [.kæ7.g!.]”, but “pack → [.p�æBk2.]”. The author attributes the 

higher frequency of vowel insertion after voiced stops to improvement of phonetic 

similarity between the English input and Korean output. Specifically, when the 

English input ends with a voiced stop, vowel insertion helps create an intervocalic 

context, leading the final stop to be realized as voiced phonetically. This process 

remains the same when the input is a Korean word. Furthermore, an epenthetic vowel 

after a voiced stop resyllabifies the otherwise syllable final stop coda as an onset, 

leaving the preceding syllable open. Both processes contribute to the perceptual 

similarity between English input and Korean output, as in English (L1), a pre-final 

vowel is longer before a voiced consonant in the surface form than before a voiceless 

consonant. The different degrees of influence in voicing effect between TM and 

Korean, then, are attributable to what follows. First, TM does not allow any stops to 

be the coda, while Korean permits voiceless stops as the codas, though they are 

strictly unreleased. Second, TM has no voiced consonant, either underlyingly or 

phonetically, but a voiced stop is possible in the Korean surface form. Both factors 

help a Korean adapter perceive the voiced stop in coda better than a TM speaker. If a 

feature of a segment is perceivable to the L1 ears, the property of it naturally carries 

certain effects on its perception.  

 

5.7 Coalescence of coronals  

    In 4.4.5, where the adaptation patterns of “stop-[�]” sequences are given, a repair 

that is found uniquely in the onset clusters of [t��], [t�] (appearing in the onset 
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sequence of [st�] only), and [d�] is coalescence, denoting the situation where, being 

both coronal sounds, [t�]/[ t]/[d] and [�] merge into [t��]/[ t�] in perception, preserving 

the [–continuant] feature of [t�]/[ t]/[d] and the [+retroflex] feature of [�]. Loanwords 

with this process are listed in (111c), which is given below again for convenience.  

 

(127) Items undergoing coalescence (also (111c)) 

 

As can be seen, coalescence allows the outputs [t��]/[ t�] to straightforwardly 

inherit the respective manner features of [t�]/[ t]/[d] and [�]. Consider (128) for the 

correspondence diagram of the coalescence of the input sequences [t��]/[d�].  

 

 

 

Item (L2 → L1) 

[.æn.d� �d.] Android → [.an.t�wo.] 安卓 

[.	�m.st�	�.] Armstrong → [.a.mu.s!.t�w	�.] 阿姆斯壯 

[.b�l.t
�m.] Beltrum → [.pei.�.t�
wan.] 貝爾川 

[.k�æs.t
�o�.] Castro → [.k�a.s!.t�
u.] 卡斯楚 

[.d�æ.k�o�.] Draco  → [.t�wai.k�.] 跩哥 

[.d��.mnd.] Drummond → [.t�wo.la.mo�.t�.] 卓拉蒙德 

[.p�e�.d�o�.] Pedro → [.p�ei.t�wo.] 佩卓 

[.p�i.t
�s.] Pietrus → [.p�i.t�wo.s!.] 皮卓斯 

[.sæn.d�.] Sandra → [.�an.t�wo.] 珊卓 

[.spols.t
�.] Spoelstra → [.�!.pwo.s!.t�wo.] 史波斯卓 

[.st�	p.] Strop → [.�!.t�wo.p�u.] 史卓普 

[.t
�.p��.k��.n.] Tropicana → [.t�
wn.p�in.k�a�.na.] 純品康納 

[.t
�	n.] Tron → [.t�
w	�.] 創 

[.t
��.bl.] Trouble → [.t�
a.p	u.] 茶包 

[.t
�a�t.] Trout → [.t�
u.	u.t��.] 楚奧特 

[.t
�u.d�.] Trudy → [.t�
u.ti.] 楚迪 

[.t
�u.mn.] Truman → [.t�
u.mn.] 楚門 

[.t
��mp.] Trump → [.t�
wan.p�u.] 川普 

[.�l.t
�n.] Ultron →  [.	u.t�
wa�.] 奧創 
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(128) Correspondence diagram for coalescence  

 

 Input:                     Output: 

 [–cont] [+ret]               [–cont] [+ret] 

     

 

      t�/t/d   �         →         t��/t� 

 

 

 [+cor] [+cor]                  [+cor] 

 

To the best of my knowledge, however, compared to the phonological processes 

that are widely attested in the literature on loanword adaptation, such as segment 

deletion, insertion, and substitution, coalescence (segment fusion) as a pure 

phonological resolution to an ill-formed consonant cluster is relatively rare. For 

reference, a documented word-borrowing process that is relevant to coalescence is 

found in Indonesian loanwords from Dutch (Sloos 2012). In Indonesian, the active 

verbalizer m
 triggers prefixation in both native words and loanwords, yielding a 

morphophonological process of coalescence, though it alternates with assimilation of 

the preceding nasal to the stem-initial consonant, as shown below in (129).  

 

(129) Indonesian loanwords undergoing morphophonological coalescence (Sloos 2012) 

Dutch (L2) Indonesian (L1) m
 + stem   Gloss 

publiek publik [mmublik ]  ~ [mmpublik] ‘portrait’ 

collectie koleksi [m)oleksi] ~ [m)koleksi] ‘collection’ 

teken teken [mneken] ~ [mnteken] ‘sign, draw’ 

 

    In (129), the Indonesian prefix m
 interacts with the foreign stem by optionally 

coalescing the prefix-final nasal and the stem-initial obstruent, preserving the manner 

feature of the former and the place feature of the latter.  
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5.8 Effect of sonority scale  

The sonority of a sound is defined as the degree of loudness relative to that of 

other sounds with the same length, stress and pitch (Ladefoged 2001). The sonority 

scale that is widely agreed upon by linguists is shown in (130).  

 

(130) Sonority scale of speech sounds 

vowels 

 glides 

 liquids           sonority 

 nasals 

 obstruents 

 

By definition, sonority should be straightforwardly correlated to ease of 

perception, it is thus assumed that in isolation, vowels are most perceptible while 

obstruents are the least, with the other sounds ranked in between. The salience 

hierarchy is schematized in (131), in which “V” stands for vowels, “G” for glides, “L” 

for liquids, “N” for nasals, and “O” for obstruents. 

 

(131) Salience hierarchy by sonority 

 V vs. Ø � G vs. Ø � L vs. Ø � N vs. Ø � O vs. Ø 

 

However, when a segment appears next to a vowel, namely in the context of 

either “_V” or “V_”, we postulate that the ranking of salience concerning the sonority 

scale is reversed, since in that position, the more sonorant the segment is, the more 

similar it is to the adjacent vowel, contributing to less contrast between the vowel and 

the segment. This is formulated in (132), indicating that the perceptual distinctiveness 

between an obstruent and silence when adjacent to a vowel is the greatest, while that 

between a vowel and another vowel is the weakest, in the opposite order to (130).  
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(132) Salience hierarchy in the context of “_V” or “V_” by sonority 

 O vs. Ø/_V or V_ � N vs. Ø/_V or V_ � L vs. Ø/_V or V_ � G vs. Ø/_V or V_ 

� V vs. Ø/_V or V_ 

 

The effect is observable in the loanword data by simply comparing the retention 

rates of [�] and stops, considering this effect may be manifested to a larger extent by 

choosing two segments at the opposite extremes on the sonority scale. Further reasons 

for choosing [�] and stops as the targets for comparison is stated as follows. First, 

nasals are licit codas in TM, and hence TM adapters should not have difficulty 

perceiving a nasal coda in the foreign input. Second, among all obstruents, stops 

should serve better than fricatives and affricates as the targets since the latter are 

rendered highly sensible with the friction noise in production, in the sense that it may 

obscure the sonority effect. Accordingly, an appropriate category for comparison with 

stops is the liquids [l, �], the consonants that are most sonorous under vowels and 

glides (semi-vowels). The omission of the liquid [l], however, is because it is never 

deleted, not even partially, by TM adapters when appearing in the second/third onset. 

This is believed to result from the unmarkedness of [l]-onsets in TM lexicon, as has 

been discussed in more detail in 3.2.1 and 5.2.2. Based on the above reasons, [�] is 

believed to be the best choice. The patterns are shown below.  

 

(133) Comparison between [�] and stops in retention rate 

a. Onset 

[�] (high sonority): 100% ([.�	.b�.] Robby → [.lwo.pi.] 羅比) 

 Stops (low sonority): 100% ([.b	.b�.] Bobby → [.pa.pi.] 巴比) 

 

b. 2nd/3rd onset 

[�] (high sonority): 96.23% ([.f�æn.k�i.] Frankie → [.fa.lan.t$i.] 法蘭基) 

 Stops (low sonority): 100% ([.stæn.f�d.] Stanford → [.�!.tan.fo.] 史丹佛) 
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c. Coda 

[�] (high sonority): 9.28% ([.d	�.w�n.] Darwin → [.ta.��.wn.] 達爾文) 

 Stops (low sonority): 60.98% ([.�d.w�n.] Edwin → [.ai.t�.n.] 愛德恩) 

 

As shown, the positional prominence of simplex onsets overrides any other 

effects, and hence in (133a), both [�] and stops as the onset are 100% preserved in TM 

without exception. Being the second or third onset in (133b), however, a slight 3.77% 

of the [�]’s undergo deletion (e.g. [.ma�.k��.fon.] microphone → [.mai.k��.fo�.] 麥

克風), with 96.23% of them still retained, whereas stops in the same position are 

100% retained in TM. The most significant contrast is revealed in (133c), where 

[�]-codas are usually deleted (e.g. [.h	�.lm.] Harlem → [.xa.lin.] 哈林), and only 

less than ten percent of them are retained via a vowel inserted in the front. In contrast, 

over 60% of the stops in the coda position remain preserved in TM, with the rest 

deleted (e.g. [.l	.d#�k.] logic → [.lwo.t$i.] 邏輯). The driving force behind the above 

patterns is attributable to the difference between liquids and stops in sonority by 

claiming that closeness in sonority between two adjacent sounds leads to perceptual 

confusability of them.   

 

5.9 High salience of friction noise 

    English fricatives include [f, v, ', ;, s, z, %, #, h]. In 4.5.2, we see that English 

simplex fricative codas within polysyllabic loanwords are majorly retained in TM via 

vowel insertion, making up 88.82% (143/161) of all cases. Compared to the other 

obstruents, this retention rate is higher than those of affricates (66.67%, 3/9) and stops 

(60.98%, 100/164). The difference is statistically significant (χ
2 = 33.5, df = 2, p 

< .0001). When embedded within coda clusters, likewise, a fricative is also more 

likely to be retained than the other consonant(s). In sequences where [s] either 
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precedes or follows a stop, for example, 92.19% (59/64) of the [s]’s are preserved 

with an epenthetic vowel, while only 53.13% (34/64) of the neighboring stops are 

retained in the same way (4.6.1)31. In the [ft] sequence, furthermore, all (4/4) of the 

[f]’s are retained, while 75% (3/4) of the [t]’s are retained. Finally, in 4.6.5 and 4.6.7, 

in the sequences of “nasal-fricative” and “liquid-fricative”, the retention rate of the 

fricative altogether amounts to 83.33% (30/36). Again, this discrepancy is significant 

in statistics (χ2 = 24.6, df = 1, p < .0001). 

    In articulatory mechanisms, when a fricative is produced, the airstream is largely 

but not completely impeded, yielding sufficient turbulence between the articulators to 

result in highly audible noise—a “hissing” or “buzzing” sound that sounds like 

friction (Bickford and Floyd 2006). Though situated in a perceptually weak position, 

fricatives in coda are less weak than stops in coda, because fricatives do not rely on a 

burst of air for their place of articulation to be perceived. It is thus comprehensible 

that in a quiet place where loudness is not allowed, the sound shh ([%7]) is uttered to 

request silence, so as to easily draw one’s attention but meanwhile avoid making a 

sonorous vocalic sound. English words hush ([.h�%.]) or shush ([.%�%.]) are functioning 

in a similar way. In acoustic phonetics, on the other hand, the highest frequencies 

occur during fricatives. In [s] sounds, the random noise even extends well beyond 

8,000 Hz (Ladefoged 2001). On these grounds, fricatives are claimed to be highly 

liable to retention due to their articulatory and acoustic traits that contribute to their 

perceptual salience. At the other extreme, stops are less likely to retain for lack of 

such acoustic traits. Affricates, as articulation of them involves the sequential order of 

a stop plus a homorganic fricative, are in the intermediate position in terms of 

perceptual salience for their articulatory features of both fricatives and stops. Again, 

                                                      
31   It will be proposed later that the strong salience of sibilants may block the perceptibility of an 

adjacent stop. 
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the relative positions of the obstruents (stops, fricatives, and affricates) on the salience 

hierarchy are formulated in Steriade’s (2008) fashion in (134), which states that the 

perceptual distinctiveness between a fricative and silence is greater than that between 

an affricate and silence, which in turn is greater than that between a stop and silence. 

 

(134) Salience hierarchy of obstruents by manner of articulation  

 fricative vs. Ø/V_ � affricate vs. Ø /V_ � stop vs. Ø/V_ 

 

5.10 The masking effect of sibilants 

    On an auditory basis, fricatives are divided into groups of sibilants and 

non-sibilants. The classification is also grounded on articulatory mechanisms as 

follows. Sibilants are fricative sounds that are made by closing the sides of the tongue 

against the roof of the mouth, directing a stream of air and creating a sound 

characterized by a high-frequency hiss. Sibilants are also known as grooved 

fricatives, as opposed to flat fricatives (non-sibilant fricatives), for the narrow 

groove-like stricture over the tip and blade of the tongue and the back part of the 

alveolar ridge (Bickford and Floyd 2006). Sibilants in English are [s, z, %, #]. It is the 

narrow stricture that endows sibilants with greater loudness at a higher pitch and thus 

even more salient than non-sibilant fricatives. In addition to the claim that fricatives 

are salient themselves for the friction noise made during articulation, as given in the 

previous section, I postulate that the even greater auditory cues of the sibilant class 

may occasionally lower the perceptibility of the neighboring stop, as  similar 

observations are made in Kenstowicz (2003b) and Yip (2006). It is termed the 

“masking” effect of sibilants in the sense that it “masks” the salience of the adjacent 

stop that either precedes or follows it. The masking effect of sibilants is revealed in 

our loanword data in an obvious sense, as will be discussed in what follows. 
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5.10.1 Onset 

    English sibilant [s] can either precede or follow a stop in the onset position, 

though the stop can only be [t�] in the latter situation. In (135) below, when [s] 

precedes a stop to form a “sibilant-stop” cluster, [s] and the following stop are never 

omitted, forming a [.s1V1.stop2] sequence in TM, as illustrated below. 

 

(135) Retention of the stop of a “sibilant-stop” sequence in onset 

L2 sequence Example (L2 → L1) 

[sp] [.sp�n.s�.] Spencer → [.�!.pin.s�.] 史賓賽 

[st] [.st	.lin.] Stalin → [.�!.ta.lin.]  史達林 

[sk] [.sk	t.lnd.] Scotland → [.su.k�.lan.] 蘇格蘭 

 

    The stop in this context is immune to the masking effect, which is claimed to 

stem from the high salience of a prevocalic consonant32. That is, a prevocalic 

consonant is highly salient, disregarding whether it is a simplex onset or situated in an 

onset cluster. Following Kang (2003), where she addresses that English released stops 

are acoustically more similar to the Korean “stop-[!]” sequence, it is further held that 

a stop is rendered perceptible with the company of an adjacent vowel in the back. 

Moreover, Steriade (2008) points out that in the VCiCjV sequence, it is the CV 

transition that renders the place contrast (p-t-k) more distinctive in the prevocalic Cj. 

The high retention frequency of the adjacent [s], on the other hand, is due to the 

strong perceptual cue that is innate to the sibilant itself—a high-frequency hiss with 

greater loudness at a higher pitch.  

    However, things are different when the sequential order is reversed. For the 

English onset cluster [t�s] (the only possible “stop-sibilant” sequence in English), as 

                                                      
32   The strong perceptual cues for a prevocalic consonant may occasionally be weakened by the 

sonority effect. See Section 5.8 for details. 
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has been discussed in 4.4.2, TM adapters ignore 87.5% (7/8) of the preceding stops, 

leaving the sibilant [s] to form a simplex onset. The only exception is “[.n	.t
s�.] Nazi 

→ [.na.ts
wei.] 納粹”. The seven cases that show this effect are listed in (136). 

 

(136) Masking effect of sibilants in onset 

L2 sequence Item (L2 → L1) 

[t�s] [.æl.b�.t
sn.] Albertson → [.ja.�.pwo.sn.] 亞爾伯森 

 [.p�i.t
s.] Pizza → [.p�i.sa.] 披薩 

 [.�	.b�.t
sn.] Robertson → [.lwo.pwo.sn.] 羅伯森 

 [.%w	.t
s.n�.(�.] 

Schwarzenegger 

→ [.�!.wa.�in.k�.]  

史瓦辛格 

 [.t
s	�.(.] Tsonga → [.so�.t$ja.] 宋嘉 

 [.t
s	�.] Tsar → [.�a.xw	�.] 沙皇 

 [.w	.t
sn.] Watson → [.xwa.��.] 華生 

 

    In comparing (135) with (136), the influence of ordinal difference is significant 

in statistics (χ2 = 44.5, df = 1, p < .0001). The asymmetry between the two sequential 

orders can be explained. When the sequence is reversed from “[s]-stop” to “stop-[s]”, 

the stop loses the important perceptual cue that is otherwise induced by a following 

vowel, rendering it vulnerable to the masking effect of the neighboring sibilant.   

 

5.10.2 Coda 

In 4.6.1, it is observed that in coda clusters with the “sibilant-stop” and 

“stop-sibilant” sequences, retention of the stop is found 44.44% (8/18) and 55.1% 

(27/49) of the time, respectively. If the two frequencies of retention are combined, 

52.24% (35/67) of the stops adjacent to a sibilant in coda are retained, a bit lower than 

60.98% (100/164), which is the likelihood for a simplex stop coda to be retained 

(4.5.1). Judged by the patterns alone, the company of a sibilant lowers the 

perceptibility of the stop by 8.74%. The edge is not statistically significant (χ
2 = 1.5, 
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df = 1, p = .221).  

    Factors that lead to the invalidity of the masking effect in coda are not clear. A 

possible explanation is the lack of a prevocalic position in the syllable-final position. 

If Steriade’s (2008) hypothesis is true, then it is the context that endows a prevocalic 

consonant with strong cues of perception. It follows that in the “[s]-stop” onset cluster, 

the stop always retains for this contextual advantage. The retention of the preceding [s] 

is due to its internal salience of high friction noise. In the “stop-[s]” sequence, 

however, the prevocalic position of [s] reinforces the perceptual cues of the sibilant, 

relatively weakening those of the preceding stop, which is in nature less perceptible 

than fricatives. The frequent loss of the stop in this sequence can thus be explained. In 

the coda position, there is no such a context and therefore the masking effect is 

reduced to some extent and rendered less visible. 

    Again, the salience hierarchy involved in the masking effect of sibilants can be 

formulated in (137), saying that the perceptual distinctiveness between a stop and 

silence preceding the vowel is greater than that following a vowel, which in turn is 

greater than that adjacent to [s]. 

 

(137) Salience hierarchy of stops in different contexts 

 stop vs. Ø/_V � stop vs. Ø/V_ � stop vs. Ø/(s)_(s) 

 

5.11 Rhyme Harmony 

    Hsieh, Kenstowicz, and Mou (2009) hold that TM adaptation of English 

loanwords is highly constrained by Rhyme Harmony, requiring that the front vs. back 

property of a non-high vowel agree with the coronal vs. dorsal features of the 

following nasal coda in the MC adaptation form. Based on their observation of 

loanword data from English, drawn from a loanword dictionary published in Shanghai, 
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Mainland China (Liu et al. 1984), it is claimed that normally an English vowel, with 

its higher phonetic salience, determines the adapted form of [VN.] in MC, in 

preference to the English nasal coda. That is, the choice between MC [n] and [�] for 

an English nasal coda relies heavily on the backness status of the preceding vowel in 

the English source. Typically, both English [æn.] and [æ�.] tend to be adapted into the 

harmonic rhyme [an.], and both [	�.] and [	n.] into the harmonic rhyme [	�.] in MC. 

Considering the Mandarin used in Mainland China may bear certain discrepancies 

from TM in both native and loanword phonology, we attempt to verify whether or not 

the effect of Rhyme Harmony works as well for TM adapters. Accordingly, like what 

is done in their paper, the focus here is laid on English syllables containing the 

nucleus [æ] or [	] and the nasal [n] or [�], the potential combinations of which are 

thus [æn.], [æ�.], [	n.], and [	�.]. Since the attention is focused on the segmental 

changes of English syllables with nasal codas, which are well-formed codas in TM, 

we do not exclude monosyllabic loanwords, given the effect of the preferable binary 

feet in TM should not be in play in this respect. The result is shown below.  

 

(138) Adaptation patterns of English [æn.], [æ�.], [	�.], and [	n.] 

a. [æn.]  

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[an.] 77.14% (54/70) [.p�æn.do�.�.] Pandora → [.p�an.two.la.] 潘朵拉 

[	�.] 5.71% (4/70) [.%o�.p�æn.] Chopin → [.$j	u.p�).] 蕭邦 

[jen.] 5.71% (4/70) [.t%æns.] Chance → [.t$�jen.s!.] 錢斯 

[o�.] 4.29% (3/70) [.bæn.d�d#.] bandage → [.po).tai.] 繃帶 

[n.] 2.86% (2/70) [.væn.k�u.v�.] Vancouver → [.w�n.k�.xwa.] 溫哥華 

[o�.] 1.43% (1/70) [.�e�.bæn.] Ray Ban → [.lei.p�o).] 雷朋 

     

b. [æ�.] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[an.] 84.62% (11/13) [.hæ)k.] Hank → [.xan.k��.] 漢克 

[	�.] 15.38% (2/13) [.jæ).k��.] Yankee → [.j�).t$i.] 洋基 
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c. [	�.] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[	�.] 77.78% (7/9) [.b��)ks.] Bronx → [.pu.la).k��.s!.] 布朗克斯 

[an.] 11.11% (1/9) [.�).k�o�.] Encore → [.an.k��.] 安可 

[o�.] 11.11% (1/9) [.m�).(us.] Mongoose → [.mo).k�.] 蒙哥 

 

d. [	n.] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[	�.] 56% (14/25) [.b�nd.] Bond → [.p��).t�.] 龐德 

[an.] 24% (6/25) [.��.�n.d.] Rwanda → [.lu.an.ta.] 盧安達 

[o�.] 20% (5/25) [.s.l�n.] Salon → [.�a.lo).] 沙龍 

 

    The result shows a high resemblance to Hsieh, Kenstowicz, and Mou’s (2009) 

finding, as both English [æn.] and [æ�.] tend to be interpreted as TM [an.] or [jen.] 

(69/83 in total, 83.13%), and both [	�.] and [	n.] as [	�.] or [o�.] (27/34 in total, 

79.41%). The effect of rhyme harmony is statistically significant (χ
2 = 41.5, df = 1, p 

< .001). 

    Another interesting observation in their paper is to see how English nasal coda 

[m], which is systematically prohibited by TM, is adapted in word-loaning processes. 

They indicate that the choice between the two potential mappings [n] and [�] from [m] 

is primarily determined by the backness of the preceding vowel in L2. Here likewise, 

to test whether or not the effects of rhyme harmony and the backness value of the 

preceding vowel work as well in TM loanword phonology, the rhymes of the English 

targets are limited to [æm.] and [	m.]. It is worth noting that since a [m]-coda in a 

monosyllabic input may be syllabified by inserting a vowel behind to form a 

disyllabic output, as in “[.la�m.] Lime → [.lai.mu.] 萊姆”, under the preference for 

disyllabic words in TM, we do not consider monosyllabic loanwords with [m]-codas 

to avoid probable contamination of prosody. The result is given in (139).  
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(139) Adaptation patterns of [æm.] and [	m.] 

a. [æm.] 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[an.] 61.54% (16/26) [.�æm.bo�.] Rambo → [.lan.pwo.] 藍波 

[	�.] 15.38% (4/26) [.zæm.b�.] Zambia → [.��).pi.ja.] 尚比亞 

[V.mu.] 11.54% (3/26) [.hæm.l�t.]  

Hamlet 

→ [.xa.mu.lei.t��.]  

哈姆雷特 

[jen.] 3.85% (1/26) [.læm.b	.d.] Lambada → [.njen.pa.ta.] 黏巴達 

[o�.]  3.85% (1/26) [.p�æm.p�z.] Pampas → [.p�o).pa.] 彭巴 

[n.] 3.85% (1/26) [.sæm.b.] Samba → [.s�n.pa.] 森巴 

     

b. [	m.] 

TM Percentage Example (L2→ L1) 

[	�.] 40% (4/10) [.k��m.p�æk.] Compaq → [.k��).pwo.] 康柏 

[an.] 20% (2/10) [.m�m.bo�.] mambo → [.man.pwo.] 曼波 

[V.mu.] 10% (1/10) [.��m.n�.] Romney → [.lwo.mu.ni.] 羅姆尼 

[o�.] 10% (1/10) [.b�m.be�.] Bombay → [.mo).mai.] 孟買 

[n.] 10% (1/10) [.k���m.w�l.]  

Cromwell 

→ [.k��.lw�n.wei.�.] 

克倫威爾 

     

As can be seen, it still holds true that rhyme harmony along with vowel backness 

primarily determines the TM adapted form: English [æm.] is mapped to TM [an.] or 

[jen.] in the majority of 65.39% (17/26), and English [	m.] is mapped to TM [	�.] or 

[o�.], though the frequency is the relatively lower 50% (5/10). The effect of rhyme 

harmony still works significantly in statistics (χ2 = 6.1, df = 2, p < .05).  

    In summary, unlike the other coda consonants, the focal observation of nasal 

codas should be their segmental mappings, rather than their frequencies of 

retention/deletion in the TM adaptations. Like what is noted in Hsieh, Kenstowicz, 

and Mou (2009), the asymmetric mappings from English [n], [�], and [m] to TM [n], 

[�] rely heavily on the backness feature of the preceding vowel, instead of the place of 

articulation of the nasal itself. Specifically, when the preceding vowel is back, the 
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English nasal coda, regardless of its place of articulation, tends to be projected to TM 

velar nasal [�]; on the contrary, when the preceding vowel is front, it is more likely to 

be interpreted as TM alveolar nasal [n]. It is assumed that since, both being sonorants, 

vowels are more sonorous than nasals, the place features of the vowels should be 

more perceptible than those of the nasal. The perceptual aspect reflected in this regard 

is rhyme harmony. That is, the English front vs. back contrast is in line with the TM 

coronal vs. dorsal contrast, respectively. The salience hierarchy that is responsible for 

the greater salience of vowels than that of nasals in backness is formulated below, 

which states that the perceptual distinctiveness between a [+back] vowel and a [–back] 

vowel before a nasal is greater than that between a [+back] nasal and a [–back] nasal 

after a vowel. 

 

(140) Salience hierarchy between V and N in backness in [VN.] rhymes 

V[+back] vs. V[–back]/_N � N[+back] vs. N[–back]/V_ 

 

5.12 Similarity between the nuclear vowel and liquid coda 

    In 4.5.5, it is generalized that the retention/deletion of an English simplex liquid 

coda in TM is conditioned to a large extent by the backness property of the nuclear 

vowel. That is, when the nuclear vowel that precedes the liquid is [–back], the liquid 

tends to be retained, as in “[.t%�l.si.] Chelsea → [.t$��e.��.$i] 雀兒喜”, found in 

72.73% (40/55) and 73.33% (11/15) for [l] and [�], respectively. If the preceding 

vowel is [+back], on the other hand, the liquid tends to be ignored, as in “[.k�	�.t�un.] 

Cartoon → [.k�a.t�o�.] 卡通”, found in 61.02% (36/59) and 96.09% (172/179) for [l] 

and [�], respectively. Moreover, similar distributions are also found in coda clusters 

with the “liquid-consonant” sequence in 4.6.6. When the nuclear vowel is [–back], an 

English liquid is more likely to be retained in TM, as in “[.p�i�s.] Pierce → [.p�i.��.s�.] 
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皮爾斯”, with the frequency of 64.71% (11/17). When the nuclear vowel is [+back], 

conversely, it is liable to be deleted, as in “[.b�k.l�.] Berkeley → [.pwo.k
�.lai.] 柏

克萊”, with the frequency of 96.33 (105/109). Overall, the backness of the nuclear 

vowel has a significant influence on TM adaptation of English liquid codas in 

statistics (χ2 = 161.3, df = 1, p < .001). 

    Lü (2013) claims that it is the similarity/dissimilarity between the two 

neighboring sounds that contributes to the extent of their confusability. Such 

perceptual confusability can be understood in both articulatory and acoustic regards. 

On the one hand, for both British and American English speakers, a syllable-final 

lateral, or a ‘dark l’, is pronounced with the center of the tongue pulled down and the 

back arched upward like a back vowel, a process known as ‘velarization’ (Ladefoged 

2001). The same goes for the production of a retroflex approximant, in which the 

tongue tip is curled back toward the hard palate, whether or not it actually makes 

contact there (Bickford and Floyd 2006). Either way, the articulation of a liquid coda 

bears a certain similarity to a [+back] vowel in that the articulation of both involves 

the back part of the oral cavity or the backward movement of the tongue. Under this 

rationale, in the sequence of “V[+back]-liquid”, the liquid coda may in a sense “blend” 

with the precedent vowel, weakening the distinctiveness of the latter. By analogy, the 

ease of perception of [�] when following a [–back] vowel, the production of which 

relies on the tongue root being rather forward, is therefore comprehensible.  

On the other hand, in acoustic terms, the backness of vowels is primarily 

reflected in their second formant frequencies: front vowels have a high F2 and back 

vowels have a low F2. The F2 of a liquid, is rather low, behaving like a [+back] vowel. 

This is shown in (141). 
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(141) F2 of [–back] vowels, [+back] vowels, and liquids (Ladefoged 2001:172, 185) 

 [–back] vowels [+back] vowels Liquids 

F2 1660-2250Hz 870-1100Hz 1000-1200Hz 

 

In the sequence of “V[–back]-liquid”, the F2 transition undergoes a sharp fall, i.e. 

from 1660-2250Hz to 1000-1200Hz, whereas that in the “V[+back]-liquid” sequence 

is relatively flat, i.e. from 870-1100Hz to 1000-1200Hz, in the sense that F2 does not 

change but simply lasts a bit longer. The “sharp” fall in the sequence from the [–back] 

vowel to the liquid endows the latter with more perceptual robustness, yet the “flat” 

F2 transition in the sequence of [+back] vowel plus a liquid contributes to higher 

confusability of the latter33. On this basis, the higher rate of liquid retention in the 

“V[–back]-liquid” sequence than in the “V[+back]-liquid” is plausibly attributed to 

the salience hierarchy in (142), saying that the perceptual distinctiveness between a 

liquid and silence before a [–back] vowel is greater than that before a [+back] vowel. 

 

(142) Salience hierarchy by similarity/dissimilarity 

 liquid vs. Ø/V[–back]_ � liquid vs. Ø/V[+back]_ 

 

5.13 Suprasegmental factors in loanword adaptation  

In the discussion thus far, the attention has been focused on effects of perceptual 

salience within the scope of segments. What may arouse our interest is whether or not 

suprasegmental factors from either English or TM are influential in the perception of 

English sounds. In this section, we see how factors in these aspects may or may not 

affect loanword perception.  

 

 

                                                      
33

 See Espy-Wilson (1992) for further details on the acoustic properties of semivowels. 
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5.13.1 The effect of TM prosody on loanword adaptation 

As previous work has shown that speech perception is greatly influenced by the 

sound patterns of the native language, we assume that phonological aspects of TM in 

loanword perception are not limited to the segmental inventory. In this section, we 

attempt to examine if TM prosody plays a role in loanword adaptation. Specifically, 

we are interested in the effect of TM speakers’ preference for disyllabic feet on the 

retention/deletion of an English consonant. To verify the effect, it is essential to cast 

aside other factors that may also affect the patterns, i.e. all the effects deriving from 

both the internal and external phonetic cues of segments, as we have discussed so far 

in this chapter. Of all English consonants, simplex stop codas in monosyllabic source 

words are viewed as the appropriate targets for investigation. The reasoning is stated 

in what follows. First, English loanwords are confined to monosyllabic ones, since if 

English vowels are bound to be mapped to TM vowels due to their high sonority, then 

polysyllabic sources are inherently mapped to polysylllabic adapted forms, which 

renders the disyllabicity effect invisible. In that case, the retention/deletion of a 

consonant has nothing to do with any prosodic preferences in TM, but simply depends 

on other perceptual factors of segments such as those discussed in the preceding 

sections. Next, between the two margins, codas are more appropriate than onsets in 

that, as referred to in Section 4.2.1, the phonetic robustness of syllable-initial onsets 

overrides any other effects, contributing to the high retention rate of onset consonants. 

Third, simplex codas may work better than complex codas in terms of simplicity, 

since the retention/deletion of a consonant embedded in a cluster may be influenced 

by the neighboring consonant (e.g. the masking effect of sibilants). Fourth, of all 

English consonants, stops are considered to be more appropriate than the others, in 

light of the preceding discussion: fricative and affricate codas are more subject to 

retention for the high perceptibility from their friction noise; nasal codas are retained 
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in nearly 100% of the cases since nasals are legal codas in TM too; finally, the 

perceptibility of liquids is significantly determined by the backness of the preceding 

vowel. These characteristics more or less contribute to the high/low salience of the 

mentioned consonants. In this subsection, therefore, we investigate the patterns of 

stop codas to see whether or not the prosodic disyllabicity of L1 plays a role in 

loanword adaptation.  

    However, the perception of simplex stop codas is not completely free from other 

effects. As has been discussed in Section 5.5, the retention/deletion of a stop coda is 

partly patterned by its place of articulaiton. To be specific, it is contended that labials 

and dorsals, being more marked, are perceptually more salient than coronals. To 

clarify the effects of place-markedness and prosody separately, it becomes obligatory 

to see the patterns of the three types of stops individually. As just mentioned, unlike in  

monosyllabic loanwords, the effect of disyllabicity in TM is concealed in polysyllabic 

loanwords. We thus compare the retention frequencies of stop codas in polysyllabic 

and monosyllabic words to see if there exist any substantial deviations. Given the 

remarkable preference for disyllabic words in TM lexicon, we plausibly expect stop 

codas to be retained through vowel insertion in significantly more cases to form 

disyllabic ourputs when the source words are monosyllabic. The result is given below.  

 

(143) Retention rates of simplex stop codas in polysyllabic and monosyllabic source 

words 

 p/b k/( t/d 

Polysyllabic 80% (16/20) 73.53% (50/68) 44.74% (34/76) 

Monosyllabic  100% (9/9) 100% (24/24) 93.1% (27/29) 

 

    Much to our expectation, disregarding places of articulation, stops of 

monosyllabic English words are retained with remarkably high frequency, while those 
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in polysyllabic words are retained with lower frequency, apparently under the effect 

of TM speaker’s prosodic inclination to binary feet. The difference is statistically 

significant (χ2 = 27.9, df = 1, p < .001).  

    If the target words under investigation are not limited to simplex stop codas in 

monosyllabic words but include all monosyllabic inputs, excluding those with a 

consonant cluster as the onset or coda, the tendency toward disyllabic outputs still 

holds true: among 190 cases, 157 are mapped to polysyllabic forms, and 33 remain 

monosyllabic. The retention rate is the high 82.63% across the board. Examples of all 

syllable types that follow this prosodic rule are presented in what follows (where “F” 

stands for fricative, “A” for affricate, “S” for stop, “N” for nasal, and “L” for liquid).  

 

(144) Prosodic effect on monosyllabic source words  

L2 Combination L1 structure Example 

[.CV.] [.CV.V.] [.d#i.] Gee → [.t$i.i.]  基伊 

[.CVF.] [.CV.FV.] [.be�s.] Bass → [.pei.s!.] 貝斯 

[.CVA.] [.CV.AV.] [.�it%.] Reach → [.li.t$�i.] 麗奇 

[.CVS.] [.CV.SV.] [.d#ip.] jeep → [.t$i.p�u.] 吉普 

[.CVN.] [.CV.NV.] [.la�m.] lime → [.lai.mu.] 萊姆 

 [.CV.VN.] [.d#in.] gene→ [.t$i.in.] 基因 

[.CVL.] [.CV.VL.] [.k��.] Kerr → [.k��.�.] 柯爾 

[.CVNC.]34 [.CVN.CV.] [.t%æns.] Chance → [.t$�jen.s!.] 錢斯 

     

As can be observed, the prosodic effect is so strong as to even lengthen a 

monosyllabic word with no coda to a dissyllabic word, as in “[.d#i.] Gee → 

[.t$i.i.]  基伊”, and syllabify the otherwise licit nasal coda to form an additional 

syllable, as in “[.d#in.] gene → [.t$i.in.] 基因”. 

    Most Chinese languages have been claimed to be quantity-sensitive and is 

                                                      
34   The cluster combination of “nasal-consonant” should not be excluded since nasals are permissible 

codas in TM and hence formation of the second syllable in the output still depends on the 
retention/deletion of the folloing consonant.   
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strongly constrained by the requirement of minimally binary feet, as the same idea is 

put forward in other correlated studies (Silverman 1992, Yip 1993, Miao 2005, Lu 

2006). Across Chinese languages, the same preference for disyllabic words is 

reflected in the interpretation of English [�] as the second onset by Cantonese speakers, 

as has been seen in 5.2.2 (see (112) for the patterns).  

 

5.13.2 The role of English stressing in loanword adaptation 

    Another facet in the suprasegmental domain that may potentially influence the 

perception of English sounds to TM ears is English stressing. Of special interest is 

whether or not the stressing of the syllable where the target segment resides may 

condition the perception of it. To find out the answer, again we conduct an 

investigation on stop codas on grounds that they serve as appropriate targets due to 

the reasons given in the preceding subsection, except that the source words that carry 

stop codas have to be minimally disyllabic, since the prosodic preference for binary 

feet in TM has been claimed to exert a suprasegmental effect on the interpretation of 

the stop codas from monosyllabic sources. And likewise, to keep the patterns from 

being contaminated by the effect of place-markedness, we need to present the 

retention/deletion patterns separately in terms of places of articulation. As a stressed 

syllable has greater respiratory energy than neighboring unstressed syllables 

(Ladefoged 2001), it is then presumable that segments in a stressed syllable are 

perceptually more salient than those in unstressed syllables. The patterns are given in 

(145). 

 

(145) Stressing in the retention rates of stop codas  

 p/b k/( t/d 

Stressed  78.57% (11/14) 86.96% (20/23) 44.44 (12/27) 

Unstressed 83.33 (5/6) 66.67% (30/45) 44.9% (22/49) 
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    The result seems to be against our expectation. Judged by (145), both the velar 

and the coronal stops in stressed syllables are more frequently retained, though the 

difference between coronal stops in stressed and unstressed syllables is very subtle. 

Contrary to this, however, the retention rate of labials in stressed syllables is 

conversely lower than that in unstressed syllables. Strictly speaking, hence, it is only 

velar stops that barely meet our prediction. On the whole, the effect of English 

stressing is not significant in statistics (χ
2 = 3.5, df = 1, p = .06). We thus draw the 

conclusion that English stressing plays a slight, if there is any, role in TM perception 

of consonants, though the conclusions of a number of prior studies have converged 

toward some systematic stress-to-tone (Kiu 1977, Silverman 1992, and Yip 2006 for 

Cantonese; C. Wu 2006, H. Wu 2006, and Chang and Bradley 2012 for MC/TM) and 

tone-to-tone (Hsieh and Kenstowicz 2008 for Lhasa Tibetan) tendencies. But see 

Kubozono (2006), where, with statistical evidence, he argues that loanwords in 

Japanese do not show significant difference from native words and follow the typical 

accent patterns exhibited by the latter, though loanwords alone reveal a stronger 

tendency towards the accented patterns than native and SJ (Sino-Japanese) words.  

    The investigation of suprasegmental factors leads us to the understanding that 

TM prosody weighs over English stressing with respect to perceptual salience, 

lending further support to the assumption that perception relies more on L1 phonology 

than any L2 contrasts that are not distinctive to L1 adapters.  

 

5.14 Conclusion 

    When faced with a foreign speech sound or structure that is absent from the 

native language, the perceiver inevitably has trouble interpreting the sound with 

accuracy. As there is no precise match for reference in the L1 phonology, what 
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determines the form of the mental configuration is mainly, if not completely, a bundle 

of perceptual correlates that do not pertain to the perceiver’s logic reasoning, but to 

the acoustic qualities of the target segments per se, or degrees of salience yielded by 

the phonetic environment that embraces them. The high retention rate of fricatives, for 

example, is attributable to the salient friction noise generated in the articulation of 

fricative consonants. The low retention rate of a liquid after a [+back] vowel, for 

another, is claimed to result from its great closeness in F2 to the preceding [+back] 

vowel, which leads to the perceptual weakness of the neighboring liquid in the back.  

    For any given English consonant in the adaptation process, the concept of 

perceptual salience does not pertain to the sounds themselves, but is defined in terms 

of their relativity to other sounds or other contexts. Take the voiceless alveolar stops 

[t]/[ t�] for example. Under positional effect, it is most salient as the first/simplex onset, 

next as the second/third onset, and least salient as the coda. Next, in our discussion of 

the asymmetric mappings of voicing and aspiration, the unaspirated [t] is inclined to 

map to an aspirated correspondent as the coda for greater perceptual absence of 

voicing in this position (thus more positive VOT), and to an unaspirated 

correspondent as the second/third onset preceded by [s] for its greater perceptual 

absence of aspiration (thus less positive VOT), a well-known phonological rule in 

both American and British English. In the effect of place-markedness hierarchy, the 

coronals [t]/[ t�] are the least perceptually robust stop in comparison with the labials 

[p]/[p�] and the dorsal [k]/[k�], all else being equal. With regard to the universal 

sonority scale, the less sonorous [t]/[ t�] are rendered more salient as the second/third 

onset and coda than the more sonorous liquid [�] in the same positions, since [t]/[ t�], 

being obstruents, are farther from the preceding nuclear vowel on the sonority scale 

and creates greater contrast between them, hence arguably more noticeable in 
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perception than [�]. Compared with fricatives, moreover, [t]/[ t�] are deemed less 

perceptible than the former for lack of auditory friction noise, the most salient cues 

that lie largely within the fricatives themselves. When preceding a sibilant, a 

subcategory of fricative sounds that features a high-frequency hiss, in the onset 

position, [t�] tends to be perceptually ignored under the masking effect of the adjacent 

sibilant [s]. Lastly, the native speakers’ prosodic preference for binary feet renders the 

unaspirated [t] in coda more liable to be perceptually syllabified in monosyllabic 

inputs without consonant clusters at syllable margins than in polysyllabic inputs.  

    Somewhat surprisingly, however, a couple of perceptual correlates are found not 

as influential as the abovementioned effects, such as the voicing feature of English 

stop codas and the stress assignment of the English source words. It thus leads us to 

the claim that the adapter is less likely to be affected by L2 aspects that are absent in 

L1.  

    We are now equipped with the adaptation patterns presented in Chapter 4 and the 

correspondent perceptual accounts, as given in this current chapter. In the chapter that 

follows, subsequently, we will see how these perceptual grounds and phonologically 

patterned exceptionality can be properly incorporated in an economic way into a 

single grammar. 
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Chapter 6  

Constructing the SPG for TM Loanword Adaptation 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In conventional OT works on loanword phonology, adaptation processes are 

normally attributed to the interaction between markedness and faithfulness constraints, 

or certain loanword-specific constraints per se, such as Davidson and Noyer’s (1997) 

MATCH and Yip’s (2006) MIMIC . From a functional perspective, however, one can 

object the conventional view by questioning the mental mechanism of the adapter 

when they are processing the L2 input in the phase of perception: given speech 

perception is all about hearing sounds by detecting vibrations and changes in the 

pressure of the surrounding medium, rather than the listener’s logic reasoning, how 

can the constraint of faithfulness family function in perception anyway? For example, 

as claimed in our discussion of English [�] in TM, if the common deletion of it behind 

a [+back] vowel is due to the acoustic similarity between the two adjacent segments 

(hence the following [�] is less perceptible), how can the constraint ranking “Dep-V 

>> Max-R(V[+back]_)” be arguably the very mental mechanism that processes the 

inputs and generates the resultant pattern? That is, the reason for the common deletion 

of [�] following a [+back] vowel should result from the great confusability between 

the [+back] vowel and [�], rather than from the reasoning that the adapter’s 

“unwillingness” to insert a vowel is greater than his or her “willingness” to retain the 

[�] behind a [+back] vowel. In virtue of this, the dissertation employs a constraint type 

that should be defined independently from markedness and faithfulness—cue 

constraints (CUE, Boersma 2000, 2007ab; Boersma and Hamann 2009) in the 

construction of a perception grammar. Cue constraints formulate the listener’s 
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knowledge of perceptual cues, i.e. the relation between the auditory form and its 

correspondent surface form in phonology, based on either the auditory information 

provided by the external context, or the internal acoustic cues of the involved segment. 

Cue constraints are, least controversially, believed to serve as the proper ingredients 

that constitute of SPG, as they genuinely reflect the down-to-earth aural events that 

happen during each evaluation time. 

Another focal point of this chapter is to prove that an SPG approach, in 

preference to other OT-based theories that are designed to couch language variation, 

to modeling language variation is superior on both descriptive and explanatory 

grounds, as it not merely renders the theoretical machinery succinct by holding a 

single grammar, but, with the idea of “quantified” constraints on a linear scale of 

strictness, it also features its predictability of probabilities for potential variants to 

happen (refer to 2.5 for a detailed comparison among different OT versions at work).  

As has been discussed in Chapter 5, the probabilistic distribution of each repair is 

argued to stem from a variety of perceptual factors. In this current chapter, the 

involved perceptual accounts are formally translated into relevant cue constraints, 

each given a specific ranking value based on its weight in that aural event. As 

constraints are viewed as ranges on a continuous scale of strictness in stochastic OT, 

lexical variation (Zuraw 2010) is rendered inevitable insofar as two constraints are 

close enough to incur an overlapping area. This overlapping area is where ranking 

may be reversed and thus variation follows. What particularly differentiates this paper 

from other stochastic-OT works in literature, however, is that we figure out the 

mathematical axiom with which we can work out not only the precise ranking values 

of the constraints yielding binary variation (two variants), but also those inducing 

multiple variation (more than three variants).     

The structure of this chapter is given below. Following introduction, Section 6.2 
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provides a detailed elaboration on the procedures for calculating constraint ranking 

values. Section 6.3 deals with the data patterns stemming from the positional effects 

on TM adaptation of English consonants. I then turn in Section 6.4 to the formulation 

the VOT effects on the adaptation patterns of stops that show asymmetry between 

English and TM with respect to voicing and aspiration. Later Section 6.5 constructs 

the SPG that accounts for the effect of the universal place hierarchy (Prince and 

Smolensky 1993/2004, Lombardi 2001) on the retention/deletion patterning of stop 

codas. Afterwards, Section 6.6 deals with perceptual coalescence of coronal onset 

clusters. In Section 6.7, through the comparison between stop codas and [�] codas, the 

focus is switched to the patterns that are well explained by the effect of universal scale 

of sonority. Next, Section 6.8 discusses the effect of the high perception salience of 

friction noise on fricatives’ resistance to deletion, which can be made clear by the 

comparison with the retention rates of the other obstruent categories in the coda 

position. Following 6.8, Section 6.9 further gives a formal analysis of the masking 

effect of sibilants, a subset of fricatives, on the neighboring stop. Section 6.10 in turn 

reanalyses the effect of rhyme harmony in TM phonology on English [VN.] rhymes, 

as originally addressed in Hsieh, Kenstowicz, and Mou’s (2009), and takes a further 

step by giving an SPG account that embraces lexical variation into a single grammar. 

Then Section 6.11 discusses the effect of similarity between the nuclear vowel and the 

liquid coda, which is dealt with by proposing conventional faithfulness constraints 

within the stochastic-OT mechanism in Lü (2013). The last topic of discussion is 

given in 6.12, which turns the focus to a suprasegmental effect on loanword 

adaptation: how the native speaker’s prosodic preference for a phonological word 

with a binary foot may influence the retention/deletion pattern of postvocalic stops. 

Finally Section 6.13 summarizes this chapter and gives concluding remarks.  
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6.2 Calculation of ranking values 

Despite the innovative views on constraint ranking in stochastic OT, the author(s) 

(Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma and Hayes 2001) and others (e.g. Zuraw 2000) have 

applied the theory mainly to computer-based learning algorithms. Little has been said 

on how the crucial concepts in stochastic OT may be exploited in formal analyses of 

language variation. That is, followers may have difficulty “positioning” the ranking 

values of constraints that incur variations. In view of this, this section does not go 

straight to the SPG construction of each single pattern, but gives resolutions to this 

puzzle instead. In the remainder of this section, the constraint interaction that yields 

variation is divided into two categories, i.e., binary variation and ternary variation, 

and the focus is laid on how to work out the ranking values of the involved constraints 

based on their overlapping situations.  

 

6.2.1 Binary variation 

    In the original works of stochastic OT (Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma and Hayes 

2001), variations are treated as the result of variable rankings between two constraints. 

There can be two scenarios under this category, as will be discussed separately in 

what follows.  

In the first scenario, the ranking values of Constraints A and B are the same, say, 

98.07, implying that they are completely overlapped on the linear scale of strictness. 

 

(146) Binary variation: Scenario I (Ranking values: A = B) 

 

 

 

 

                              

            lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 B 

 A 

 100% 

 98.07 
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An overlapping relationship like this should predict a fifty-fifty probabilistic 

distribution of occurrence between A > B and B > A:  

 

(147) Potential rankings and predicted frequencies under (146) 

Ranking Frequency 

A > B 50% 

B > A 50% 

 

   The other scenario, as more commonly observed in language variation, takes place 

when the ranking value of one constraint is higher than that of the other, whereas they 

are close enough to incur an overlapping area, as schematized in (148). 

 

(148) Binary variation: Scenario II (Ranking values: A > B) 

 

 

 

 

                              

            

 

 

In this scenario, the ranking value of Constraint A is higher than that of 

Constraint B, but not sufficiently high to avoid overlapping with Constraint B. 

Supposing the overlapping area accounts for 60% of the constraint range, the 

probabilities for Constraint A to dominate Constraint B and reversely for Constraint B 

to dominate Constraint A, which later lead us to gain the ranking value of Constraint 

A, can be understood as follows.  

    First, as shown above, there exists the probability of 40% where Constraint A 

 A 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 B 

 40%  60% 

 98.07 

 40% 

 ? 
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absolutely dominates Constraint B. Within the overlapping 60%, however, the 

probability for one constraint to outrank the other should be evenly divided, which is 

30%. The probability for Constraint A to dominate Constraint B is then 70% (the 

non-overlapping area 40% plus the 30% within the shared overlapping area). The 

probability for Constraint B to rank higher than Constraint A is the only 30% within 

the shared overlapping area. This is summarized in (149). 

 

(149) Potential rankings and predicted frequencies under (148) 

Ranking Frequency 

A > B 70% 

B > A 30% 

 

    Given the frequencies, how can one possibly determine the ranking value of 

Constraint A? First, we have to decide on the coverage of each constraint. 

Traditionally, 2.0 is taken as the value for one standard deviation (σ) on the linear 

scale, which is equated with the noise of each evaluation time. According to the 

definition of normal distribution, as has been discussed earlier, where 99.73% of 

selection points fall within 3σ (equal to 6 on the scale) from the mean (μ) on both 

sides, the coverage of each constraint is thus rendered 12 (6 on each side). Hence, it 

can be inferred that the overlapping area accounts for 7.2 (12*60%) on the scale. Next, 

if Constraint B is arbitrarily given the ranking value 98.07, we are able to gain the top 

value of it, which is 104.07 (98.07 + 6). By subtracting 7.2 from 104.07, we get to 

know the bottom value of Constraint A, 96.87. Finally, with this bottom value of 

Constraint A, the ranking value (central point) of it can be figured out as 102.87 

(96.87 + 6).  
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6.2.2 Multiple variation 

    In cases where language variation involves more than three potential options, we 

are in need of a mathematical operation that explicates interaction among three 

constraints. On the basis of what we have reached thus far, let us hypothesize the 

following situations.  

First in Scenario I, shown in (150), where the three constraints share a single 

ranking value, 98.07, they are fully overlapped and the probability for one constraint 

to dominate the rest two should be equally divided into 33.33% (100/3), as 

summarized subsequently in (151).  

 

(150) Ternary variation: Scenario I (Ranking values: A = B = C) 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

(151) Potential rankings and predicted frequencies under (150) 

Ranking Frequency 

A >> B >> C, A >> C >> B 33.33% 

B >> C >> A, B >> A >> C 33.33% 

C >> A >> B, C >> B >> A 33.33% 

 

In the second scenario, Constraint A ranks generally higher than Constraints B 

and C, and the latter two share the same ranking value. An assignment like (152) 

beneath indicates the following probabilistic distribution. The probability for 

Constraint A to dominate the other two is the 40% of absolute dominance plus one 

third of the overlapped 60% (20%), since this is the area shared by all three 

 A 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 B 
 C 

 100% 

 98.07 
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constraints. The result is 60% (40% + 20%). For Constraints B or C to rank on the top, 

on the other hand, the probability is simply one-third of the overlapping area, which is 

20% for each. See (153) for a summary. 

 

(152) Ternary variation: Scenario II (Ranking values: A > B = C) 

 

 

 

 

                              

            

 

 

(153) Potential rankings and predicted frequencies under (152) 

Ranking Frequency 

A >> B >> C, A >> C >> B 60% 

B >> C >> A, B >> A >> C 20% 

C >> A >> B, C >> B >> A 20% 

 

With respect to the ranking values, as Constraints (B) and (C) share the same 

ranking value, that of Constraint (A) can be worked out as 102.87, analogous to what 

we have seen in 6.2.1. 

    Careful readers may wonder if it is necessary to take into account the rightmost 

40% where only Constraints B and C overlap when considering their probabilities to 

dominate. On the premise that it is solely the undominated constraint that matters to 

the output, the answer is no, because within this area, where the coverage of 

Constraint A can hardly reach, the chance for Constraint B or C to dominate A is zero. 

That is, the rightmost 40% is simply the mirror image of the leftmost 40%, i.e., where 

Constraint A absolutely dominates the rest. 

Scenario III is fundamentally the opposite of Scenario II, as Constraints A and B 

 A 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 B 

 C 

 40%  60%  40% 

 98.07  ? 
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share the same ranking value, both of which are generally higher than Constraint C. 

 

(154) Ternary variation: Scenario III (Ranking values: A = C > B) 

 

 

 

 

                              

            

 

 

    In (154), the respective probability for Constraint A or C to dominate will be half 

of the leftmost 40%, which is 20%, as this is the area shared by the two completely 

overlapping constraints, plus one third of the 60% (equal to 20%) where all three 

constraints overlap. And the result is 40% for each. Finally, for Constraint C to rank 

on the top, the probability is simply one third of the 60% in the middle area where all 

three constraints overlap, which is 20%. This is summarized in (155).  

 

(155) Potential rankings and predicted frequencies under (154) 

Ranking Frequency 

A >> B >> C, A >> C >> B 40% 

B >> C >> A, B >> A >> C 40% 

C >> A >> B, C >> B >> A 20% 

 

    Again, as Constraints A and C share a single ranking value, it can be figured out 

as 102.87, based on the same rationales for (148) and (152). 

Scenario IV should be in reality the most common situation in cases of ternary 

variation, in which each constraint occupies a position but in the meanwhile all are 

close enough to mutually overlap. 

 

 A 

0 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 B 
 C 

 40%  60%  40% 

 98.07  ? 
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(156) Ternary variation: Scenario IV (Ranking values: A > B > C) 

 

 

 

 

                              

            

  

 

    In (156), the respective probability for one constraint to outrank the rest can be 

understood as follows. First, for Constraint A to rank over the rest, we add up the 

leftmost uncovered 40%, half of the middle 30% (15%, shared by Constraints A and 

B), and finally one third of the remaining 30% (10%, shared by Constraints A, B and 

C), which amounts to 65%. Second, the probability for Constraint B to dominate 

should be calculated by adding up half of the middle 30% (15%, shared by 

Constraints A and B) and one third of the rightmost 30% (10%), which equals to 25%. 

Finally, the remaining one-third of the rightmost 30%, 10%, should be the probability 

that Constraint C outranks the others. See below for a summary for the above 

discussion.  

 

(157) Potential rankings and predicted frequencies under (156) 

Ranking Frequency 

A >> B >> C, A >> C >> B 65% 

B >> C >> A, B >> A >> C 25% 

C >> A >> B, C >> B >> A 10% 

 

    Let us now turn to the axiom to figure out the ranking values of the constraints in 

question. Once again, as the starting point, we need to assign an arbitrary number to a 

constraint as its ranking value: following the earlier discussion, we give Constraint B 

the value 98.07. Based on the rationales that are previously introduced, the top value 

 A 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 B  C 

 40%  30%  30% 

 98.07  ?  ? 
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of Constraint B is then 104.07 (98.07 + 6), which leads us to gain the bottom value of 

Constraint A, 96.87 (104.07 – 12*60%). Then the ranking value of Constraint A, 

102.87 (96.87 + 6) can be deduced. With the ranking values of Constraint A and B, we 

may figure out that of Constraint C through either of the two known ranking values. If 

we take the path of Constraint A, we may gain the ranking value of Constraint C by 

adding 3.6 (12*30%) to 96.87 (bottom value of Constraint A) to get the top value of 

Constraint C, which equals 100.47, and subtracting 6 from 100.47. The value turns 

out to be 94.47.  

 

6.2.3 Interim summary 

    In this section, we have introduced the mathematical rationales in calculating the 

ranking value of each constraint based on the probabilistic distribution as well as at 

least a known ranking value of one of the constraints in action. Crucially, this 

resolution features not merely the possibility to formalize variation induced by 

interaction between two overlapping constraints (binary variation), as addressed at 

length in the original works of stochastic OT, but also the feasibility to couch 

variation involving multiple-constraint interaction that generates more than three 

variables (multiple variation). Through the allotment of constraints to precise 

numerical positions by simple calculations, language variation is still couched within 

the OT theorems yet better explained with theoretical simplicity. 

 

6.3 Positional influence  

    As has been discussed in 5.2, it has been generalized that, other things being 

equal, the position of a consonant in a syllable, including simplex/first onset, 

second/third onset, or coda, considerably determines the phonetic salience of a 

consonant. Supported by the position-induced adaptation patterns, perceptual salience 
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of a consonant is the strongest in simplex/first onset, second strongest in second/third 

onset, and finally weakest in coda. The positional influence on the salience of 

consonants is explained by a handful of experimental results that are reported in 

phonetic and psychological works. The salience hierarchy of the same consonant in 

different positional contexts is formulated in (116), repeated here in (158). 

 

(158) Salience hierarchy by position (also (116)) 

 C vs. Ø/_V � C vs. Ø/(C)(C)_V � C vs. Ø/V_ 

   

    The salience hierarchy indicates that the perceptual difference between a 

consonant and silence in onset is greater than that in second/third onset, which in turn 

is greater than that in coda. In what follows, we will see how the salience hierarchy 

may be translated into OT in a unified and parsimonious way by introducing cue 

constraints and stochastic evaluation.  

 

6.3.1 An OT Analysis with cue constraints 

Unlike conventional OT studies that attribute the perceptual prominence of 

word/syllable-initial materials to positional faithfulness constraints (Lombardi 1991, 

1996, Steriade 1993, 1997, Selkirk 1994, McCarthy and Prince 1995, Beckman 1995, 

1998, Alderete 1995, Casali 1996), we translate similar effects of positional salience 

into a series of cue constraints, as listed below in (159). In the formation of a cue 

constraint, we follow Boersma’s series of works, where the raw auditory input appears 

in brackets on the left, and the corresponding underlying representation is given 

between slashes on the right.  
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(159) Cue constraints for the positional effect 

a. *[.C]/ /: A true consonant that starts a syllable should not be interpreted as          

nothingness. 

b. *[.(C)(C)C]/ /: A true consonant following another in a consonant cluster that 

starts a syllable should not be interpreted as nothingness. 

c. *[C.]/ /: A true consonant that ends a syllable should not be interpreted as 

nothingness.  

 

    The cue constraints (159bc) militate against (160), which forbids perceptual 

insertion of a vowel.  

 

(160) *[ ]/+vocalic/ (*[ ]/+voc/): One should not interpret nothingness as a vowel.  

 

    Oftentimes, introduction of an English word into TM involves devoicing of an 

English consonant, as there is no voicing contrast in TM. The cue constraint below is 

then presumably ranked low, since alternation of voicing feature is widely attested in 

the corpus. 

 

(161) *[ humming]/–voiced/ (*[hum]/–vcd/): A humming noise should not be 

interpreted as the feature [–voiced]. 

 

    The aural event of voicing in this cue constraint is informally described as 

“humming” in italics in preference to a formal transcription, such as the feature 

transcription [+voiced]. It is to manifest the fact that at least some L2 “features” that 

are absent in the native phonology may mean nothing to the ears of a monolingual L1 

adapter.  

Cue constraints should interact under strict dominance of structural constraints, 

derived from the structural regulations in L1 phonology. On the basis of the phoneme 

inventories and syllable structures of the two involved languages given in Chapter 3, 
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the TM structural constraints that govern the perceptual process of English consonants 

are listed below. 

 

(162) TM structural constraints on English consonants 

a. */(.)CC(.)/: No complex margins. 

b. */obstruent./ (*/obs./): No obstruent coda. 

c. */liquid./ (*/liq./): No liquid coda.  

d. */m./: No [m] coda.  

e. */obstruent[+voiced]/ (*/obs[+vcd]/): No voiced obstruents.  

f. */'/: No [']. 

g. */ %/: No [%]. 

h. */ t%/: No [t%]. 

i. */h/: No [h].  

 

    Constraint (162a) prohibits consonant clusters from appearing in any positions 

within the syllable. Constraints (162b-d) forbid obstruents, liquids, and the consonant 

[m] to be the codas, respectively. And constraints (162e-i) prohibit any voiced 

obstruents, ['], [%], [t%], or [h] from appearing in a TM syllable.  

    As mentioned in 5.2, retention of a consonant is the most frequent strategy 

adopted in all positions as a whole, with 99.79% for simplex/first onsets, 82.81% for 

second/third onsets, and 70.92% for codas. To account for the major patterns, the 

constraint ranking is proposed in (163). 

 

(163) Major ranking for positional effect  

*/(.)CC(.)/, */obstruent./, */liquid./, */m./, */obstruent[+voiced]/, */'/, */%/, */t%/, 

* /h/ 

>>  

*[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, *[C.]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+vocalic/, *[humming]/–voiced/ 
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    Structural constraints that regulate the segments and syllable structure of the 

output are strictly ranked at the top. Cue constraints that favor retention of an English 

consonant are placed in the middle due to the relatively higher perceptibility of the 

consonants in each position, while those prohibiting inserted vowels and devoicing of 

consonants are ranked at the bottom, as illusory vowels and voicing misinterpretation 

are both inevitable under the government of structural constraints in perception. In 

what follows, we illustrate this constraint ranking with loanword data, as presented 

separately in the order of simplex/first onset, second/third onset, and coda. Constraints 

that are irrelevant to the current case are ignored to save space.  

 

(164) Simplex onset 

 Example: [.d�n.v�.] Denver → [.tan.fo] 丹佛 

[.d�n.v�.] * /obs[+vcd]/ *[.C] 

/ / 

*[ hum] 

/–voiced/ 

a. ☞/.tan.fo./                                                                                                                             * 

b. /.tan.vo./ *W  L 

c. /.tan.o./  *W L 

 

The structural constraint */obstruent[+voiced]/ disfavors candidate (b) for its 

prohibition of voiced obstruents. The higher-ranked cue constraint *[.C]/ / favors the 

winner over candidate (c) since the latter misses the onset [v] in the second syllable. 

Candidate (a) is the most harmonic though it is not favored by the bottomed 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ that favors the losers.  

    Before we move on, two points are of note here regarding phonetic transcription 

in the forthcoming stochastic-OT analyses. First, the raw auditory input enclosed in 

single brackets is given in broad IPA transcription, considering its descriptive 

adequacy for us to discuss current perceptual issues. Second, the phonetic 

transcription of the winning candidate to serve as the UR may not precisely be the 
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articulatory form in TM lexicon, as it awaits further adjustment in the production 

grammar, which consists of structural, faithfulness, articulatory, and semantic 

constraints. However, we still adopt the surface structure of the adaptation form as the 

representation for the winning candidate, which should do no harm to a study that 

investigate the mapping of consonants, the retention/deletion and necessary 

alternation of which are claimed to be determined early in perceptual processing. 

 

(165) Second/third onset  

 Example: [.s	.k��.t�iz.] Socrates → [.su.k�.la.ti.] 蘇格拉底 

[.s	.k��.t�iz.] * /(.)CC(.)/ *[.(C)(C)C] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.su.k�.la.ti./   * 

b. /.su.k��.ti./ *W  L 

c. /.su.k�.ti./  *W L 

 

    Compared with the winner, Candidate (b) is disfavored by the strict structural 

constraint */(.)CC(.)/ that disallows a consonant cluster at syllable margins. The cue 

constraint *[.(C)(C)C]/ / favors the winner over Candidate (c) for the latter’s deletion 

of the second onset in the second syllable. Candidate (a) is rendered optimal though it 

is not preferred by the loser-favoring cue constraint *[ ]/+vocalic/ for insertion of a 

vowel in the second syllable.  

 

(166) Coda 

 Example: [.hæm.l�t.] Hamlet → [.xa.mu.lei.t
�.] 哈姆雷特 

[.hæm.l�t.] * /obs./ *[C.] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.xa.mu.lei.t
�./   * 

b. /.xa.mu.leit/ *W  L 

c. /.xa.mu.lei./  *W L 
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    Along similar lines to (164) and (165), in (166) the undominated structural 

constraint */obstruent./ prefers the winner over Candidate (b) for the ill-formed 

obstruent coda. The higher-ranked cue constraint *[C.]/ / then favors the winner over 

Candidate (c) since the coda does not surface. The winner (a) is the most harmonic 

candidate despite the loser-favoring cue constraint *[ ]/+vocalic/ at the bottom.  

    For all the major patterns, variation exists to a certain extent. Cases like (164) – 

(166) are not absolute, as each accounts for 99.79%, 82.81%, and 70.92% in simplex 

onset, second/third onset, and coda positions, respectively. The constraint ranking in 

(163) fails to derive cases of consonant deletion, and should be replaced by (167), 

illustrated by tableaux (168) – (170) subsequently. Again, irrelevant constraints are 

left aside for space.  

 

(167) Minor ranking for positional effect  

 */(.)CC(.)/, */obstruent./, */liquid./, */m./, */obstruent[+voiced]/, */'/, */%/, */t%/, 

* /h/  

>>  

*[ ]/+vocalic/, *[humming]/–voiced/ 

>> 

*[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, *[C.]/ / 

 

(168) Simplex onset  

 Example: [.vu.du.] voodoo → [.u.tu.] 巫毒 

[.vu.du.] * /obs[+vcd]/ *[hum] 

/–vcd/ 

*[.C] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.u.tu./   * 

b. /.vu.tu./ *W  L 

c. /.fu.tu./  *W L 

 

    This is an extremely scarce instance where the first onset is ignored. In (168), 

again, structural constraints are never violable, and hence Candidate (b) is not 
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preferred by */obstruent[+voiced]/. Due to the reversal of *[C.]/ / and *[humming]/–

voiced/ in this ranking, Candidate (c), which may seem to be a more likely outcome to 

most TM adapters, is disfavored by the higher-ranking *[humming]/–voiced/. 

Candidate (a), of which the first syllable is onsetless, turns out to be optimal, though it 

is disfavored by the bottomed cue constraint *[C.]/ / that favors both losers.  

 

(169) Second/third onset 

 Example: [.la�.k��.] Lycra → [.lai.k�a.] 徠佧 

[.la�.k��.] * /(.)CC(.)/ *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*[.(C)(C)C] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.lai.k�a./   * 

b. /.lai.k��a./ *W  L 

c. /.lai.k��.la./  *W L 

 

    Once again, the ranking also allows a relatively scarce repair to happen, in which 

the second/third onset is deleted to meet TM phonotactic restrictions. In this example, 

Candidate (b) is disfavored by the structural constraint that disallows consonant 

clusters at syllable margins. Candidate (c) is not favored by the cue constraint 

*[ ]/+vocalic/, which prohibits silence in the input from corresponding to a vowel in 

the output. Candidate (a) serves as the winner since it is preferred by the constraints 

on the top and in the middle, but only disfavored by the lowest cue constraint 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ /.  

 

(170) Coda  

 Example: [.k�æ.�t.] carat → [.k��.la.] 克拉 

[.k�æ.�t.] * /obs./ *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*[C.] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.k��.la./   * 

b. /.k��.lat/ *W  L 

c. /.k��.la.t
�/  *W L 
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    In (170), the structural constraint */obstruent./ favors the winner over Candidate 

(b), which has a stop coda in the second syllable. Candidate (c) is disfavored by the 

cue constraint *[ ]/+vocalic/ for the epenthetic vowel. The optimal output (a) is 

favored by both the abovementioned two constraints, rendering it harmless to be 

disfavored by the lowest loser-favoring cue constraint *[C.]/ /.  

    What lies ahead is lexical variations of loanwords that involve probabilistic 

distribution. And these variations necessitate two constraint hierarchies of the same 

set of cue constraints, as summarized below. 

 

(171) Positional effects on consonant adaptation  

 *[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, *[C.]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/, *[ hum]/–vcd/ 

*[ ]/+voc/,*[ hum]/–vcd/ 

>> 

*[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, *[C.]/ / 

Simp. onset  [.d�n.v�.] Denver →  

[.tan.fo] 丹佛 (99.79%) 

[.vu.du.] voodoo →  

[.u.tu.] 巫毒 (0.21%) 

2nd/3rd onset [.s	.k��.t�iz.] Socrates → 

[.su.k�.la.ti.] 蘇格拉底 (82.81%) 

[.la�.k��.] Lycra → 

[.lai.k�a.] 徠佧 (17.19%) 

Coda [.hæm.l�t.] Hamlet → 

[.xa.mu.lei.t
�.] 哈姆雷特(70.92%) 

[.k�æ.�t.] carat →  

[.k��.la.] 克拉 (29.08%) 

 

    Potential ways of dealing with variation are introduced and discussed in Chapter 

2. It will be seen that by combining cue constraints and stochastic evaluation, the SPG 

for English consonants in TM adaptations may be established with theoretical 

simplicity and plausibility.  

 

6.3.2 Cue constraints in stochastic evaluation  

    Perception in its nature is greatly subject to background noise and individual 

differences. It is then appropriate to see cue constraints as ranges of value on a linear 
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scale, i.e. in a stochastic-OT fashion, rather than as irreversible points. It is due to the 

very feature of constraint coverage that overlapping areas, where variation takes 

places, are inevitably incurred. The result in (171) is thus highly predictable—lexical 

variations are everywhere but in the meanwhile tendencies can be generalized. That is, 

retention of consonants is most likely to happen in onset, then second/third onset, and 

the least likely in coda. The probabilistic distribution between retention and deletion 

of a consonant is far from random, but relies on the relative perceptual salience 

involved in each position.  

In view of its superiority of theoretic simplicity and predictability, this 

dissertation employs stochastic evaluation to formalize the OT grammar of TM 

perception of English consonants. Another discrepancy from what has been done in 

Yip (1993), Kentowicz (2001), and Broselow (2004, 2009) lies in the fact that it is no 

longer a tug of war between Max and Dep in both perception and production. Rather, 

the ingredients that constitute the perception grammar are structural constraints and 

cue constraints. Following the convention of Boersma’s serial works, as has been 

discussed in 6.2, the arbitrary value of 2.0 is adopted as the evaluation noise (σ), and 

the whole range should therefore cover 12 units (nearly 100% fall in 3 σ’s on each 

side, equating 6 units). The initial state of constraints is given the arbitrary value of 

100. Another point that deserves attention in the formation of SPG is that though there 

should be no “starting point” (Boersma 1997, 1998, Boersma and Hayes 2001) in the 

current fixed adult grammar, as applied in works of L1 acquisition, we place the 

constraints in this neighborhood for consistency.  

 

6.3.2.1 Simplex onsets 

First, we need to decide on the values of the relevant constraints that determine 

the probabilistic distribution between retention and deletion of a consonant in the 
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onset position. The structural constraints are never violable, and are hence given a 

value that is sufficiently high to avoid overlapping with other constraints (though 

mathematically it is never achievable in a bell-curved Gaussian distribution). Because 

of this consideration, the inviolable structural constraints proposed in (162) are 

unitedly assigned the value of 167.56. What is crucial in determining retention or 

deletion of an onset consonant is the ranking between *[.C]/ / and *[humming]/–

voiced/. Judged by (171), the value of the cue constraint *[.C]/ / should be rather high, 

since it is hardly dominated by other cue constraints. If we give it 118.63, the value of 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ should be 106.6835. By doing so, the slight overlapping 

accounts for 0.42%, half of which (0.21%) happens to be the probability that 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ may reversely dominate *[.C]/ /, leading to deletion of the 

voiced simplex onset. The ranking values of the constraints in question are listed in 

(172), where the shadowed rows infer that the involved cue constraints are close 

enough to incur overlapping (when the constraint coverage is considered to be 3σ on 

both sides of the ranking value, where up to 99.73% of selection points may fall), half 

of which stands for the likelihood for the constraint with the lower ranking value to 

reversely dominate the higher one. 

 

(172) SPG for simplex onsets 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

                                                      
35   The ranking value (the central point) of 106.68 can be worked out via simple calculation, as stated 

below. First we have to get the bottom value of *[.C]/ / through 118.63 (the ranking value of *[.C]/ /) 
minus 6 (3σ), and we get 112.63. Next, we need to calculate the linear range that 0.42% (0.21%*2, 
as the probability that one dominates the other is 50%) accounts for on the scale: 0.42%*12 (6*2, 
the coverage of each constraint) = 0.05. Now add 0.05 to 112.63 (the bottom value of *[.C]/ /), and 
we get 112.68, which is the top value of the lower *[humming]/–voiced/. Finally, we are able to 
figure out the ranking value (the central point) of *[humming]/–voiced/ by subtracting 6 (3σ) from 
112.68, and we have 106.68.  
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Let us apply the ranking values to genuine loanword data with hypothetical 

selection points. In (173), a common selection results in retention of a simplex onset 

consonant with the ranking *[.C]/ / >> *[humming]/–voiced/, while a rare yet possible 

choice is deletion of it via the reversed ranking.  

 

(173) Hypothetical selection points and results from (172) (CSP: common selection  

points, RSP: rare selection points) 

 *[.C]/ / *[ hum]/–vcd/ Result Example 

CSP 116.25 (A1) 108.67 (B1) Retention [.d�n.v�.] → [.tan.fo] 

RSP 112.65 (A2) 112.67 (B2) Deletion [.vu.du.] → [.u.tu.]  

 

    Under normal circumstances, perceptual cues for the existence of a syllable- 

initial consonant is stronger than the identification of its voicing, e.g. under the 

ranking *[.C]/ / (116.25) >> *[humming]/–voiced/ (108.67), and the city name Denver 

([.d�n.v�.]) is borrowed as丹佛 ([.tan.fo.]), where the simplex onset [v] is retained 

but devoiced. In an extremely rare yet existent situation, however, where the listener 

is “behaviorally deafened” (Calabrese 2009) to the foreign [v], namely under the 

ranking *[humming]/–voiced/ (112.67) >> *[.C]/ / (112.65), the religion name Voodoo 

([.vu.du.]), practiced chiefly in Haiti, is adapted into 巫毒 ([.u.tu.]) in TM, where the 

same simplex onset [v] is perceptually elided. The diagram in (174) sketches the 

constraint arrangements and the hypothetical selection points in question.  
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(174) SPG for simplex onsets and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

The scarcity of RSP cases can be seen from the narrow overlapping area between 

*[.C]/ / and *[humming]/–voiced/, where only extremely close selection points, e.g. 

112.67 for *[humming]/–voiced (B2) and 112.65 for *[.C]/ / (A2), may fall to induce 

the domination of *[humming]/–voiced/ over *[.C]/ /, which in turn leads to deletion 

of a simplex onset. 

     

6.3.2.2 Second/third onsets  

    In determining the ranking values of the constraints responsible for the 

retention/deletion pattern of second/third onsets, a crucial ranking is the dominance 

between the two cue constraints *[.(C)(C)C]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/. When the former 

outranks the latter, vowel insertion for the preceding consonant to retain the 

second/third onset results, while the opposite ranking leads to deletion of the 

second/third onset. In our corpus, 82.81% of the second/third onsets are retained 

through an epenthetic vowel, and the remaining 17.19% are deleted. For consistency, 

the ranking value of the structural constraint */(.)CC(.)/, forbidding any successive 

consonants within a syllable, is again assigned the highest 167.56. The ranking value 

of *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, which is supposed to be a bit lower than *[.C]/ / due to the slightly 

weaker perceptual cues of a second/third onset than that of a simplex onset, is given 

115.77. With this given ranking value, the ranking value of *[ ]/+vocalic/ should be 

*/obs[+vcd]/ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56  118.63   106.68 

*[.C]/ /  *[ hum]/–vcd/ 

A1 B1 
B2 

A2 
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107.9 via calculation. This constraint arrangement is shown in (175), followed by the 

application of it to real loanword data with hypothetical selection points. 

 

(175) SPG for second/third onsets 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

 

(176) Hypothetical selection points and results from (175)  

 *[.(C)(C)C]/ / *[ ]/+voc/ Result Example 

CSP 117.18 (A1) 108.83 (B1) Retention [.s	.k��.t�iz.] → [.su.k�.la.ti.] 

RSP 112.42 (A2) 113.56 (B2) Deletion [.la�.k��.] → [.lai.k�a.] 

 

    A normal output originates from CSP, in which *[.(C)(C)C]/ / outranks 

*[ ]/+vocalic/, yielding retention of a second/third onset consonant. An example of 

this is the adaptation of the name of a Greek philosopher Socrates [.s	.k��.t�iz.] into

蘇格拉底 ([.su.k�.la.ti.]) in TM. An unusual result is induced by RSP, in which 

*[ ]/+voc/ reversely dominates *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, and deletion of a second/third onset 

consonant takes place. This can be exemplified by the adaptation of English Lycra 

([.la�.k��.]), name of a synthetic fiber, into 徠佧 ([.lai.k�a.]) in TM. This can be 

understood schematically below.  

 

(177) SPG for 2nd/3rd onsets and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56  115.77   107.9 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / *[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 B1 
B2 

A2 
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    In (177), it can be seen that the probability for the lower *[ ]/+vocalic/ to 

override higher *[.(C)(C)C]/ / is larger than that for *[humming]/–voiced/ to outrank 

*[.C]/ / in (174), if we compare the size of the overlapping areas in the two diagrams. 

This is due to the farther ranking values, namely the positions of constraints on the 

linear scale of strictness, of the two interacting cue constraints *[.(C)(C)C]/ / and 

*[ ]/+vocalic/. The perceptually inspired processes in segmental phonology are 

formally made clear in this way: the large disparity in size between the overlapping 

areas in (174) and (177), which contributes to a more even distribution of consonant 

retention/deletion of the latter, infers that perceptual cues for a second/third onset are 

weaker than those for a simplex onset, all else being equal. In stochastic OT, this 

gives rise to a lower ranking value of *[.(C)(C)C]/ / than *[.C]/ /. On the other hand, it 

also suggests that a TM listener is more apt to misperceive a voiced consonant in 

onset as a voiceless one than to insert an illusory vowel to break a onset cluster in 

prelexical perception. Stated in stochastic-OT terms, *[humming]/–voiced/ is 

allocated a lower ranking value than *[ ]/+vocalic/.  

 

6.3.2.3 Codas 

    The last position to discuss is syllable codas. What crucially determines the 

retention/deletion of an English coda consonant in TM adaptation is the ranking 

between two cue constraints—*[C.]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/. For an illicit coda consonant 

to retain, *[C.]/ / needs to dominate *[ ]/+vocalic/ to introduce an epenthetic vowel, 

whereas the dominance has to be reversed for the coda to be perceptually ignored. As 

has been seen in (171), 70.92% of such English coda consonants are retained through 

vowel insertion, and the remaining 29.08% are deleted. In stochastic evaluation, the 
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relevant structural constraints, namely */obstruent./, */liquid./36, and */m./, are all 

given the ranking value 167.56 with other structural constraints discussed thus far. 

The only task is to calculate the ranking value of *[C.]/ /, as that of *[ ]/+vocalic/, the 

cue constraint against interpreting nothingness as a vowel, has been determined (107.9) 

in the discussion of second/third onsets. Based on the same process of calculation, the 

value 112.92 for *[C.]/ / can be figured out. The ranking values of the constraints at 

work are summarized in (178), and illustrations with hypothetical selection points are 

provided right after.  

 

(178) SPG for codas 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

 

(179) Hypothetical selection points and results from (178)  

 *[C.]/ / *[ ]/+voc/ Result Example 

CSP 113.59 (A1) 105.33 (B1) Retention [.hæm.l�t.] → [.xa.mu.lei.t
�.] 

RSP 108.87 (A2) 111.52 (B2) Deletion [.k�æ.�t.] → [.k��.la.] 

 

    Due to the close ranking values between *[C.]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/, it may not be 

a case of “common vs. rare” asymmetry as we have seen in simplex onsets and 

second/third onsets, since compared to retention, the lower likelihood of deletion is 

still too high to be deemed “rare”. Rather, it should be said that a “more likely” result 

is to preserve the coda consonant by inserting a vowel to induce an independent 

                                                      
36   However, [�] in an [.�.] syllable is fine in TM. I will leave this as a residual problem in the last 

chapter lest the current focus may be obscured.  
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syllable. For example, Hamlet ([.hæm.l�t.]), one of William Shakespeare’s tragedies, 

is phonetically transliterated as哈姆雷特 ([.xa.mu.lei.t
�.]). A “less likely” outcome 

is deletion of a coda consonant, an example of which is that carat ([.k�æ.�t.]), a unit 

for measuring the weight of jewels, is borrowed as 克拉 ([.k��.la.]).This is shown in 

the schema below.  

 

(180) SPG for codas and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

Judged by the larger overlapping area than those in (174) and (177), retention 

rate of a coda consonant should be the lowest and deletion rate should be the highest 

compared with consonants in the other syllable positions. In descriptive terms, a 

syllable-final consonant bears the weakest perceptual cues, all else being equal. 

     

6.3.3 Interim summary 

    The perceptual cueing power of a consonant induced by its position in the 

syllable is translated into ranking values of a series of cue constraints on a linear 

strictness scale. With the allocation of ranking values, positional effects on loanword 

adaptation are unveiled and the constraints at work are quantified based on the 

retention/deletion patterns that we obtain from the loanword corpus. The ranking 

values of the constraints responsible for the positional effects are summarized in (181), 

where newly introduced constraints are listed in boldface.  

*/m./ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56  112.92 

0 

  107.9 

*[C.]/ /  *[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 B1 
B2 A2 

*/liq./ 
*/obs./ 
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(181) Summary SPG (Version I) 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

 

6.4 Asymmetric mappings of stop voicing and aspiration 

As has been discussed in 5.3, for stops, there should be in principle two possible 

perceptual interpretations of English contrasts of voicing and aspiration by TM 

adapters, as shown below, appearing previously in (117). 

 

(182) Potential mappings of English voicing and aspiration contrasts to TM (also  

(117)) 

a. L2 [+voiced]   [–voiced]       b.  L2 [–aspirated]  [+aspirated] 
            b              p       p�                       b       p          p�   

 
            p                  p�                                 p                p� 

 L1 [–aspirated]  [+aspirated]      L1 [–aspirated]  [+aspirated] 

 

In Chapter 4, the tendency observed in the adaptation patterns that are relevant to 

the mappings of stops from our corpus is the mapping in (182a). The adaptation 

patterns show that on the whole, English aspirated and unaspirated voiceless stops are 

both mapped to aspirated stops in TM, while voiced stops correspond to unaspirated 

stops, reinforcing Paradis and Tremblay’s (2009) finding, in which the recipient 
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language refers to the Mandarin variety spoken in Mainland China. This in a sense 

runs contrary to the intuition that the English “[+aspirated] vs. [–aspirated]” status 

should be perfectly mapped to the same contrast in TM. Despite this tendency, as 

observed in (85) in 4.4.1, a majority of the English unaspirated stops following [s] in 

the onset position do not correspond to such a prediction and yield to unaspirated 

stops in TM, unlike the unaspirated stops in coda. As we elaborate in 5.3, Ladefoged 

(2001) observes that an unaspirated stop preceded by [s] sounds nearly identical to the 

voiced counterpart. We thereby draw the conclusion that both being [–aspirated] stops, 

for the ones that follow [s], the absence of auditory aspiration noise weighs more than 

the absence of the auditory voicing, and for the ones that end a syllable, by contrast, 

the absence of auditory voicing weighs heavier than the absence of auditory aspiration 

noise. In what follows, we first give a formal analysis by applying cue constraints to 

the major adaptation patterns, where lexical variation is temporarily ignored. 

Afterwards, the stochastic-OT approach will be employed to tackle the paradoxical 

ranking problem that may pose a theoretical challenge to conventional OT.  

 

6.4.1 An OT analysis with cue constraints 

This subsection introduces the relevant cue constraints and sees how they work 

in tableaux. Based on the phonetic facts discussed in 5.3, the cue constraints relevant 

to the perception of English stops are formulated below. 

 

(183) Cue constraints for voicing and aspiration of English stops 

a. *[ puff]/–aspirated/37 (*[ puff]/–asp/): An auditory puff of air should not be 

perceived as the phonological feature value [–aspirated]. 

                                                      
37  The original version of this constraint is formulated as “*[�]/–asp/” in Boersma and Hamann (2009). 

It is modified to keep the auditory event in the constraint as “descriptive” as possible. Another cue 
constraint in a similar vein is the formation of *[humming]/–voiced/ in Section 6.6.  
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b. *[ no noise]/+aspirated/ (*[Nnoi]/+asp/): Auditory absence of noisiness 

should not be perceived as the feature value [+aspirated]. 

c. *[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ (*[Nnoi < Nvoi]/–asp/): More auditory 

absence of voice than that of noisiness should not be perceived as the feature 

value [–aspirated]. 

d. *[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ (*[Nnoi < Nvoi]/–asp/): More auditory 

absence of noisiness than that of voice should not be perceived as the feature 

value [+aspirated]. 

 

    Stated in more general terms, in (183a), *[puff]/–aspirated/ assigns a violation 

mark to a [–aspirated] candidate whose input is an aspirated sound, while *[no 

noise]/+aspirated/ in (183b), on the contrary, assigns a violation mark for any 

[+aspirated] candidate of which the input lacks aspiration noise. In (183c), *[no noise 

< no voice]/–asp/ requires that an input whose degree of voice absence is higher than 

that of noisiness should be perceptually interpreted as [–aspirated]. By analogy, 

violation against *[no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ in (183d) will be reckoned by any 

[+aspirated] candidate whose input’s degree of noisiness absence is higher than that of 

voice.  

Judged by the adaptation patterns drawn from the corpus, the following ranking 

is proposed to account for the majority regarding the asymmetric mappings of stop 

aspiration and voicing.  

 

(184) Ranking for asymmetric mappings of stop aspiration and voicing 

 */obstruent[+voiced]/, */obstruent./, */(.)CC(.)/ 

 >>  

*[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, *[C.]/ /, *[ puff]/–aspirated/, *[no noise]/+aspirated/, 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/, *[no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 

 >> 

 *[ ]/+vocalic/ 

  

In this hierarchy, structural constraints that are involved in the mappings still 
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rank the highest. In the middle are the cue constraints that refer to high perceptual 

salience stemming from both the external contexts and the internal acoustic properties 

of the target segments. Finally, as has been discussed for (160), the constraint that 

bans perceptual insertion of vowels ranks low given hallucination of vowels is 

inevitable in perception. As illustrations of how such an analysis would proceed, see 

the tableaux from (185) to (188) below. 

 

(185) [+aspirated], [–voiced] → [+aspirated]  

 Example: [.p
��k.] punk → [.p
	�.k��.] 龐克 

[.p
��k.] * [puff] 

/–asp/ 

*[.C] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.p
	�.k��./   

b. /.p	�.k��./ *W  

c. /.	�.k��./  *W 

 

    Candidate (a) is the most harmonic as it is favored by all constraints over the 

other candidates. For Candidate (b), where the mapped stop is [–aspirated], it violates 

*[ burst]/–aspirated/ and hence is disfavored. Finally Candidate (c) is not preferred by 

*[.C]/ / for absence of a correspondent segment in onset.  

 

(186) [–aspirated], [+voiced] → [–aspirated]  

 Example: [.be�.(l.] bagel → [.pei.(wo.] 貝果 

[.be�.(l.] * /obs[+vcd]/ *[ Nnoi] 

/+asp/ 

*[.C] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.pei.(wo./    

b. /.bei.(wo./ *W   

c. /.p
ei.(wo./  *W  

d. /.ei.(wo./   *W 

 

    Favored by all constraints over the rest competitors, Candidate (a) serves as the 
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optimal output. Candidate (b) violates the L1 structural constraint 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ and is disfavored. Next, the cue constraint *[no 

noise]/+aspirated/ favors the winner over Candidate (c) for the aspiration of the 

corresponding consonant in the latter. Lastly, Candidate (d) is penalized by *[.C]/ / for 

its lack of correspondent to the input [b].  

 

(187) [–aspirated], [–voiced] → [+aspirated] 

 Example: [.t%	p.mn.] Chapman → [.t��a.p
u.man.] 查普曼 

[.t%	p.mn.] * /obs./ *[ Nnoi < Nvoi] 

/–asp/ 

*[C.] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.t��a.p
u.man./    * 

b. /.t��ap.man./ *W   L 

c. /.t��a.pu.man./  *W  * 

d. /.t��a.man./   *W L 

 

    Disfavored by the bottomed cue constraint *[ ]/+vocal/, Candidate (a) still serves 

as the most harmonic output. The structural constraint */obstruent./ disfavors 

Candidate (b) for the tautosyllabic obstruent in coda. Crucially, the cue constraint 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–asp/ favors the winner over Candidate (c) since the input 

stop’s auditory absence of voice is greater than its absence of noisiness yet the 

corresponding stop is [–aspirated]. The winner is also favored over Candidate (d) by 

*[C.]/ / since there is no correspondent of the input coda [p] in the output.  
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(188) [–aspirated], [–voiced] → [–aspirated] 

 Example: [.sp	�.t�.] Sparta → [.s!.pa.ta.] 斯巴達 

[.sp	�.t�.] * /(.)CC(.)/ *[ Nnoi > Nvoi] 

/+asp/ 

*[.(C)(C)C] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.s!.pa.ta./    * 

b. /.spa.ta./ *W   L 

c. /.s!.p
a.ta./  *W  * 

d. /.s!.a.ta./   *W * 

e. /.s!.pu.a.ta./    **W 

 

    Candidate (a) is favored by all constraints and wins the evaluation. Candidate (b) 

is fatally disfavored by the structural constraint */(.)CC(.)/, which penalizes any 

consonant clusters at syllable margins. Next, the cue constraint *[no noise > no 

voice]/+asp/ prefers the winner to Candidate (c) because the input’s auditory absence 

of noisiness is greater than that of voice. The cue constraint in favor of preservation of 

the second/third onset, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, prefers the winner to Candidate (d) for its 

deletion of the second onset stop from the input. Lastly, though disfavored by the 

same constraint, Candidate (e) is less harmonic than the winner by incurring one more 

violation against *[ ]/+vocalic/. 

    Not surprisingly, despite being the minorities, a certain number of examples that 

run counter to the abovementioned major patterns can be observed in the corpus. 

Based on the patterns presented in Chapter 4 and the generalization in 5.3, the second 

largest proportion of each mapping is accounted for by the aspirated/unaspirated 

counterpart of the principal mapped stop in TM. For example, the simplex onset [t�] 

in English is majorly mapped to the identical aspirated [t�] in TM, as in the male 

given name “[.t
	m.] (Tom) → [.t
a�.mu.] 湯姆”, whereas an alternative can be its 

unaspirated counterpart, such as “[.t
�n.] ton → [.twn.] 噸”, a unit for measuring 

weight. While it may seem self-evident to say that the retention/deletion variation of 
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consonants lends support to the stance that perception is unstable by nature, it is hard 

to determine the locus of featural adjustment of the target consonant. That is, whether 

it is a process pertaining to perception or one to production is beyond the grasp of 

theoretical phonology. What is for sure is that the variability of aspiration in the TM 

adaptation forms cannot be attributed to the diverse rankings between cue constraints, 

such as those between *[.(C)(C)C]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/ in our discussion of the 

retention/deletion of the second/third onset in the previous section. The featural 

change in respect to aspiration during perception is obviously not a matter of whether 

an illusory vowel is misperceived or not. Instead, the reasons may be twofold. First, I 

assume that the alternation results partly from the unstable articulation of stop voicing 

and aspiration by the English speaker. That is, like perception, human production of 

speech sounds is also variable by nature. This should be understood in terms of most 

aspects of articulation such as place, manner, loudness, aspiration, voicing, pitch, etc. 

This articulatory inaccuracy directly contributes to the variability of loanword 

adaptation. Even if the articulation of the source word is absolutely accurate, however, 

chances are that the listener misperceives the input due to the background noise 

during that auditory event and takes the “perceptually distorted” form as the input.  

    Perhaps the more tenable explanation in practice is the second possibility. As has 

been discussed early in 1.3, the choice of the Chinese characters in a loanword 

transcription involves the adapter’s attempt to associate the TM adaptation form with 

the English source word semantically in preference to picking characters randomly. 

For example, the preference to use the TM character 史 ([.�!.]) for the syllabification 

of the English consonant [s] in adapting people’s names starting with “s-stop” cluster, 

such as “[.stju.w�t.] Stewart → [.��.tu.xwa.] 史都華”, should not be attributed to the 

English speaker’s occasional backward movement of the tongue body, but to the TM 
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adapter’s semantic consideration that “[.�!.] 史”, which phonetically deviates from [s] 

but sounds similar to it, is a renowned family name in the Chinese society.  

    Either way, it seems redundant to remedy the proposed ranking in (184) to fit the 

variation in (189), as it is either the auditory inputs themselves or the production 

grammar that contributes to the irregularity in TM aspiration.  

 

(189) Variation in TM aspiration 

 Major mapping Minor mapping 

a. 

 

[.p
��k.] punk →  

[.p
	�.k��.] 龐克 

[.p
�mp.] pump →  

[.p	�.p�u] 幫浦 

b. 

 

[.be�.(l.] bagel →  

[.pei.(wo.] 貝果 

[.be�.k�n.] bacon → 

[.p
ei.kn.] 培根 

c. 

 

[.t%	p.mn.] Chapman → 

[.t��a.p
u.man.] 查普曼 

[.t%æp.l�n.] Chaplin → 

[.t�wo.pje.lin.] 卓別林 

d. 

 

[.sp	�.t�.] Sparta →  

[.s!.pa.ta.] 斯巴達 

[.spa�k.] Spike →  

[.�!.p
ai.k��.] 史派克 

 

6.4.2 Cue constraints in stochastic evaluation 

I have argued for the implausibility to attribute the variable patterning of English 

voicing and aspiration contrasts in TM to the reversal of certain cue constraints and 

claimed that variations of this sort stem largely, if not all, from the adapter’s semantic 

preference for certain characters in the production phase. Another explanation for the 

variation is attributed to either the unstable status of the English speaker’s articulation 

or their perceptual instability resulting from disturbance of the background noise. As 

the cue constraints proposed in (183) do not critically conflict with the others (for 

example, in the comparatively rarer case “[.k�æ.�t.] carat → [.k��.la.] 克拉”, where 

the stop coda is ignored, the cue constraint *[no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ is still 

vacuously satisfied), all we need to do for the completion of SPG is arbitrarily assign 

them a ranking value on the scale of strictness. In a purely theoretical sense, it can be 
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anywhere, since it does not militates against any of the other constraints. However, it 

is intentionally assigned a value, say 142.07, that is completely under the government 

of the structural constraints like the rest cue constraints, but higher than the latter, 

given the current assumption that it is highly respected and never violated by TM 

adapters.  

The table in (190) lists the ranking values of the constraints involved in the 

patterning of stop voicing and aspiration, and is followed by examples with 

hypothetical selection points in (191).  

 

(190) SPG for stop voicing and aspiration 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*[ puff]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

 

(191) Hypothetical selection points and results from (189) 

(a) [+aspirated] → [+aspirated] 

 *[ puff]/–asp/ Result Example 

CSP 141.92 (A1) aspirated [.p
��k.] → [.p
	�.k��.] 

RSP 147.34 (A2) aspirated [.p
o�.k��.] → [.p
u.k��.] 
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(b)  [–aspirated], [+voiced] → [–aspirated] 

 *[ Nnoi]/+asp/ Result Example 

CSP 142.03 (A1) unaspirated [.be�.(l.] → [.pei.(wo.] 

RSP 136.09 (A2) unaspirated                                                                               [.b	�.bi.] → [.pa.pi.] 

    

(c) [–aspirated], [–voiced] → [+aspirated] 

 *[ Nnoi < Nvoi]/–asp/ Result Example 

CSP 144.99 (A1) aspirated [.t%	p.mn.] → [.t��a.p
u.man.]

RSP 135.91 (A2) aspirated [.d#ip.] → [.t$i.p
u.] 

    

(d) [–aspirated], [–voiced] → [–aspirated] 

 *[ Nnoi > Nvoi]/+asp/ Result Example 

CSP 140.21 (A1) unaspirated [.sp	�.t�.] → [.s!.pa.ta.] 

RSP 137.09 (A2) unaspirated [.sp�a�t.] → [.$�e.pi.] 

 

    As the cue constraints proposed in (183) do not contradict with the other cue 

constraints, it is not necessary to take into consideration its interaction with another 

cue constraint. That is, no matter where the selection points of the cue constraints that 

regulate the mappings of aspiration and voicing and those of other cue constraints 

may fall, the results do not differ. This is shown by the results of the CSPs around the 

middle of each constraint coverage and the RSPs at the margins of it in (191).  

The constraint arrangement and the illustrations of (191) are graphically sketched 

below. Due to space limitation, the structural constraint */obstruent[+voiced]/, the 

location of which should be way beyond the scope of the displayed area, is shown by 

a partial dotted square.  
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(192) SPG for aspiration and voicing of stops and hypothetical selection points 

(a) [+aspirated] → [+aspirated] 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

(b) [–aspirated], [+voiced] → [–aspirated] 

 

     

 

                            

           

 

 

(c) [–aspirated], [–voiced] → [+aspirated]  

 

     

 

                            

            

 

 

(d) [–aspirated], [–voiced] → [–aspirated] 

 

     

 

                            

            

 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 142.07 

*[ puff]/–asp/ 

A1 A2 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 142.07   107.9 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 A2 

*[ Nnoi < Nvoi]/–asp/ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 142.07   107.9 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 A2 

*[ Nnoi > Nvoi]/+asp/ 

 118.63 

*[.C]/ /  

*[ Nnoi]/+asp/ 

*[C.]/ /  

  110.54 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 

  115.57 

*/obs[+vcd]/ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 142.07   107.9 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 A2 

 118.63 

*[.C]/ /  

*/obs[+vcd]/ 

*/obs[+vcd]/ 
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    What is worth mentioning in (192) is that though the cue constraints proposed in 

(183), namely *[puff]/–aspirated/, *[no noise]/+aspirated/, *[no noise < no voice]/–

aspirated/, and *[no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/, rank relatively high, the evaluation 

result remains the same even if any of the four cue constraints ranks low enough to 

induce overlapping with the others, as by definition they do not contradict with any 

other cue constraints.  

 

6.4.3 Interim summary 

    In this section, we propose a set of cue constraints that regulate the perceptual 

mapping of aspiration and voicing of English stops in TM. They are assigned a 

relatively high ranking value considering their inviolability in our assumption that the 

lexical variation stems either from the adapter’s semantic selection of TM characters 

in the production grammar or from the instability of speech production and/or 

perception, both being perceptually inspired processes that directly condition the 

outcome of the adaptation of a foreign sound, though theoretically it hardly makes any 

difference since they never contradict with other cue constraints. Semantic factors in 

the production grammar are left aside within the phonological scope of this 

dissertation.  

    We are now ready to combine what we have reached so far with the partial SPG 

that is done in the previous section on positional effects, as summarized in (193). 

 

(193) Summary SPG (Version II)  

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 
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*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

*[ puff]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

 

    We have thus far completed a partial SPG that fully accounts for the positional 

effects on English consonants in TM adaptation, as well as the asymmetric mappings 

of stop voicing and aspiration between the two languages. In the section that follows, 

the focus is shifted to how the universal place-markedness hierarchy may exert any 

influence on the perception of English consonants.  

 

6.5 Effect of universal place-markedness hierarchy 

    In Section 5.5, based on the universal place hierarchy proposed by Prince and 

Smolensky (1993/2004) and extended by Lombardi (2001), a salience hierarchy that 

denotes the perceptual distinctiveness of sounds with different places of articulation is 

formulated, as given below again. 

 

(194) Salience hierarchy by place of articulation (also (124)) 

 PL/LAB, PL/DORS vs. Ø/V_ � PL/COR vs. Ø /V_ � PL/PHAR vs. Ø/V_ 

 

    The hierarchy states that the perceptual distinctiveness between a labial or dorsal 

consonant and silence in coda position is greater than that between a coronal 

consonant and silence in the same position, which in turn is greater than that between 
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a pharyngeal consonant and silence in the same position. If it is the case that more 

salient properties are more likely to be copied in the loanword adaptation, we may 

expect labials and dorsals are most likely to be retained, followed by coronals, and 

lastly pharyngeals. As also discussed in 5.5, an appropriate category to investigate the 

effect of place-markedness hierarchy is stop codas. The reasons are twofold. First, 

English stops cover the widest range of articulatory places and they are illicit as codas 

in TM. Second, stop codas, compared to fricative codas or stop onsets, may work with 

more validity in our observation of place-markedness effect since they do not bear 

such high internal salience as fricatives nor do they have the perceptual privilege of 

syllable onsets.  

As English does not have pharyngeal stops, this salience hierarchy largely 

corresponds to the retention/deletion patterns of stop codas from the loanword corpus. 

The patterns, drawn from in 4.5.1, are summarized in (195).  

 

(195) Retention rates of English stop codas in TM 

Place Percentage 

Labial [p/b] 80% (16/20) 

Dorsal [k/(] 73.53% (50/68) 

Coronal [t/d] 44.74% (34/76)  

 

    The effect of places of articulation on the retention/deletion distribution of stop 

codas is statistically significant, with labial and velar stops taken as one single 

variable (χ2 = 29.4, df = 1, p < .0001).  

 

6.5.1 An OT analysis with cue constraints 

    The cue constraints that govern the retention of stop codas are proposed in (196).  
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(196) Cue constraints for effect of place-markedness hierarchy 

a. *[ lips closure.]/ /(*[ lips clos.]/ /): An unreleased bilabial stop that ends a 

syllable should not be interpreted as nothingness. 

b. *[ velum contact.]/ /(*[ vel cont.]/ /): An unreleased velar stop that ends a 

syllable should not be interpreted as nothingness. 

c. *[ alveolus contact.]/ /(*[ alv cont.]/ /) : An unreleased alveolar stop that ends 

a syllable should not be interpreted as nothingness. 

 

    In (196), the cue constraints *[lips closure.]/ /, *[velum contact.]/ /, and 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / require that, respectively, an unreleased (as stops are normally 

unreleased in English) bilabial, velar, and alveolar stop coda in the auditory input 

have a correspondent in the underlying representation. In a standard OT analysis, the 

major tendency toward retention of a labial or dorsal stop and deletion of a coronal in 

coda entails the ranking below.  

 

(197) Major ranking for effect of place-markedness hierarchy  

*/obstruent./ 

>>  

*[ lips closure.]/ /, *[velum contact.]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 

>> 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 

 

    The only undominated structural constraint that is needed in accounting for the 

patterns under the effect of place-markedness hierarchy is */obstruent./, which bans an 

obstruent from appearing in syllable codas. As retention via vowel insertion is the 

major adaptation strategy for both labial and dorsal stop codas, the cue constraints 

*[ lips closure.]/ / and *[velum contact.]/ / should outrank *[ ]/+vocalic/, which 

disfavors an illusory vowel in the underlying representation, to ensure retention of an 

English labial and dorsal stop coda but in the meanwhile comply with the TM syllable 
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structure by inserting vowels. What comes at the bottom is *[alveolus contact.]/ /, 

since an alveolar stop is slightly more likely to be deleted than retained. The following 

tableaux illustrate this ranking.  

 

(198) [VP.] → /V.PV./  

 Example: [.(æ.lp.] Gallup → [.kai.lwo.p
u.] 蓋洛普 

[.(æ.lp.] * /obs./ *[lips clos.] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.kai.lwo.p
u./                                                                                                                               * 

b. /.kai.lwop./ *W  L 

c. /.kai.lwo./  *W L 

 

(199) [VK.] →  /V.KV./ 

 Example: [.mo�.ze�.�k.] mosaic → [.ma.sai.k
�.] 馬賽克 

[.m.ze�k.] * /obs./ *[vel cont.] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.ma.sai.k
�./                                                                                                                               * 

b. /.ma.saik./ *W  L 

c. /.ma.sai./  *W L 

 

(200) [VT.] →  /V./  

 Example: [.t�u.��t.] Tourette38 → [.t�wo.�wei.] 妥瑞 

[.t�u.��t.] * /obs./ *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*[ alv cont.] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.t�wo.�wei./                                                                                                                               * 

b. /.t�wo.�weit./ *W  L 

c. /.t�wo.�wei.t
�/  *W L 

 

    In both (198) and (199), the structural constraint prohibiting obstruents from 

being the coda, */obstruent./, favors the winners over Candidates (b)’s, all of which 

preserve the stop in coda position. The cue constraints that prefer retention of a 

                                                      
38   As in “Tourette syndrome”, the name of an inherited neuropsychiatric disorder that has increasingly 

received attention in recent years.  
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syllable-final segment with a certain place of articulation, namely *[lips closure.]/ / 

and *[velum contact.]/ /, disfavor Candidates (c)’s for their deletion of the stop coda. 

The winners are favored by the upper two constraints though they are not preferred by 

the loser-favoring *[ ]/+vocalic/ at the bottom, which penalizes hallucination of 

vowels in the underlying representation. In (200), by contrast, Candidate (a), where 

the coronal stop coda is elided, becomes the winner since it is favored by 

*[ ]/+vocalic/, which ranks higher than *[alveolus contact.]/ /. 

    Once again, perceptual insertion of a vowel for labial and dorsal stop codas and 

ignorance of a coronal stop coda are not the absolute strategies to fix an ill-formed 

stop coda to the native speaker, seeing that a fair but rather smaller number of cases 

that show the opposite are detected in the loanword corpus. To account for this, we are 

in need of the ranking below, where the ranking order between cue constraints 

denoting places of articulation and *[ ]/+vocalic/ is reversed. And illustrations of this 

ranking are given subsequently.  

 

(201) Minor ranking for effect of place-markedness hierarchy  

*/obstruent./ 

>>  

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 

>> 

*[ lips closure.]/ /, *[velum contact.]/ / 
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(202) [VP.] → /V./  

 Example: [.l�p.t�n.] Lipton → [.li.twn.] 立頓 

[.l�p.t�n.] * /obs./ *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*[ lips clo.] 

/ / 

a. ☞ /.li.twn./                                                                                                                               * 

b. /.lip.twn./ *W  L 

c. /.li.p
u.twn./  *W L 

 

(203) [VK.] →  /V./  

 Example: [.l	.d#�k.] logic → [.lwo.t$i.] 邏輯 

[.l	.d#�k.] * /obs./ *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*[ vel cont.] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.lwo.t$i./                                                                                                                               * 

b. /.lwo.t$ik./ *W  L 

c. /.lwo.t$i.k
�./  *W L 

 

(204) [VT.] →  /V.TV./ 

 Example: [.d�.��nt.] Durant → [.tu.lan.t
�.] 杜蘭特 

[.d�.��nt.] * /obs./ *[alv cont.] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.tu.lan.t
�./                                                                                                                              * 

b. /.tu.lant./ *W  L 

c. /.tu.lan./  *W L 

 

    In (202) and (203), again, the undominated structural constraint */obstruent./ 

disfavors candidates (b)’s for the illicit stop coda. The winning Candidate (a)’s are 

favored over candidates (c)’s, each of which has an additional vowel inserted to 

syllabify the final stop. Violation of the loser-favoring cue constraints *[lips closure.]/ 

/ and *[velum contact.]/ / at the bottom is minimal and does not prevent Candidates 

(a)’s from being the winners. In (204), however, the candidate that preserves the 

coronal stop coda by inserting a vowel serves as the optimal output for the dominance 

of *[ alveolus contact.]/ / over *[ ]/+vocalic/. 
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    Like the patterns that have been discussed earlier, no single ranking of the 

available constraints can derive all the forms in (198-200) and (202-204). The two 

diverse rankings are summarized below.  

 

(205) Effects of place-markedness hierarchy on consonant adaptation  

 *[ lips clos.]/ /, *[vel cont.]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

>> 

*[ alv cont.]/ / 

*[ alv cont.]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

>> 

*[ lips clos.]/ /, *[vel cont.]/ / 

Lab. stop coda [.(æ.lp.] Gallup → 

[.kai.lwo.p
u.] 蓋洛普 (80%) 

[.l�p.t�n.] Lipton → 

[.li.twn.] 立頓 (20%) 

Dor. stop coda [.mo�.ze�.�k.] mosaic → 

[.ma.sai.k
�.] 馬賽克 (73.53%) 

[.l	.d#�k.] logic →  

[.lwo.t$i.] 邏輯 (26.47%) 

Cor. stop coda [.t�u.��t.] Tourette → 

[.t�wo.�wei.] 妥瑞 (55.26%) 

[.d�.��nt.] Durant →  

[.tu.lan.t
�.] 杜蘭特(44.74%) 

 

    Likewise, what is shown in (205) is a paradox that takes diverse rankings to 

resolve. As has been discussed, stochastic OT serves as an appropriate module to 

achieve both theoretical simplicity and explanatory adequacy since it economizes on 

the otherwise multiplicity of phonological grammars and meanwhile features its 

descriptive power over the probabilistic distribution of lexical variations. In the 

subsection that follows, we will see how this ranking paradox may be tackled by SPG.  

 

6.5.2 Cue constraints in stochastic evaluation 

    Section 6.2 provides the rationales for the SPG architecture, specifying how 

ranking values can be figured out in accordance with the strictness of each constraint. 

For the constraints that are involved with the effects of place-markedness hierarchy in 

this current section, what remains to do is to assign respective ranking value to each 
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of the cue constraints *[lips closure.]/ /, *[velum contact.]/ /, *[alveolus contact.]/ /, as 

those of the structural constraint */obstruent./ and the cue constraint *[ ]/+vocalic/ 

have been determined early in the preceding discussion. 

 

6.5.2.1 Labial stop codas  

    The retention rate of a labial stop coda is 80%, indicating that the cue constraint 

*[ lips closure.]/ / ranks higher than *[ ]/+vocalic/ 80% of the time. With the ranking 

value of *[ ]/+vocalic/ being 107.9, that of *[lips closure.]/ / should be 115.1 after 

calculation.  

 

(206) SPG for labial stop codas 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

 

The ranking values can be applied to real loanword data with hypothetical 

selection points.  

 

(207) Hypothetical selection points and results from (206)  

 *[ lips clo.] *[ ]/+voc/ Result Example 

CSP 118.24 (A1) 107.36 (B1) Retention [.(æ.lp.] → [.kai.lwo.p
u.] 

RSP 111.34 (A2) 112.72 (B2) Deletion [.l�p.t�n.] → [.li.twn.] 

 

    Under most circumstances, the speaker’s perception of a labial stop in coda is 

stronger than his or her resistance to hallucination of a nonexistent vowel. That is, the 

selection point of the cue constraint *[lips closure.]/ / falls at a higher spot (A1, 118.24) 

than that of *[ ]/+vocalic/ (B1, 107.36) in most cases. The result of this is that the 
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labial stop in coda is retained through vowel epenthesis, as in “[.(æ.lp.] Gallup → 

[.kai.lwo.p
u.] 蓋洛普”. Nonetheless, the situation may be the other way around. 

Though less probable, the adapter may happen to choose a selection point of *[lips 

closure.]/ / (A2, 111.34) that is lower than that of *[ ]/+vocalic/ (B2, 112.72). The 

consequence is that the labial stop in coda is ignored, as in “[.l�p.t�n.] Lipton→ 

[.li.twn.] 立頓”. The diagram sketched below illustrates the constraint interaction of 

the two cases. 

 

(208) SPG for labial stop codas and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

    The relatively lower possibility for a labial stop as a coda to be deleted can be 

understood by the smaller overlapping area between *[lips closure.]/ / and 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ compared to the rest part of each constraint. It is within 50% of this area 

where the generally lower ranked *[ ]/+vocalic/ may take precedence over the 

generally higher *[lips closure.]/ / and deletion of a labial stop coda results.  

 

6.5.2.2 Dorsal stop codas 

    The likelihood for an English dorsal stop in the coda position to remain by 

inserting a vowel in the TM adaptation form is 73.53%, close to that (80%) for a 

labial stop to be retained in the same position. The ranking value of the cue constraint 

*[ velum contact.]/ /, 113.55, is figured out after calculation. The constraints at work 

*/obs./ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56  115.1   107.9 

*[ lips clo.] *[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 B1 
B2 A2 
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are listed in (209), followed by authentic loanword data that illustrate their relative 

positions with hypothetical selection points. 

 

(209) SPG for labial stop codas 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.55 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

 

(210) Hypothetical selection points and results from (209) 

 *[ vel cont.] *[ ]/+voc/ Result Example 

CSP 112.22 (A1) 106.83 (B1) Retention [.mo�.ze�.�k.] → [.ma.sai.k
�.] 

RSP 108.37 (A2) 111.02 (B2) Deletion [.l	.d#�k.] → [.lwo.t$i.] 

 

    Retention of a dorsal stop in coda results from CSP, i.e. a higher selection point 

for *[ velum contact.]/ / (A1, 112.22) and a lower one for *[ ]/+vocalic/ (B1, 106.83), as 

in “[.mo�.ze� .�k.] mosaic → [.ma.sai.k
�.] 馬賽克”. Conversely, deletion of a dorsal 

stop in the same position is the result from RSP, i.e. a lower selection point for the 

generally higher *[velum contact.]/ / (A2, 108.17) and a higher one for the generally 

lower *[ ]/+vocalic/ (B2, 111.02), as in “[.l	.d#�k.] logic → [.lwo.t$i.] 邏輯”. See 

(211) for a clearer diagram that shows the constraint interaction. 

 

(211) SPG for dorsal stop codas and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

*/obs./ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56  113.55   107.9 

*[ vel cont.] *[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 B1 B2 A2 
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In comparison with (208), the similar retention rates of a labial stop and a dorsal 

stop are thus understood by the close ranking values of the two cue constraints *[lips 

closure.]/ / and *[velum contact.]/ /, while the lower ranking value of the latter 

induces a larger overlapping area, denoting a greater probability for *[ ]/+vocalic/ to 

reversely dominate *[velum contact.]/ /, which in turn yields deletion of a dorsal stop 

in coda.  

 

6.5.2.3 Coronal stop codas 

    If it is true that the universal place-markedness hierarchy straightforwardly 

reflects the perceptual salience in the identical order, a coronal stop is considered to 

bear weaker perceptual cues than are labial and dorsal stops. The assumption gains 

support from the fact that, in our corpus, English coronal stops in coda are retained in 

44.74% of the cases, significantly lower than the retention rates of labial and dorsal 

stops in the same position (χ2 = 29.4, df = 1, p < .0001). The ranking value of the cue 

constraint *[alveolus contact.]/ / that we figured out via the same calculation 

procedure is 106.64, lower than that of *[ ]/+vocalic/, as shown below, and the data 

that exemplify this ranking is given subsequently. 

 

(212) SPG for coronal stop codas 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

 

(213) Hypothetical selection points and results from (212) 

 *[ ]/+voc/ * [ alv cont.] Result Example 

CSP 108.29 (A1) 104.56 (B1) Deletion [.t�u.��t.] → [.t�wo.�wei.] 

RSP 103.42 (A2) 109.81 (B2) Retention [.hæm.l�t.] → [xa.mu.lei.t
�.] 
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    In a more common situation, the selection point of *[ ]/+vocalic/ is higher than 

that of *[alveolus contact.]/ /, leading to deletion of a coronal stop in coda, such as the 

case “[.t�u.��t.] Tourette → [.t�wo.�wei.] 妥瑞”. On the other hand, in a less common 

yet rather probable situation, the selection point of *[ ]/+vocalic/ happens to be lower 

than *[alveolus contact.]/ /, which gives rise to retention of a coronal stop coda, as in 

“[.hæm .l�t.] Hamlet → [.xa.mu.lei.t
�.] 哈姆雷特”. The constraint interaction with 

this ranking is graphically sketched below 

 

(214) SPG for coronal stop codas and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

    The large overlapping area between *[ ]/+vocalic/ and *[alveolus contact.]/ / 

reveals a nearly fifty-fifty distribution between retention and deletion of a coronal 

stop coda. In a sense, the definition between “common” and “rare” selection points is 

rendered obscure in this case.  

 

6.5.3 Interim summary 

    The universal principle that denotes the markedness hierarchy among places of 

articulation is assumed to be equated with a hierarchy of ease of perception. That is, 

labial and dorsal are more salient than coronals in perception, which in turn are more 

salient than pharyngeals. The retention-deletion patterns of stop codas obtained from 

*/obs./ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56  106.64   107.9 

*[  alv cont.] 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 B1 B2 
A2 
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our loanword data lends support, at least partially, to this claim in that labial and 

dorsal stops in coda are more likely to be retained than coronal stops in the same 

position. The respective tendencies for stop codas to retain in term of places of 

articulation are translated into ranking values in SPG, which symbolize their relative 

positions on the linear scale of strictness. We are now ready to merge the ranking 

values of the cue constraints *[lips closure.]/ /, *[velum contact.]/ /, and *[alveolus 

contact.]/ / into the SPG we established previously, as listed in (215). 

 

(215) Summary SPG (Version III)  

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

*[ burst]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.55 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

 

    We have taken a further step toward the completion of the SPG for English 

consonants in TM by taking into account the constraint interactions that are 

responsible for the discrepancies in retention rate among stop codas with different 
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places of articulation. It is believed that the absurdity of adopting conventional 

faithfulness constraints to account for a perceptually inspired word-loaning process 

can be minimized by employing cue constraints as the main ingredients of the 

perception grammar, and the tension between data-driven and theory-driven 

approaches is properly reconciled through the application of stochastic evaluation. In 

the next section, the focus will be shifted to the effect of coronal coalescence in 

loanword adaptation.  

 

6.6 Effect of coronal coalescence  

    In Section 5.2.2, it is shown that the intermediate position of a second/third onset 

is well reflected in the diverse adaptation strategies for the “[t��]/[ t�]/[d�]” sequences. 

The pattern is given below, based on 50 cases with onsets of these sequences.  

 

(216) Strategies for “[t��]/[ t�]/[d�]” sequences in onset 

Strategy Example Rate 

a. Coalescence  [.t
�u.d�.] Trudy → [.t�
u.ti.] 楚迪 46% (23/50) 

b. Gliding [.k�æs.t
�ol.] Castrol → [.t$ja.�!.two.] 嘉實多 28% (14/50) 

c. Syllabification [.t
� �.] Troy → [.t
�.lwo.i.] 特洛伊 26% (13/50) 

 

    For (216a), following Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) proposal that a phonological 

representation is equivalent to a string of feature bundles, Section 5.7 indicates that in 

perception, the high probability for a [t��]/[ t�]/[d�] sequence to coalesce is due to the 

place feature [+coronal] they share, which triggers the fusion of the two consonants 

into an affricate by preserving the manner of articulation of each, that is, [–continuant] 

and [+retroflex] respectively, as shown graphically in (217). 
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(217) Correspondence diagram for coalescence (also (128)) 

 

 Input:                    Output: 

 [–cont] [+ret]               [–cont] [+ret] 

     

 

      t�/t/d   �         →         t��/t� 

 

 

 [+cor] [+cor]                  [+cor] 

 

    In what follows, a conventional OT-based analysis regarding the processes 

shown in (216) is given, except that this will be done through the interaction between 

STRUCT and CUE. 

 

6.6.1 An OT analysis with cue constraints 

    In a constraint-based approach, the processes of coalescence, gliding, and 

syllabification require the addition of new cue constraints to the interaction. Let us 

consider coalescence first.  

 

(218) Cue constraints for effect of coronal coalescence  

a. *[ burst]/+continuant/ (*[burst]/+cont/): An auditory release burst of air 

should not be perceived as the phonological feature value /+continuant/. 

b. *[ rhotic]/–retroflex/ (*[rhotic]/–ret/): A rhotic sound should not be perceived 

as the phonological feature value /–retroflex/. 

 

    Simply put, (218a) forbids a plosive sound to be interpreted as a sound with the 

feature [+continuant], and (218b) penalizes any candidate with the feature [–retroflex] 

whose auditory input is a rhotic sound.  

    The second resolution to onset clusters of this kind is gliding, as shown in (216b), 
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where only the secondary rounding feature of the retroflex [�]39 is preserved and 

mapped to the labial glide [w]. Definition of the cue constraint regarding this process 

is given in (219), which does not allow a rhotic sound to be perceived as the 

phonological feature value [–rounded].  

 

(219) *[ rhotic]/–rounded/ (*[rhotic]/–rnd/): A rhotic sound should not be perceived as 

the phonological feature value /–rounded/. 

 

    The third strategy to fix a [t��]/[ t�]/[d�]-cluster in onset is syllabification of the 

coronal stop through vowel insertion, as shown in (216c). This process entails the cue 

constraint below that favors liquid-liquid mapping in perception.  

 

(220) *[ fluid sound]/–liquid/ (*[fluid]/–liq/): An auditory vowel-like consonant that 

sounds fluid should not be perceived as the phonological feature value [–liquid]. 

 

    Simply put, this constraint requires that a liquid sound in the input to perception 

should be mapped to a sound that is also a liquid, i.e. either a lateral or a retroflex in 

TM. 

    We have thus far been equipped with the cue constraints necessary for all 

potential phonological processes. What remains to be done is to arrange the relevant 

constraints in the hierarchies to derive the three different adaptation strategies. First, 

deriving the process where the English [t��]/[ t�]/[d�] sequence coalesces into the TM 

affricates [t��] or [t�] necessitates the ranking below. 

 

 

 

                                                      
39 Lip rounding is usually important in producing rhotacized sounds.  
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(221) Ranking for coronal coalescence 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 

>> 

*[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, *[ burst]/+continuant/, *[rhotic]/ –retroflex/ 

>> 

*[ ]/+vocalic/, *[ rhotic]/ –rounded/, *[fluid sound]/ –liquid/  

 

    The TM structural constraint that bans consonant clusters at both syllable 

margins, */(.)CC(.)/, ranks at the top. The cue constraints *[.C]/ / and *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, 

requiring that any prevocalic consonants in the output be retained in the underlying 

representation, come right next due to their positional prominence in perception. The 

cue constraints *[burst]/+continuant/ and *[rhotic]/–retroflex/ are ranked at the same 

level since the features [–continuant] and [+retroflex] both survive in the process of 

coalescence. Lastly, following the ranking argument we have achieved in Section 6.3, 

*[ ]/+vocalic/, which bans hallucination of a nonexistent vowel, should in general 

rank lower than *[.C]/ / and *[.(C)(C)C]/ /. Moreover, the cue constraints *[rhotic]/–

rounded/ and *[fluid sound]/[–liquid], which demand preservation of the features 

[+rounded] and [+liquid] of [�], respectively, are ranked low at the bottom to ensure 

the violation of them by a coalesced output is minimal. An illustration of this ranking 

is given in (222).  
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(222) [t��]/[ t�]/[d�] → [t��12]/[ t�12] (coalescence) 

 Example: [.t
�u.d�.] Trudy → [.t�
u.ti.] 楚迪 

[.t
�u.d�.] */(.)C
C

(.)/ 

*[.C
] 

/ / 

*[.(C
)(C

)C
] 

/ / 

*[b
u

rst] 

/+
cont/ 

*[rh
o

tic] 

/–ret/ 

*[ ] 

/+
voc/ 

*[rh
o

tic] 

/–rnd/ 

*[flu
id] 

/–liq/ 

a. ☞/.t�
u.ti./                                                                                                                                    * * 

b. /.t
�u.ti./ *W      L L 

c. /.�u.ti./  *W     L L 

d. /.t
u.ti./   *W    L L 

e. /.�u.ti./    *W   * * 

f. /.t
�.lu.ti./     *W *W *W L 

 

    The winner is preferred to Candidate (b) by the structural constraint */(.)CC(.)/ 

for the ill-formed onset cluster of the latter. The cue constraint *[.C]/ / favors the 

winner over Candidate (c) for the absence of a segment that corresponds to the first 

onset in the input. Candidate (d) is disfavored by the cue constraints *[.(C)(C)C]/ / for 

elision of the second onset [�]40. Candidate (e), which undergoes fusion, is not 

preferred by the cue constraint *[burst]/+continuant/ since the fricative [�] is 

[+continuant]. Finally, Candidate (f) is disfavored by the higher *[rhotic]/–retroflex/ 

since the corresponding liquid [l] is [–retroflex]. It is also not preferred by the lowest 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ for the insertion of [�], and by *[rhotic]/–rounded/ for the [–retroflex] 

feature of /l/, though it satisfies *[fluid sound]/–liquid/. The winning Candidate (a) is 

favored by all constraints except for the lowest cue constraints *[rhotic]/–rounded/ 

and *[fluid sound]/ –liquid/.  

    The adapter’s second best choice is to preserve the [+rounded] feature of the 

second onset [�] and map it to the labial (/velar) glide [w]. To ensure that [�] 

undergoes the process of gliding, the ranking below is needed.  

                                                      
40   Candidate (d) is vacuously favored by the cue constraints *[rhotic]/–retroflex/, *[rhotic]/–rounded/, 

and *[fluid]/–liq/. 
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(223) Ranking for gliding  

 */(.)CC(.)/ 

     >> 

     *[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, *[burst]/+continuant/, *[rhotic]/ –rounded/ 

 >> 

 *[ ]/+vocalic/, *[rhotic]/–retroflex/, *[fluid sound]/–liquid/ 

 

    What is noteworthy in this ranking, in comparison with (221), is that *[rhotic]/–

rounded/ is promoted to the middle and *[rhotic]/–retroflex/ is demoted to the bottom. 

The tableau below illustrates the constraint interaction. 

 

(224) [t��]/[ t�]/[d�] → [t�s1w2]/[ t 1w2] (gliding) 

 Example: [.k�æs.t
�ol.] Castrol → [.t$ja.�!.two.] 嘉實多 

[.k�æs.t
�ol.] */(.)C
C

(.)/ 

*[.C
] 

/ / 

*[.(C
)(C

)C
] 

/ / 

*[b
u

rst] 

/+
cont/ 

*[rh
o

tic] 

/–rnd/ 

*[ ] 

/+
voc/ 

*[rh
o

tic] 

/–ret/ 

*[flu
id] 

/–liq/ 

a. ☞/.t$ja.�!.two./                                                                                                                                    * * 

b. /.t$ja.�!.t
�ou./ *W      L * 

c. /.t$ja.�!.�ou./  *W     L L 

d. /.t$ja.�!.t
ou./   *W    L L 

e. /.t$ja.�!.�ou./    *W *W  L * 

f. /.t$ja.�!.t�
ou./     *W  L * 

g. /.t$ja.�!.t
�.lwo/     *W *W * L 

 

    Crucially, Candidate (f), which undergoes coalescence, and Candidate (g), which 

undergoes syllabification, are disfavored by the promoted *[rhotic]/–rounded/. 

Candidate (a) then serves as the winning output since the feature [+rounded] is 

retained in the glide [w].  

    The last yet important repair of a [t��]/[ t�]/[d�] onset cluster is syllabification of 

the coronal stop through vowel insertion. This process entails the ranking in (225), 
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where, compared with (223), *[fluid sound]/–liquid/ is promoted to the middle and 

*[ rhotic]/–rounded/ is demoted to the bottom. The example in (226) illustrates this 

ranking argument.  

 

(225) Ranking for syllabification  

 */(.)CC(.)/ 

     >> 

     *[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, *[burst]/+continuant/, *[fluid sound]/–liquid/ 

 >> 

 *[ ]/+vocalic/, *[rhotic]/–retroflex/, *[rhotic]/–rounded/ 

 

(226) [t��]/[ t�]/[d�] → [.t�1V1.l2] 

 Example: [.t
� �.] Troy → [.t
�.lwo.i.] 特洛伊 

[.t
� �.] */(.)C
C

(.)/ 

*[.C
] 

/ / 

*[.(C
)(C

)C
] 

/ / 

*[b
u

rst] 

/+
cont/ 

*[flu
id]/ 

[–liq] 

*[ ] 

/+
voc/ 

*[rh
o

tic] 

/–ret/ 

*[rh
o

tic] 

/–rnd/ 

a. ☞/.t
�.lwo.i./                                                                                                                                   * * * 

b. /.t
�ou.i./ *W     L L L 

c. /.lwo.i./  *W    L * * 

d. /.t
ou.i./   *W   L L L 

e. /.�ou.i./    *W *W L L * 

f. /.t
�ou.i./     *W L L * 

g. /.t
wo.i./     *W * * L 

 

    As can be seen, the coalesced Candidate (f) and gliding Candidate (g) are both 

not preferred by the promoted *[fluid sound]/ –liquid/ as there is no correspondent 

that preserves the feature [+liquid]. Candidate (a) wins though it is disfavored by all 

constraints at the lowest level.  

    As summarized in (227), we are confronted with three distinctive constraint 

rankings to account for coalescence, gliding and syllabification, respectively. The 

constraints that alternate in ranking are shown in boldface for clarity. None of these 
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processes is so insignificant that it can simply be ignored. 

 

(227) Effects of coronal coalescence on consonant adaptation  

Process Ranking Example (Percentage) 

Coalescence  *[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, 

*[ burst]/+cont/, *[rhotic]/–ret/ 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/, *[ rhotic]/–rnd/, 

*[ fluid]/–liq/ 

[.t
�u.d�.] Trudy →  

[.t�
u.ti.] 楚迪 (46%) 

Gliding *[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, 

*[ burst]/+cont/, *[rhotic]/ –rnd/ 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/, *[ rhotic]/–ret/, 

*[ fluid]/–liq/ 

[.k�æs.t
�ol.] Castrol → 

[.t$ja.�!.two.] 嘉實多 (28%)    

Syllabification *[.C]/ /, *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, 

*[ burst]/+cont/, *[fluid]/–liq/ 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/, *[ rhotic]/–ret/, 

*[ rhotic]/–rnd/ 

[.t
� �.] Troy →  

[.t
�.lwo.i.] 特洛伊 (26%) 

 

    In the next subsection, we will see how theoretical simplicity can be achieved 

through stochastic evaluation. 

 

6.6.2 Cue constraints in stochastic evaluation 

    As we have seen, stochastic evaluation provides an ideal resolution to the 

integration of multiple OT grammars. However, unlike the situations that have been 

encountered thus far, in which the lexical variations are all binary (retention/deletion, 

aspiration/unaspiration), we are now dealing with a situation of ternary variation (i.e. 

coalescence, gliding and syllabification) that may take more intricate arrangements of 

constraint ranking values. As the explanatory account for the calculation of constraint 

ranking values involving multiple variation has been offered in 6.2.2, let us see how 
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this newly introduced mechanism may work for (227). 

In (227), the probabilities for coalescence, gliding, and syllabification to happen 

are 46%, 28%, and 26%, respectively. In our definition, this should be a case of 

Scenario IV under ternary variation. As the cue constraint *[burst]/+continuant/ stays 

stably at the second level with *[.C]/ / and *[.(C)(C)C]/ /, it is randomly assigned the 

ranking value 114.77 in the same neighborhood. What needs to be done is to relate 

this probabilistic distribution to appropriate allocation of the ranking values of the 

three cue constraints *[rhotic]/–retroflex/, *[rhotic]/–rounded/, and *[fluid sound]/–

liquid/. As the lexical variation under this effect is completely determined by the 

dominance relationship among the three constraints only, to locate their relative 

positions we need to start with an arbitrarily presumed ranking value of anyone of 

them. Given the fact that compared with the other two cue constraints in question, the 

ranking value of *[rhotic]/–retroflex/ should be the highest than the others but 

meanwhile it is occasionally overridden by them as well, we first give it a ranking 

value, say, 114.56, that is near *[.C]/ /,*[.(C)(C)C]/ /, and *[burst]/+continuant/ but 

slightly lower than them. To work out the ranking values of *[rhotic]/–rounded/ and 

*[ fluid sound]/–liquid/, we need to know the overlapping distribution among the three 

constraints. According to the respective probability for each of the three constraints to 

dominate the rest, namely 46%, 28%, and 26%, the rightmost overlapping area where 

all the three constraints overlap should be 78% (26%*3). Next, since the probability 

for *[ rhotic]/–rounded/ to dominate is 28%, then the middle overlapping area where 

only the higher *[rhotic]/–retroflex/ and *[rhotic]/–rounded/ overlap should be only 

4% ((28%-26%)*2). Finally, the highest non-overlapping area where only *[rhotic]/–

retroflex/ dominates the others should be 18% (100% – 4% – 78%). By using the 

ranking value 114.56 of *[rhotic]/–retroflex/ as the starting point, the ranking values 

of the other two constraints can be worked out through the mathematical operations 
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designed for Scenario IV of ternary variation, as elaborated in 6.2.2. The results are 

listed in (228)41. 

 

(228) SPG for effects of coronal coalescence 

Constraint Ranking value 

*[ rhotic]/–retroflex/ 114.56 

*[ rhotic]/–rounded/ 112.4 

*[ fluid sound]/–liquid/ 111.92 

 

    We are now ready to illustrate this ranking with real loanword data by using 

hypothetical selection points, as shown below. 

 

(229) Hypothetical selection points and results from (228) 

 Selection points 1 Selection points 2 Selection points 3 

*[ rhotic]/–ret/ 115.66 111.23 113.65 

*[ rhotic]/–rnd/ 112.37 116.74 109.78 

*[ fluid sound]/–liq/ 109.12 114.45 115.7 

Result Coalescence  Gliding  Syllabification  

Example [.t
�u.d�.]  

Trudy → 

[.t�
u.ti.]  

楚迪 

[.k�æs.t
�ol.] 

Castrol → 

[.t$ja.�!.two.]  

嘉實多 

[.t
� �.]  

Troy → 

[.t
�.lwo.i.]  

特洛伊 

 

    Again, the listed ranking values in (228) and the hypothetical selection points in 

(229) are combined by the schema below. 

 

 

                                                      
41   The ranking values of *[rhotic]/–rounded/ and *[fluid sound]/–liquid/ can be worked out through 

the calculation procedure stated in what follows. First, the bottom value of the highest *[rhotic]/–
retroflex/ is 108.56 (114.56 – 6). The top value of the second highest *[rhotic]/–rounded/ is then 
118.4 (108.56 + 12*82%). By subtracting 6 from 118.4, its ranking value turns out to be 112.4. 
Next, the top value of the lowest *[fluid sound]/–liquid/ can be figured out as 117.92 (112.4 + 6 – 
12*4%), which in turn leads us to obtain 111.92 (117.92 – 6) as the ranking value of it.  
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(230) SPG for effects of coalescence and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

 

                              

            

 

     

    From the schema, it can be understood that the resolution to a [t��]/[ t�]/[d�] 

sequence is determined by the cue constraint whose selection point during an 

evaluation time is the highest, and the ranking between the other two makes no 

difference.  

 

6.6.3 Interim summary 

    We have now worked out the SPG for a lexical variation that involves three 

alternatives to resolve the ill-formed [t��]/[ t�]/[d�] sequences from English: 

coalescence, gliding, and syllabification. It is proven that stochastic evaluation is not 

limited to modeling variations between only two options, but applicable to those 

involving more than three options. In this current case, the TM adapter’s choice 

among the three relies on his selection points of the cue constraints *[rhotic]/–

retroflex/, *[rhotic]/–rounded/, and *[fluid sound]/–liquid/. We can now add the 

newly discovered ranking values of the three constraints to the SPG that is established 

previously, as listed in (231). 

 

 

 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 

114.56 
112.4 
111.92 

*[ rhotic]/–ret/ *[ rhotic]/–rnd/ 

*[ fluid]/–liq/ 

A1 B1 C1 
B2 A2 C2 

C3 B3 A3 

167.56 
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(231) Summary SPG (Version IV)  

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

*[ burst]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 

*[ burst]/+continuant/ 114.77 

*[ rhotic]/–retroflex/ 114.56 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.55 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ rhotic]/–rounded/ 112.4 

*[ fluid sound]/–liquid/ 111.92 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

 

6.7 Effect of sonority scale  

Based on the adaptation patterns of simplex codas shown in Section 4.5, 

obstruent codas are more likely to be retained than liquids. This can be seen with 

more clarity from the comparison between stops and [�] in all positions, which is 

drawn in Section 5.8 and is given below again for convenience. 

 

(232) Comparison between [�] and stops in retention rate (also (133)) 

a. Onset 

[�] (high sonority): 100% ([.�	.b�.] Robby → [.lwo.pi.] 羅比) 

 Stops (low sonority): 100% ([.b	.b�.] Bobby → [.pa.pi.] 巴比) 
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b. 2nd/3rd onset 

[�] (high sonority): 96.23% ([.f�æn.k�i.] Frankie → [.fa.lan.t$i.] 法蘭基) 

 Stops (low sonority): 100% ([.stæn.f�d.] Stanford → [.�!.tan.fo.] 史丹佛) 

 

c. Coda 

[�] (high sonority): 9.28% ([.d	�.w�n.] Darwin → [.ta.��.wn.] 達爾文) 

 Stops (low sonority): 60.98% ([.�d.w�n.] Edwin → [.ai.t�.n.] 愛德恩) 

 

The remarkable discrepancy in retention rate between them, particularly in the 

position of coda, is attributable to the universal scale of sonority. Specifically, when 

next to a vowel, perceptibility of a stop should be greater than that of [�], in a sense 

counter to the general view that sonorants are perceptually more salient than 

obstruents. This is arguably due to the claim that closeness in sonority between two 

adjacent sounds lead to confusability in distinguishing them, as the hierarchy in (132) 

shows, which is given below again. 

 

(233) Salience hierarchy in the context of “_V” or “V_” by sonority (also (132)) 

 O vs. Ø/(V)_(V) � N vs. Ø/(V)_(V) � L vs. Ø/(V)_(V) � G vs. Ø/(V)_(V) � V 

vs. Ø/(V)_(V) 

 

6.7.1 An OT analysis with cue constraints 

As this effect is significantly overridden by positional prominence in onset, the 

cue constraints involved are proposed within the scope of syllable-final codas. 

 

(234) *[ unreleased burst.]/ / (*[ unrel bur.]/ /): A syllable-final unreleased burst should 

not be interpreted as nothingness.  

 

(235) *[ �.]/ /: A syllable-final [�] should not be interpreted as nothingness.  
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    Cue constraints (234) and (235) require that an unreleased burst and [�], 

respectively, in coda be perceived as something in the underlying representation. As 

has been discussed in 5.2.3, reliable acoustic information of a consonant is normally 

reduced to a large degree in coda, and thus in (234), a syllable-final stop is transcribed 

as an “unreleased burst” in the auditory form due to its great reduction of release burst 

in the coda position. To ensure that the less sonorant stop is nevertheless perceptually 

more salient than [�] in coda and thus more subject to retention, the ranking is argued 

in (236).  

 

(236) Major ranking for sonority effect 

*/obstruent./, */liquid./ 

     >> 

     *[unreleased burst.]/ / 

 >> 

 *[ ]/+vocalic/ 

 >> 

 *[ �.]/ / 

    

    Structural constraints involved in the perception of obstruent and liquid codas are 

listed at the top. The cue constraints *[unreleased burst.]/ / and *[�.]/ / are ranked 

above and under *[ ]/+vocalic/, respectively, which disfavors epenthetic vowels. The 

following loanword examples illustrate how this ranking works in conventional OT. 

 

(237) Stop codas 

 Example: [.�d.w�n.] Edwin → [.ai.t�.n.] 愛德恩 

[.�d.w�n.] * /obs./ *[unrel bur.] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.ai.t�.n./                                                                                                                               * 

b. /.ait.n./ *W  L 

c. /.ai.n./  *W L 
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The structural constraint */obstruent./ favors the winner over Candidate (b) for the 

illicit stop coda, and Candidate (c) is disfavored by *[unreleased burst.]/ / for 

ignorance of the stop coda in the input. Candidate (a) wins though not preferred by the 

lowest *[ ]/+vocalic/. 

 

(238) [�] codas 

 Example: [.h	�.lm.] Harlem → [.xa.lin.] 哈林 

[.h	�.lm.] * /liq./ *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*[ �.] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.xa.lin./                                                                                                                               * 

b. /.xa�.lin./ *W  L 

c. /.xa.��.lin./  *W L 

 

    In (238), Candidate (b) is disfavored by the highest structural constraint */liquid./ 

and Candidate (c) is not preferred by *[ ]/+vocalic/ in the middle. The winning 

Candidate (a) is rendered optimal despite its violation of the lowest *[�.]/ /. 

    Exceptions to this are found in the corpus too. In some observable cases, the stop 

coda is deleted and the [�] coda is retained. The “exceptions” entail revision of (236), 

as given below, where the order between *[unreleased burst.]/ / and *[�.]/ / is 

reversed. 

 

(239) Minor ranking for sonority effect 

*/obstruent./, */liquid./ 

     >> 

     *[�.]/ / 

 >> 

 *[ ]/+vocalic/ 

 >> 

 *[ unreleased burst.]/ / 
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    See (240) and (241) for illustrations. 

 

(240) Stop codas 

 Example: [.k�æ.�t.] carat → [.k��.la.] 克拉 

[.k�æ.�t.] * /obs./ *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*[ unrel bur.] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.k��.la./   * 

b. /.k��.lat/ *W  L 

c. /.k��.la.t
�/  *W L 

 

    Contrary to (237), the stop coda in this case is deleted since *[ ]/+vocalic/ is 

promoted and *[unreleased burst.]/ / is demoted.  

 

(241) [�] codas 

 Example: [.d	�.w�n.] Darwin → [.ta.��.wn.] 達爾文 

[.d	�.w�n.] * /liq./ *[ �.] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.ta.��.wn./                                                                                                                               * 

b. /.ta�.wn./ *W  L 

c. /.ta.wn./  *W L 

 

    Since the cue constraint *[�.]/ / dominates *[ ]/+vocalic/, Candidate (a), in which 

the English [�] coda is rescued by an inserted vowel preceding it, wins out though it is 

not favored by *[ ]/+vocalic/.  

    In summary, the two diverse rankings needed to account for the lexical variation 

under the effect of sonority scale are listed below.  
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(242) Sonority effect on consonant adaptation 

 *[ unrel bur.]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

>> 

*[ �.]/ / 

* [�.]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

>> 

*[ unrel bur.]/ / 

Stop coda [.�d.w�n.] Edwin →  

[.ai.t�.n.] 愛德恩 (60.98%) 

[.k�æ.�t.] carat →  

[.k��.la.] 克拉 (39.02%) 

[�] coda [.h	�.lm.] Harlem →  

[.xa.lin.] 哈林 (90.72%) 

[.d	�.w�n.] Darwin → 

[.ta.��.wn.] 達爾文 (9.28%) 

 

6.7.2 Cue constraints in stochastic evaluation 

    With the help of OT rankings and their probabilistic distributions shown in (243), 

in this subsection the lexical variation under the sonority effect awaits modeling 

through appropriate assignment of ranking values of relevant constraints.  

 

6.7.2.1 Stop codas 

    As a stop coda is 39.02% likely to delete, the overlapping area incurred by 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/ should account for 9.36 (12*39.02%*2) on 

the scale of constraint strictness. With the known ranking value 107.9 of *[ ]/+vocalic/, 

that of *[unreleased burst.]/ / can be worked out as 110.54. The ranking values of the 

relevant constraints are summarized in (243), and applied to loanword data with 

hypothetical selection points in (244). 

 

(243) SPG for stop codas 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / 110.54 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 
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(244) Hypothetical selection points and results from (243)  

 *[ unrel bur.]/ / *[ ]/+voc/ Result Example 

CSP 110.34 (A1) 106.2 (B1) Retention [.�d.w�n.] → [.ai.t�.n.] 

RSP 107.01 (A2) 109.51 (B2) Deletion [.k�æ.�t.] → [.k��.la.]  

    

    Due to the higher ranking value of *[unreleased burst.]/ / than that of 

*[ ]/+vocalic/, the adapter is more likely to hear the unreleased stop (A1, 110.34) than 

not to hear an illusory vowel (B1, 106.2). The result is then retention of the stop coda 

with an epenthetic vowel, as in “[.�d.w�n.] Edwin → [.ai.t�.n.] 愛德恩”. When the 

adapter’s selection points of them happen to overturn, with a higher one for 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ (107.01) and a lower one for *[unreleased burst.]/ / (109.51), deletion 

of the stop coda results, as in “[.k�æ.�t.] carat → [.k��.la.] 克拉”. The margin 

between the two likelihoods is not very significant, however, since the ranking values 

of the two cue constraints are rather close on the linear scale, as can be judged in the 

large overlapping area in the diagram sketched below. 

 

(245) SPG for stop codas and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

6.7.2.2 [�]-codas 

    Unlike stops, the liquid [�] tends to be deleted in coda, with a remarkably high 

90.72% of all cases, indicating that *[ ]/+vocalic/ is generally higher and the 

overlapping between *[�.]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/ is the slight 2.23 (12*9.28%*2). Again, 

*/obs/ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56 110.54 107.9 

*[ unrel bur.]/ / 
*[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 B1 
B2 A2 
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with the known ranking value 107.9 of *[ ]/+vocalic/, we are able to figure out that of 

*[ �.]/ /, 98.13. See (246) for a summary, and (247) for application of this to real 

loanword data. 

 

(246) SPG for [�] codas 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ �.]/ / 98.13 

 

(247) Hypothetical selection points and results from (246)  

 *[ ]/+voc/ *[ �.]/ / Result Example 

CSP 106.63 (A1) 100.24 (B1) Deletion [.h	�.lm.] → [.xa.lin.]  

RSP 102.31 (A2) 103.97 (B2) Retention [.d	�.w�n.] → [.ta.��.wn.] 

 

    As the ranking value of *[ ]/+vocalic/ is way higher than that of *[�.]/ /, the 

adapter tends to perceptually ignore the [�] coda (B1, 100.24) but not to hear an 

illusory vowel (A1, 106.63). In very few cases, the selection point of *[�.]/ / may fall 

higher (B2, 103.97) than that of *[ ]/+vocalic/ (A2, 102.31), and it turns out that the [�] 

coda is retained via vowel insertion ahead of it. Refer to the diagram below for the 

whole picture.  

 

(248) SPG for [�] codas and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

*/liq./ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56  98.01   107.9 

*[ ]/+voc/ *[ �.]/ / 

A1 B1 B2 A2 
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    Contrary to (245), the overlapping in (248) between *[ ]/+vocalic/ and *[�.]/ / is 

rather narrow, which denotes that the chance for *[�.]/ / to reversely dominate 

* [ ]/+vocalic/ is smaller. Once it happens, the selection points of the two constraints 

should be very close to each other. This can be seen by the close selection points A2 

and B2 in the diagram.  

 

6.7.3 Interim summary 

    In this section, the ranking values of the constraints at work in the sonority effect 

are worked out along the same lines. The retention and deletion of a coda consonant is 

arguably the consequence of its hierarchy on the universal scale of sonority. Within 

SPG, the cue constraints denoting perception of consonants in coda are allocated 

ranking values based on their different degrees of perceptual salience that is judged by 

data. It is the relative locations where the selection points fall that determine the 

retention/deletion of a certain consonant. By integrating what is achieved in this 

section, the SPG created thus far can be summarized in (249).  

 

(249) Summary SPG (Version V)  

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

*[ burst]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 
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*[ burst]/+continuant/ 114.77 

*[ rhotic]/–retroflex/ 114.56 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.55 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ rhotic]/–rounded/ 112.4 

*[ fluid sound]/–liquid/ 111.92 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / 110.54 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

*[ �.]/ / 98.13 

 

6.8 High salience of friction noise 

    As observed in Chapter 4, fricatives in the coda position, whether as a simplex 

coda or part of a complex coda, are significantly subject to retention. As a whole, 143 

out of 161 (88.82%, 143/161) fricatives in the coda position are preserved via vowel 

insertion (syllabification), a much higher rate than affricates’ (66.67%, 6/9) and stops’ 

(60.98%, 100/164). This is shown and illustrated in (250).  

 

(250) Adaptation of obstruents in coda 

 Retention Deletion 

Fricatives [.w l.d �f.] Waldorf → 

[.xwa.�.t	u.fu.] 華爾道夫 

(88.82%) 

[.da�.d#onz.] Dow Jones → 

[.tau.t$�jo�.] 道瓊  

(11.18%) 

Affricates [.h�t�.k�	k.] Hitchcock → 

[.$i.t�
y.k�	u.k��.] 希區考克 

(66.67) 

[.b��d�.ston.] Bridgestone → 

[.p�u.li.s!.t�o�.] 普利司通 

(33.33%) 

Stops [.�d.w�n.] Edwin →  

[.ai.t�.n.] 愛德恩  

(60.98%) 

[.k�æ.�t.] carat →  

[.k��.la.] 克拉  

(39.02) 

 

    Section 5.9 attributes it to the highly audible friction noise generated by the 

articulatory mechanism for articulation of fricatives. This gradient relationship among 
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the three obstruent types in terms of perceptual salience is formulated in (134), and is 

shown again in (251), saying that that the perceptual distinctiveness between a 

fricative and silence is greater than that between an affricate and silence, which in turn 

is greater than that between a stop and silence.  

 

(251) Salience hierarchy by manner of articulation 

 fricative vs. Ø/V_ � affricate vs. Ø /V_ � stop vs. Ø/V_ 

 

6.8.1 An OT analysis with cue constraints 

This internal perceptual cue of fricatives can be formally translated into the cue 

constraint in (252), saying that turbulence in airstream that sounds like a noise of 

friction should be interpreted as something in perception.  

 

(252) *[ friction.]/ / (*[ fric.]/ /): A syllable-final turbulent airstream should not be 

interpreted as nothingness. 

 

Affricates are often described as being intermediate between stops and fricatives, 

as they share the articulatory features of both. Acoustically, the duration of an 

affricate should be shared as well by occlusion and burst of the stop and friction of the 

fricative. This entails a shorter period of friction noise for the fricative part compared 

with a fricative. On this ground, the cue constraint that regulates perception of an 

affricate is formulated in (253). 

 

(253) *[ short friction.]/ / (*[short fric.]/ /): A syllable-final short turbulent airstream 

should not be interpreted as nothingness.  

 

    The ranking in (254) well accounts for the main pattern of fricatives in coda, 

where the relevant structural constraint still ranks at the top, the cue constraints 
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against deletion of obstruent codas rank right below, and the constraint against 

hallucination of vowels ranks lowest. To illustrate, a tableau is given in (255) right 

next to the ranking argument. 

  

(254) Major ranking for the high salience of fricatives in coda   

*/obstruent./ 

>>  

*[ friction.]/ /, *[short friction.]/ /, *[unreleased burst.]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 

 

(255) [f.] → [.fV.], [ t%.] → [.t$�V.], [d.] → [.tV.] 

 Example: [.w l.d �f.] Waldorf → [.xwa.�.t	�.fu.] 華爾道夫 

          [.h�t�.k�	k.] Hitchcock → [.$i.t�
y.k�	u.k��.] 希區考克 

  [.�d.w�n.] Edwin → [.ai.t�.n.] 愛德恩 

[.w l.d lf.] * /obs./ *[ fric.] 

/ / 

*[ short fric.] 

/ / 

*[ unrel bur.] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.xwa.�.t	�.fu./     * 

b. /.xwa.�.t	�f./ *W    L 

c. /.xwa.�.t	�./  *W   L 

[.h�t�.k�	k.]      

a. ☞/.$i.t�
y.k�	u.k��./     * 

b. /.$i.t�.k�	u.k��./ *W    L 

c. /.$i.k�	u.k��./   *W  L 

[.�d.w�n.]      

a. ☞/.ai.t�.n./                                                                                                                                 * 

b. /.ait.n./ *W    L 

c. /.ai.n./    *W L 

 

    In all cases, both Candidates (b)’s and (c)’s fail to be the winner. Candidates 

(b)’s are not favored by the highest */obstruent./. Candidate (c) in the first tableau is 

disfavored by *[friction.]/ /, that in the second is disfavored by *[short friction.]/ /, 

and that in the last is disfavored by *[unreleased burst.]/ /, all ranked in the middle. 
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The winning Candidates (a)’s are preferred by the abovementioned constraints but 

disfavored solely by the lowest loser-favoring *[ ]/+vocalic/.  

    On occasion, an obstruent coda may undergo deletion, despite the comparatively 

lower probability. Deletion of an obstruent coda entails revision of (254), as shown in 

(256) and illustrated in (257). 

 

(256) Minor ranking for the high salience of fricatives in coda 

*/obstruent./ 

>>  

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 

>> 

*[ friction.]/ /, *[short friction.]/ /, *[unreleased burst.]/ / 

 

(257) [f.] → [Ø], [t%.] → [Ø], [t.] → [Ø] 

Example: [.da�.d#onz.] Dow Jones → [.tau.t$�jo�.] 道瓊 

             [.(l�n.f�.d�t�.] Glenfiddich → [.(�.lan.fei.ti.] 格蘭菲迪 

              [.k�æ.�t.] carat → [.k��.la.] 克拉 

[.da�.d#onz.] * /obs./ *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*[ fric.] 

/ / 

*[ short fric.] 

/ / 

*[ unrel bur.] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.tau.t$�jo�./   *   

b. /.tau.t$�jo�s./ *W    L   

c. /.tau.t$�jo�.s�./    *W L   

[.(l�n.f�.d�t�.]       

a. ☞/.(�.lan.fei.ti./    *  

b. /.(�.lan.fei.tit�./ *W     L  

c. /.(�.lan.fei.ti.t�y/    *W  L  

[.k�æ.�t.]      

a. ☞/.k��.la./     * 

b. /.k��.lat./ *W    L 

c. /.k��.la.t�./  *W   L 

 

    Through the reversal between *[friction.]/ /, *[short friction.]/ /, and 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/, Candidates (c)’s become the losers since 
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they are not preferred by the higher *[ ]/+vocalic/. The winners turn out to be 

Candidates (a)’s, all of which simply ignore the illicit coda.  

    Again, the multiple grammars needed to account for the lexical variations of 

obstruent codas are listed in (258). 

 

(258) Effect of high salience of friction noise on consonant adaptation  

 *[ fric.]/ /, *[short fric.]/ /,  

*[ unrel bur.]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

>> 

*[ fric.]/ /, *[short fric.]/ /,  

*[ unrel bur.]/ / 

Fricative coda [.w l.d �f.] Waldorf → 

[.xwa.�.t	�.fu.] 華爾道夫  

(89.06%) 

[.da�.d#onz.] Dow Jones → 

[.tau.t$�jo�.] 道瓊  

(10.94%) 

Affricate coda [.h�t�.k�	k.] Hitchcock → 

[.$i.t�
y.k�	u.k��.] 希區考克 

(66.67%) 

[.(l�n.f�.d�t�.] Glenfiddich → 

[.(�.lan.fei.ti.] 格蘭菲迪 

(33.33%) 

Stop coda [.�d.w�n.] Edwin →  

[.ai.t�.n.] 愛德恩  

(60.98%) 

[.k�æ.�t.] carat →  

[.k��.la.] 克拉  

(39.02%) 

     

In the next subsection, we are to see how these variations with probabilistic 

distribution may be formally embedded within SPG.  

 

6.8.2 Cue constraints in stochastic evaluation 

    Within stochastic OT, the “weight” of constraints on the perception of sounds is 

mapped to the diverse ranking values of them on the scale of constraint strictness. In 

the preceding section, the ranking value of *[unreleased burst.]/ / has been worked 

out as 110.54. What remains to be done is to calculate the ranking values of 

*[ friction.]/ / and *[short friction.]/ /.  
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6.8.2.1 Fricatives 

First, as a fricative coda is 88.82% likely to retain, the overlapping area between 

*[ friction.]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/ should account for 22.36% (11.18%*2), which is 2.68 

(22.36%*12) on the scale. Based on this value, the ranking value of *[friction.]/ / can 

be figured out as 117.22, as summarized in (259) and illustrated in (260). 

 

(259) SPG for fricative codas 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*[ friction.]/ / 117.22 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

 

(260) Hypothetical selection points and results from (259)  

 *[ fric.]/ / *[ ]/+voc/ Result Example 

CSP 117.99 (A1) 106.61 (B1) Retention [.w l.d �f.] → [.xwa.�.t	�.fu.]  

RSP 112.62 (A2) 113.63 (B2) Deletion [.da�.d#onz.] → [.tau.t$�jo�.] 

 

    In most cases, the adapter tends to hear the syllable-final friction noise (117.99) 

with an illusory vowel (106.61) after it under the government of */obstruent./. 

However, it can also be that the adapter unintentionally neglects the syllable-final 

fricative (112.62) and hence no illusory vowel is perceived (113.63), though a 

situation like this is less likely to happen (10.94%). The constraint interaction is 

pictured in (261). 

 

(261) SPG for fricative codas and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

*/obs/ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56 117.22 107.9 

*[ fric.]/ / *[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 B1 B2 A2 
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6.8.2.2 Affricates 

    Next, for affricates, the retention rate lowers to 66.67%, indicating that the 

overlapping part between *[short friction.]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/ accounts for 66.66% 

of the constraint coverage. Through calculation, the ranking value of *[short 

friction.]/ / should be 111.9, as summarized below, followed by illustrations with 

hypothetical selection points for real loanword data. 

 

(262) SPG for affricate codas 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*[ short friction.]/ / 111.9 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

 

(263) Hypothetical selection points and results from (263)  

 *[ short fric.]/ / *[ ]/+voc/ Result Example 

CSP 110.52 (A1) 108.07 (B1) Retention [.h�t�.k�	k.]→[.$i.t�
y.k�	u.k��.] 

RSP 107.87 (A2) 111.34 (B2) Deletion [.(l�n.f�.d�t�.]→[.(�.lan.fei.ti.] 

 

    Under normal circumstances, the short friction of a syllable-final affricate can be 

heard (110.52) with illusory vowel inserted afterwards (108.07). Occasionally, 

however, this short friction may be omitted (107.87) due to some background noise, 

which follows that no epenthetic vowel is misperceived (111.34). Compared with 

fricatives, deletion of an affricate coda is more likely to take place. This can be 

understood by the larger overlapping area in (264).  
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(264) SPG for affricate codas and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

    Due to the closeness between *[short friction.]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/, there is a 

broader overlapping area incurred, leading to a higher possibility for the latter to 

override the former in comparison with (261). An affricate in coda is thus more 

subject to deletion than a fricative in the same position.  

 

6.8.3 Interim summary 

    As the ranking value of the cue constraint *[unreleased burst.]/ / has been 

calculated as 110.54 in 6.7.2.1 in our previous discussion of sonority effect, the 

ranking values of the constraints for effect of friction noise have been determined. 

The summary ranking thus far is then listed in (265).  

 

(265) Summary SPG (Version VI)  

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

*[ burst]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*/obs/ 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56 111.9 107.9 

[short fric.]/ / *[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 B1 B2 
A2 
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*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[ friction.]/ / 117.22 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 

*[ burst]/+continuant/ 114.77 

*[ rhotic]/–retroflex/ 114.56 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.55 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ rhotic]/–rounded/ 112.4 

*[ fluid sound]/–liquid/ 111.92 

*[ short friction.]/ / 111.9 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / 110.54 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

*[ �.]/ / 98.13 

 

    The ranking value of *[friction.]/ / is relatively high, very close to that of *[.C]/ / 

and those of the constraint group for stop voicing and aspiration, indicating the strong 

perceptual cues of friction noise in loanword adaptation.  

 

6.9 Masking effect of sibilants 

    As has been discussed in Section 5.10, sibilants are a subset of fricatives that 

feature the narrow groove-like stricture over the tip and blade of the tongue and the 

back part of the alveolar ridge (Bickford and Floyd 2006), which in turn endows 

themselves with greater loudness at a higher pitch and thus even more salient than 

non-sibilant fricatives. The perceptual cues of sibilants are so strong that there is a 

great likelihood for a sibilant to obscure the perception of a neighboring consonant. 

This gains support from our loanword data, as observed in the syllables with the 

sequence “stop-[s]” in the onset position.  
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(266) Retention rates of stops  

 Simplex stop [s]-stop Stop-[s] 

Onset 99.89% (878/879) 100% (44/44) 12.5% (1/8) 

Coda 60.98 (64/100) 44.44% (8/18) 55.1% (27/49) 

 

    Under the positional effect, the retention rate of a simplex stop onset is the nearly 

perfect 99.89%, yet that of a simplex stop coda is the significantly lower 60.98%, as 

shown in the leftmost column. With the company of an adjacent sibilant, however, 

things are a little bit different: it lowers to 44.44% in the “[s]-stop” coda cluster, 

abruptly to 12.5% in the “stop-[s]” onset cluster, and slightly to 55.1% in the “stop-[s]” 

coda cluster. The only exception is found in the “[s]-stop” sequence in onset, where 

the retention rate of the stop remains high at the perfect 100%. In 5.10.1, the 

immunity of the stop in this position to the masking effect of sibilants is claimed to 

stem from the stronger perceptual cues of a prevocalic consonant (Steriade 2008). And 

the masking effect seems to fail in the coda position, as the retention rates of the stop 

in the “[s]-stop” (44.44%) and “stop-[s]” sequences (55.1%) are not remarkably 

different from 60.98%, the retention rate of simplex stop codas. Explanations for the 

invalidity of masking effect in coda are not clear yet, though it is potentially 

attributable to the lack of the prevocalic position in the syllable-final position, as 

elaborated in more detail in 5.10.2. In the subsection that follows, we will see how the 

masking effect of sibilants can be modeled with cue constraints in conventional OT.  

The salience hierarchy under the masking effect of sibilants reappears in (267), 

as originally formulated in (137), which states that the perceptual distinctiveness 

between a stop and silence preceding the vowel is greater than that following a vowel, 

which in turn is greater than that adjacent to [s]. 
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(267) Salience hierarchy of stops in different contexts 

 stop vs. Ø/_V � stop vs. Ø/V_ � stop vs. Ø/(s)_(s) 

 

6.9.1 An OT analysis with cue constraints 

    The masking effect of sibilants on the preceding stop syllable-initially is directly 

translated into the cue constraint in (268).  

 

(268) Masking Effect of Sibilants (MES): A stop adjacent to a sibilant in a cluster 

should not be perceived.  

 

Resistance to this effect in the order of [s] plus a stop in the onset position is 

attributable to the cue constraint formulated in (269), suggesting that a prevocalic 

consonant is highly perceptible. Note that this constraint differs from cue constraints 

(159ab) in that it aims at the adjacency to a following vowel, rather than the 

sequential order of the onset consonant.   

 

(269) *[C(V)]/ /: A true consonant preceding a vowel within the syllable should not be 

interpreted as nothingness. 

 

First, under the masking effect of sibilants, a syllable-initial stop preceding a 

sibilant is 87.5% likely to be ignored. The ranking for this major tendency is proposed 

below. 
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(270) Major ranking for masking effect of sibilants  

 */(.)CC(.)/ 

 >>  

 *[C(V)]/ / 

 >>  

 MES 

 >> 

*[.C]/ /, *[ ]/+vocalic/ 

 

    In this ranking, the structural constraint */(.)CC(.)/, which bans any consonant 

cluster within the syllable, ranks highest. The cue constraint *[C(V)]/ / comes next as 

a prevocalic consonant is perceptually highly salient at all times. Under the 

dominance of the two constraints, MES outranks the cue constraints preferring 

retention of a syllable-initial consonant *[.C]/ / and the one that disfavors insertion of 

illusory vowels *[ ]/+vocalic/. Refer to (271) for illustration.  

 

(271) Masking effect of sibilants 

 Example: [.w	.t
sn.] Watson → [.xwa.��.] 華生 

[.w	.t
sn.] * /(.)CC(.)/ MES 

 

*[.C] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.xwa.��./                                                                                                                               *  

b. /.xwa.ts
�./  *W L  

c. /.xwa.t
�.s�./  *W  *W 

 

    In this tableau, Candidate (b) survives the structural */(.)CC(.)/ since 

combination of the homorganic [t�] and [s] is viewed as a phonemic affricate in TM, 

rather than a consonant cluster. Due to this, the structural constraint */(.)CC(.)/ is 

simply listed in this tableau symbolically but not realistically, as the only onset 

combination of a stop plus a sibilant in English is [t�s], which is taken as phonemic in 

TM consonant inventory. It is the cue constraint MES that disfavors Candidate (b) for 
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appearance of the stop in the underlying form. Candidate (c) is disfavored by MES for 

the same reason but it is also not preferred by *[ ]/+vocalic/ for an inserted vowel. The 

winning Candidate (a) is not favored by the low-ranked cue constraint *[.C]/ / but 

preferred elsewhere. 

    Alternatively, but very unlikely, the masking effect of sibilants is concealed. To 

derive the result with no this effect, the ranking should be revised by reversing the 

order between MES and *[.C]/ /. In that case, both the preceding stop and the sibilant 

will be perceived and altogether mapped to the L1 affricate [ts�]. See (272) for the 

ranking and (273) for an illustration. 

 

(272) Minor ranking for masking effect of sibilants  

 */(.)CC(.)/ 

 >>  

 *[C(V)]/ / 

 >>  

 *[.C]/ / 

 >> 

 MES, *[ ]/+vocalic/ 

 

(273) No masking effect of sibilants 

 Example: [.n	.t
s�.] Nazi → [.na.ts
wei.] 納粹 

[.n	.t
s�.] * /(.)CC(.)/ *[.C] 

/ / 

MES *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.na.ts
wei./                                                                                                                               *  

b. /.na.swei./  *W L  

c. /.na.t
�.swei./   * *W 

 

    Again the structural constraint */(.)CC(.)/ is not functioning in this tableau. The 

higher *[.C]/ / favors the winner over Candidate (b) for elision of the preceding stop. 

Compared with the winner, Candidate (c) is additionally disfavored by *[ ]/+vocalic/ 
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for vowel insertion. Candidate (a) is only is disfavored by the lowest MES and thus 

wins out.  

    Under both rankings, a prevocalic stop is bound to retain even with the company 

of a preceding [s], due to the higher ranking of *[C(V)]/ /, as exemplified in (274), 

where the jagged line between MES and *[.C]/ / indicates undefined ranking between 

them.  

 

(274) Obligatory retention of a prevocalic stop 

  Example: [.stæn.f�d.] Stanford → [.��.tan.fo.] 史丹佛 

[.stæn.f�d.] * /(.)CC(.)/ *[C(V)]  

/ / 

MES *[.C] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.��.tan.fo./                                                                                                                               *  * 

b. /.stan.fo./ *W  *   

c. /.san.fo./  *W L   

 

    Here the ranking between MES and *[.C]/ / is not specified whereas the stop 

does not undergo deletion in either case for the higher ranking of *[C(V)]/ /. 

    The two optional grammars to account for retention and deletion of the stop 

preceding a sibilant in the onset position are summarized below.  

 

(275) Masking effect of sibilants on consonant adaptation  

 MES 

>> 

*[.C]/ / 

*[.C]/ / 

>> 

MES 

Stop-[s] onset [.w	.t
sn.] Watson → 

[.xwa.��.] 華生 (87.5%) 

[.n	.t
s�.] Nazi →  

[.na.ts
wei.] 納粹 (12.5%) 

 

    Likewise, the following subsection gives a stochastic-OT resolution to this 

ranking puzzle. As the masking effect of sibilants is not as significant in coda as in 

onset and the truth behind is not yet made clear, we do not go into the details of its 
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failure in the coda position and leave it to future studies. 

 

6.9.2 Cue constraints in stochastic evaluation 

    The cue constraints that await the allocation of ranking values are *[C(V)]/ / and 

MES. Since *[C(V)]/ / is always observed with no exception, it should be given a 

value that is lower than the structural constraints but in the meanwhile high enough to 

escape overlapping with other cue constraints. As this constraint functions to regulate 

the perception of a prevocalic stop, it should weigh as much as the cue constraints 

proposed in (183), which govern the aspiration and voicing of stops and are never 

violated. The ranking value of *[C(V)]/ is thus given the same 142.07.  

    Next, as retention of the stop accounts for only 12.5% of the time, it indicates an 

overlapping of 25% (12.5%*2) between MES and *[.C]/ /. In 6.3.2.1, the ranking 

value of *[.C]/ / is given 118.63. Through calculation the ranking value of MES can 

be figured out as 127.63. Ranking values of the relevant constraints are summarized in 

(276), followed by hypothetical selection points of MES and *[.C]/ / for real loanword 

data. 

 

(276) SPG for masking effect of sibilants 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*[C(V)]/ / 142.07 

MES 127.63 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

 

(277) Hypothetical selection points and results from (276) 

 MES *[.C]/ / Result Example 

CSP 129.5 (A1) 119.92 (B1) Deletion  [.w	.t
sn.] → [.xwa.��.] 

RSP 122.07 (A2) 124.18 (B2) Retention [.n	.t
s�.] → [.na.ts
wei.] 
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    Normally, the selection point of MES should be higher than *[.C]/ /, and hence 

deletion of the stop that precedes a sibilant results. In rare cases, however, the adapter 

may happen to choose a lower part of MES toward the bottom and a higher part of 

*[.C]/ / toward the top, leading to a reverse ranking between MES and *[.C]/ / and the 

result of retaining the stop by mapping the cluster to TM affricate /ts�/. Note that 

* [ ]/+vocalic/ does not militate against MES or *[.C]/ /, so selection points of it in the 

two evaluations do not affect the consequences. A clearer picture of this is drawn in 

(278). 

 

(278) SPG for masking effect of sibilants and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

    As the diagram shows, normally a higher selection point of MES and a lower one 

of *[.C]/ / lead to deletion of the stop while occasionally the reverse choices of the 

two constraints incurs retention of the stop. 

 

6.9.3 Interim summary 

    By adding the constraints that are involved in the masking effect of sibilants, the 

SPG of TM loanwords from English can be expanded as the list in (279) shows.  

 

 

*[C(V)]/ / 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 142.07  127.63   107.9 

MES *[.C]/ / 

A1 
B1 B2 A2 

 118.63 

*[ ]/+voc/ 
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(279) Summary SPG (Version VI)  

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

*[ burst]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[C(V)]/ / 142.07 

MES 127.63 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[ friction.]/ / 117.22 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 

*[ burst]/+continuant/ 114.77 

*[ rhotic]/–retroflex/ 114.56 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.55 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ rhotic]/–rounded/ 112.4 

*[ fluid sound]/–liquid/ 111.92 

*[ short friction.]/ / 111.9 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / 110.54 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

*[ �.]/ / 98.13 

 

    A couple of points are worth reviewing here. The ranking value of *[C(V)]/ / is 

determined by giving it the same one as those of the cue constraints that govern the 

aspiration and voicing mapping of stops, judging from the fact that they are never 

violated. The ranking value of 142.07 thus remains the highest among all cue 

constraints. Right below lies MES, the ranking value of which, 127.63, is worked out 
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through its interaction with *[.C]/ / in the patterned variation between retention and 

deletion of stops preceding a sibilant in the onset position.  

 

6.10 Effect of Rhyme Harmony 

    In section 5.11, it is concluded that in TM loanwords from English, there exists a 

strong tendency of rhyme harmony by well copying the front vs. back contrast from 

the English vowel in some [VN.] rhymes in TM, corresponding to Hsieh, Kenstowicz, 

and Mou’s (2009) finding in their investigation of MC (as used in Mainland China) 

loanwords from English. That is, English [æn.], [æ�.], and [æm.] tend to be adapted 

into the harmonic rhyme [an.] or [en.], and [	�.], [	n.], and [	m.] into the harmonic 

rhyme [	�.] or [o�.]. In this current study, however, the target rhymes in English are 

limited to [æ�.] and [	n.] only. The reasons are stated in what follows. The low front 

vowel [a] (a little more central than and closest to English [æ]) and [	] are 

phonologically unspecified or noncontrastive for front versus back in TM: [a] exists in 

open syllables, before [n] in closed syllables, and in the diphthong before [i]; the 

lowest [	] appears in the diphthong ending in [u] and before [�] in closed syllables 

(refer to section 3.3 for the vowel inventories of the two languages). Hence, if we 

intentionally choose rhymes of the combination with one of these two vowels plus a 

nasal coda that has the opposite value in backness to the preceding vowel, it will be 

worth investigating whether the output rhyme relies more on the vowel or on the nasal 

in the process of perception. Rhymes with [m] coda are excluded since with no 

feature value in backness to copy in [m], it should be highly predictable that the front 

versus back status of the vowel will be critical (refer to (290) in later discussion). The 

patterns are shown below. 
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(280) Nasal mappings in syllables of [æN] and [	N]  

Eng. rhyme TM rhyme Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[æ�.] [an.]/[en.] 84.62% (11/13) [.hæ)k.]  

Hank 

→ [.xan.k��.]  

漢克 

 [	�.] 15.38% (2/13) [.jæ).k��.] 

Yankee 

→ [.j�).t$i.]  

洋基 

[	n.] [	�.]/[o�.] 76%% (19/25) [.b�nd.]  

Bond 

→ [.p��).t�.]  

龐德 

 [an.] 24% (6/25) [.��.�n.d.] 

Rwanda 

→ [.lu.an.ta.]  

盧安達 

 

    In an obvious sense, the choice between TM [n] and [�] for an English nasal 

coda relies heavily on the backness status of the preceding vowel in the English 

source, in preference to the place of articulation of the nasal in the source. It is 

assumed that vowels are more sonorous than consonants, and hence the place features 

of the vowels should be more perceptible than those of the nasal. Across the board, the 

effect of rhyme harmony is functioning 78.95% (30/38) of the time. The salience 

hierarchy that is responsible for this tendency appears in (140) and given below again 

for convenience, which states that the backnesss contrast of the vowel preceding a 

coda nasal is perceptually more salient than that of the nasal following the nuclear 

vowel. 

 

(281) Salience hierarchy of vowel and nasal in backness contrast (also (140)) 

 V[+back] vs. V[–back]/_N � N[+back] vs. N[–back]/V_ 

 

6.10.1 An OT analysis with cue constraints 

    Following Hsieh, Kenstowicz, and Mou (2009), the strict phonotactic 

requirement of correspondence in backness between the vowel and the nasal in the 

perception of English [æN.] and [	N.] is straightforwardly translated into the 

phonotactic constraint Rhyme Harmony. 
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(282) Rhyme Harmony (RH): A front vs. back low vowel should co-occur with a 

dental vs. velar nasal coda, respectively.  

 

    The cue constraints that are considered to be highly respected in perception as 

well are those for identification of vowel places, though adaptation of vowels has 

been less discussed in this dissertation. The cue constraints that require 

correspondence in front vs. back contrast between vowels in our investigation of 

rhyme are formalized in (283), where vowels in the auditory input are presented by 

formants, which characterize vowels with different shapes of the vocal tract. 

 

(283) Cue constraints for identification of vowel backness 

a. *[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/([*1660F2]/	,o/): An auditory F2 of 1660Hz should not 

be perceived as the phonological vowel /	/ or /o/. 

b. *[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/([*1100F2]/a,e/): An auditory F2 of 1100Hz should not be 

perceived as the phonological vowel /a/ or /e/.  

 

    In (283), I base the acoustic qualities of English vowels [æ] and [	] on 

Ladefoged (2001:177), in which the frequencies originate from the average of a 

number of authorities’ values of American English. As the second formant is more 

informative in terms of backness (and lip rounding) of the vowel, the auditory forms 

of [æ] and [	] are thus represented only by their F2 values, 1660 Hz and 1100 Hz, 

respectively, in the current analysis.  

    The last set of cue constraints concerning rhyme harmony to regulate perceptual 

interpretation of nasal places are formalized below, which should rank relatively low 

in SPG to meet rhyme harmony. 
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(284) Cue constraints for identification of nasal places 

a. *[ alveolar groan]/�/ (*[alv groan]/�/): An auditory groan made with the 

tongue in contact of the alveolar ridge should not be perceived as the 

phonological consonant /�/. 

b. *[ velar groan]/n/ (*[ vel groan]/n/): An auditory groan made with the tongue 

in contact of the alveolar ridge should not be perceived as the phonological 

consonant /n/. 

 

    In the formation of these two cue constraints, occurrences of English nasals [n], 

[�], and [m] are designated as “alveolar groan”, “velar groan”, and “bilabial groan”, 

respectively, simply to make direct reference to both the passive articulators that 

prevent the airstream from passing out of the mouth, and the groan-like articulation by 

redirecting the blocked airflow through the nose.  

    In the majority, rhyme harmony is reached by correspondence between the 

nuclear vowels in preference to the nasals. The ranking in (285) must be proposed to 

derive the major pattern. 

 

(285) Major ranking for effect of rhyme harmony  

Rhyme Harmony 

>>  

*[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/, *[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/ 

>> 

*[ alveolar groan]/�/, *[velar groan]/n/ 

 

The structural constraints Rhyme Harmony is undominated. Underneath are the 

cue constraints that require the front vs. back correspondence of the vowels, 

*[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/ and *[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/, which in turn outrank *[alveolar 

groan]/�/ and *[velar groan]/n/, requiring the articulatory places be fully mapped. The 

cases below illustrate the major ranking. 
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(286) Copying vowel backness 

a. [æ�.] → [an.]/[en.] 

Example: [.hæ)k.] Hank → [.xan.k��.] 漢克 

[.hæ)k.] RH *[1660F2] 

/	,o/ 

* [vel groan] 

/n/ 

a. ☞[.xan.k��.]   * 

b. [.xa).k��.] *W  L 

c. [.x�).k��.]  *W L 

 

b. [	n.] → [	�.]/[o�.] 

Example: [.b�nd.] Bond → [.p��).t�.] 龐德 

[.b�nd.] RH *[1660F2]  

/a,e/ 

* [alv groan] 

/�/ 

a. ☞[.p��).t�.]   * 

b. [.p��n.t�.] *W  L 

c. [.p�an.t�.]  *W  L 

 

    In (286ab), the structural constraint Rhyme Harmony disfavors Candidates (b)’s 

for their disagreement in front versus back contrast within the rhyme. Candidates (c)’s 

are not preferred by *[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/ and *[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/, respectively, for 

misperceiving the backness quality of the vowels. The winning Candidates (a)’s are 

preferred by both the upper two constraints though not favored by the lowest 

*[ alveolar groan]/�/ and *[velar groan]/n/, respectively, for place misperception of 

the nasals.  

    Still a certain proportion of the data do not pertain to this tendency. In the 

minority, the front versus back contrast of the vowel is not copied in the underlying 

form. This secondary pattern entails the minor ranking below.  
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(287) Minor ranking for effect of rhyme harmony  

Rhyme Harmony 

>>  

*[ alveolar groan]/�/, *[velar groan]/n/ 

>> 

*[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/, *[F2=1100Hz]/a/ 

 

    In (287), the cue constraints for place correspondence between nasals are 

promoted and those requiring agreement in vowel backness are demoted such that the 

minor patterns can be derived. See the tableaux in (288) for illustration.  

 

(288) Copying nasal places 

a. [æ�.] → [	�.] 

 Example: [.jæ).k��.] Yankee → [.j�).t$i.] 洋基 

[.jæ).k��.] RH *[ vel groan] 

/n/ 

* [F2=1660Hz] 

/	,o/ 

a. ☞[.j�).t$i.]   * 

b. [.ja).t$i.] *W  L 

c. [.jan.t$i.]  *W L 

 

b. [	n.] → [an.] 

Example: [.��.�n.d.] Rwanda → [.lu.an.ta.] 盧安達 

[.��.�n.d.] RH *[ alv groan] 

/�/ 

* [F2=1100Hz] 

/a,e/ 

a. ☞[.lu.an.ta.]   * 

b. [.lu.�n.ta.] *W  L 

c. [.lu.�).ta.]  *W L 

 

    In the two tableaux, the rhymes [a�.] in (288a) and [	n.] in (288b) in Candidates 

(b)’s are disfavored by Rhyme Harmony. The promoted cue constraints *[velar 

groan]/n/ and *[alveolar groan]/�/ favor the winners over Candidates (c)’s as the 

places of the nasal codas are not the same as the inputs’. Candidates (a)’s are then 
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rendered the most harmonic though they are disfavored by the cue constraints that 

regulate vowel backness at the bottom. 

    Once again, these examples underline the need of two diverse rankings of the 

same constraint set to fully account for the two alternatives, as no single ranking of 

the available constraints can derive all the forms. This is summarized in (289).  

 

(289) Effects of rhyme harmony on consonant adaptation  

 *[1660F2]/�,o/, *[1100F2]/a,e/ 

>> 

*[ alv groan]/)/, *[vel groan]/n/ 

* [alv groan]/)/, *[vel groan]/n/ 

>> 

*[1660F2]/�,o/, *[1100F2]/a,e/  

[æ�.] [.hæ)k.] Hank →  

[.xan.k��.] 漢克 (84.62%) 

[.jæ).k��.] Yankee → 

[.j�).t$i.] 洋基 (15.38%) 

[	n.] [.b�nd.] Bond → 

[.p��).t�.] 龐德 (76%) 

[.��.�n.d.] Rwanda→ 

[.lu.an.ta.] 盧安達 (24%) 

Average 78.95% (30/38) 21.05% (8/38) 

 

6.10.2 Cue constraints in stochastic evaluation 

What remains to do is rather simple: to determine the overlapping coverage 

between *[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/ and *[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/ and *[alveolar groan]/�/ and 

* [velar groan]/n/, and then calculate their ranking values according to their relative 

positions that incur the overlapping. At first glance, it seems inevitable to assign an 

arbitrary ranking value to one of the two sets of cue constraints and then work out that 

of the other, since there is no further interaction between either of the two sets of cue 

constraints and any of the cue constraints that have been defined previously. However, 

there seems to be a resolution that may relate the assignment of the cue constraints 

involved in the effect of rhyme harmony to the SPG that has been established thus far, 

at least largely, by reexamining the adaptation pattern of the bilabial nasal coda [m], 

as will be discussed in what follows. 
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6.10.2.1 Analysis of English [m]-codas in TM 

TM does not allow a bilabial nasal to appear in coda, and an English one is 

repaired by either adjusting it to an alveolar or a velar nasal, or inserting a vowel after 

the bilabial nasal to form in independent syllable. The probabilistic distribution is 

shown below. 

 

(290) Adaptation pattern of [m]-codas (based on (98a)) 

TM Percentage Example (L2 → L1) 

[n]/[�] 88.16% (67/76) [.b�k.hm.] Beckham → [.pei.k��.xan.] 貝克漢 

  [.d�.n�m.] Denim → [.tan.ni).] 丹寧 

[.mV.] 11.84% (9/76) [.	m.l�t.] Omelet → [.ou.mu.li.] 歐姆力 

 

    The primary strategy, viz. replacing the [m]-coda with [n] or [�], should be 

disfavored by the cue constraint in (291), proposed along the same lines with the cue 

constraints in (284). 

 

(291) *[ bilabial groan]/n,�/ (*[ bil groan]/n,�/): An auditory groan made with closure 

of both lips should not be perceived as the phonological consonants /n/ or /�/. 

 

The constraint rankings responsible for the two variants are thus listed separately 

in the following table. 

 

(292) Multiple constraint rankings for adaptations of [m]-codas 

 * [ ]/+voc/  

>> 

*[ bil groan]/n,)/ 

* [bil groan]/n,)/ 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

[m.] [.b�k.hm.] Beckham → 

[.pei.k��.xan.] 貝克漢 (88.16%) 

[.	m.l�t.] Omelet → 

[.ou.mu.li.] 歐姆力 (11.84%) 
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    As the ranking value of *[ ]/+vocalic/ is worked out as 107.9 in earlier discussion, 

that of *[bilabial groan]/n,�/ should be 117.06 via the proposed calculation procedure. 

    What makes the ranking value of *[bilabial groan]/n,�/ highly related to those of 

the cue constraints for rhyme harmony is stated as follows. As can be seen from (289), 

it can be predicted that the cue constraints *[alveolar groan]/�/ and *[velar groan]/n/ 

are violated by the mutually contradictory cue constraints approximately 80% of the 

time when the nasal coda is [n] or [�] in the input, close to the frequency for the cue 

constraint *[bilabial groan]/n,�/ to be violated by another mutually contradictory one 

(88.16%). The perceptual correlate that these percentages imply is that the place of 

articulation of a nasal coda is weakly perceived. It should be more than safe to assign 

the ranking values of *[alveolar groan]/�/ and *[velar groan]/n/ to one that is 

identical to those of *[bilabial groan]/n,�/, i.e. 117.06, at least more tenable than 

assigning it an arbitrary number on the scale of strictness.  

 

6.10.2.2 Analysis of [æ).] and [�n.] rhymes  

    With the ranking values of *[alveolar groan]/�/ and *[velar groan]/n/ being 

117.06, the same as that of *[bilabial groan]/n,�/, we are now ready to figure out the 

ranking values of *[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/ and *[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/. Through calculation, 

they are 124.01.  

 

(293) SPG for effect of rhyme harmony 

Constraint Ranking value 

Rhyme Harmony  167.56 

*[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/ 124.01 

*[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/ 124.01 

*[ alveolar groan]/�/ 117.06 

*[ velar groan]/n/ 117.06 
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    By the same token, this partial SPG can be exemplified by hypothetical selection 

points that well account for the variable formation of authentic output forms, as 

shown in (294), and schematized subsequently in (295). 

 

(294) Hypothetical selection points and results from (293) 

 CSP RSP 

*[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/ 122.96 (A1) 119.14 (A2) 

*[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/ 125.41 (B1) 118.99 (B2) 

*[ alv groan]/�/ 118.09 (C1) 121.67 (C2) 

*[ vel groan]/n/ 115.7 (D1) 120.79 (D2) 

Result [æ�.] → [an.]/[en.] 

[	n.] → [	�.]/[o�.] 

[æ�.] → [	�.] 

[	n.] → [an.] 

Example [.hæ)k.] → [.xan.k��.] [.jæ).k��.] → [.j�).t$i.] 

 [.b�nd.] → [.p��).t�.] [.��.�n.d.] → [.lu.an.ta.] 

 

(295) SPG for rhyme harmony and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

   

6.10.3 Interim summary 

    In light of Hsieh, Kenstowicz, and Mou’s (2009) finding that the MC adapter has 

a strong inclination toward obedience to the native [VN.] rhyme harmony by copying 

the front vs. back contrast of the nuclear vowel in English, in preference to that of the 

nasal, this section provides further support for this claim by extracting syllables with 

[æ�.] and [	n.] rhymes from TM loanword data and develops a formal analysis from 

RH 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56 124.01 117.6 

*[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/ *[ alv groan]/�/ 

A1 B1 

B2 

*[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/ *[ vel groan]/n/ 

A2 

D1 C1 

D2 
C2 
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the angle of SPG. With the scope of observation being the syllable rhyme as a whole, 

for the first time in this chapter formation of cue constraints extends to perception of 

English vowels. Locations of the relevant cue constraints here refer back to the 

ranking value of *[ ]/+vocalic/, in the hope of completing a partial SPG with 

consistence and integrity. Probabilities of the variants under the effect of rhyme 

harmony are again well explicated by the degree of overlapping incurred by closeness 

of twos sets of cue constraints that militate against one another. The newly defined 

constraints are incorporated into the SPG developed thus far, as shown in (296). 

 

(296) Summary SPG (Version VII)  

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

Rhyme Harmony  167.56 

*[ burst]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[C(V)]/ / 142.07 

MES 127.63 

*[F2=1660Hz]/�,o/ 124.01 

*[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/ 124.01 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[ friction.]/ / 117.22 

*[ bilabial groan]/n,)/ 117.06 

*[ alveolar groan]/)/ 117.06 

*[ velar groan]/n/ 117.06 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 

*[ burst]/+continuant/ 114.77 
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*[ rhotic]/–retroflex/ 114.56 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.55 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ rhotic]/–rounded/ 112.4 

*[ fluid sound]/–liquid/ 111.92 

*[ short friction.]/ / 111.9 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / 110.54 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

*[ �.]/ / 98.13 

 

6.11 Effect of similarity between the nuclear vowel and the liquid coda 

    It is generalized in 4.5.5 and 4.6.7 that the retention/deletion patterns of 

postvocalic liquids are conditioned considerably by the backness quality of the 

nuclear vowel, as revealed in (297), where both the liquids as a simplex coda or as 

embedded in the cluster are considered. 

 

(297) Adaptation patterns of liquid codas after vowels with distinct backness values 

 Retention  Deletion 

V[–back] 71.26% (62/87) 28.74% (25/87) 

V[+back] 9.8% (34/347) 90.2% (313/347) 

 

As shown in (297), when the preceding vowel is [–back], an English postvocalic 

liquid is liable to retain through vowel insertion, whereas it strongly tends to delete 

when the preceding vowel becomes [+back]. In Section 5.12, this generalization is 

then claimed to stem from the confusability induced by the similarity/dissimilarity 

between the two neighboring sounds, as argued earlier in Lü (2013). The similarity 

between a [+back] vowel and the liquid can be explained on both articulatory and 

acoustic grounds; that is, it is the involvement of the back part of the oral cavity or the 
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backward movement of the tongue and the close F2 values of them, as revealed in 

(298), that contribute to the perceptual weakness of the liquid in the back.  

 

(298) F2 of [–back] vowels, [+back] vowels, and liquids (Ladefoged 2001:172, 185, 

also (141)) 

 [–back] vowels [+back] vowels Liquids 

F2 1660-2250Hz 870-1100Hz 1000-1200Hz 

 

The salience hierarchy under this effect is then sketched in (299) and shown 

again here for convenience, stating that the perceptual distinctiveness between a liquid 

and silence before a [–back] vowel is greater than that before a [+back] vowel. 

 

(299) Salience hierarchy by similarity/dissimilarity   

liquid vs. Ø/V[–back]_ � liquid vs. Ø/V[+back]_ 

 

    In the subsections that follow, we will see how these perceptual preferences in 

different contexts may be modeled within SPG. 

 

6.11.1 An OT analysis with cue constraints 

    Unlike Lü (2013), where the same problem is tackled by the conventional tug-of- 

war between Max and Dep, this dissertation intends to postulate an SPG resolution to 

this. The cue constraints for this effect in question are proposed in (300).  

 

(300) Cue constraints for effect of similarity 

a. *([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / (*([1100F2])[fluid]/ /): An auditory fluid 

sound that follows an F2 of 1660Hz should not be perceived as nothingness. 

b. *([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / (*([1660F2])[fluid]/ /): An auditory fluid 

sound that follows an F2 of 1100Hz should not be perceived as nothingness. 
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    Simply put, the two cue constraints regulate that a postvocalic liquid preceded by 

a [–back] or a [+back] vowel, respectively, be perceived and mapped to something. 

The ranking in (301) well accounts for the major strategy to retain the liquid after a [–

back] vowel but to delete one after a [+back] vowel.  

 

(301) Major ranking for effect of similarity 

*/liquid./  

>>  

*([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 

>> 

*([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 

 

In the major ranking, the structural constraint prohibiting a liquid coda, */liquid./, 

dominates everything. In the next level lies the cue constraint preferring retention of a 

liquid following a [–back] vowel, which in turn outranks *[ ]/+vocalic/, the constraint 

against hallucination of a vowel. At the bottom is the cue constraint preferring 

perception of a liquid following a [+back] vowel. As an illustration of how such an 

analysis would proceed, see the tableaux in (302). 
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(302) Retention of a liquid after a [–back] vowel and deletion of one after a [+back] 

vowel  

Example: [.t%�l.si.] Chelsea → [.t$��e.��.$i.] 雀兒喜 

       [.k�	�.t�un.] Cartoon → [.k�a.t�o�.] 卡通 

[.t%�l.si.] * /liq./ *([1660F2])[fluid] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*([1100F2])[fluid] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.t$�e.��.$i./   *  

b. /.t$�el.$i./ *W  L  

c. /.t$�e.$i./  *W L  

[.k�	�.t�un.]     

a. ☞/.k�a.t�o�./    * 

b. /.k�a�.t�o�./ *W   L 

c. /.k�a.��.t�o�./   *W L 

 

    In (302), both Candidates (b)’s are not preferred by the undominated */liquid./, 

and Candidates (c)’s are disfavored by *([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / in the upper 

case and by *[ ]/+vocalic/ in the lower case. Candidates (a)’s are chosen as the most 

harmonic in preference for the rest though they are not preferred by *[ ]/+vocalic/ in 

the upper case and *([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / in the lower, respectively.  

    Once again, perception is never absolute. A secondary strategy to an illicit liquid 

coda can be deletion of it when following a [–back] vowel and retention of it through 

vowel insertion when following a [+back] vowel. The ranking below is responsible 

for a pattern like this, followed by an illustration to see how it works. 

 

(303) Minor ranking for effect of similarity 

*/liquid./  

>>  

*([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 

>> 

*([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 
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(304) Deletion of a liquid after a [–back] vowel and retention of one after a [+back] 

vowel  

Example: [.(�l.b�t.] Gilbert → [.t$i.pwo.t��.] 吉伯特 

         [.ho�.mon.] Hormone → [.x�.��.mo�.] 賀爾蒙 

[.(�l.b�t.] * /liq./ *([1100F2])[fluid] 

/ / 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*([1660F2])[fluid] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.t$i.pwo.t��./    * 

b. /.t$il.pwo.t��./ *W   L 

c. /.t$i.��.pwo.t��./   *W L 

[.ho�.mon.]     

a. ☞/.x�.��.mo�./   *  

b. /.x��.mo�./ *W  L  

c. /.x�.mo�./  *W L  

 

    What is shown in (304) is completely the mirror image of (302). Due to the 

reversal between the two constraints *([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / and 

*([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ /, the winners turn out to undergo deletion for a liquid 

after a [–back] vowel and syllabification for one after a [+back] vowel, a complete 

opposite result of (302). The ranking paradox that we encounter is summarized below.  

 

(305) Effect of similarity on consonant adaptation  

 *([1660F2])[fluid]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

>> 

*([1100F2])[fluid]/ / 

*([1100F2])[fluid]/ / 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

>> 

*([1660F2])[fluid]/ / 

V[–back]-liquid [.t%�l.si.] Chelsea → 

[.t$��e.��.$i.] 雀兒喜 (71.26%) 

[.(�l.b�t.] Gilbert → 

[.t$i.pwo.t��.] 吉伯特 (28.74%) 

V[+back]-liquid [.k�	�.t�un.] Cartoon → 

[.k�a.t�o�.] 卡通 (9.8%) 

[.ho�.mon.] Hormone →  

[.x�.��.mo�.] 賀爾蒙 (90.2%) 
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6.11.2 Cue constraints in stochastic evaluation 

    Resolution to (305) again relies on quantification of the involved cue constraints 

that constitutes a single grammar. The ranking values of *([F2=1660Hz])[fluid 

sound]/ / and *([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / can be related to the SPG via that of 

*[ ]/+vocalic/, 107.9, as will be discussed respectively in what follows 

 

6.11.2.1 V[–back]-liquid 

    As the frequency for a liquid to delete when preceded by a [–back] vowel is 

28.74%, the overlapping area between *([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / and 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ should be twice as much, 57.48%. With the ranking value of latter being 

107.9, as worked out in the foregoing discussion, that of the former happens to be 113 

via calculation.  

 

(306) SPG for effect of similarity 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 113 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

 

    Illustration of this partial SPG with hypothetical selection points is given in (308) 

and shown graphically right after in (309).  

 

(307) Hypothetical selection points and results from (307) 

 *([1660F2])[fluid]/ / *[ ]/+voc/ Result Example 

CSP 115.42 (A1) 109.13(B1) Retention [.t%�l.si.]→[.t$�e.��.$i.] 

RSP 110.36 (A2) 112.03 (B2) Deletion [.(�l.b�t.]→[.t$i.pwo.t��.] 
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(308) SPG for effect of similarity on [–back] vowels and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

6.11.2.2 V[+back]-liquid 

    A liquid following a [+back] vowel is 90.2% likely to be perceptually ignored 

and only 9.8% likely to retain. This indicates that the overlapping area between 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ and *([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / is 19.6% by doubling 9.8%. 

Likewise, with the ranking value of *[ ]/+vocalic/ being 107.9, we are able to work 

out that of *([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ /, which should be 98.25.  

 

(309) SPG for effect of similarity 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 98.25 

 

    What follows in (310) illustrates this partial SPG and is schematized in (311). 

 

(310) Hypothetical selection points and results from (309) 

 *[ ]/+voc/ *([1100F2])[fluid]/ / Result  Example 

CSP 107.21(A1) 98.98 (B1) Deletion  [.k�	�.t�un.] → [.k�a.t�o�.] 

RSP 102.17 (A2) 103.89 (B2) Retention [.ho�.mon.] → [.x�.��.mo�.] 

 

 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56  113 

*/liq./ *[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 
A2 

*([1660F2])[fluid]/ / 

  107.9 

B1 
B2 
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(311) SPG for effect of similarity on [+back] vowels and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

6.11.3 Interim summary  

    From a broader perspective, in Section 6.7, we offer an SPG resolution to the 

effect of sonority on loanword adaptation, which is reflected in the higher retention 

rate for stop codas and higher deletion rate for [�] in the second/third onset and coda 

positions. In this section, moreover, an SPG analysis is given to the effect of similarity 

on liquids when syllabic contexts are taken into consideration. The stronger cues of a 

liquid coda induced by a preceding [–back] vowel and the weaker cues of one by a 

preceding [+back] vowel are mapped to the relative positions of the cue constraints 

*([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ /, *[ ]/+vocalic/, and *([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / on 

the linear scale of strictness. By incorporating the newly defined ranking values of 

them, the SPG established up to now can be summarized below.  

 

(312) Summary SPG (Version VIII)  

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

Rhyme Harmony  167.56 

*[ burst]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56  98.25 

*/liq./ *[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 
A2 

*([1100F2])[fluid]/ / 

  107.9 

B1 
B2 
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6.12 Effect of the native prosody 

    What serves as the last piece of the puzzle that completes a comprehensive SPG 

of TM consonant adaptation from English is the consideration of prosody. It is 

addressed in Section 5.13 that, from the suprasegmental points of view, TM speakers’ 

preference for binary feet lends further support to the influence of the native 

phonology on loanword adaptation. That is, when the English source word is 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[C(V)]/ / 142.07 

MES 127.63 

*[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/ 124.01 

*[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/ 124.01 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[ friction.]/ / 117.22 

*[ bilabial groan]/n,�/ 117.06 

*[ alveolar groan]/�/ 117.06 

*[ velar groan]/n/ 117.06 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 

*[ burst]/+continuant/ 114.77 

*[ rhotic]/–retroflex/ 114.56 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.55 

*([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 113 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ rhotic]/–rounded/ 112.4 

*[ fluid sound]/–liquid/ 111.92 

*[ short friction.]/ / 111.9 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / 110.54 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming/–voiced/ 106.68 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

*([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 98.25 

*[ �.]/ / 98.13 
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monosyllabic, the phonotactically forbidden consonants in either the second/third 

onset or the coda positions are strongly liable to retain via syllabification to meet the 

native constraint of minimally disyllabic words. But when the English source word is 

polysyllabic, these unacceptable consonants do not reveal such a remarkable tendency 

toward retention as the syllables (viz. the vowels) in the source already surpass the 

minimal number of two. This is observable in the adaptation patterns of stop codas 

shown in (143), given below again in (314) for the sake of convenience.  

 

(314) Retention rates of stop codas in polysyllabic and monosyllabic source words 

 p/b k/( t/d 

Polysyllabic 80% (16/20) 73.53% (50/68) 44.74% (34/76) 

Monosyllabic  100% (9/9) 100% (24/24) 93.1% (27/29) 

 

    As can be seen, when the input has two or more syllables, what determines the 

perception of the stop coda is the effect of the universal place-markedness hierarchy 

(Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004, Lombardi 2001), as has been discussed 

descriptively in Section 5.5 and formally in Section 6.5. If all monosyllabic source 

words are taken into account, excluding those with a cluster in onset or coda, 157 out 

of 190 (82.63%) are lengthened to outputs with at least two syllables.  

The prosodic effect on loanword adaptation may once again prove that TM 

speakers’ tendency toward binary feet is not only evident in the production of the 

native lexical words, but it is also as influential in the perception of foreign words, 

verifying the existence of the native phonology in L2 perception. A similar 

cross-linguistic example of this can be found in Cantonese loanwords from English, in 

which [�] as the second/third onset tends to retain by syllabifying the preceding 

consonant when the source is monosyllabic, such as “[.b�e�k.] brake → [.pik.lik.] 逼

力”, but to simply delete when the source is polysyllabic, such as “[.b�o�.k��.] 
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broker → [.puk.k�a.] 卜架”. In the following subsections, we are to see how this 

effect can be modeled within SPG. 

 

6.12.1 An OT analysis with cue constraints 

    Lü (2013) attributes this prosodic preference in the native lexicon to the high 

ranking of the widely adopted markedness constraint MinimalWord, which prohibits 

the output from having fewer than two syllables. Here it is revised as the cue 

constraint *[sound string]/σ/PW, as defined in (315). 

 

(315) *[ sound string]/σ/PW (*[ SS]/σ/PW): A sound string cannot be perceived as a 

monosyllabic word.  

 

In the formation of this cue constraint, the symbol “σ” refers to one single 

syllable, and the slashes that enclose it represent the boundary of the prosodic domain 

of phonological word. Another noteworthy point is that the constraint MinimalWord is 

more commonly viewed as a markedness constraint in the literature, whereas it is 

arguably translated into a cue constraint in our discussion considering it is not strictly 

observed in loanword adaptation from English to TM.  

The constraint ranking that accounts for the major pattern is argued in (316) 

below.  

 

(316) Major ranking for prosodic effect 

*/(.)CC(.)/, */obstruent./, */liquid./, */m./ 

     >> 

     *[sound string]/σ/PW 

 >> 

 *[ ]/+vocalic/ 
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    In (316), the structural constraints that regulate the legality of syllable margins, 

particularly the coda, are ranked the highest. Critically, *[sound string]/σ/PW 

dominates *[ ]/+vocalic/ such that insertion of an illusory vowel is rendered 

obligatory when the input is monosyllabic. Consider the illustrations below.  

 

(317) Vowel hallucination in monosyllabic words 

Example: [.d#i.] Gee → [.t$i.i.]  基伊 

      [.d#ip.] jeep → [.t$i.p�u.] 吉普 

 [.d#in.] gene→ [.t$i.in.] 基因 

[.d#i.] * /obs./ *[SS] 

/σ/PW 

*[ ] 

/+voc/ 

a. ☞/.t$i.i./   * 

b. /.t$i./  *W L 

[.d#ip.]    

a. ☞/.t$i.p�u./   * 

b. /.t$ip./ *W  L 

c. /.t$i./  *W L 

[.d#in.]    

a. ☞/.t$i.in./   * 

b. /.t$in./  *W L 

 

    In the first case, where the input has no coda, the adapter has no choice but to 

reduplicate the nuclear vowel and form the second syllable, seeing that there is no 

consonant in the second/third onset or coda to syllabify. In the second case, Candidate 

(b) is not favored by */obstruent./ and Candidate (c) is disfavored by *[sound 

string]/σ/PW. Thus Candidate (a) serves as the winner though a vowel is illusorily 

inserted. In the last case, Candidate (b) preserves the nasal coda but is not preferred by 

*[ sound string]/σ/PW, which favors the winner for reduplication of the nuclear vowel 

to form a second syllable.  

    As mentioned in the foregoing discussion, disyllabicity in TM is not strictly 
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followed in either the native or the loanword lexicons and hence it is formulated as a 

cue constraint in preference for a structural constraint. To derive the otherwise 

monosyllabic outputs, (316) has to be revised as the ranking in (318), in which the 

order between *[sound string]/σ/PW and *[ ]/+vocalic/ is reversed. Illustrations are 

given right after. 

 

(318) Minor ranking for prosodic effect 

*/(.)CC(.)/, */obstruent./, */liquid./, */m./ 

     >> 

     *[ ]/+vocalic/ 

 >> 

 *[ sound string]/σ/PW 

 

(319) No vowel hallucination in monosyllabic words 

Example: [.�e�.] Ray → [.lei.] 雷 

 [.k��t.] cut → [.k�a.] 卡 

 [.d#on.] Joan→ [.t$�jo�.] 瓊 

[.�e�.] * /obs./ *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*[ SS] 

/σ/PW 

a. ☞/.lei./   * 

b. /.lei.i./  *W L 

[.k��t.]    

a. ☞/.k�a./   * 

b. /.k�at./ *W  L 

c. /.k�a.t��./  *W L 

[.d#on.]    

a. ☞/.t$�jo�./   * 

b. /.t$�jou.n./  *W L 

 

    In the first case, the disyllabic Candidate (b) is disfavored by the promoted 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ for an illusory vowel and hence the monosyllabic Candidate (a) wins 

notwithstanding disfavored by the demoted *[sound string]/σ/PW. In the next case, 
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Candidate (b) is not preferred by the structural constraint that forbids obstruent codas 

and Candidate (c) is not favored by *[ ]/+vocalic/ for an illusory vowel. This makes 

Candidate (a) the most harmonic candidate since it is only disfavored by the lowest 

*[ sound string]/σ/PW only. Finally, in the last example the cue constraint *[ ]/+vocalic/ 

favors the winner over Candidate (b) for an inserted schwa, rendering Candidate (a) 

optimal though it is not favored by *[sound string]/σ/PW at the bottom. 

    Diverse rankings are again obligatory for the two options, though one is more 

common than the other.  

 

(320) Native prosodic effect of binary feet on consonant adaptation  

 *[ SS]/σ/PW 

>> 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

*[ ]/+voc/ 

>> 

*[ SS]/σ/PW 

[.CV.] [.d#i.] Gee → [.t$i.i.]  基伊 [.�e�.] Ray → [.lei.] 雷 

[.CVS.] [.d#ip.] jeep → [.t$i.p�u.] 吉普 [.k��t.] cut → [.k�a.] 卡 

[.CVN.] [.d#in.] gene→ [.t$i.in.] 基因 [.d#on.] Joan→ [.t$�jo�.] 瓊 

Average 82.63% 17.37% 

 

    Let us move on to an SPG account for this. 

 

6.12.2 Cue constraints in stochastic evaluation 

    Judging from (320), the overlapping between *[sound string]/σ/PW and 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ should be 34.74% (17.37%*2), which accounts for 4.17 (34.74%*12) 

on the linear scale. With the ranking value of *[ ]/+vocalic/ being 107.9, the ranking 

value of *[sound string]/σ/PW can be figured out as 115.73.  
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(321) SPG for effect of similarity 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

*[ sound string]/σ/PW 115.73 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

 

    Hypothetical selection points of these constraints may well account for the 

choices made by the original adapters of some real data, as shown below and 

schematized subsequently. . 

 

(322) Hypothetical selection points and results from (321) 

 *[ SS]/σ/PW *[ ]/+voc/ Result Example 

CSP  114.46 (A1)  107.27 (B1) Retention [.d#ip.] → [.t$i.p�u.] 

RSP  110.25 (A2)  112.03 (B2) Deletion [.k��t.] → [.k�a.]  

 

(323) SPG for prosodic effect and hypothetical selection points 

 

 

 

 

                            

            

 

 

    In (323), the relatively smaller portion of overlapping indicates that perceptually, 

the native prosodic effect of binary feet generally overrides the adapter’s perceptual 

resistance to an illusory vowel. This explains the fact that disyllabic outputs prevails 

over monosyllabic ones in treating monosyllabic source words.  

 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 167.56  115.73 

*/obs./ *[ ]/+voc/ 

A1 

*[ SS] /σ/PW 

  107.9 

B1 
B2 A2 
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6.12.3 Interim summary 

    With the discovery of the ranking value of *[sound string]/σ/PW, a 

comprehensive SPG for TM adaptation of consonants in English loanwords is 

completed, as given in (324). 

 

(324) Summary SPG (final version) 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 

*/m./ 167.56 

Rhyme Harmony  167.56 

*[ burst]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[C(V)]/ / 142.07 

MES 127.63 

*[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/ 124.01 

*[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/ 124.01 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[ friction.]/ / 117.22 

*[ bilabial groan]/n,�/ 117.06 

*[ alveolar groan]/�/ 117.06 

*[ velar groan]/n/ 117.06 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[ sound string]/σ/PW 115.73 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 

*[ burst]/+continuant/ 114.77 

*[ rhotic]/–retroflex/ 114.56 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.55 

*([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 113 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ rhotic]/–rounded/ 112.4 
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6.13 Conclusion 

    This section constitutes the core discussion of this dissertation, providing formal 

analyses of TM adaptation patterns of English consonants in loanwords from a more 

functional perspective of perceptual salience and phonetic facts, in an attempt to 

establish a comprehensive grammar that gives a plausible account for the adaptation 

patterns of consonants. Specifically, the adaptation tendencies of English consonants 

are attributed to prelexical perception, the main ingredients of which are human 

beings’ knowledge of perceptual cues and their own L1 phonology derived from the 

native lexicon. These involved factors regarding phonotactics and perceptual salience 

are properly translated into structural and cue constraints, respectively. Formation of 

cue constraints in lieu of the widely adopted faithfulness constraints in literature on 

loanword adaptation to explicate the relevant phonological processes is to 

authentically make direct reference to the aural events that happen in the real world, 

considering perception is all about hearing sounds by detecting the physical vibrations 

and changes in the pressure of the surrounding medium, rather than the listener’s logic 

reasoning.  

    A variety of effects induced by either the contextual or the internal cues of the 

target consonants, or sometimes by TM phonology, as generalized and discussed in 

Chapter 5, are considered and analyzed in this current chapter. Since perception is 

*[ fluid sound]/–liquid/ 111.92 

*[ short friction.]/ / 111.9 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / 110.54 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

*([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 98.25 

*[ �.]/ / 98.13 
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never absolute due to potential background noise and individual differences in both 

language perception and production, lexical variation, i.e. inputs with the same or 

similar structures as mapping to outputs with different structures, is observed on a 

large scale across the board. Being a widespread phenomenon in TM adaptation of 

English loanwords, lexical variation is taken seriously and couched within the 

framework of stochastic OT. That is, every single constraint is properly assigned a 

ranking value based on its “weight” in determining a specific pattern. As constraints 

are viewed as ranges with the same length, rather than points on a linear scale of 

strictness, it is rendered inevitable that two constraints are bound to overlap so long as 

they are located close enough to one another. When the two overlapping constraints 

are contradictory by definition, variation happens as ranking is not specified within 

the overlapping area.  

    Though the fundamentals designed in stochastic OT to account for language 

variation are theoretically tenable by nature, little in the literature has been said as to 

how these critical concepts may function in the formation of a phonological grammar 

through formal analyses. In response to this, the theoretical breakthrough of this 

dissertation is twofold. First, the beginning section of this chapter redefines the 

concept of language variation by giving a thorough introduction to the mathematical 

operations for working out the ranking values of constraints by the known or deduced 

overlapping degree between two constraints under a handful of scenarios. By 

discovering the ranking values of the interactive constraints, we are endowed with a 

grammar that not merely reveals the general rankings responsible for the major 

patterns, but suggests the less possible but existent rankings that derive the minor 

patterns. This in turn grants the grammar itself the power to make specific predictions. 

Second, differing from the original stochastic-OT mechanisms, which has been 

employed to deal with language variation involving two potential outputs in 
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developing computer-based learning algorithms, this dissertation takes a step forward 

by designing a mathematical operation that is applicable to data with more than three 

variants.  

    Within SPG (stochastic perception grammar), the perceptual correlates are 

interpreted either as the constraints per se or as the interaction between two or more 

constraints. For the perceptual salience that derives from the acoustic cues of the 

segment itself, on the one hand, it is mostly translated as a cue constraint that makes 

direct reference to the internal cues of the target. Examples as such include *[puff]/–

aspirated/, requiring that a puff of air be perceived as [+aspirated], *[friction.]/ /, 

saying that a syllable-final turbulent airstream should be perceived as something, and 

MES (Masking Effect of Sibilants), requiring that a sibilant should obscure the 

perception of a neighboring stop in a consonant cluster. For the perceptual cues 

induced by the external contexts, on the other hand, they are reflected in the relative 

ranking values of the cue constraints involved. For instance, under the positional 

effect, the greater perceptual salience of a second/third onset than that of a coda, all 

else being equal, is understood by the higher ranking value of *[.(C)(C)C]/ / than that 

of *[C.]/ /. The longer distance between the former and *[ ]/+vocalic/ compared with 

that between the latter and *[ ]/+vocalic/ indicates a smaller likelihood for a 

second/third onset to delete than a coda. For another example, the lower ranking value 

of *([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / than that of *[ ]/+vocalic/ infers the auditory 

closeness between a [+back] vowel and the following liquid coda, whereas the higher 

ranking value of *([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / than that of *[ ]/+vocalic/ infers less 

similarity between a [–back] vowel and the following liquid. This discrepancy in 

similarity between the vowel and the following liquid results in the higher deletion 

rate of the liquid following a [+back] vowel and the higher retention rate of one 

preceded by a [–back] vowel.  
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    The constructed SPG, as shown in (324), features theoretic simplicity and 

explanatory adequacy. First, it economizes on the otherwise multiple-grammar 

phonology needed to account for language variation, which is fundamentally at odds 

with two or more essential theorems. Moreover, with the deduction of overlapping 

percentages from the observed distributional patterns, SPG is equipped with the 

superiority to make specific quantitative predictions for a given input, which may be 

lacked in other constraint-based versions designed to bridge the gap between variation 

and OT.  
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Chapter 7  

General Conclusions 

 

7.1 Introduction 

    From a perception-production stance, this dissertation constructs the stochastic 

perception grammar (SPG for short) for TM adaptation of consonants in English 

loanwords. Specifically, based on the establishment of a sizable loanword corpus 

containing a wide collection of adaptations and transliterations with English origins 

used in Taiwan, this research has sorted out up to ten effects that are associated with 

perceptual salience on the L1 adapter’s auditory interpretation of L2 consonants or 

structures that are absent in the native sound systems. A variety of adaptation patterns 

are generalized and apparently there is no absoluteness in perception as lexical 

variations are observable pervasively, though in most cases major tendencies towards 

certain repairs are found to be consistent among cases with the same structures. If, 

universally, it is the most salient property of a foreign word that is faithfully copied in 

the L1 adapted form, we have identified a variety of perceptual cues, either endowing 

a consonant with salience or depriving one of it, that shape the patterned variability of 

consonant adaptation. The identified perceptual cues are formally transcribed as cue 

constraints (Boersma 1997, 1998, 2000, 2006, 2007ab, 2008; Escudero 2005; 

Boersma and Hamann 2009), which, together with structural constraints, serve as the 

main ingredients of SPG.  

To show that perception is subject to the L1 phonotactics underlying the 

structures of syllables and words, this dissertation couches the widespread existence 

of lexical variation in loanword adaptation within the theoretical machinery that is 

designed by recruiting the fundamental ideas of stochastic OT (Boersma 1997, 1998; 
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Boersma and Hayes 2001). The developed mathematical operations are characteristic 

of reaching explanatory adequacy by working out the ranking values of constraints, i.e. 

the relative positions of them on the linear scale of strictness, based on the “weight” 

of the involved perceptual correlates. The degree of closeness between two conflicting 

constraints determines to what extent variation is tolerated among the output forms 

with the same input structure.  

    The organization of this chapter is stated as follows. Section 7.2 takes a glance at 

the categorization of English loanwords in TM and the bipartite processing model, as 

introduced and proposed in detail in Chapter 1. Section 7.3 gives a summary of the 

prominent arguments in the chapter of literature review. The main findings of the 

generalized adaptation patterns and the perceptual driving forces behind are summed 

up in Section 7.4, followed by Section 7.5, where the analytical chapter and the main 

contributions of this dissertation are summarized. Finally this chapter ends with 

Section 7.6, in which a handful of potential challenges to SPG are raised and 

answered at length, and a residual problem is brought up for future studies.  

 

7.2 Categorization and a bipartite processing model of loanwords 

    There have been diverse ways of borrowing words from English for TM speakers. 

The majority of them pertain to phonological loanwords, adaptation of which is 

achieved fully by mimicking the phonetic forms of the input words without 

considering the semantic implication of the corresponding TM morphemes. Examples 

as such include “[.lu.z�.] loser → [.lu.��.] 魯蛇”, the literal meaning of the TM 

form is ‘rash snake’. Phonological loanwords constitute the main source of loanword 

data under consideration. At the other extreme are semantic loanwords, formation of 

which is based on word-by-word semantic translation without taking the phonetic 
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form of the input into account, such as “[.fe�s.b�k.] Facebook → [.ljen.�u.] 臉書”, 

where the TM form refers to ‘face book’ literally. Next, hybrid loanwords, a mixture 

of the first two types, consider both the phonetic similarity and semantic connotations 

in the selection of TM characters, such as “[.k��m.b��d#.] Cambridge → 

[.t$jen.t$�j	u.] 劍橋”, in which the literal meaning of the TM form is ‘sword bridge’. 

Reduplicate loanwords are essentially phonologically oriented, whereas the combined 

meaning of the selected morphemes coincidentally refers back to the meaning of the 

source. An example of this is “[.hæ.k��.] hacker → [.xai.k��.] 駭客”, where the 

latter means ‘frightening guest’ literally. There are also lexical loanwords, e.g. 

“[.t�o�.fl .] TOEFL → [.t�wo.fu.] 托福” . They are again phonologically based, while 

the combination of the TM morphemes happen to be an existent word in the native 

lexicon, meaning “with one’s blessing”, though there is no or little semantic 

connection between the L2 source and the L1 word before it is officially coined into 

the native lexicon. Qualitative loanwords refer to those formed through phonological 

mapping but an additional morpheme is added in the end to indicate the property of 

the borrowed word. For example, the baseball pitch type sinker ([.s��.k��.]) is 

interpreted as伸卡球 ([.�n.k�a.t$�jou.]), in which the last morpheme [.t$�jou.] (球, 

‘ball’) is purposefully added to make clear reference to the property of this term. What 

comes finally is the commercial loanwords, mainly inclusive of the brand names or 

the names of the products sold in the market. They are fundamentally phonological 

but the adapter intentionally chooses characters that carry positive meanings or ones 

that are relevant to the merchandise the company is selling. An instance of this 

category is “[.l�.(o�.] Lego → [.l�.k	u.] 樂高”. Any type of loanwords that involve 

phonological mapping are collected and counted as part of the database.  

    Prior literature on loanword adaptation has shed light on the construction of a 

perception-production processing model that is believed to be superior over the 
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perception- or production-biased model on both descriptive and explanatory grounds. 

Representative arguments of which are advanced by Silverman (1992), Peperkamp 

and Dupoux’s (2002), Boersma (1998, 2000, 2007ab) and Boersma and Hamann 

(2009). Following the fundamentals of these models, this dissertation sketches a 

bipartite processing model that bears a resemblance but is distinguished from them in 

the components that make up the perception and production grammar respectively. In 

the perception grammar, on the one hand, we employ cue constraints as the main 

ingredients in preference to faithfulness constraints. This is to make more direct 

reference to the authentic aural events, considering that perception is all about hearing 

sounds rather than the listener’s logic reasoning. What comprises the production 

grammar, on the other hand, is the constraints with more diversity. In addition to 

structural constraints, faithfulness constraints and articulatory constraints that most 

scholars agree upon, what leads to the major difference of a TM speaker’s production 

grammar is their semantic preferences in the selection of TM characters for the output 

form, as Chinese is an ideographic language and thus nearly each character (a syllable) 

acts as a minimal unit in meaning (a morpheme).  

 

7.3 Previous studies on loanword adaptation and language variation 

    Phonological research in the area of loanword adaptation has revealed diverse 

views on the word-loaning process, particularly on the locus where phonological 

adaptation takes place. Advocates of the production-based account (Calabrese 1988, 

1995; Connelly 1992; Davidson and Noyer 1997; Ito and Mester 1995; Paradis 1996; 

Paradis and LaCharité 1997; Paradis and Prunet 2000; Jacobs and Gussenhoven 2000; 

LaCharité and Paradis 2005; Paradis and Tremblay 2009) assume that the adapter is 

proficiently bilingual and thus the non-native segments or structures are fully 

contained in the underlying configuration, suggesting that adaptation is performed in 
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production under the government of L1 phonotactic constraints. Scholars holding the 

perception-based point of view (Silverman 1992; Yip 1993, 2002, 2006; Peperkamp 

and Dupoux 2002, 2003; Kenstowicz 2001, 2003ab; Steriade 2001; Kang 2003; 

Broselow 2004, 2009; Peperkamp 2005; Peperkamp, Vendelin and Nakamura 2008; 

2008; Boeorsma and Hamann 2009; Calabrese 2009; Kim 2009) contend that the 

adapter, who in most cases is monolingual or knows little about L2, has no access to 

the L2 surface form, and hence adaptation is implemented early in perception. That is, 

the adaptation is oftentimes the result of the adapter’s misperception of the L2 word. 

Finally, proponents arguing for the perception-production perspective claim that 

phonological operation is performed in the phases of perception and production 

separately, each of which is governed by a discrete grammar. What distinguishes this 

view from the others is the claim that perception is phonological too: phonetic details 

and L1 phonology altogether shape the output of perception, viz. the underlying 

representation, which in turn serves as the input to the production level. It is 

noteworthy, however, that the perception-based view is not mutually exclusive with 

the perception-production view in that the former does not overrule the existence of 

the production phase.  

    In preference to modeling grammars by setting up fairly intricate rankings among 

faithfulness constraints, this dissertation attributes the perception grammar to the 

interaction between cue constraints (Boersma 1997, 1998, 2000, 2006, 2007ab, 2008; 

Escudero 2005; Boersma and Hamann 2009) and structural constraints (i.e. 

markedness constraints in conventional OT). Least controversially, recruiting cue 

constraints as the main ingredients of perception endows the reader with more 

information regarding the down-to-earth aural events that determine the output form, 

i.e. the underlying representation that is temporarily stored in the short-term memory 

in the human brain. For this reason, it comes as no surprise that cue constraints and a 
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formal analysis of loanword adaptation come as a perfect union considering 

perception of novel sounds involves solely the adapter’s sense of hearing, rather than 

his or her logic reasoning. 

    What seems to be a minor concern in phonological works on loanword 

adaptation is the adapters’ variability in repairing foreign segments or structures that 

are absent in the native phonology, as language variation has long been treated as 

marginal subcategory in linguistic studies. Nevertheless, ever since the advent of OT, 

which features variability among languages by design, the development of OT-based 

versions that deal with language variation within a language without deviating from 

the fundamental of constraint interaction in classic OT has been fruitful. Primary 

contributions to this can trace back to the earliest “partial ranking” (Kiparsky 1993)  

in the quantitative predictions of English -t/d deletion, Reynolds’s (1994) “floating 

constraints” that give a range of OT-analyses for the typology of various languages, 

and Antilla’s (1997) derivation of variation from the generative grammar of OT by 

investigating the gradient effect emerging in Finnish stress assignment. Following 

Kiparsky (1993) and Antilla (1997), Inkelas (1998) and Inkelas and Zoll (2007) 

capture the insight of diversity in forms of morphological categories by relating 

morphological constructions or lexical classes to the coexistence of discrete rankings 

of fully general constraints, termed as “cophonology”. In their proposal, two or more 

constraints under the “Master Ranking” are mutually unranked, and left to individual 

cophonology to be specified. Still couched within OT, Coetzee (2006) holds that 

language users should have access to the full candidate set rather than select the 

winner and ignore the losers. In his “rank-ordering model of EVAL” (ROE), the OT 

function EVAL  is enriched to the consideration of the rank-ordering between the losers, 

whereby the higher the candidate is on the rank-ordering, the more probable it will be 

selected as the output. On this account, “optionality” in language forms is thus 
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rendered “obligatory” as the boundary between the winner and the losers is eliminated 

to a large extent.  

    A couple of downsides, however, in terms of explanatory power and precise 

prediction of probabilistic distribution, of the abovementioned OT-based mechanisms 

are still encountered in dealing with our loanword data. These challenges are well 

resolved within the framework of stochastic OT (Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma and 

Hayes 2001). In this model, explanatory adequacy for language variation is achieved 

by deeming constraints to be equal coverages on the continuous scale of strictness. 

Insofar as the ranking values (the central points) of two constraints are allocated close 

enough, overlapping of their coverages is triggered. It is the overlapping area that 

ranking is not specified, but is determined by the speaker’s selection points during 

each evaluation time. If the two constraints are contradictory by definition, lexical 

variation, i.e. variability in the output structures from inputs of the same or similar 

structures, is bound to take place to a certain degree, depending on how much they 

overlap. Another conceptually noteworthy aspect within this realm is that each 

constraint range is properly portrayed as bell-curved normal (/Gaussian) distribution, 

under which on average 99.73% of selection points reside within three standard 

deviations on both sides of the mean (the ranking value of the constraint). Viewed in 

this way, a constraint coverage should unlimitedly expand toward both sides but cases 

for a selection point to fall beyond three standard deviations are exceedingly rare, 

perhaps not even once in one’s lifespan.  

 

7.4 The patterns and perceptual accounts 

    TM adaptations of English loanwords provide us with rich sources in peering 

into the role that perception plays in the word-borrowing process, especially through 

the observation of English consonant adjustments. Due to the systematic differences 
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in terms of both segmental inventory and syllable structure between the two languages, 

a wide variety of adaptation patterns of consonants can be generated on the basis of a 

sizable loanword corpus. Presentation of the patterns is divided into those of the 

onsets and those of the codas, and proceeds in the order of stops, fricatives, affricates, 

nasals, and liquids.   

Most, if not all, patterns are attributable to some perceptual correlates, i.e. 

auditory cues that are either internal to the target segment or structure per se, or 

external to it. Internal cues refer to the acoustic properties or articulatory features of 

the segment. Adaptation tendencies with this sort of driving force behind are found in 

the asymmetric mapping of voicing and aspiration of stops, the gradience of 

place-markedness as observed in stop codas, the ternary variation under the effect of 

coronal coalescence, observable in the adaptation patterns of the “[t��]/[ t�]/[d�]” 

sequences, the contrast in retention rate between stop codas and [�]-codas induced by 

the sonority effect, and finally the high retention rate of fricative codas, as compared 

with stops and affricates in the same position, for the highly perceptible friction noise 

of fricatives. External cues, on the other hand, have to do with the positive/negative 

cues yielded by the neighboring sound or by the position where the segment is located. 

Tendencies deriving from the external cues of the target consonants include the 

revealed gradience in retention rate among onsets, second/third onsets and codas 

under the positional effect, the low retention rate of syllable-initial [t�] in the [t�s] 

sequence for being perceptually “masked” by the following sibilant, and finally the 

high retention rate of liquids after a [–back] vowel but low retention rate of them after 

a [+back] vowel due to the similarity/dissimilarity in F2 frequencies between each 

pair.  

Still other patterns pertain to neither and are claimed to be influenced by the L1 
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phonology. First, in the investigation of English rhymes of [æn], [æ�.], [	�.], [	n.], 

[æm.] , and [	m.], it is concluded that TM adapters tend to interpret [æn], [æ�.], and 

[æm.] as TM [an.] or [jen.], and [	�.], [	n.], and [	m.] as TM [	�.] or [o�.], showing 

that the obligatory rhyme harmony in TM phonology twists the adapter’s perception 

of the nasal place, rather than the backness of the preceding vowel. This result lends 

support to Hsieh, Kenstowicz, and Mou’s (2009) finding from their examination of 

these rhymes in Mandarin Chinese (MC, the Mandarin variety spoken in Mainland 

China). Second, upon comparing the retention rates of stop codas in English 

monosyllabic words and polysyllabic words, it will be clear that the remarkably 

higher retention rates of them in monosyllabic words are constrained by TM speakers’ 

prosodic preference for a binary foot within the domain of a phonological word. This 

tendency, as a reflection of the native lexicon, leads to the adapter’s auditory 

hallucination of a vowel after the stop coda so as to form a second syllable.  

 

7.5 Construction of SPG  

    Despite its superiority over other OT-based frameworks that are designed to 

tackle language variability in terms of theoretical simplicity and predictability, as 

reviewed in Chapter 2, stochastic OT is not flawless. First, though it is abundantly 

applied to computer-based algorithms in empirical tests, little has been said in the 

literature as to how these rationales are applicable in formal studies. That is, it 

remains a puzzle how a certain adaptation pattern with variation can be 

conceptualized via constraint overlapping and how ranking values can be determined 

with the numerical facts in hand. Second, more practically, the mechanism seems to 

fail in accounting for variation that involves more than three variants. Simply put, 

how can overlapping among three constraints be arranged such that more than three 

outputs can be derived?  
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    In response to the first question, this dissertation introduces a series of 

mathematical operations with which one can work out the ranking values of the 

interactive constraints under four potential scenarios, given a set of linguistic data 

showing the frequency of each variant. To respond to the second, it is found in this 

dissertation that the stochastic-OT mechanism remains as tenable in modeling ternary 

variation, and the descriptive accounts are once again provided under four scenarios.  

    With this refined module, this dissertation is now ready to give a formal analysis 

on the variation patterns of English consonants in TM. Through the formation of cue 

constraints, additionally, the established perception grammar more vividly 

reconstructs the auditory event that the original adapter experienced when a source 

word is introduced into TM for the first time. Since the ultimate goal is to build the 

connection among all constraints that are relevant in perceiving English consonants, 

rather than work out the partial ranking of a single pattern, it becomes obligatory to 

refer back to the constraints that have been properly assigned ranking values prior to 

that current analysis. Unsurprisingly, the cue constraint that oftentimes acts as such a 

role is *[ ]/+vocalic/, which is assigned the ranking value 107.9 early in the discussion 

of the positional effect in Section 6.3, as most of the patterns under discussion involve 

retention and deletion of consonants. All the constraints that are responsible for 

perception of English consonants by TM speakers are woven together as a complete 

SPG, as shown in (324) and listed again in (325) for convenience. 

 

(325) SPG of English consonants in TM loanword adaptations 

Constraint Ranking value 

*/obstruent[+voiced]/ 167.56 

*/(.)CC(.)/ 167.56 

*/obstruent./ 167.56 

*/liquid./ 167.56 
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In the SPG, the structural constraints that govern the well-formedness of the 

underlying representation are unitedly given the ranking value 167.56, and the cue 

constraints that do not have interaction with others and are always respected are 

*/m./ 167.56 

Rhyme Harmony  167.56 

*[ burst]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise < no voice]/–aspirated/ 142.07 

*[ no noise > no voice]/+aspirated/ 142.07 

*[C(V)]/ / 142.07 

MES 127.63 

*[F2=1660Hz]/	,o/ 124.01 

*[F2=1100Hz]/a,e/ 124.01 

*[.C]/ / 118.63 

*[ friction.]/ / 117.22      

*[ bilabial groan]/n,�/ 117.06 

*[ alveolar groan]/�/ 117.06 

*[ velar groan]/n/ 117.06 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / 115.77 

*[ sound string]/σ/PW 115.73 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 

*[ burst]/+continuant/ 114.77 

*[ rhotic]/–retroflex/ 114.56 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.54 

*([F2=1660Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 113 

*[C.]/ / 112.92 

*[ rhotic]/–rounded/ 112.4 

*[ fluid sound]/–liquid/ 111.92 

*[ short friction.]/ / 111.9 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / 110.54 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ humming]/–voiced/ 106.68 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

*([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 98.25 

*[ �.]/ / 98.13 
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assigned the value 142.07. From the cue constraint of MES downward, each cue 

constraint must have some interaction with one or others and hence the ranking values 

of them are spelled out based on their relative positions on the scale of strictness. 

Allocation of one ranking value usually depends on that of another such that the 

location of any single constraint is meaningful to the SPG as a whole.  

Let us take the ranking value of *[friction.]/ / for instance. The frequency for a 

fricative in coda, either as a simplex coda in monosyllabic loanwords, or as part of a 

coda cluster in both monosyllabic and polysyllabic clusters, to retain is 88.82%, and 

that for one to delete is the remaining 11.18%. From the perspective of SPG, the cue 

constraints *[friction.]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/ should be 22.36% (11.18% times 2) 

overlapped. This in turn indicates that the ranking value of *[friction.]/ / should be 

calculated as 117.22, based the ranking value 107.9 of *[ ]/+vocalic/. And the ranking 

value 107.9 for *[ ]/+vocalic/ is originally worked out by investigating the adaptation 

pattern of the second/third onset consonants: 82.81% are retained through vowel 

insertion and 17.19% are deleted, indicating that the overlapping between 

*[.(C)(C)C]/ / and *[ ]/+vocalic/ should be 34.38% (17.19% times 2). The ranking 

value 107.9 of *[ ]/+vocalic/ is once again worked out by using the ranking value 

115.77 of *[.(C)(C)C]/ /.  

In the construction of SPG, there must be one constraint the value of which is 

arbitrarily assigned to act as the starting point of the forthcoming calculations. In the 

abovementioned case, the starting point is *[.(C)(C)C]/ /. The allocation of its ranking 

value, 115.77, however, is not completely arbitrary. Instead, it is given such a ranking 

value, a bit lower than 118.63 of *[.C]/ /, for the reason that perception of a 

second/third onset should be slightly weaker than a simplex or first onset.  

In summary, anything is related in SPG, and this endows the grammar with 

explanatory adequacy and predictability. One can say that it is exceptionality that 
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makes SPG possible. Without lexical variations, no overlapping area can be judged, 

and the ranking hierarchy is rendered categorical, as it is defined in conventional OT. 

 

7.6 Potential challenges to SPG and the perceptual account  

    In this section, we are to answer a couple of potential questionable aspects that 

may conceptually challenge the theorem of SPG or the perceptual account as a whole, 

as will be discussed in what follows. 

 

7.6.1 Can the selection points of overlapping constraints have the same value? 

    If lexical variation is understood through the overlapping between two 

constraints in conflict where the dominance is undefined, and hence the ranking 

Constraint A >> Constraint B yields one variant while Constraint B >> Constraint A 

yields the other, one may easily question if there exists the third option Constraint A = 

Constraint B, from which there will be two derived output forms. If the answer were 

yes, dominance between two constraints in the overlapping area would not be evenly 

shared, and equivalence between them should also be considered.  

    The answer is no, however. No two selection points of constraints can possibly 

be precisely the same not merely in the overlapping area, but on the continuous scale. 

The reason is stated as follows. According to stochastic OT, a constraint is viewed as a 

continuous range, rather than a composition of a certain number of points. Though the 

value of any selection point of one constraint is hypothesized as a number accurate to 

only the second digit after the decimal point throughout this dissertation, yet 

theoretically the actual number should be one with the digits extended unlimitedly 

after the decimal point, like the never-ending decimal representation of mathematic π. 

On this conceptual ground, no matter what the selection points of two constraints are, 

there must be a slight difference between them. And if the two constraints militate 
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against one another, only one output will be derived from either Constraint A >> 

Constraint B or Constraint B >> Constraint A. For example, hypothetically, despite 

the selection points of two contradictory constraints being both 103.52, one is in fact 

103.527892, and the other is 103.527894, to be precise, leading to the dominance of 

the latter over the former. One can never choose two selection points with exactly the 

same ranking value in their whole life. 

    If this is how it works, then, how do we explain free variation in loanwords, i.e. 

two optional adaptation forms from only one source? The answer is simple. The two 

free variation forms in fact derive from two separate evaluation times, rather than 

from one single event. In one evaluation time, for example, the selection point of 

*[ sound string]/σ/PW is higher than that of *[ ]/+vocalic/, and hence the English name 

Ray is interpreted as 雷伊  ([.lei.i.]); in another, a higher selection point of 

* [ ]/+vocalic/ happens to be chosen than that of *[sound string]/σ/PW and hence the 

same input is interpreted as雷 ([.lei.]). From then on both are used and coined in the 

L1 lexicon by the speech community of TM and thus a free variation forms. In a way, 

free variation is simply lexical variation. The only distinction is that evaluation for the 

former happens twice.  

 

7.6.2 How can SPG predict?  

    Given that everything in SPG is borne out by the loanword data, there is a 

question that naturally arises in light of the foregoing discussions: how can we prove 

the predictability of SPG, as has been boasted in this dissertation in comparison with 

other competing theorems? That is, the perception grammar we established is based 

on the actual frequencies of a variety of patterns, supported by a series of perceptual 

correlates, so how can we use this grammar to predict the results that are already 

existent?  
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    We might as well take the relationship between *([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / 

and *[sound string]/σ/PW for illustration in response to this. The ranking values of the 

two cue constraints are arranged in two separate discussions of the similarity effect 

and prosodic effect. That is, the ranking values of them are not deduced from one 

single adaptation pattern. As a liquid behind a back vowel is harder to perceive 

compared to one following a [–back] vowel, *([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / is 

assigned a rather low 98.25 based on the relevant retention/deletion patterns. On the 

other hand, as TM speakers’ prosodic preference for binary feet also holds effective in 

loanword adaptation, the ranking value of *[sound string]/σ/PW is assigned the rather 

high 115.73. We may wonder what will happen of if the low perceptibility of a liquid 

after a [+back] vowel encounters TM speaker’s preference for disyllabic words. If the 

SPG is accurate in predicting frequencies, according to their respective ranking values, 

a liquid after a [+back] vowel in monosyllabic inputs should be predicted to map to 

something in nearly all cases, since there is hardly any overlapping is incurred 

between the two constraint coverages (the lowest edge of *[sound string]/σ/PW is 

109.73, and the higher edge of *([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / is 104.25). The actual 

result is shown below. 

 

(326) Adaptation of liquid codas after a [+back] vowel in from monosyllabic inputs 

Strategy Item (L2 → L1) Percentage  

Syllabification [.bol.] Bol → [.pau.��.] 寶兒 92.86% 

 [.k�	�.] Carr → [.k�a.��.] 卡爾  

 [.(w	�.] Gwar → [.(wa.��.] 瓜爾  

 [.h l.] Hall → [.xwo.��.] 霍爾  

 [.d#ul.] Joule → [.t$j	u.��.] 焦耳  

 [.mo�.] Moore → [.mwo.��.] 摩爾  

 [.p� l.] Paul → [.p	u.lwo.] 保羅  

 [.pol.] Poll → [.pwo.��.] 波爾  

 [.sol.] Seoul → [.�ou.��.] 首爾  
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 [.'o�.] Thor → [.swo.��.] 索爾  

 [.'� l.] Thrall → [.sa.��.] 薩爾  

 [.w l.] Wall → [.xwa.��.] 華爾  

 [.zol.] Zoll → [.tswo.��.] 佐爾  

Deletion  [.k�ul.] Cool → [.k�u.] 酷 7.14% 

 

    Much to our expectation, the liquids in six out of seven cases undergo vowel 

insertion in the outputs and only one exception is found. The percentage (7.14%) of 

the exception may seem way higher than nothing, yet it is due to the comparatively 

small database of this sort. This case thus serves as a good example to illustrate the 

predictability of SPG by exploiting two seemingly irrelevant cue constraints defined 

and discussed in separate sections to account for a pattern that has not been taken care 

of prior to this point.  

 

7.6.3 Can a general constraint contradict a specific constraint? 

    Careful readers may also question that if the definitions of two constraints, one 

being more general and the other more specific, involve the same target segment(s), 

which constraint is supposed to be the one that the adapter is concerned with? The 

decision will be influential as the two constraints have distinct ranking values and 

hence his or her selection points of them will fall within different covered ranges.  

    It does not constitute a problem, however. The ranking value of a more general 

constraint is allocated by examining the data from a broader perspective. By analogy, 

the ranking value of a more specific constraint is allocated by examining the data 

from a narrower perspective. This can be well exemplified by the relationship 

between the general *[unreleased burst.]/ /, requiring perception of a stop coda, and 

the specific *[lips closure.]/ /, *[velum contact.]/ /, and *[alveolus contact.]/ /, 

requiring perception of labial, velar, and alveolar stop codas, respectively. Their 
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ranking values, along with *[ ]/+vocalic/, are summarized in (327). 

 

(327) Ranking values of cue constraints for stop codas 

Constraint Ranking value 

*[ lips closure.]/ / 115.1 

*[ velum contact.]/ / 113.54 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / 110.54 

*[ ]/+vocalic/ 107.9 

*[ alveolus contact.]/ / 106.64 

 

    Apparently, the effect of place-markedness hierarchy is mapped to the relatively 

higher ranking values of *[lips closure.]/ / and *[velum contact.]/ / and the lower 

ranking value of *[alveolus contact.]/ /, with *[ ]/+vocalic/ in between. The ranking 

value of *[unreleased burst.]/ / is given 110.54 in our discussion of the sonority effect, 

which is acquired by the observation of all stop codas without further classification of 

places of articulation. It therefore follows that the ranking value of the more general 

*[ unreleased burst.]/ / is approximately the mean of those of *[lips closure.]/ /, 

*[ velum contact.]/ /, and *[alveolus contact.]/ / 

What seems to be the problem is the probabilistic prediction of English stop 

codas. That is, given an input with a stop coda, what is the cue constraint that should 

be considered to militate against *[ ]/+vocalic/, the general or the specific? Let us take 

the stops [t, d] for example. If the more general *[unreleased burst.]/ / is considered, 

we might well predict a higher probability for one to be perceived and mapped to 

something, since the ranking value of *[unreleased burst.]/ / is higher than that of 

*[ ]/+vocalic/. Yet, if the more specific constraint *[alveolus contact.]/ / is considered, 

it is less likely to be perceived for the lower ranking value of *[alveolus contact.]/ / 

than that of *[ ]/+vocalic/. The truth is that both are correct predictions. It entirely 

depends on how we look upon the inputs. If we simply intend to see the adaptation of 
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all stop codas, and [t, d] are part of the inputs, the general *[unreleased burst.]/ / 

should be used. If we attempt to see how places of articulation behave in perception, 

we better take the specific *[alveolus contact.]/ / into account to realize the exact 

probabilistic distribution conditioned by the universal place-markedness hierarchy. As 

a matter of fact, no constraints aiming at the same group of inputs in the SPG are 

mutually contradictory. The formation of two cue constraints involving the same 

target is simply a matter of generality.  

 

7.6.4 What if the ranking between Constraints B and C makes a difference?  

    In Subsection 6.2.2, four scenarios under which ternary variation may take place 

are identified. Specifically, in Scenario IV, with the ranking values “Constraints A >> 

Constraint B >> Constraint C”, the three constraints are close sufficiently to incur 

overlapping areas. A hypothetical situation like this is sketched in (156) and is given 

below again. 

 

(328) Ternary variation: Scenario IV (Ranking values: A > B > C)  

 

 

 

 

                              

            

  

 

    The ranking values are currently omitted for not being the focus here. Based on 

our elaboration, the predicted frequencies are given in (329).  

 

 

 A 

lax strict  
(high ranked) (low ranked) 

 B  C 

 40%  30%  30% 
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(329) Potential rankings and predicted frequencies under (328) 

Ranking Frequency 

A >> B >> C, A >> C >> B 65% 

B >> C >> A, B >> A >> C 25% 

C >> A >> B, C >> B >> A 10% 

 

    Despite up to six permutations, only three frequencies, with which each 

constraint ranks on the top, are deduced. This background knowledge is all we need in 

our discussion of the effect of coronal coalescence: so long as one of the three cue 

constraints, namely *[rhotic]/–retroflex/, *[rhotic]/–rounded/, and *[fluid sound]/–

liquid/, outranks the rest, the English onset sequence [t��]/[ t�]/[d�] will undergo 

coalescence ([.t
�u.d�.] Trudy → [.t�
u.ti.] 楚迪), gliding ([.k�æs.t
�ol.] Castrol → 

[.t$ja.�!.two.] 嘉實多), and syllabification ([.t
� �.] Troy → [.t
�.lwo.i.] 特洛伊), 

respectively. Such an application of the ternary variation model reasonably leads us to 

a query: Is the same scenario applicable to the ternary variation where different 

rankings between the lower two constraints derive different outputs? That is, is it 

possible to work out the probabilities of all constraint permutations in (329)?   

    Theoretically, the answer is still positive. We might as well elaborate it with the 

hypothetical situation in (328). In (328), the potential rankings under each part of 

(non)overlapping area is listed below. 

 

(330) Potential rankings within each (non)overlapping area 

40% 30% 30% 

A >> B >> C A >> B >> C A >> B >> C 

A >> C >> B B >> A >> C A >> C >> B 

  B >> A >> C 

  B >> C >> A 

  C >> A >> B 

  C >> B >> A 
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    In the rightmost 30% where all three constraints are overlapped, the probability 

of each permutation is 5% (30%/6). Within the 30% in the middle where only 

constraints A and B overlap, the 30% should be evenly shared by the two 

permutations, each being 15%. As for the leftmost 40% where no overlapping is 

incurred, this area should be shared by the two rankings A >> B >> C and A >> C >> 

B based on the respective probabilities for Constraints B and Constraint C to dominate 

the rest. According to (329), the probability for Constraint B to dominate is 25% and 

that for Constraint C to dominate is 10%. This in turn indicates that within the 

leftmost 40% nonoverlapping area, the ranking A >> B >> C should account for 

28.57% (40%*25/35), and the other ranking A >> C >> B should be the remaining 

11.43% (40%*10/35). The results after calculation are summarized below. 

 

(331) Detailed probabilities for (330) 

40% 30% 30% 

A >> B >> C 28.57% A >> B >> C 15% A >> B >> C 5% 

A >> C >> B 11.43% B >> A >> C 15% A >> C >> B 5% 

    B >> A >> C 5% 

    B >> C >> A 5% 

    C >> A >> B 5% 

    C >> B >> A 5% 

 

We are now ready to work out the probability for each permutation to happen 

across the board. This is shown in (332), where in the note column, “L” stands for the 

leftmost nonoverlapping area of Constraint A’s coverage (40%), “M” for the 

overlapping between Constraints B and C in the middle (30%), and “R” for the 

rightmost overlapping area of all three constraints (30%).  
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(332) Probabilistic distribution of all permutations  

Ranking Probability Note 

A >> B >> C 48.57% 28.57% (L) + 15% (M) + 5% (R) 

A >> C >> B 16.43% 11.43% (L) + 5% (R) 

B >> A >> C 20% 15% (M) + 5% (R) 

B >> C >> A 5% 5% (R) 

C >> A >> B 5% 5% (R) 

C >> B >> A 5% 5% (R) 

 

    Note, however, that the six rankings do not necessarily derive six outputs. An 

output may stem from two different rankings. To illustrate, we might as well 

hypothesize an underlying representation /.pat./, which is to be evaluated by the three 

constraints NoCoda, Max, and Dep in the production grammar. Permutations of the 

three constraints along with the derived outputs are listed below. 

 

(333) Potential rankings and outputs for the input /.pat./ 

Ranking Output 

NoCoda >> Max >> Dep [.pa.t�.] 

NoCoda >> Dep >> Max [.pa.] 

Max >> NoCoda >> Dep [.pa.t�.] 

Max >> Dep >> NoCoda [.pat.] 

Dep >> NoCoda >> Max [.pa.] 

Dep >> Max >> NoCoda [.pat.] 

 

    If the overlapping situation of the three constraints is like what is sketched in 

(328), and the three constraints NoCoda, Max, and Dep are just Constraints A, B, and 

C, respectively, then the frequency for syllabification of the coda (e.g. [.pa.t�.]) to 

happen is 68.57% (48.57% + 20%), 21.43% (16.43% + 5%) for deletion of the coda 

(e.g. [.pa.]), and 10% (5% + 5%) for retention of the coda (e.g. [.pat.]). Following the 

calculation procedure, the ranking values of the three constraints can now be worked 

out and a ternary variation like this is then properly modeled.  
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7.6.5 Is it all about orthography?  

    Questioners of a perceptual account for loanword adaptation may challenge it by 

querying the effect of English orthography on the consonantal adaptation by TM 

adapters. Indeed there are some examples in support of this viewpoint, as given 

below.  

 

(334) Orthographic influence on loanword adaptation 

 English  TM 

a. [.�.k�	.(o�.] Chicago → [.t�!.t$ja.k�.] 芝加哥 

b. [.(�in.�t%.] Greenwich → [.(�.lin.wei.t�!.] 格林威治 

c. [.homz.] Holmes → [.fu.��.mwo.s!.] 福爾摩斯 

d. [.d#	n.] John → [.�e.xan.] 約翰 

 

    In (334a), English pronunciation for the onset Ch is the fricative [%], rather than 

the expected affricate [t%], but it is transliterated as the affricate [t�] in TM due to the 

spelling in the written form. In (334b)-(334d), with the “w”, “l”, and “h” in the 

spellings, they are mapped to something in the TM adaptations, though they are not 

pronounced by English speakers. These are obviously the examples resulting from 

TM speakers’ erroneous interpretation of the source words in their written forms. 

Whereas the effect of orthography may hold true in these few cases, thousands of 

others do not show this effect and reveal rather consistent patterns across different 

items. For example, in our investigation of liquid codas, it is shown in (297) that a 

liquid coda is 71.26% likely to retain when the preceding vowel is [–back], while 

conversely one is 90.2% likely to delete when it follows a [+back] vowel, though the 

letter “r” or “l” appears in the spellings of both contexts. This is arguably the result 

under the influence of acoustic similarity between the nuclear vowel and the liquid 

coda. Examples as such also include the ones similar to (334) but correctly interpreted, 
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as shown below. 

 

(335) Correct interpretation of English words with special pronunciations 

 English  TM 

a. [. .��.] (Robert) Horry42 → [.ou.�wei.] 歐瑞 

b. [.sæn.ho.zei.] San Jose → [.��.x�.$i.] 聖荷西 

 

    In (335a), the “H” in the spelling is silent and is thus mapped to nothing in the 

TM adaptation, rather than the wrongly supposed [x]. Likewise, in (335b) the onset “J” 

is pronounced as the pharyngeal [h] and is interpreted as the closest velar fricative [x] 

by the TM adapter, rather than as the affricate [t$]/[ t$�] that usually corresponds to “j” 

in English. 

     

7.7 Residual problem 

    As has been discussed in previous sections, perception of a liquid coda involves 

similarity in F2 frequencies between the preceding nuclear vowel and the liquid. That 

is, when the vowel is [–back], the F2 of it is less similar to that of the following liquid 

and hence the latter is easier to be heard. Analogously, when the vowel is [+back], the 

F2 of it is closer to that of the following liquid, which follows that the liquid is more 

likely to perceptually “vanish”, in a sense like lengthening of the preceding [+back] 

vowel.  

In addition to syllabification and consonant deletion, still another treatment of a 

liquid coda is to simply map it to one in the same position, but solely for the liquid [�] 

in the onsetless syllable of [.�.] in English, also the only combination for a liquid to 

appear in coda in TM. It comes as no surprise that these [�]’s, though preceded by a 

[+back] vowel, are immune to the similarity effect and survive in the UR since the 

                                                      
42 A retired NBA player.  
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TM adapter is fully aware of this existent syllable in the native lexicon. This is 

supported by the loanword data with no exception: as shown in (100a), the [.�.] 

syllables in all the four source words are mapped to the identical syllable in TM, such 

as “[.me�.��.] Mayer → [.mei.��.] 梅爾”.  

Many dialects in the Chinese family have the [.�.] diminutive suffix. A 

renowned member with this feature is Beijing dialect. Duanmu (2000, 2007) gives a 

detailed analysis on its patterns. In addition to Beijing dialect, he offers a handful of 

examples in Chengdu dialect, which is claimed to be simpler than that of Beijing. 

Here are some of his examples.  

 

(336) Chengdu [.�.] suffix (Duanmu 2007, revised) 

Unsuffixed Suffixed Gloss 

[.kn.] [.k�.] ‘ root’ 

[.pjan.] [.pj�.] ‘side’ 

[.wan.] [.w�.] ‘bowl’ 

[.yan.] [.y�.] ‘ yard’ 

 

In Chengdu, the [.�.] suffix replaces the rhyme as a whole except for its tone. 

Unlike these dialects with the [.�.] suffix, TM does not show this characteristic and in 

principle does not allow a liquid to appear in coda, with the only exception of the [.�.] 

syllable. A paradox may arise regarding constraint evaluation in OT, as shown in 

(337), where the jagged line indicates that the ranking between *[ ]/+vocalic/ and 

*([F2=1100Hz])[fluid sound]/ / is undefined. 
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(337) Erroneous prediction of the [.�.] syllable 

Example: [.me�.��.] Mayer → [.mei.��.] 梅爾 

 */liq./ *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*([1100F2])[fluid] 

/ / 

a. �/.mei.�./   * 

b. ?/.mei.�./ *    

 

    In (337), the actual output /.mei.�./ would fail to be the optimal candidate under 

this partial ranking, as it is not favored by the structural constraint */liquid./, which 

forbids any liquid from being the coda by definition. An alternative is to propose an 

ad hoc cue constraint that favors the winner, e.g. *[(.)�]/ /, and rank it over */liquid./. 

 

(338) A fallacious resolution to (337) 

 *[(. )�] 

/ / 

*/liq./  *[ ] 

/+voc/ 

*([1100F2])[fluid] 

/ / 

a. ☞/.mei.�./  *   

b. /.mei.�./ *W L  *W 

 

    This resolution poses an even serious problem that is fundamental to the theory 

per se, though, by outranking a cue constraint over a structural constraint that 

regulates the phonotactics of L1. But without doing so, the lower ranked *[(.)�]/ / 

would still be unhelpful to the problem. The very origin of this problem is the 

conceptual dilemma how to formalize a structural constraint that bans liquid codas but 

in the meanwhile allows one in the [.�.] syllable. I will leave this puzzle that is 

specific to TM to further studies.  

 

7.8 Concluding remarks 

    This dissertation has presented a formal analysis that models lexical variation in 

loanword adaptation within one single grammar. A general rule of thumb in linguistic 
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studies is that attention has long been focused on the pursuit of language invariance, 

i.e., universality that pertains to the innate linguistic competence of human beings. To 

this end, oftentimes the linguist sets up the linguistic facts that fit the goal he or she is 

after, and thereby little has been done as to how the “marginal” linguistic data may be 

couched within the “core” of linguistic theory. Building upon the fundamentals of 

stochastic OT (Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma and Hayes 2001), on the one hand, this 

dissertation takes variation seriously and designs a set of calculation processes to 

work out the ranking values of constraints without the need of computer softwares. By 

means of the allocation of ranking values, lexical variation in loanword adaptation is 

rendered inevitable due to closeness between two contradictory constraints. A 

prominent advancement that is worth mentioning is that the possibility to extend the 

application of this mechanism from binary variation to multiple variation, i.e. lexical 

variations involving more than three variants, is realized. This theoretical 

breakthrough further strengthens the plausibility and predictability of the refined 

version of stochastic OT. On the other hand, the main ingredients that constitute the 

SPG (stochastic perception grammar) for TM adapters’ perception of English 

consonants are claimed to be cue constraints. From a functional point of view, cue 

constraints, formation of which makes direct reference to acoustic cues and authentic 

aural events, are least controversially deemed appropriate for the construction of a 

perception grammar.  

The idea at the core of this dissertation is a simple one. As variation and 

heterogeneity are inherent part of all natural languages, the boundary between 

categorical facts and peripheral variation should be maximally eliminated by being 

treated in a unified way. 
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